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ABSTRACT

(A) CREATIVE WORK: This Doctorate of Creative Arts is based on a twohour radio documentary/feature series entitled ‘Marrying Out’, which draws on
50 oral history interviews recorded by the candidate on the topic of family
conflict and sectarianism associated with mixed marriage between Catholics
and Protestants in Australia to the 1970s. The series seeks to harness the
aesthetics of long-form crafted radio so as to allow oral history to achieve its
fullest force, by emphasising orality while enhancing the interview’s
‘listenability’ and impact through carefully judged radio production techniques.

(B) EXEGESIS: The exegesis examines the proposition that the genres of
oral history and long-form radio journalism have intersecting characteristics as
well as divergent aims, and that each genre can benefit the other. It discusses
how oral history debates around interview practice, memory, subjectivity,
reliability and interpretation concur with or depart from journalistic interviewing
for radio documentaries and features. It assays the characteristics of the radio
medium and its affinity with storytelling. It argues that oral history research is
most authentically rendered in aural rather than printed form, and that its
creative treatment for radio legitimately enhances its inherent personal
aspect. The exegesis asks whether the aesthetic interpretation of oral history
in this crafted radio form (documentary/feature) and the distillation imposed by
radio editing increases its ‘listenability’. While noting the rigorous research
that is the foundation for high quality radio documentaries (such as those that
win broadcasting awards or air on esteemed public broadcasting
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organisations such as the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)), the
exegesis explores whether the range and personal nature of oral history
research can expand the scope and impact of the radio program. The
candidate proposes that the broadcast genre which places thoroughly
researched oral history at the heart of creative storytelling on radio be labelled
a ‘Doc-OH Feature’, a form that sits on the radio documentary/feature
continuum. The exegesis concludes with a detailed case study of the making
of the Doc-OH Feature series Marrying Out.
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INTRODUCTION

This doctoral work stems from my simple but passionately held belief that oral
history and radio are the perfect couple, a pairing that delivers more than the
sum of its parts. Alone, certainly, each has much to recommend itself. Oral
history captures the personal stories behind lived events, not just broadening
historical knowledge, but extending our understanding of the human condition
by enquiring about the subjective meaning of those experiences. Radio
connects its multitude of disparate listeners through the innately intimate
qualities of sound. Sound ‘envelops us, pouring into us, whether we want it to
or not, including us, involving us’, notes Susan Douglas (2004, p30).
Radio is strikingly dependent on voice – besides music, its single
greatest component. That voice can embrace many contexts: as a monologue
delivered by the egocentric host, the grave newsreader, actors, poets and
readers of audio books, or as dialogue: for example, as probing news
interview, relaxed chat, confessional story or celebrity profile. These diverse
radio voices engender a response from listeners at both a sensory level (tone,
pitch, rhythm, inflection, expressiveness, timbre – what Roland Barthes
collectively refers to as the ‘grain’ of the voice (Barthes 1991, p273)) and a
substantive level (language, the meaning of words, and coded information
such as accent, age, gender).
Oral history also places great significance on the voice: orality is crucial
to the recorded exchange, which the pioneering Italian theorist Alessandro
Portelli calls ‘history-telling’ (Portelli 1997, p6). In a seminal essay “What
Makes Oral History Different?” first published in 1979 (Portelli in Perks &
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Thomson 2006, pp32-42) which canvassed the key problematics of the
burgeoning oral history genre, Portelli elegantly rebuts the tired objections to
oral history raised by conventional academic historians (see pp.51-2). Besides
its orality, he discusses other significant characteristics of oral history: its
subjectivity (which he notes as a strength), its capacity for interpretation of an
event, its narrative nature and the controlling and shaping role of the
interviewer – the latter often overlooked by those who vaunt oral history as
liberating previously marginalised voices.
Oral history is not where the working classes speak for
themselves…the control of historical discourse remains firmly in the
hands of the historian. It is the historian who contributes to the
shaping of the testimony by asking the questions and reacting to
the answers; and who gives the testimony its final published shape
and context (if only in terms of montage and transcription).
(Portelli in Perks & Thomson 2006, p40)

Portelli emphasises ‘the dialogic approach, the interpersonal encounter
between researcher and narrators, from which both emerge with a new,
different awareness’ (Portelli 1999). The omission of this interactivity by the
selective extracting of only the informant’s quotes for a written text concerned
Portelli; so did the very use of a written text as published outcome. In 1979 he
had written: ‘Oral sources are oral sources. Scholars are willing to admit that
the actual document is the recorded tape; but almost all go on to work on the
transcripts, and it is only the transcripts that are published." (Portelli in Perks
& Thomson 2006, p33) Twenty years later, in 1999, Portelli experimented with
the scholarly interpretation of oral history in an aural medium: what his
collaborator, the American radio producer and oral historian Charles Hardy
111, called an ‘essay-in-sound’. More than two hours long, ‘I Can Almost See
the Lights of Home ~ A Field Trip to Harlan County, Kentucky’ combines the
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radio documentary treatment of Portelli’s oral history interviews with residents
of Harlan County with analysis by Portelli (interviewed by Hardy) of the
interview methodology and outcomes. It provides an aural academic
showcase for oral history, a concept Portelli continues to advocate. In 2006, at
a Masterclass at the 14th International Oral History Conference in Sydney,
Portelli described the interview process as ‘a performance in search of a text’
(Portelli 2006a). He also observed that in the case of the oral history
interview, “audio IS the text” (Portelli 2006a). If we accept both these
observations, (and since they are formulated by a theorist of Portelli’s
eminence in the field it seems a reasonable position), then radio could surely
be considered an obvious stage for the performance.
But what exactly does radio gain? The often-trivial dialogue on live radio
can easily pall: inane phone-ins, inept or sycophantic interviews with local
identities, multiple presenters vying to deliver not-so-witty riffs. Such radio
would benefit from the interviewing depth and empathy shown by oral
historians, who seek to tap into what legendary American broadcaster and
oral historian Studs Terkel called the ‘precious metal’ in an individual (Terkel
in Perks & Thomson 2006, p127). At its best, the oral history interview can
elucidate and inspire, inform and entertain; it provides an endlessly shifting
framing of history and infinite insights into human frailties and triumphs. It is
story and confession, analysis and reflection, a complex web of description,
discourse and dissembling. It tells us not just what someone did, but how they
feel about it now and how that has changed over time, as they acquire new
perspectives or emotional distance. It even tells us about the interviewer, who
becomes as much part of the story as the teller: not just through his role in
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shaping the unfolding interview, but also in how he chooses to frame the
results for publication. Portelli alerts us to the ambivalence implicit in the term
‘oral history’: ‘it refers both to what the historians hear (the oral sources) and
to what the historians say or write’ (Portelli 1997, p3). The latter aspect, the
authorial role of the historian in the selective editing and mode of presentation
of the oral sources, is germane to the dissemination of oral history via radio.
In its attempts to elicit a detailed life story or description, oral history,
inevitably, is not always engaging or entertaining. It can also be laborious,
lengthy and sometimes dull. In a typical two-hour interview, there will be light
and shade, filling in of biographical detail and routines, pedestrian accounts of
worthy moments that fail to interest the listener as much as the teller. While
there is a place for unexpurgated oral history as archive, in order for it to have
maximum resonance with a general audience, it needs skilful editing. This is
where oral history can benefit from radio. It needs the editor’s skill at honing
and filleting a long interview, and sequencing it so that it unfolds as
compelling narrative, with a beginning, a middle and an end. But editing is
only the start of oral history’s romance with radio. The courtship continues
with the judicious introduction of music, that other emotive pillar of radio,
which can underpin or counterpoint the mood of the voice, enhance or reveal
a deeper truth behind the words. Music can punctuate the history-telling with
pauses, bridges and new directions. Other sounds, what radio producers call
‘actuality’, can be layered in as appropriate, triggered by the interview content
- birdsong, a river, urban street noise, a school scene, a domestic moment, a
farewell. The interview themes may suggest other radio elements: use of
archival sound, re-enactments, aural representations such as echo or reverb
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effects, or spatial contouring. However complex or linear the format, the
relationship between radio and oral history should remain mutually respectful,
each mindful of what it has gained from the other.
I believe this symbiotic partnership between radio and oral history can
reach its ultimate consummation in a program format that is somewhere
between a radio documentary and a radio feature. I have characterised the
form as a Doc-OH Feature, where OH is a bloc of primary oral history
research, the substantial skeleton of the program, ‘doc’ represents radio
documentary and ‘feature’ represents radio feature. The terms ‘documentary’
and ‘feature‘ can have multiple interpretations, which vary according to region
and era. As Madsen (2005), Hendy (2009), Crook (1999) and others point
out, the ‘radio feature’ developed as a strong literary/dramatic form in Britain
from the 1930s, and underwent a renaissance in Europe from the late 1960s,
emerging from the confines of the studio as a sort of ‘acoustic film’ (Braun
2004, p4) that used portable tape recorders to capture ‘wild’ or environmental
sound as a key audio element. ‘Documentary’ is often seen as an
informationalist radio form, characterised as sober, educational and cerebral
(Hendy in Crisell 2009, pp220-1, Nichols 1991, p3), although it also concerns
itself with the ‘fly-on-the-wall’ presenting of lived experience, a form of audio
verite (Corner 1996, Nichols 1991). The lines blur further with what acclaimed
British practitioner Alan Hall calls the ‘documentary feature’, which he
describes as ‘tending to apply the techniques of fiction to fact-based stories’
(Hall in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p96). While ‘features’ are, in Europe and
Australia at least, associated with imaginative and often complex audio
production techniques and a creative treatment of narrative, in the US, similar
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formats can be described as ‘documentary’. Rather than be bound by strict
definitions, it is appropriate to acknowledge that these long-form radio
programs occupy a shifting creative continuum. What mutually distinguishes
both forms is the authorial shaping of the producer, who – apart altogether
from any presence as narrator of the program - creates meaning through the
combined effect of the audio elements he chooses to record or include and
the manner of their incorporation (sequence, layering, pacing, interpolation of
other elements etcetera). Some choices are made for pragmatic reasons,
such as program length: ‘The need to cut wonderful material to fit into
standardized radio time slots is something that all documentarians producing
for broadcast must do’, observes Hardy 111 (1999). Hardy provides an insight
into the art of ‘writing’ with sound:

The act of authoring in sound is different than that of writing, for the
building blocks are not individual words, but recorded sounds and
voices… On paper, authors have free reign [sic] to analyze, draw
conclusions, explain transitions, and create topic sentences to set
up what follows… I resolved the problem through the use of sound
effects—the bark of a dog, closing of a door—or through musical
bridges. Conversational asides were also used to demarcate a
change of topic.
(Hardy 111 1999)

Hardy also describes a key concern for the radio documentary/feature maker
which is not an issue for the author of a printed text: the fact that live radio
unfolds in real time (digital radio permits pausing and replay, but is still very
much a minority listening format) – a factor that crucially affects the
intelligibility of what is being communicated. Readers can re-read a confusing
sentence on a page, or set aside and come back to a complex paragraph.
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Live radio listeners have to ‘get’ it in one take, which affects the programmaker’s artistic judgements, as Hardy notes.
There is an art to authoring in sound, I would maintain, that
requires the same sort of sensitivity and attention to the rhythm,
cadence, and flow that is required of a musician or composer. To
hold listener attention, authors working in sound media must pace
the flow of information; at times, to pay as much attention to the
space between the words as to the words themselves. An example:
The pacing of a five-minute news piece will usually be much faster
than that of a piece that runs a half-hour or hour. The pacing and
rhythm of a sound documentary, the art of its composition, can
make the difference between a piece that draws in and engages
listeners and one that they quickly turn off.
(Hardy 111 1999)

The Doc-OH Feature is driven by oral history, which confers purpose
and meaning through its mixture of original substantive content and
accompanying personal interpretation. Journalistic crafting techniques are
employed to edit without misrepresentation, to distil the essence of an
unwieldy body of interviews and to collate it into a coherent, balanced and
pleasing narrative. The material is also creatively treated by the author (the
program-maker), to illuminate what the influential American documentary filmmaker Ken Burns calls the ‘higher truth’ of history (p145). The authorial voice
raises the stakes, finds the drama, heightens the mood, shifts the lighting:
probes every tiny nuance the oral history offers. Thus can oral history and
radio work in glorious collaboration, as a Doc-OH Feature – a combination of
art, history and journalism.
This exegesis will trace the twin roads oral history and radio production
have taken to reach this crossover point. It will also describe in detail the
evolution of Marrying Out, the Doc-OH Feature that is the creative work for
this doctorate of creative arts.
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PART 1 - Description of the Creative Work: a hybrid form that links art,
oral history and journalism

This section describes the nature of the creative work – a series of audio
features on the theme of family conflict and societal tensions caused by
Catholic–Protestant relations in Australia up to the 1960s. It introduces the
synergistic potential of oral history-on-radio through a hybrid form, the DocOH Feature, that blends art, journalism and oral history. It backgrounds the
topic of the creative work and the candidate’s relation to the theme.

1.1 Nature of creative work
The creative work comprises two audio features, each c. 53 minutes long,
which explore family conflict and societal tensions caused by Catholic–
Protestant relations in Australia up to the 1960s. The series, entitled Marrying
Out, presents personal experiences of individuals affected by ‘mixed
marriages’,1 edited from 50 oral histories recorded by the candidate. Part 1,
Not in Front of the Altar, features those who married across this religious
divide; Part 2, Between Two Worlds focuses on children who grew up in a
‘mixed marriage’.
Marrying Out uses complex production techniques associated with the
radio documentary or feature form (characteristics discussed in Ch 5). It
interweaves carefully edited interview excerpts with original and contemporary
music, which creates mood, acts as a transition between ‘chapters’ and
sometimes contributes diegetically. To this blend of speech and music is
added archival audio to illuminate the era, actuality, dramatised scenes and a
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personal, non-dispassionate narrative voice. Through the synthesis of all
these elements as the series Marrying Out, the candidate aims to explore in
vivid personal detail a neglected and crucial aspect of recent Australian
history.
While sectarianism between Catholics and Protestants in Australia has
been described in the academic literature (Campion 1982, 1987, Hogan 1987,
Kildea 2002, O’Farrell 1992, 2000 and others), the personal pain it caused
has not received as much attention from historians.2 This personal impact is
what Marrying Out chooses to focus on, and this theme in turn led to the
choice of an audio feature (rather than a non-fiction book) as the creative
work: by wedding the considerable emotional power of oral history-as-audio to
the intimate storytelling capacity of radio, the series seeks to convey,
intellectually and emotionally, the human impact of mixed marriage in this era;
and to give that expression its fullest force by employing creative crafting and
production techniques associated with the radio documentary and feature
form. In Parts 2 and 3, the candidate describes how the theory and practice of
oral history and journalistic interviewing can be combined, and the results
overlaid with the creative and editorial techniques of the radio
documentary/feature maker to produce a blend of art, journalism and oral
history which the candidate labels a ‘Doc-OH Feature’. The candidate
suggests that airing oral history in this manner, as opposed to printed word
form, can have a profound effect on listeners through its combination of
cognitive analysis and affective resonances (ideas explored in detail in Part
3). If widely disseminated on national radio, as Marrying Out has been (ABC
Radio National (Australia) 2009, RTE (Ireland) 2010 and New Zealand Radio
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2011), a Doc-OH Feature can have a substantial impact on public memory.
As Stephen Smith, editor of American RadioWorks, the documentary unit of
American Public Media, and a passionate maker of history documentaries,
notes:
History on the radio is a powerful ally to memory because the
medium works best when we broadcast the kind of lost or obscured
voices, the kind of character-driven and emotionally rich stories,
that plant ideas and facts more deeply in memory. And hopefully,
beyond the act of remembering lies understanding.
(Smith in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p146)

1.2 Background: Catholic-Protestant divisions in Australia as
context for theme of creative work
Australian sectarianism derived from the legacy of 16th century
events, that is, the English variant of the Protestant Reformation,
and the English conquest of Ireland… English propaganda sought
to morally vindicate this invasion with an ideology of justifiable
colonial subjection. So the Irish became, forever after, seditious
Catholic barbarians, sub-human anthropoids, violent, dirty,
ignorant, on whom it was a necessary duty to impose English rule,
civilization and religion. For their own good: their resistance proved
their inferiority and primitive savagery.
(O’Farrell 2005, p8)

The sectarian divisions still evident in 1950s and 1960s Australia as revealed
in Marrying Out derive from Ireland’s long history of colonial oppression by
England – tensions transplanted to Australia with the arrival of the First Fleet
in 1788, when Australia was established as a British colony. Its nonindigenous population would be comprised until the 1950s mainly of those of
British (Protestant3) and Irish (Catholic) origins, in a ratio of roughly 3:1
(McDonagh 1986, pp128-30). After World War Two, mass immigration from
Europe would radically alter the demographic, changing Australia in only four
18

decades from ‘a second-hand Britain and Ireland to the world’s second most
culturally diverse society (after Israel)’ (Pilger 1992, p338, Jupp 2001). Italians
and Greeks would arrive in their hundreds of thousands in the 1950s, along
with other Europeans from East and West escaping the economic and political
aftermath of the war. The next major cultural influx would be in 1968, when
Australia’s first large-scale Muslim immigrants arrived from Turkey, followed
by Lebanese refugees in the 1970s (Jupp 2001, p75). In April 1976, five
Vietnamese boatpeople landed in Australia, the first of some 100,000 IndoChinese immigrants to settle here, while South Americans fleeing repressive
dictatorships arrived from Chile, Argentina and Uruguay through the 1970s
(Jupp 2001, p170, 197, 719). In recent decades, immigrants from China,
India, Africa and the Middle East have developed significant communities.
‘Multi-culturalism’ was officially adopted by a Labor government in 1973 and
by 2006, Australia harboured people from over 200 countries, with almost one
in four of the population born overseas (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2011).
But the road to harmony and multiculturalism was laid by the struggle of
the Irish Catholic minority to be allowed to be different, argues priest, literary
figure and prominent historian of Australian Catholicism, Edmund Campion.
‘In Australian history, Catholics were the first ethnics’, he observes (Campion
1982, p3). As such, early Catholics felt beleagured and even persecuted, as
author Robert Hughes (1987) and theological historian Michael Hogan (1984)
detail.4 Historians Patrick O’Farrell and Jeff Kildea (2002) describe how their
struggle to maintain their religious and cultural heritage persisted over
generations, creating a vibrant and distinctive subculture in Australia, of which
‘Irish’ and ‘Catholic’ were the virtually synonymous identifiers.5 At around a
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quarter of the population, they were a minority too significant to be ignored.6
From the earliest days of the colony until post-war migration brought
substantial ethnic diversity, the critical dynamic in Australian society was
British vs Irish, Protestant vs Catholic, observes Patrick O’Farrell, widely
acknowledged as the pre-eminent historian of Irish-Australia.7 The two
traditions were distinct, competitive and often hostile, notes historian Russell
Ward (Ward 1958, p47).8
As in Ireland, Catholics in Australia were officially barred from high office
until 1829, when the Catholic Emancipation Act was passed in Britain.
Discrimination in the workplace would continue, according to the oral histories
gathered for Marrying Out, into the 1960s: assertions that shock young
Australians today. Whether discrimination against the Irish Catholic minority
was official or unofficial, known or denied, census data show that Catholics
would remain an underclass in Australia long after 1829. Individual Irish
Catholics occasionally rose to great heights: from the 1850s, John
O’Shanassy and Charles Gavan Duffy briefly governed Victoria and sought to
democratise land ownership; in the New South Wales parliament at around
the same time, Daniel Deniehy, son of convict parents, envisaged ‘an
independent republican Australia, egalitarian, humane, the good home of
small men’ (O’Farrell 1986, p248). In the 1880s, the Durack family’s epic
overland cattle treks to the Kimberley region of Western Australia gave them
a rare entrée to Australia’s landed class, the squattocracy.
But in general throughout the last half of the nineteenth century, eminent
sociologist of religion Hans Mol confirms the lowly status of Irish Catholics in
Australia. In Victoria ‘Irish Roman Catholics seldom rise above the lower
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levels and never as a class represent the mercantile banking and squatting
interests’ (Mol 1971, p77), while the situation is similar in Queensland,
Western Australia and South Australia. In the Australian Census in 1901,
Catholics were scarce in the banking and financial sector (8.2%) and overrepresented in road, railways and construction works (40.8%). By the 1947
census, Catholics had gained ground. They still predominated as labourers
and domestic workers compared to other denominations, but were
proportionately more numerous in the professional and semi-professional
occupations (Mol 1971, p82). A recent PhD thesis explores further the
sectarianism of the era (Edwards 2007).
In 1947, 90% of Australians were described as of ‘Anglo-Celtic’
provenance (Price 1999, p15). Soon migrants would start to pour in from
Europe, displacing Irish Catholics at the bottom of the heap. But although the
social and economic rise of Catholics had begun, the bitterness and bile of
age-old political and religious tensions would not wear off so easily. In 1958,
Mol tells us, the author of the Current Affairs Bulletin on church-going wrote:
Many Australians who give no visible support to any Protestant
church nevertheless carry the torch of ‘anti-Popery’. In at least one
state it is impossible for a Catholic lawyer, however talented and
learned, to be appointed as a judge.
(Mol 1971, p144)

Such attitudes were often covert, passed on by osmosis rather than public
analysis or discussion. As John Douglas Pringle, a liberal Scot and twice
editor of the Sydney Morning Herald wrote of the anti-Catholic bias he
observed in 1950s Australia:
From time to time it bursts out like lava from a sleeping volcano,
burning and destroying everything it touches. The fire is kept alive
in the Protestant Churches and Masonic Lodges, many of which
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are dominated by men descended from Ulster, but once allowed to
escape it is inclined to sweep with it a very large proportion of the
population who have no religious views at all.
… The stupidity and ferocity of their hatred is often beyond belief.
Even a responsible body like the Australian Council of World
Churches [sic] committed itself, as late as 1953, to the
extraordinary statement that Rome and Moscow must be
considered as equal menaces.
(Pringle 1965, pp86-88)

Even in the 1960s, as Australian demographics were transformed by
large scale immigration, the Catholic/Protestant axis of antipathy remained. In
his seminal book, The Lucky County, prominent author, atheist and liberal
humanist Donald Horne waspishly observed that ‘the single most significant
aspect of Protestantism now is its anti-Catholicism’ (Horne 1965, p54). He
goes on to note:
… bitter distrust of the Catholic Church is still part of the system of
beliefs of most non-Catholic Australians. It is nurtured by some of
the Protestant clergy; it is an article of faith among many
intellectuals (anti-Catholicism is the anti-Semitism of the
intellectuals); it is a matter of considerable importance in the lower
levels of many government departments; there is an anti-Catholic
bias in a significant section of the Liberal [Conservative] Party;
many business leaders are anti-Catholic; it is a most important
factor in the struggle for the Labour movement.
(Pringle 1965, p55)

Mol also reports that in one 1960s study, Catholics were ‘severely
under-represented’ in academic life, with ‘only 8% of academic staff at Sydney
and Melbourne Universities’ Catholic (Mol 1971, p78).
Fast-forwarding to the present, it is difficult to imagine an Australia
where an Irish name or Catholic background was a social handicap. The
political landscape has shifted so fundamentally that the Liberal Party founded
by Robert Menzies, whose last government was home to only one Catholic
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minister, is now led by an outspoken Catholic, Tony Abbott, who in 2010
came within one MP’s vote of becoming Prime Minister of Australia. Four out
of the five contenders for the preceding Liberal Party leadership were also
Catholic – an astonishing turnaround from the 1950s, when Catholics were
overwhelmingly aligned with the Australian Labor Party, or its breakaway
group, the Democratic Labor Party. 9
To a recent Australian immigrant from Sudan, India or Iran, who does
not speak English or come from a Western culture, those of Anglophone
background (mostly British and Irish) must appear a somewhat homogenous
establishment. So blurred have the lines now become that commentators
routinely refer to ‘Anglo–Celtic’ Australians, as though Irish Catholic and
English or Scottish Protestant Australians have become retrospectively united
into a harmonious blend of core ‘Australian’ stock. In fact, as Patrick O’Farrell
forcefully reminds us, nothing could be further from the truth:
It [the term ‘Anglo–Celtic’] is a grossly misleading, false and
patronising contemporary convenience, one crassly present-oriented.
Its use removes from consciousness and recognition a major conflict
fundamental to any comprehension, not only of Australian history but
of our present core culture… At least the terms ‘Protestant’ and
‘Catholic’ are less dismissive of the actualities of history: no conflatory
term has been suggested to avoid that embarrassing unpleasantness.
(O’Farrell 2005, p7)
It was in order to address the current tendency to gloss over or
misrepresent that defining aspect of Australian history, and to (literally) place
on the record not just the historical tensions between Irish Catholics and
British Protestants but the immense personal pain caused by such bigotry,
that I, the candidate, primarily undertook this project.
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1.3 Candidate’s background and relationship to theme

The themes explored in Marrying Out have strong personal and professional
resonances for the candidate. In this section, she articulates her position and
describes her published work around such themes as Irishness in Australia,
Irish/Catholic identity, Irish history, migration and diaspora and its relationship
to British/colonial history, the influence of the Irish in Australia, their
relationship to Aboriginal Australia, perceptions of the Irish as an inferior or
disreputable group, and parallels between the historical demonisation of Irish
Catholics and of Lebanese Muslims in contemporary Australia. She
acknowledges that her experiences and research during twenty years as an
Irish migrant in Australia will overtly inform her interviewing methodology for
Marrying Out, which combines the theory and practice of oral history and
journalistic interviewing.

Born in Ireland and raised Catholic, I emigrated to Australia, aged 27, in 1985
– ironically, intending to escape the pervasive influence of the Catholic
Church in Ireland. But in Australia, I discovered that even though some 20%
of immigrants from Ireland were Protestant (mainly Ulster Presbyterians and
Anglican/Church of Ireland), the public perception of ‘Irishness’ was
inextricably linked with ‘Catholic’. ‘To be Irish and Catholic was part and
parcel of the same thing’, says one Marrying Out informant, Meg Clancy, who
grew up in a tribal Irish Catholic culture in Melbourne in the 1950s. Born into
four generations of unadulterated Irish Catholic genes, the red-haired Clancy
was almost a stereotype of the Irish-Australian: taught by Irish nuns, reared in
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an Irish pub, brought up to vote Labor, sing Irish ballads and mourn those who
perished in Irish history at the hands of cruel Brittania, Meg Clancy was one of
the first Australians I got to know. Although she herself married someone of
an equally solid Irish background, Meg often spoke of family members who
had suffered due to falling in love with someone from ‘the opposite camp’ – a
Protestant. An aunt had been compelled to relinquish a true love, and had
pined all her life for the man she gave up. Another relative proceeded with a
‘mixed marriage’, but it led to terrible conflict with his wife, a Presbyterian, as
Meg would eventually relate on tape:
My great-uncle Eugene married Eunice, and she was a Protestant, and
that caused terrible ructions in my staunchly Catholic family. They argued
constantly over everything; matters of faith, politics, where to educate
their only child. Both of them were really stubborn and just would not
concede defeat. And as a very small child in Melbourne in the early '50s I
was puzzled by the two portraits that hung on their lounge room walls.
You see, sometimes the Queen's picture would be facing out but the
Pope's would be turned to the wall, and when I asked my mother about
this she sheepishly explained that, well, it depended on who was winning
that day's argument. If Eugene felt he was right then he made sure the
Pope faced outwards and turned the Queen's picture the other way, but if
on the other hand Eunice thought she had the upper hand, then the
Queen faced out and the poor Pope faced the wall.
(Clancy, MO, Pt 1, 2009)

Fig 1.1. Meg Clancy, a fifth-generation Irish-Australian and contributor to
Marrying Out
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I first heard that story in the mid-1980s, as I struggled to understand the
currents and passions of my adopted home. Over the next twenty years, I
made radio and television documentaries, wrote several books and recorded
numerous oral histories, about diverse aspects of Australian social history. I
tackled the history of Irish-Australia first, interviewing a broad range from
luminaries and academics to publicans and priests for a 6 x 45’ radio series,
The Irish in Australia Past And Present (McHugh 1986). Some of those
interviews were repeated for a three-hour television series, which I co-wrote,
based on a treatment by historian Patrick O’Farrell (Echo of a Distant Drum,
Denison 1988). By then, I had had enough of Irish-Australia. I did not want to
end up like some of my interviewees, cocooned in a capsule of ersatz
Irishness at the other end of the world. I trained my gaze instead on
Australia’s multicultural communities and on marginalised groups of all sorts. I
interviewed migrants from thirty European backgrounds who had come to
Australia to work on a massive hydro-electric scheme after World War Two.10 I
collected the untold stories of women who had worked in Vietnam during the
war as nurses, entertainers and journalists,11 miners in the world’s biggest
lead and zinc mine in the highly unionised outback town of Broken Hill, public
housing tenants, Aboriginal people forcibly removed from their parents as
children, cotton industry workers and opponents, dairy farmers, early surf
lifesavers, a controversial architect, a rags-to-riches Italian furniture tycoon12
– Australians of all kind.
But themes of Irishness kept recurring, even where I suspected none.
Some links were obscure: on Palm Island, an Aboriginal community off
Queensland which until the 1970s served as a harsh penitentiary for
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Aborigines of mixed blood, I sought to interview an old man who had led a
strike there in 1957. He had agreed to my request, but kept avoiding a
meeting. Unused to Aboriginal cultural ways at the time (1991), I did not
understand that his avoidance was a polite way of saying no. On my last day
on the island, I pleaded for some time with him, telling him I really wanted to
hear his story, and let others know what happened there. He looked at me
hopelessly. ‘They took away our land, wouldn’t let us speak our language,
locked us up if we fought back.’ He shook his head. ‘You wouldn’t
understand.’ To which I blurted, ‘but I’m Irish - they did the same to us.’ He
suddenly came alive – ‘what, you’re IRISH? Sit down!’ And thus I heard the
story of Bill Congoo’s role in the infamous Palm Island strike,13 when he and
other leaders were taken off the island in chains to be incarcerated. It
transpired that an Irish priest on Palm had been one of the few whites who
supported Bill, urging him on in the struggle and validating his sense of
injustice – hence his willingness to talk to me. I was beginning to understand
that the Irish influence in Australia was more complex and pervasive than it
had seemed. Later, I would encounter numerous Aboriginal people who
welcomed me due to our presumed solidarity as co-oppressed victims of a
mutual colonial invader – the English.
Some Irish connections were overt in the Australian historical
consciousness: the miners who took up arms against unjust practices on the
nineteenth-century Victorian goldfields were led by an Irishman, their rebellion
staged with a password borrowed from a previous insurrection in Ireland, in
1798, and the Irish the most numerous of the dozens killed. The Eureka
Stockade Rebellion of 1854, in which well-armed military authorities easily
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routed the rag-tag miners, was nonetheless a catalyst for universal suffrage
and a more equitable system of parliamentary representation, as demanded
by the miners’ eloquent Charter. In 1999 I wrote about the democratising
influence of Eureka for a weekend magazine produced by a national
newspaper, The Australian, to coincide with a referendum on whether
Australia would become a republic. I had written major (4,000-word) features
for it before and had always been consulted about even the most minor copy
editing. To my surprise and horror, when the Eureka article appeared, it had
been altered, in both tone and content, without my knowledge or consent
(‘Sign of the Cross’, The Australian Magazine, October 30-31, 1999, pp2425). Under my byline, a section had been added which re-framed the rebellion
as a criminal affray by disorderly Irish miners. The complexity of the rebel
leader, Peter Lalor, and his contradictory impulses towards social justice and
a conservative social order, had been distorted in a terse caption (not mine):
rabble-rouser turned social climber, Peter Lalor. The editor apologised for this
unprecedented intervention by a sub-editor, caused by more senior personnel
being on leave. I was invited to write a letter re-calibrating the piece, which
was duly published. But what struck me most about the incident was the
degree of passion and prejudice my sympathetic treatment of the Irish miners
had aroused in this sub-editor – who happened to be English. Incensed in turn
by his meddling, I went on to make a radio documentary, The Irish at Eureka
– Rebels or Riff-raff (McHugh 2003) which explicitly addressed tensions
around the interpretation of Eureka, and the subversive message it still
evidently carried.14 In 1999, when my article was written, Irish Catholics were
at the peak of their power in Australia: Paul Keating was Prime Minister,
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William Deane was Governor-General and Gerard Brennan was Chief Judge
of the High Court, all of them of very obvious Irish Catholic background. I had
assumed such success meant acceptance, and that historical anti-Irish feeling
was gone by then. The tampering with my Eureka article suggested
otherwise.
The final step that prompted me to undertake the Marrying Out project
was a radio documentary I made about some 4,000 orphan girls sent to
Australia from Ireland between 1848 and 1850, after the devastating Great
Famine. Aged from 14 to 20, the girls became domestic servants or wives, in
a colony where females were in great demand, men outnumbering women by
up to nine in rural areas. Although some were Protestant, the girls were
generally perceived as being Catholic, and as such were the subject of
sectarian abuse, such as this rant from The Argus newspaper in Melbourne in
1851:
the most stupid, the most ignorant, the most useless and the most
unmanageable set of beings that ever cursed a country by their
presence... whose knowledge of household duty barely reaches to
distinguish the inside from the outside of a potato.
(cited by McClaughlin in Mc Hugh 2001)

John Dunmore Lang, a Presbyterian preacher and activist, wrote to the
British Colonial Secretary, Earl Grey, begging him to stop the scheme, which
he was convinced was an attempt ‘to Romanize the colony through the artful
and thoroughly Jesuitical device of mixed marriages'. (Lang 1849 in D.
Headon and E. Perkins (eds.) 1998, p13) He was right in one respect: about
half the girls married across race and religion. Interviewing their descendants,
I became aware for the first time that it wasn’t only Australians called Kelly
and O’Connor who had Irish background. Bland English monikers like
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Edwards, Digby and Greene had subsumed Irish girls called Rafferty, Keane
and Kenny - but the Irishness, I was to discover, lived on.15 In some cases,
the family histories I recorded revealed a sort of micro-reconciliation of the
enmeshed postcolonial and religious tensions that had so bedevilled Irish and,
by extension, Australian history 16 - a theme I would explore in my interviews
for Marrying Out.
I returned to live in Ireland in 2000/01, an opportunity to acquaint myself
with the major social and economic change under the much-vaunted ‘Celtic
Tiger’, which had brought a prosperity that was unthinkable even fifteen years
before, when I left. It would implode in 2008 with the Global Financial Crisis,
but in 2000, it had made Ireland a place of net immigration for the first time in
my lifetime, with new communities from Nigeria, Bosnia and Eastern Europe
radically transforming the social landscape, much as European migrants had
in Australia fifty years before. In Northern Ireland, a tentative road to peace
had begun, but tensions remained. Although Belfast was only 165 kilometres
from Dublin, the cultural chasm was huge, as I observed when making a radio
documentary exploring a reconciliation workshop attended by high school
students from Ireland North and South, and the United Kingdom.17 The
keynote speaker was indigenous Australian leader, Patrick Dodson, who
acknowledged his own Irish forebears – Protestant small farmers from Ulster
– and linked the Aboriginal struggle for social justice in Australia to the
continuing quest for peace and harmony in Northern Ireland. Two Protestant
girls from Belfast spoke wonderingly of this being their first venture across the
border, and their first real exchange with Irish Catholics. A Catholic teenager
from Dublin asked Dodson why the Aborigines had not resorted to taking up
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arms, as had the IRA. He answered with the same gravitas he had invested in
chairing the Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation for much of the previous
decade.
Violence breeds violence… but dialogue is a precious commodity.
We're adept at picking out what we don't like about other human
beings - your colour, the way you talk, the way you walk - but the
harder challenge is to find out what we do hold in common... That's
what the future's about - create the space, find the common
ground, develop it, THEN come back and look at the differences
and see have they any substance or do they ring hollow now because half the time they are not of substance if the essential goal
is to see another human being able to live with pride and dignity
and equality.
(Dodson, McHugh 2001)

These words stayed with me. If Patrick Dodson could find such
magnanimity after all his people had suffered for over 200 years, surely it was
possible for Protestants and Catholics in Ireland to find a way to live together
after more than 300 years of co-existence? And why carry on the fight in a
new land, Australia? I returned to Sydney, reflecting on how my attitudes
towards Ireland had been challenged by this extended stay. I did not like the
materialism, ostentatious wealth and arrogance that the Tiger had brought. I
had developed my own story of what Ireland was about, fuelled by nostalgic
recollections of soulful music, spirited debate and collective humour and wit,
which had somehow overtaken the grittier memories of poverty, insular
thinking, nakedly duplicitous politicians and an authoritarian, church-ridden
state. I had come across this before, when interviewing migrants to Australia –
this tendency to preserve a snap-frozen image of the homeland and to resist,
even resent, any modifications in the interim. If I still clung to my preferred
notion of Ireland despite instant internet access to the updated reality, how
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much easier, I thought, must it have been for much earlier immigrants to
remain steeped in ancient grievances, impervious to change. I had also
pondered these matters while researching and co-writing a five-hour television
documentary series which sought to describe the entire Irish diaspora – or at
least the last four hundred years of it, on five continents. The Irish Empire
(Gilsenan, Walsh, Roberts 1999) examined the very notion of ‘Irishness’. Was
it a political or a cultural construct? How much of the Irish identity abroad had
been manipulated by religious institutions? It noted sectarian parallels
between the Irish-Australian experience and that of Canada, similar patterns
of Irish stances against oppression from the Carribean to Mexico, and yet for
every trend, a contradictory idea as well. One of the biggest surprises in that
series concerned the ‘Scots Irish’ (Ulster Presbyterians) in the US. The Irish
Empire’s academic consultant from Northern Ireland, Patrick Fitzgerald, had
unearthed this startling description of one such community of American Scots
Irish: “A turbulent, vibrant, leisure-orientated people, with a propensity to
laziness and disorder, given to prolific whiskey drinking and foul language”.
Such sentiments would normally be associated with the classic Irish Catholic
stereotype, not the sort of dour, ascetic contemporary Ulster Protestant
exemplified by Ian Paisley. How had the experience of migration effected
such a transformation, I wondered? And had such ‘Scots Irish’ also changed
radically in Australia, in terms of work ethic, cultural/religious/political views,
and lifestyle?
The above topics warrant study over several lifetimes and are indeed the
subject of considerable micro-research. I do not profess to have definitive
answers to the questions I posed for myself. But I was determined to include
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this background canvas of Irish-British-Australian history and notions of
Irishness and identity, as I had experienced it during twenty years of my own
research and interviewing, in my oral history research for Marrying Out. By
2006, when I began the project, I had been forced to challenge many of my
own stereotypes. Although I had left Ireland in 1985 virulently opposed to the
Catholic Church as an institution, and was still at odds with much Catholic
Church dogma, I had gradually reclaimed a Catholic identity based on
spirituality and social justice – and on providing a way of being Irish in
Australia, and thus a link to my cultural roots. I even sent my children to a
Jesuit school. All of this would affect the interviews I gathered for Marrying
Out, and how I interpreted them. But there was one more defining event.
My work at a multicultural government radio station, the Special Broadcasting
Service, had shown me that to a Vietnamese or Bosnian Australian, the Irish
were not really different from the English – we all spoke English and were at
the top of the hierarchy, compared to them. Then, in December 2005, riots
broke out on a South Sydney beach, at Cronulla, after a group of LebaneseAustralian males was admonished by a surf lifesaver for playing rowdily on
the beach and making offensive remarks to women. The Lebanese men
attacked the lifesaver, an ‘Anglo’ male; word spread quickly, and ‘Anglos’
poured onto Cronulla Beach, violently attacking males of Middle Eastern
appearance in a territorial showdown fuelled by racist taunts.
Slogans appeared painted on T-shirts or naked torsos: ‘We crew
here, you flew here’, “Love Nulla fuck Allah”, “Wog-free zone”,
“Lebs go home” and “Osama don’t surf”….
(Evers 2008, p416)
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Cultural researcher Clifton Evers cites criminologist Scott Poynting, whose
analysis identifies ‘the primary cause of the riots as the demonisation by the
government and the media of Middle Eastern people as the Arab/Muslim
other of contemporary Australia’ (Poynting 2006, p89). The next day, the
Lebanese fought back, arriving in such numbers that the suburb was locked
down by police. They attacked ‘anyone appearing to be Anglo-Australian with
knives, baseball bats or bare hands…they slashed tires, broke windscreens,
smashed shops and beat up anyone who got in their way’ (Evers 2008,
p421). After a racist campaign inflamed by radio shock jocks over several
days, hordes of ‘Anglos’ gathered in Cronulla once more to wreak revenge on
the ‘Lebs’. After shocking mob violence (but no fatalities), police eventually
regained control. Reported worldwide, the Cronulla Riots appalled the nation.
The language employed about the Lebanese at Cronulla - like that
levelled at Muslims in Australia after the 9/11 incident in New York - had
echoes of an earlier demonised minority. Labor Senator John Faulkner
pointed out the historical parallels with Irish Catholics in an impassioned
speech in the Senate three months after the Cronulla Riots:
A sense of national crisis can lead to intense suspicion of those
whose culture and lifestyle seem alien to the majority. For example,
a part of our community might be regarded as suspect because:
Many were recent immigrants; They put the strictures of their faith
above Australian law, and recognised a foreigner as their highest
authority; Rather than admit that their culture and religion were at
fault, their community leaders blamed discrimination in the legal
system. They established separate schools, where their religious
values were taught, and sought to change Australian laws and
political institutions.
The name of this threat to Australia? Irish Catholic. In nineteenth
century Australia, religion and race became synonymous in the
language of prejudice and discrimination. Religion provided an
alibi… These days, the idea that Irish Catholics are inimicable to
Australia's values is laughable. Indeed, these days the idea of
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"Anglo-Celtic Australia" is held up as our foundational national
identity. Sectarianism is dead, and I have long regarded that as
one of the most positive developments in Australian society in my
lifetime. So I am dismayed to see a new sectarianism beginning to
emerge. Once again, the religion and culture of some Australians is
being described as fundamentally inimical to Australian values.
Once again, the religion and culture of some Australians is being
used as an alibi for racism.
(Faulkner cited on ABC 2006)
Watching the television news, and seeing some of the ‘Anglos’
interviewed and charged with intimidation and assault at Cronulla, I noted the
mix of Irish and British names. Like it or not, this was indeed Anglo-Celtic
Australia – the old guard attacking the new. If the Irish-Australians attacking
these Lebanese for being ‘other’ knew that similar charges had been laid
against their own kind not so long ago, would they display more empathy?
And if the young Lebanese Muslims who felt so alienated from mainstream
Australia knew that a group that was now cock-of-the-hoop (Irish Catholics)
had been just as marginalised only two generations before, would they take
comfort from that?
Two months after the Cronulla Riots, I enrolled in a Doctorate of
Creative Arts, hoping to cast some light on these and other questions raised
above, by exploring how one underclass in Australia, Irish Catholics,
negotiated its situation concerning its oppressor, the Protestant Ascendancy,
through that most intimate union – marriage. My aim was informed by the
radical British oral historian Paul Thompson, who notes that oral history
‘makes for contact – and thence understanding – between social classes, and
between generations… History should not merely comfort; it should provide a
challenge, and understanding which helps towards change’ (Thompson 1978,
pp22–3).
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In conducting oral history interviews with those affected by such mixed
marriages – mostly spouses and children of both religions – I was conscious
of the weight of the baggage I brought. From the outset I abandoned any idea
of objectivity, instead charting my own reactions to the people I interviewed
and the responses they made, and divulging my own background and views if
asked. This interviewing methodology is accepted within oral history circles. In
the influential anthology Memory and History in twentieth-century Australia,
the editors note that ‘Most of the authors in this collection are an
autobiographical presence in their work. Their subjectivity is recognised as
central to historical research and writing, with individual memories shaping the
questions and the individual chapters produced’ (Hamilton and Darian-Smith
1994, p6). The interviewer as authorial presence is also a recognized device
in radio narrative. Noted North American radio producer Scott Carrier
discovered early on in his radio career that ‘nobody was going to listen to the
people I interviewed unless I put them in some sort of context, because
without context there was no meaning… So I wrote a story to link the
interviews together… Strangely, people liked my narration better than the
tape.’ (Carrier in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p28). Recent award-winning
Australian documentary/features have notably included a strong authorial
presence: Colm McNaughton tracing his troubled background in Northern
Ireland (Awakening from History, ABC 2008) and Eurydice Aroney exploring
her grandmother’s death from a backyard abortion, The Death of Edna Lavilla
(ABC 2007). Marrying Out employs a combination of oral history and radio
journalism interviewing techniques. In the next section, the theory and
practice of both interviewing genres are compared.
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PART 2: ORAL HISTORY and the ART of INTERVIEWING
This section explores the theory and practice of oral history, including debates
about memory, truth and reliability. It examines and compares the theory and
practice of interviewing for both oral history and long-form radio journalism
such as documentary.
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CHAPTER 2: ORAL HISTORY: DEVELOPMENT AND DEBATES

This chapter contextualises the historical use of oral history and gives an
overview of its development both as an academic discipline and as it has
been used by non-academic practitioners such as writers, journalists and filmmakers. It explores key aspects of oral history theory and practice elaborated
since the late 1960s and 1970s, when interest in oral history burgeoned in
association with the civil rights and social protest movements that
characterised the era in the West. It examines and refutes criticisms by
documentary historians regarding the reliability and subjectivity of oral history
and describes how ‘faulty narrative’ can enrich our understanding of historical
truth. Ideally, it suggests, any consideration of an event within human memory
should contain both oral history and documentary sources. But oral history
does not seek an absolutist truth. As American academic and oral historian
Daniel James states:

If oral testimony is indeed a window onto the subjective in history –
the cultural, social and ideological universe of historical actors –
then it must be said that the view it affords is not a transparent one
that simply reflects thoughts, feelings as they really were/are. At
the very least the image is bent, the glass of the window unclear.

(James in Perks & Thomson 2006, p86)
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2.1 Origins of oral history as academic practice

Ronald Grele, a noted American theorist and practitioner of the form,
describes oral history as ‘the interviewing of eye-witness participants in the
events of the past for the purposes of historical reconstruction’ (Grele in Baum
& Dunaway 1996, p3). Oral history as historical research arguably dates back
to the fifth century BCE, when Herodotus used oral accounts to inform his
narrative history of Ancient Greece. It was practised as audio recording in the
late 19th century, when American anthropologists used phonograph cylinders
to record the cultural practices of Native Americans. As well, thousands of
interviews were recorded in the United States from 1936-42, mostly by
unemployed writers, on themes such as slavery, the American civil war and
traditional music. The aim of the New Deal Works Progress Administration
Federal Writers’ Project, according to its architect Benjamin Bottkin, was to
create ‘a history from the bottom up… a history that studies the inarticulate
many as well as the articulate few’ (Perks 2001, p29). A substantial statefunded project in Ireland in 1945 recorded memories of the impact of the
Great Famine of the 1840s, while an American psychologist, David Boder,
used the newly invented wire recorder to gather long interviews with
Holocaust survivors in 1946. Oral history has been established as an
academic discipline for over sixty years – it is generally recognised in
academic circles as having begun at Columbia University when historian Allan
Nevins established the Columbia Oral History Research Office in 1948. So
unfamiliar was the concept then that this seminal institution was ‘more than
once referred to as the Office of Oracle History’ (Lang 1984, p93) – an ironic
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misnomer, given its ambivalent regard by sections of the academy even until
recent times (see below).

2.2 Oral history: brief overview of theory and practice
Grele emphasises oral history’s inter-disciplinary nature: the oral history
interview contains an inherent ‘linguistic, grammatical and literary structure’,
while the relationship between interviewer and interviewee can be analysed
from a psychological and sociological perspective to understand ‘what kind of
communication is taking place… and what meaning is being conveyed’ (Grele
1991, p136). Portelli distinguishes oral history from other disciplines on two
grounds (both of which lend themselves to the medium of radio): its orality
[discussed in Chapter 4] and the shaping influence of the interviewing
process, which by its nature brings forth history-as-narrative.

In theory (and in practice) oral history can be about almost
anything; open-endedness at all levels is one of its distinctive
formal characteristics. I believe, however, that at the core of oral
history, in epistemological and in practical terms, lies one deep
thematic focus, which distinguishes it from other approaches and
disciplines, also based on interviewing and fieldwork, such as
anthropology, sociology and folklore: the combination of the
prevalence of the narrative form on the one hand, and the search
for a connection between biography and history, between individual
experience and the transformations of society, on the other.
Elsewhere, I describe this genre of discourse as history-telling: a
cousin of story-telling, but distinct from it because of its broader
narrative range and dialogic formation.
(Portelli 1997, p6)

In academic terms, oral history straddles many disciplines. As a lively
panel discussion at the 2006 International Oral History Association
Conference in Sydney noted, it overlaps with the historian (who seeks to
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verify the accuracy of the stories recounted), the anthropologist, (who wants
to know what the stories are and where they come from) and the sociologist
(who seeks to interpret how the stories inform societal relationships and
structure) (De Moraes Ferreira, Grele, Portelli, Von Plato, 2006). It is also
closely linked to long-form feature journalism and creative non-fiction,
informing the work of such acclaimed and diverse authors as Philip
Gourevitch on the Rwanda genocide (We wish to inform you that tomorrow we
will be killed with our families (1998)) Truman Capote’s novelistic re-telling of
a family’s murder reconstructed from interviews with protagonists and eyewitnesses (In Cold Blood (1967)), John Hersey‘s Hiroshima (1946), featuring
the retold stories of survivors of the atomic blast and Anna Funder’s
penetrating analysis of the East German Communist state (Stasiland (2002)).
In such works, oral history is used to give intensely personal perspectives on
national or international events: it narrows the focus, makes an impossibly big
story like the world’s first nuclear holocaust more approachable, the horror of
genocide more accessible via individual accounts, the motivations and
background of a killer available as context, or conveys the oppressive
atmosphere of political repression through the minutiae of daily interventions
and adjustments. Through this use of ‘the circumscribed point of view’, Portelli
observes (1997 p84), oral history resembles modern novels. He instances
Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter (1850); Colum McCann’s Let the
Great World Spin (2009) uses the same technique, weaving together discrete
fictional perspectives of a shared moment in history, when a high wire acrobat
walked across a wire strung between the Twin Towers in New York.
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While it recognises the limitations of individual perception, the
circumscribed point of view founds upon these very limitations the
authority of the narrative: in modern literature, as in oral and written
autobiography, authority is not vested in the conventional fiction of
an omniscient, superior and external narrator, but lies in the limited
yet tangible experience of partial narrators also immersed in the
stream of the story.
(Portelli 1997, p84)
Besides inverting the telescope of history to provide a closer framing,
oral history from the 1960s on has been widely used to ‘reclaim’ history for
marginalised groups. In his influential text18 The Voice of the Past, Paul
Thompson famously articulated this key characteristic of the emerging
discipline:
Since the nature of most existing records is to reflect the standpoint
of authority, it is not surprising that the judgement of history has
more often than not vindicated the wisdom of the powers that be.
Oral history by contrast makes a much fairer trial possible:
witnesses can now be called from the underclasses, the
unprivileged and the defeated.
(Thompson 1978, p7)

Scholars, authors and practitioners embraced this function of oral
history, producing works that canvassed the experiences of those hitherto
overlooked because of race, gender, class, sexuality, disability and religion
along with victims of colonialism, capitalism, communism, theism and
totalitarianism. From the 1970s, Western libraries swelled with personal
accounts of war, work, migration, domestic and community life and political
and social upheavals. A few examples, just on the theme of war, display the
range: Fraser’s Blood of Spain: the Experience of Civil War 1936-9 (1979),
Turner’s Telling East Timor: personal testimonies 1942-1992 (1992), Rintoul’s
Ashes of Vietnam (1987). American academic Michael Frisch describes the
ethos at this formative time in oral history as being about
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a new kind of history from the bottom up and the outside in to
challenge the established organization of knowledge and power
and the politics that rested upon it.
(Frisch 1990, xviii)

From the 1960s, media increasingly included oral history as a staple.
Radio and television documentaries began to supplement or replace ‘talking
head’ academics with ‘ordinary’ people giving their version of lived events: for
example, in Britain, the marathon The Long March of Everyman, which traced
two centuries of British history (Mason BBC1971); in the US, the Ken Burns
documentaries on the history and practice of Baseball (1994), Jazz (2000)
and the history of the Brooklyn Bridge (2002); in Australia, such television
documentaries as those produced by Will Davies on war, When the War
Came to Australia (Butt ABC 1991), and migration, Tales From a Suitcase
(Davies SBS 1996). Museums and municipal councils also commissioned
local oral histories: productions ranged from modest publications like The
Bankstown Oral History Project (Carroll 2001) featuring life stories of
residents of diverse ethnic and social backgrounds of this western Sydney
suburb, to the absorbing multi-media gallery and book, Eternity (Stell 2001), at
the National Museum of Australia, which offers a mosaic focused around ‘the
emotional heart of Australia’. Eternity’s creative use of oral history, which
canvasses first-hand accounts of diverse Australians’ response to themes
such as ‘Mystery’, ‘Loneliness’ and ‘Devotion’, has proved to be a popular
permanent gallery at the NMA. Museums create memory as product, argues
Kavanagh, and oral history is both a means of incorporating memory-asprimary-source and of developing community out-reach programmes:
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Memories enter the museum as product, as a source of
information, something which can be stored, interpreted, returned
to and employed. The curatorial role here is concerned with finding
both objects and memories, then keeping them and using them
with some system of explanation. Much of this is taped recordings
and notes taken of oral testimony. These may contain: description
of events; opinion; accounts of methods, procedures or rites; or
stories and songs… Certain ends are usually in view, such as
exhibitions, demonstrations, educational programmes or
publications. Exhibitions with components taken from oral history,
whether as script or sound bite, are now common.
(Kavanagh 2000, p3)

Public interest in oral history over the last 30 years has also been
reflected in the number of government and corporate organisations seeking to
‘humanise’ their history by telling it ‘from the bottom up’. In Australia,
companies such as Australian Dairy (Duncan 2008) and Woolworths (Murray
2006) have produced lavish books that use oral history to explore the history
of the Australian dairy industry and the national supermarket chain
respectively, while public bodies such as in New South Wales, the
Department of Water Resources (NSW 1991), Department of Public Works
(NSW 1991) the Department of Housing (NSW 2006), and the Roads and
Traffic Authority (NSW 2010) have commissioned major oral histories which
address topics such as the impact of floods, drought and irrigation (DWR),
stonemasonry, sewage works and depth sounding (PWD), an inner city
community’s involvement with stevedoring and social engineering (DOH) and
road safety, traffic impact and town bypass (RTA). Earlier government
collections, stored as cassette tapes with printed transcripts, could remain in
the organisations’s archives, little known and largely unused. Digitisation has
greatly improved accessibility. For the latest RTA project, ‘Innovations in Road
Safety’, oral historian Frank Heimans delivered 29 interviews on ‘the three
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basic strands of road safety - the vehicle, the road environment and the
driver’. He distilled forty hours of digital recording into three audio CDs and a
66,000 word report, including ‘Terminology and a Chronology of Major Events
in Road Safety since 1901’ (Heimans 2010). MP3 files from the CDs can be
readily heard on the RTA website (RTA 2010). They include short highlights
such as a recounting of the first crash investigation studies in Australia in
1961 (5 mins 22”) and a description of the Victorian police surgeon, Dr John
Birrell, who pioneered studies into testing for the effects of alcohol on road
safety (2 mins 49”). The website of the RTA Oral History Program usefully
summarises contemporary attitudes to institutional oral history:
Unlike the written word, oral history comes to life in the colour,
passion and inflection of the human voice. It tells us about
relationships, perceptions and social & political climates of the past.
It gives a voice to minority groups and the disadvantaged. In this
way, oral history complements the formal written record by giving in
addition the personal, intimate, human and social account of
events. It revolves around what a person believes to be the real
story. Their version of an event may differ from another's, or even
from the documented history, but it is no less valid. After all, all
historical records, including written words, photographs, paintings
and maps, may contain some degree of error and bias. Oral history
can also overcome the bias of some traditional history sources
towards big events and high-profile participants.There is now broad
agreement amongst historians that oral history has a legitimate role
to play in historical investigation and reporting.
(RTA 2010)

Besides reclaiming a place in history for underdogs such as migrants,
refugees, indigenous populations, women, homosexuals, victims of war and
oppression, the poor, the unemployed, the homeless, the elderly, youth and a
myriad of other minority or marginalised groups, oral historians pursue
projects devised around specific events. The largest such project to date,
Survivors of the Shoah (Spielberg 2003), consists of over 50,000 filmed
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interviews with Holocaust survivors. Funded by film director Stephen
Spielberg, it is ‘an exemplar of an audio-visual project of scale’ (Perks 2001).
But innumerable small theme-based oral histories have been undertaken in
the last three decades. Papers presented at recent oral history conferences in
Australia covered a wide range of topics, from menstruation, proxy marriage
and prison culture to survivors of civil war in South Africa, the symbolism of
water in Turkey and a study of Caribbean immigrants in Britain. The National
Library of Australia (NLA) alone holds 35,000 hours of oral history recordings,
most of it collected since the 1980s. Later, digital, recordings are timecoded,
summarised and uploaded online, to be heard in their original form by
researchers anywhere in the world.
Perhaps the most significant Australian example of oral history-asdemocratising-process has been in the recording of Indigenous experience.
Although by the early 1990s, pioneering radio producers such as Bill Bunbury
and Ros Bowden of ABC Radio National’s Social History Unit, and academic
historians such as Peter Read19 had recorded diverse aspects of Indigenous
lives, there had been no systematic approach to gathering oral history on a
major national theme such as the forced removal of part-Aboriginal children
from their parents – a policy overseen by successive governments for
decades until the 1960s. The government-sponsored National Inquiry into the
Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children from their
Families launched the process in 1995, including the oral testimony of over
500 Indigenous sources in a report tabled in Parliament in 1997. In 1998, the
government funded the NLA to undertake a comprehensive oral history,
performed under ethical guidelines and observing due cultural sensitivities.
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Indigenous interviewers were recruited and trained, along with supplementary
non-Indigenous interviewers. Over four years, 360 scrupulously conducted
interviews were collected. A team of 13 people was selected to write up the
transcribed oral histories.20 The resulting book, Many Voices: reflections on
experiences of Indigenous child separation, edited by Doreen Mellor and
Anna Haebich, was published in 2002. Although it contained copious
interview extracts and a CD of selected audio, the published work still
represented only a tiny fraction of the overall collection. Apart from the usual
problems of rendering the spoken word in print (see Chapter 4), it was clear
that making the publication widely accessible and available, particularly to
remote Indigenous communities and those with low literacy levels, would be a
challenge. But in 2010, a digitised collection of the Bringing Them Home oral
histories was made available online (http://www.nla.gov.au/oh/bth). The NLA
website rightly describes the oral histories as ‘of enormous historical
significance’. This is oral history with a twofold role: like Shoah, it is evidence
that can counter missing or false ‘official’ records. It is also a rich primary
resource to be mined by future researchers, both professional (e.g. scholars
and journalists) and private (relatives and others interested in indigenous
issues).
The advances in digital recording in the last decade and the ease with
which interviews can now be uploaded and shared online have significantly
increased the research potential of oral history. Academic problematics may
therefore understandably shift to the reliability of this now widely available
resource (discussed further in Chapter 3). Some oral history collections
obviate concern through being showcased via a rigorous and transparent
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academic platform: as early as 2001, the Irish Centre for Migration Studies at
the University of Cork published online 50 oral histories conducted as
academic research into the social effects of large-scale emigration from
Ireland in the 1950s. The project deliberately placed these ‘life narratives’ at
the heart of the research, noting that this ‘enables each complex, individual
story to be told, as remembered by the interviewee, in his or her own voice’
(ICMS 2010). Fourteen field workers were trained in oral history interviewing
techniques21 to record the life stories of volunteer interviewees who
responded to media publicity about the project. The online interviews were
lightly edited to take account of requests by the interviewees - usually to have
sensitive personal material removed - but the entire and unexpurgated archive
of 78 audio and 12 text interviews is held in the university library as a
resource for ongoing research. The interview content is framed and amplified
by associated websites, which present academic papers on the social,
political and cultural issues of the era, as well as personal memorabilia from
the interviewees, such as poems and photos.
Oral history collections placed online by libraries, museums and other
such institutions have normally been evaluated and cleared by staff. Material
that is of poor audio quality, or does not yield a rigorous or sought after body
of research, will not usually be accepted.22 Those that are placed online
usually provide context about the project’s provenance, administration,
staffing and outcomes. With public institutions today subject to copyright and
moral rights legislation, ethical and privacy issues around promulgation of the
material need to be addressed before the material is accepted for archiving.
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Broadcasting organisations do not always seek an individual’s written
consent to place an interview online – permission to disseminate the interview
is implicit in the interviewee’s willingness to be interviewed by a person who is
evidently a journalist and who makes it clear that the interview is intended for
publication. The reliability of this kind of interview is related to the journalistic
ideal: to locate credible sources and challenge seeming inconsistencies or
untruths that may arise in an interview [see Ch 5].
Broadcasting organisations are a major source of online oral history
today. A myriad of interview programmes, from potted celebrity biographies to
oral histories collated under themes from historical events to health, can be
downloaded from the major Western broadcast media, such as National
Public Radio (NPR) in the US, CBC (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) and
the BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation). Some, such as BBC World’s
HARDtalk, an in-depth current affairs television programme, or Phillip Adam’s
lengthy conversations on Late Night Live (Australian Broadcasting
Corporation), focus on the interviewer’s expertise in eliciting the telling details
of the subject’s life experience, wisdom or role. As their story unfolds, Adams
guides many of his interviewees towards an interpretation and reassessment
of their life, thereby echoing Portelli’s observation that oral history allows
narrators (i.e. informants/interviewees) to ‘make sense of the past and to give
a form to their lives and set the interview and the narrative in their historical
context’ (Portelli in Perks & Thomson 2006, p38).
A life story interview format is sometimes structured around a music
selection, as in the remarkably popular Desert Island Discs, launched on BBC
Radio 4 by Ron Plumley in 1942 and still broadcast weekly, or the hour-long
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Mornings with Margaret Throsby on ABC Classic FM, in which the eponymous
and deceptively genteel host conducts penetrating interviews that often adopt
an oral history role, which Portelli describes as being ’precisely to connect life
to times, uniqueness to representativeness…’ (1997 p6). Other radio formats,
such as the massive StoryCorps project launched on NPR in 2003, have
abandoned the divide between ‘detached’ and ‘expert’ interviewer and
compliant or celebrity interviewee. Instead, both parties are ‘ordinary’ people,
who not only know each other, but whose relationship is critical to the
process.

The heart of StoryCorps is the conversation between two people
who are important to each other: a son asking his mother about her
childhood, an immigrant telling his friend about coming to America,
or a couple reminiscing on their 50th wedding anniversary.
(StoryCorps 2010)

Anyone can apply to be interviewee or interviewer; StoryCorps provides
administrative and technical infra-structure, from portable recording booths to
templates for interview questions, and interview ‘facilitators’, if required. An
independent non-profit project whose declared mission is ‘to honor and
celebrate one another’s lives through listening’, StoryCorps is set to become
the biggest oral history project in the world, with stories already recorded in all
50 states from more than 50,000 participants. Selected interviews are
broadcast – to an audience of millions - on NPR’s Morning Edition and
associated public radio, as well as being podcast, while the entire archive is
deposited at the US Library of Congress [see 5.7].
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2.3 Subjectivity in Oral History
People think they know the mystery of living in your skin. They
don’t. There’s no one knows except the person who carts it round
herself.
(“Gloria”, character in McCann 2009, p309)

It seems clear that oral history is an established and growing field and that,
through the internet and other means, it allows for the dissemination of a vast
array of diverse individual voices, thereby seeming to fulfil the democratising
role envisaged by Paul Thompson. As long ago as 1979, Portelli crisply
addressed the academy’s objections to the lack of objectivity inherent in oral
history: ‘Oral sources are not objective. This of course applies to every
source, though the holiness of writing often leads us to forget it’ (Portelli in
Perks & Thomson 2006 p38). The subjectivity of informants is widely
acknowledged. But who monitors the motives of the oral historians? What of
their agenda, be it overt or sub-conscious? Prominent Italian oral historian
and academic Luisa Passerini counselled early on against the risk of
transforming the writing of history into a form of populism –
replacing the essential tenets of scholarship with facile
democratisation, and an open mind with demagogy. Such an
approach runs the risk of constructing oral history as merely an
alternative ghetto, where at last the oppressed may be allowed to
speak
(Passerini 1979, p84)

After two and a half decades of ‘bottom-up’ oral history, leftist Brazilian
practitioner Jose Carlos Sebe Bom Meihy remains uncompromising about its
advocacy role: ‘Oral history, as a discipline, is carried out within the existing
patterns of politics and should serve social purposes; the intellectual effort it
entails ceases to be alienated when it finds justification in politics’ (Born Meihy
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2006). Other oral historians, while espousing strong political views in their
personal life, sought subtler, more universal connections through their
interviews. Studs Terkel, the veteran Chicago radio interviewer (his show on
WFMT radio ran from 1952-1997) and Pulitzer-prizewinning author of
numerous books of oral history, held strong political views, but he did not let
them obscure the common humanity of his interviewees. Described in a
posthumous tribute in the New York Review of Books as a ‘labor union liberal’
who addressed a strike meeting at the age of ninety-one and ‘would never
cross a picket line’, Terkel recorded thousands of interviews with all manner of
people - well-known artists and prominent figures from Martin Luther King to
Leonard Bernstein, as well as a vast range of everyday Americans: workers,
welfare recipients, war veterans, blacks, whites, Hispanics, Christians, Jews,
atheists, rich, poor, liberal, radical, redneck and conservative, all of them
‘unusually willing to reveal themselves’ due to Terkel’s ‘empathy, curiosity,
and a willingness to let others express their views, even when Terkel did not
share them.’ (Wills 2008). But even a passionate democrat like Terkel
acknowledged that he did not interview ordinary citizens at random – his
espousal of the underdog, while not leaving him stranded in Passerini’s
‘alternative ghetto’, made him eschew those whom he believed already had
adequate platforms for their views. Among his ‘deliberate omissions’ in
Working:
clergymen…doctors… politicians, journalists and writers of any
kind… I felt that their articulateness and expertise offered them
other forums. My transcribing their attitudes would be nothing more
than self-indulgence. I was interested in other countries not often
heard from.
(Terkel 1972, xi)
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The choice of informants in oral history, it is clear, is not devoid of
selectivity and hierarchy. Long-form interviews conducted for broadcast media
can also be less inclusive than they appear. Most broadcast journalists
choose an interviewee based on two major criteria: what they have to say and
how well they say it. ‘Obviously, potential interviewees need to be able to talk
in an engaging way’, notes Chapman (2008, p207). The sole eye-witness of a
major event will perforce be a valuable source, even if their speech is halting
or monotonous or delivered in largely incomprehensible dialect. A
documentary-maker exploring themes of repressed emotion or antisocial or
uncommunicative elements of the community may actively seek out an
inarticulate and unengaging protagonist, to exemplify the issue. But in
general, broadcast journalists seek out ‘good talent’ – people with strong
communication skills, who can speak clearly and fluently. BBC radio producer
Matt Thompson puts it more brutally: ‘you can’t make a bore interesting’
(Thompson 2001). Selection may also be based on voice texture, or the need
to get an audible mix of age, accent and gender. Before the interview even
takes place, the vaunted democratisation of oral history has been breached.
The interview, and especially the production/publication process, further
manipulates the outcome – another blow to the idealistic notion that oral
history liberates the unsullied voice of the people. Oral history informants are
often merely passive contributors, Frisch argues, powerless over how their
interview may be edited or presented, and therefore open to having their
views misrepresented or distorted [discussed further in Ch 3]:
The much-touted democratic promise of oral history has been in
fact usually restricted either to the ‘input’ into collections, or to the
audience receipt of ‘output’. In between has been the author, the
mediator, the documentary film-maker, the TV or radio producer –
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the shapers of whatever is selected in public forms, whether
through films, exhibits, books, radio and TV documentaries and the
like.
(Frisch 2006, p113)

While technological advances have increased such debates around the
publication and formatting of oral history, the groundswell of oral history
practice remains focused on gathering the unwritten personal stories of
history – and since those in authority can already ensure that their own
narrative is heard, the stories pursued by oral historians still tend to be those
that challenge the status quo. As Portelli reiterated at the International Oral
History Conference in 2006, ‘oral history is contestative, against the grain. It is
speaking truth to power’.
But what is ‘truth’? Traditional academic historians have often criticised
oral history on the grounds that human memory is fallible and subjective.
Australian historian Patrick O’Farrell unleashed a turbulent debate in 1979
with this provocative put-down, embedded in a review in Quadrant magazine,
of Wendy Lowenstein’s oral history of Australian wharfies in the Depession,
Under the Hook:

The basic problem with oral testimony about the past is that its
truth (when it is true) is not primarily about what happened or how
things were, but about how the past has been recollected ... we
move straight away into the world of image, selective memory, later
overlays and utter subjectivity.
(O’Farrell 1979, p5)
But oral historians are actively interested in the ‘emotional truth’ of what
happened, the meaning it holds for the person who experienced it, the way he
or she has selectively remembered certain details and not others. ‘Oral
sources tell us not just what people did, but what they wanted to do, what they
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believed they were doing, and what they now think they did’ (Portelli 2006,
p36). Subjectivity, he argues, is implicit, whether we acknowledge it or not.

Measurable or not, subjectivity is itself a fact, an essential
ingredient of our humanity. Rather than exclude it from our field of
observation because it is too difficult to handle, we need to seek
methods and guidelines for its use and interpretation.
(Portelli 1997, p82)
Portelli illustrates his point using a 1974 analysis of African-American
slavery, Time on the Cross, written by Nobel prizewinner Robert Fogel and his
colleague Stanley D. Engerman. Fogel and Engerman focus on the
economics of slavery – the conditions under which slaves worked and the
efficiency and organisation of Southern American slave plantations. Among
their painstaking data, Portelli seizes on their conclusion that ‘slaves were
likely to be whipped an average of 0.7 times a year’. He considers other texts
which address slavery, from an autobiographical memoir by a former slave,
The Life and Times of Frederick Douglass (1892) to novelist Toni Morrison’s
Beloved (1987). In comparing their very different interpretations of and
approaches to slavery, Portelli demonstrates the crucial distinction between
‘facts’ and ‘philosophy’ in narrative. Douglass is told by well-intentioned
abolitionists to stick to the facts in his account, leaving them to interpret his
story for fellow educated white people. Had he done so (were it even possible
– and Portelli contends that it is not, that ‘there is no narration without
interpretation’), history would be deprived of his much more nuanced
reflections. For instance, he differentiated between the degree of sadism
among the overseers who beat him – far from being an irrelevant non-fact,
this elevates the memoir to one that enhances our understanding of the
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human condition, as well as informing us about the dispensations of slavery.
‘The discovery of difference, especially inner difference, is the first step
toward recognising the humanity of one’s oppressors and thus affirming their
own, which their oppressors deny...’, observes Portelli. Thanks to Douglass’s
inclusion of interpretation (‘philosophy’) as well as data (‘facts’), links may be
identifiable with other participants in systematised oppression, such as convict
overseers in Australia, or camp guards in the Soviet gulags. Thus, far from
acknowledging subjectivity as a weakness of oral history, Portelli and others
(Thomson [1990], Blee [2006], James [2006]) see it as a vital strength, and
one that should be overtly recognised:

To ignore and exorcise subjectivity as if it were only a noxious
interference in the pure data is ultimately to distort and falsify the
nature of the data themselves.
(Portelli 1997, p80)

Thus, while it makes mathematical sense, Portelli drily observes that ‘it
is materially impossible to whip anyone 0.7 times’. Furthermore, the idea that
document and artefact-based history is NOT subjective has been widely
challenged. As De Groot points out in Consuming History, his wide-ranging
analysis of historians and heritage in contemporary popular culture:

Contemporary historiographical work emphasises the fact that
engagement with the past is impressionistic at best: ‘since “the
past”, by definition, does not exist, surely we can “know” it only by
way of representations.’
(Jenkins in De Groot 2009, p153)
De Groot quotes Keith Jenkins on the implicit subjectivity of the historian
who selects certain documents and not others:
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All histories are inevitable troped, emplotted, figured-out and
argued for from the historian’s own position… this is history not as
an epistemology but as aesthetic.’
(De Groot 2009, p153)

In 1994, to mark twenty-five years of debate by scholars and
practitioners of oral history around memory and history, Oral History journal
published an overview by Thomson, Frisch and Hamilton. It summarised this
still contentious issue as follows:
Goaded by the taunts of documentary historians, the early
handbooks of oral history developed a canon to assess the
reliability of memory (while shrewdly reminding the traditionalists
that documentary sources were no less selective and biased).
From social psychology and anthropology they showed how to
determine the bias and fabulation of memory, the significance of
retrospection and the effects of the interviewer upon remembering.
From sociology they adopted methods of representative sampling,
and from documentary history they brought rules for checking the
reliability and internal consistency of their source…
However, the tendency to defend and use oral history as just
another historical source to discover ‘how it really was’ led to the
neglect of other aspects and values of oral testimony. In their
efforts to correct bias and fabulation, some practitioners lost sight
of the reasons why individuals construct their memories in
particular ways, and did not see how the process of remembering
could be a key to exploring the subjective meanings of lived
experience and the nature of individual and collective memory. By
seeking to discover one single, fixed and recoverable history, some
oral historians tended to neglect the many layers of individual
memory and the plurality of versions of the past provided by
different speakers. They did not see that the ‘distortions’ of memory
could be a resource as much as a problem.
(Thomson, Frisch, Hamilton 1994, p33)

Far from being dismissed as weakening oral history, by the end of the
decade, so-called ‘distortions’ of memory would be incorporated into oral
history scholarship and even trumpeted as enhancements of historical
knowledge, in Portelli’s formulation of ‘faulty narrative’ (see below).
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2.4. Memory, Truth and Reliability

While I have always known [memory] to be slippery (historians
make a living from distrusting it) it was only when the unnatural
solitude of illness made memory my full-time companion that I
came to appreciate the depths of its character defects -- its
unreliability, its affront at being questioned, its rage at being
impugned, its incorrigible complacency even when caught out.
(Clendinnen 2003, p243)

Debates about public and private memory have intensified in the three
decades since O’Farrell’s denunciation of the unreliability of oral history.
Boyer lecturer and historian Inga Clendinnen, who relies largely on documentbased archives, captured the fickleness of her own memory when writing her
memoir, Tiger’s Eye. British television and radio journalist Melvyn Bragg, a
celebrated interviewer who has made a career of interrogating people about
their memories and attitudes, is so sceptical about the accuracy of his own
memory that he preferred to fictionalise his life story:
Bragg distrusts memory as patchy and unreliable. Talking to his
mother about a key scene in [his autobiographical novel] The
Soldier’s Return, the arrival home from Burma of his father after the
war, he discovered that his recollection of it… was completely
wrong, even though “it must have been the greatest day of my life,
aged 6½”.
(Kemp 2008)

Joan Didion, acclaimed American essayist and novelist, exploits rather
than laments the mercuriality of memory. In her essay, On Keeping a
Notebook (1966), she explains that she has no wish to record ‘an accurate
factual record of what I have been doing or thinking’. She prefers to shape
shards of memory into a narrative that feels true, to her at least.
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"That's simply not true," the members of my family frequently tell
me when they come up against my memory of a shared event.
"The party was not for you, the spider was not a black widow, it
wasn't that way at all." Very likely they are right, for not only have I
always had trouble distinguishing between what happened and
what merely might have happened, but I remain unconvinced that
the distinction, for my purposes, matters. The cracked crab that I
recall having for lunch the day my father came home from Detroit in
1945 must certainly be embroidery, worked into the day's pattern to
lend verisimilitude; I was ten years old and would not now
remember the cracked crab. The day's events did not turn on
cracked crab. And yet it is precisely that fictitious crab that makes
me see the afternoon all over again, a home movie run all too
often, the father bearing gifts, the child weeping, an exercise in
family love and guilt. Or that is what it was to me… How it felt to
me: that is getting closer to the truth about a notebook.
(Didion 1981, p138)
In a similar way, oral history seeks to understand not just what
happened, but how the individual feels about what happened; what cultural
studies theorists Hodgkin and Radstone describe as ‘the ways in which
memories may be read as narratives rather than events’ (Hodgkin and
Radstone 2003, p26). The objective facts of an incident can be verified and
counterchecked through multiple sources, but the participant’s attitude to
them is unique, and valuable because of that. As Passerini observes: 'All
autobiographical memory is true; it is up to the interpreter to discover in which
sense, where, [and] for which purpose' (Passerini 1989, p197). Moreover,
memory is fluid - ‘memory as process, as something constantly being
reworked’ (Hodgkin and Radstone 2003 p25) - and subject to social and
political transformations. ‘Memory is an ongoing act of interpretation,’ says
Portelli. ‘It’s part of the political arena’ (2009). The political aspect of memory
is notably manifested when collective memory is involved.

Shared memory…is something almost animate: it is a dynamic
shaping force, which is capable of transforming both the narrative
of what is remembered, and the individual subjects who do the
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remembering, as the meaning and content of their own memories
change.
(Hodgkin and Radstone 2003, pp23-4)

Portelli articulated the ‘elusive quality of historical truth’ revealed by oral
history, in a landmark book, The Death of Luigi Trastulli: Memory and the
Event (1991), which examined an event in his home town of Terni. The factual
details, verified from written records, are simple enough:
Luigi Trastulli, a 21-year-old steel worker from Terni, an industrial
town in Umbria, central Italy, died in a clash with police on 17
March 1949 as workers walked out of the factory to attend a rally
against the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty by the Italian
government.
(Portelli 1991, p1)

When Portelli returned to the town some two decades later and
interviewed Trastulli’s former workmates and associates, he noticed
consistent discrepancies in the narratives: ‘chronological displacement’ of the
death from 1949 to 1953, and differing imagery around the manner of his
death, with several accounts mentioning Trastulli being killed in a hail of
bullets against a wall.
They hit him with a machine gun volley. It nailed him to the wall,
there, like that.
If you look at the wall [you can still see the marks of] all the twenty
bullets.
(Portelli 1991, p12)

A local, familiar with the area’s social, cultural and historical themes,
Portelli recognised the execution-against-the-wall references as being linked
to traditional religious and political iconography, from Catholic imagery of the
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Crucifixion to executions by the Nazis of partisans in the war. But Trastulli had
not died in this heroic manner, nor in 1953. The question that interested
Portelli was why this ‘faulty narrative’ had arisen, and how it had gained such
currency. To gain understanding, he probed further into the social history of
Terni, its industrial and political background and the attitudes of the
steelworkers towards the Italian government and the signing of the NATO
alliance.

The causes of this collective error must be sought, rather than in
the event itself, in the meaning which it derived from the actors’
state of mind at the time; from its relation to subsequent historical
developments; and from the activity of memory and imagination
(Portelli 1991, p15)

It transpired that from 1949 on, the fortunes of Terni’s steel factory, and
with it Terni’s workers, had gravely declined, culminating in the lay off of some
three thousand workers in1953, which occasioned massive protests.
‘Trastulli’s death represents the postwar working class experience in Terni as
a whole’, surmises Portelli. The unconsciously reworked narrative
reconfigures devastating events into a less painful account:

The unpunished murder of a comrade, the impossibility of
retaliation, is not only an unbearable physical violence; it is also a
deep humiliation, a loss of face…
Memory goes to work to heal this wound in two distinct ways.
Some narrators amplify the description of the episode in order to
show that, indeed, the workers did respond immediately; others
shift everything to a context – the 1953 layoffs - when a response
actually did occur.
(Portelli 1991, p19)
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Portelli describes how memory ‘manipulates factual details and
chronological sequence in order to serve three major functions’ for the
vanquished Terni working-class community: to allow ‘symbolic’,
‘psychological’ and ‘formal’ reconciliation with a traumatic memory. The
workers conflate three different sets of job loss (1947, 1952 and 1953) into
one protracted event ‘symbolized and unified by the free-floating datation of
the death of Luigi Trastulli’ (1991, p25). Thus Trastulli, in the accounts,
becomes ‘a martyr of the struggle for jobs, rather than for “peace”, against
NATO’. Also, by the time Portelli conducts the interviews, NATO is a spent
force, no longer the symbol of conservative power that made it the object of
hate of the working-class and a ‘worthy’ way for a worker to die.
From this analysis, Portelli advocated his key theory of how ‘wrong
narrative’ (also called ‘faulty narrative’), far from undermining the value of oral
history, actually enriches it.

The discrepancy between fact and memory ultimately enhances
the value of oral history as historical documents. It is not caused by
faulty recollections (some of the motifs and symbols found in oral
narratives were already present in embryo in coeval written
sources), but actively and creatively generated by memory and
imagination in an effort to make sense of crucial events and of
history in general. Indeed if oral sources had given us “ accurate,”
reliable,” factual reconstructions of the death of Luigi Trastulli, we
would know much less about it. Beyond the event as such, the real
and significant historical fact which these narratives highlight is the
memory itself.
(Portelli 1991, p26)

Portelli’s book, The Order Has Been Carried Out: History, Memory, and
Meaning of a Nazi Massacre in Rome (2003) illustrates yet again how
‘memory is deeply but fascinatingly compromised’ (Hodgkin and Radstone
2003 p24). Interestingly, this investigation inverts the traditional claim of oral
history to ‘right’ the documentary record.
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As Portelli explains, the dominant memory of the event in Rome
flies in the face of the official record… a firmly held and nearuniversal popular conviction about the course of events leading up
to the massacre is wrong; and wrong in a way that specifically
throws a greater burden of guilt for what happened onto the
members of the Italian resistance movement, away from the
German military, who were the actual perpetrators. The question
he asks then is how a memory so radically mistaken has come into
being.
(Hodgkin & Radstone 2003, p24)

Portelli interprets the revision through a complex analysis of postwar
Italian politics, that shows once more that oral history and documentary
evidence are not inimical – something that traditional historians are
increasingly coming to recognise. In Australia, a recent work, Palm Island, by
historian Joanne Watson, tells the story of the incarceration and subordination
of Aborigines on the Queensland island penitentiary controversially described
in the Guinness Book of Records (1999) as the most violent place on earth
outside a combat zone. As historian Ross Fitzgerald comments, ‘Watson’s
compelling narrative is the outcome of more than 20 years of oral history and
archival research, including a comprehensive examination of church, court
and administrative records and diverse media reports’ (Fitzgerald 2010).
Through this multi-faceted approach, the author challenges the sanitised
official records kept by the white administration. Historian Rosalind Kidd, coauthor of Many Voices: Reflections on experiences of Indigenous child
separation (Mellor 2002), observes drily that Palm Island serves as ‘an
important caution to those who mistake official statements for historical truths’
(Fitzgerald 2010).
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This discrepancy between ‘official statements’ and historical truth was
observed by me, along with an instance of Portelli’s ‘wrong narrative’, in the
course of my research into the Snowy Mountains Hydro Electric Scheme, an
ambitious project built in Australia after the Second World War (McHugh
1995). The construction included 145 kilometres of tunnels, driven at world
record-breaking speeds through hard rock, to divert the rivers’ flow. Official
archives of the Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric Authority document its
concern for safety. In 1954, its Commissioner, William Hudson, noted the low
accident rate among SMHEA employees – but neglected to mention that one
reason for this could be that the most dangerous work was done, not by
SMHEA workers, but by contract labour (McHugh 1995, p244). By the end of
1954, twelve men had already died, most of them casual labourers doing
heavy construction work. The activities of a Safety Committee inaugurated in
1959 are minuted, but nowhere in the official archives is it mentioned that the
workers feared going behind the form-work to concrete-line a tunnel - a topic
raised repeatedly when I gathered oral histories from over a hundred former
workers on the scheme. Their descriptions of this dangerous practice were
hard to tally with objective facts: place, date, individuals and incident could
never be adequately pinned down. Yet time and again the topic was raised, in
what I now see as an example of wrong narrative, as elaborated below.
Numerous miners I interviewed referred to men being buried alive in
concrete in the tunnelling process. Yet my painstaking analysis of the inquests
and of newspaper reports found no such incidents among the 121 official
fatalities. I did however find a description of one horrific accident on a dam
site, where seven men were concrete-lining a deep shaft on the last shift
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before Christmas. By bad luck, the pipe through which liquid concrete was
being funnelled became blocked by a lump of hard concrete. Whether through
the men’s haste (they were keen to knock off for the Christmas break) or
carelessness, the liquid concrete built up in the pipe, undetected, for fifteen
minutes. When the foreman, on the scaffolding below in the shaft, poked the
pipe with a mechanical vibrator to try and get the concrete flowing, he
unleashed an avalanche of tonnes of liquid concrete, the force of which pulled
the pipe and its framework from the wall, knocking the workers and
scaffolding to the bottom of the 100-metre shaft. Three men, two Yugoslavs
and a Spaniard, were trapped there, pinned by debris in the setting concrete.
Their workmates had about two hours to get them out.
One eye-witness I recorded graphically recalled the horror of the event:
the screams of the trapped men, their mates’ frantic attempts to free them, or
counter the setting of the concrete (McHugh 1995, pp 238-9). The three died,
at Island Bend Dam, on 21 December 1963. Working from Portelli’s theory, I
now believe that that tragedy became transmuted into a story of men buried
alive while concreting the tunnels, because the job of concreting the tunnels
was highly dangerous, and also highly politicised – it was a job done by
‘wogs’, the mainly migrant workers from all over Europe who built the Snowy
Scheme. I recorded an Australian who quit his job rather than go behind the
formwork to do concrete-lining. He knew the risks, and wasn’t prepared to
take them. But migrants, desperate to earn the big bonuses promised to the
contract workers, and with little or no protection from a union nonplussed by
its newly multicultural workforce, were unlikely to refuse. Those who died at
Island Bend were young migrants, not Australians. And if the ‘wogs’ did die in
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the tunnels, the story went, who would stop the tunnelling just to extract a
‘wog’ corpse? The ‘wrong narrative’ was formulated in response to the deep
sense of physical and social vulnerability felt by the migrant workers, still a
source of unease decades later when I interviewed them. Historian Janet
McCalman, whose acclaimed history of a working-class Melbourne suburb in
the first half of the twentieth century, Struggletown, combines oral history and
archival document sources, reinforces Portelli’s theory of the value of
transposed truths and mythology revealed in personal interviews. ‘Personal
myth is no less valuable as historical evidence, for it is the basis of private
ideology: it is a window into the way human beings cope with life’ (McCalman
1984, p182-3) The complementarity of written and oral sources was
demonstrated in the Snowy Scheme case, where official evidence (inquest
records), studied alongside the ‘wrong narrative’ of oral history, helped to
illuminate a greater truth: not only did workers die horribly on the hydroelectric scheme, but there was a hierarchy in terms of who undertook the
most dangerous work, and that hierarchy emerged from the complex social
and cultural transformations of an Australia that was moving from 150 years of
British domination to a tentative multicultural nation.
Rather than continue to debate the absolutist right or wrong of oral
history vs document-based history, Portelli advocates using both, since each
supplements the other. In a public lecture at the State Library of Victoria in
Melbourne in 2009, he stated: ‘if you’re doing a project on anything that is
within human memory and you’re not using oral sources, you’re not doing
your job as a historian’. He went on:
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There’s this ideal that when you’re doing scholarly work, you must
see all available sources… you have to see all the
archives…consult all the collections and everything, which I try to
do. But… you have to use oral sources when they’re available,
because if you’re not using oral sources, you’re not using all the
available sources.
(Portelli 2009)
If it is accepted that oral history should be a mandatory element in
considering an event within lived experience, we next need to examine the
interview itself. How does the interview process affect the outcome? How do
we interpret what is said? How do we construct a narrative from oral history –
and how does the medium (radio or print, for example) alter that narrative?
These questions will be considered in the next section.
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Chapter 3 The ART OF INTERVIEWING
This section examines the principles of interviewing for oral history purposes
and for long-form radio journalism. It explores common characteristics such
as the importance of active listening by the interviewer, and differences in
approaches, on ethical, technical and publication grounds. It examines the
notions of empathy and difference in the interviewer-interviewee relationship,
and compares the dissembling journalist with the oral historian’s position,
which can range from ‘honest dissimulation’ to self-disclosure. Finally, it
suggests that the heart of the personal interview, for journalism or oral history
purposes, is an attempt to gain insight into the human condition (Phillips and
Lindgren 2006) by uncovering an authentic aspect of a life, in which
interviewer, interviewee and a potential audience share the moment of
revelation.

The portable tape recorder… can be, tiny and well-concealed, a
means of blackmail, an instrument of the police state or, as is most
often the case, a transmitter of the banal. Yet, a tape recorder, with
microphone in hand… can transform both the visitor and the host.
On one occasion, during a play-back, my companion murmured in
wonder, “I never realized I felt that way.” And I was filled with
wonder, too.
(Terkel, 1972, xix)
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3.1 Introduction
Although both disciplines espouse supplementary archival research, the
interview is the foundation of oral history and the cornerstone of much
journalism (supplemented by reportage, observation, analysis and
storytelling). This critical interaction between two people, interviewer and
interviewee (sometimes called ‘talent’ in broadcast media and ‘informant’ or
‘narrator’ in oral history circles) has been much analysed. Tips by media
organisations and writers on how to do a ‘good’ journalistic interview abound,
modified for a news format, a print feature, a radio documentary, a chat show.
For a radio news journalist, a BBC training manual advises crisply that ‘the
purpose of an interview is to gather usable audio to illustrate your story’
(Chantler and Stewart 2003). Cadet journalists are given brief instruction in
the three basic kinds of interviews: informational (to reveal facts or opinions),
interpretive (to interpret some facts which are already known) and emotional
(‘by far the most tricky type’) (BBC Training 2010). Other journalism texts
describe a broader range of interview types: confrontational (interviewer as
adversary), inquisitorial (interviewer as prober), conversational (interviewer as
friend), confessional (interviewer as confessor) as well as informational
(interviewer as facilitator) (Phillips and Lindgren 2008, pp55-6). Bell and Van
Leeuwen remind us of the power dynamic in an interview, the ‘social bond’
that places interviewer as creditor and interviewee as debtor. They explore
Krishan Kumar’s depiction of the media interviewer as ‘honest broker’, asking
tough questions of public figures on behalf of the community (Bell & van
Leeuwen 1994, pp20-21).
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Due to size constraints, this exegesis will not attempt to analyse further
the spectrum of journalistic interviewing. It will largely ignore the mostly
vacuous arena of ‘celebrity’ interviewing [with notable exceptions, such as
Italian journalist Oriana Fallaci’s blistering portrayals of world leaders in the
1980s23]. The incestuous phenomenon of ‘celebrity interviewers’ being
interviewed by other journalists about the interviews they have conducted with
(real) celebrities will also be omitted.24 Instead, this section will focus on the
two areas of interviewing most germane to the candidate’s creative work:
long-form interviewing for a radio feature/documentary and oral history
interviewing.

3.2 Long-form interviewing for a radio feature/documentary and oral
history interviewing: key characteristics

Interviews conducted for oral history purposes have much in common with
interviews recorded for radio features and documentaries, but there are also
differences in style, ethics, theory and technique. Here is a broad summary:

3.3 Role of interviewer:
American oral historian and broadcaster Studs Terkel summed up the heart of
the interviewing process in deceptively simple terms:
The first thing I’d say to any interviewer is … ‘Listen’. It’s the
second thing I’d say too, and the third, and the fourth. And if you
do, people will talk. They’ll always talk. Why? Because no-one has
ever listened to them before in all their lives. Perhaps they’ve not
ever even listened to themselves.
(Terkel in Perks & Thomson 2006, p124)
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Terkel’s injunction (‘listen!’) is so seemingly obvious that inexperienced
interviewers can overlook its profound insights. It distils a lifetime of bearing
witness to others’ stories, of forging connections, of locating what he refers to
as the ‘precious metal’ of a life. Terkel’s great strength as an interviewer was
his endless and sincere curiosity about people – anyone and everyone – and
his ability to listen without judgement to ‘their memories and their hopes, their
realities and their dreams’ (Terkel in Perks & Thomson 2006, p124). For
Terkel, the mere act of listening, recording and playback of voices usually left
unheard, was itself an emancipation that could enrich the listener and liberate
the teller. He recounts an incident about a poor American woman he
impulsively recorded one day. As he told British broadcaster Tony Parker, he
saw a black woman with two or three children staring into an empty shop
window. Terkel politely asked what she was looking at.
‘Oh, dreams, I’m just looking at dreams.’ So I’ve got my tape
recorder and I switch it on and I say ‘Good dreams, bad dreams?”
And she starts to talk… and when she stops talking after eight,
maybe ten minutes or so, one of them [her children] says, ‘Hey
mom, can we listen to what you said?’… so I play it back and she
listens to it too. And when it’s over, she gives a little shake of her
head and she looks at me and she says, ‘Well until I heard that, I
never knew I felt that way.’
(Terkel in Perks & Thomson 2006, pp126-7)

This anecdote (so crucial to Terkel that he repeats it over and over when
he himself is interviewed)25 illustrates two salient aspects of oral history: (i) the
informant feels validated by being listened to and recorded and (ii) she credits
even this short spontaneous interview process with triggering hitherto
unarticulated ideas and thoughts. Hearing them played back - ‘proof’ – she
registers and accepts her own newly formulated attitudes. This example
supports Portelli’s contention that the recording of oral history helps people
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make ‘sense’ of their lives. This narrative element of oral history, as we have
seen, is central to the form. ‘The interviewer implicitly enhances the authority
and self-awareness of the narrator and may raise questions about aspects of
experience that the speaker has never spoken or even seriously thought
about.’ (Portelli 1997, p4). By extrapolation, when the interview duration and
focus allows for a telling of someone’s entire life, it automatically causes a
distillation, a selective framing and sequencing, that in turn confers a
heightened significance on the interview-as-event – the ghost of posterity
perhaps, mediated through the necessary presence of a stranger (the
interviewer), to whom the story is being entrusted for the first time in this form.
As Portelli points out, much of the content may have been divulged before, to
family or friends, but the act of formal interview that is oral history creates a
new reality: ‘The life story as a full, coherent narrative does not exist in nature;
it is a synthetic product of social science - and no less valuable for that’
(Portelli 1997, p4).
The live radio journalist on a magazine or current affairs show would be
unlikely to garner such philosophical insights as Terkel obtained, for many
reasons – interview duration, location, and choice of interviewee, to name a
few. The pressure on live interviewees to deliver snappy, articulate sound
‘bites’ militates against reflection, while a studio setting makes most nonmedia professionals or habitués nervous (although through sheer force of
curiosity and empathy, Terkel himself managed to overcome these difficulties
and achieve satisfying live interviews). But the woman’s cogitations would
most likely have been missed simply because she may not have been
deemed ‘interesting’ enough to interview. Oral history, on the other hand,
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actively solicits the views of those who often go unrepresented. ‘Oral history is
more intrinsically itself when it listens to speakers who are not already
recognised protagonists in the public sphere’, notes Portelli (1997 p6), who
avoids the use of the term ‘ordinary people’, a description Terkel objected to:

Different people, the ordinary, so-called, which is a phrase I dislike
because it’s patronizing. Ordinary. They’re capable of extraordinary
things.
(Terkel 2001, p5).

But producers of radio features and documentaries [henceforth referred
to as ‘doc/feature makers’] take a different interviewing approach from their
live/news colleagues. Like oral historians, they have the luxury of time – the
pre-recorded interview can be open-ended, or take place over several
sessions, allowing thoughts and ideas to unfold and develop. The celebrated
US radio feature makers Davia Nelson and Nikki Silva, known as The Kitchen
Sisters, record up to 16 hours of interview with one person – relatively long
even for oral historians (The Kitchen Sisters 2010 p37). Although they
acknowledge that it ‘isn’t always the most efficient way to go time-wise’, they
believe strongly in the value of time, not just to give space for stories to be
told, but crucially, to allow trust to develop:

Life is short. Tape is cheap. Really compelling radio doesn’t usually
come from tiny slivers of sound. It comes because people got
comfortable and spilled the beans or told a long, involved story.
Good radio often takes more time than you think it should. We ask
people to sing, let them laugh, and we sit quietly through their
pauses. You never know.
(The Kitchen Sisters in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, pp39-40)

It takes a steely live radio interviewer to allow a guest to remain silent on
air. A useful pause for effect can easily topple into seeming dead air, the
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broadcaster’s nightmare. As Crisell notes: ‘Because radio’s non-visual signs
exist in time not space, they are constantly threatened by silence, which
portends non-existence on the medium’ (2009, p300). Interviewers leap to fill
the gap with another question or comment, thus missing, who knows what?
Oral historians and seasoned radio doc/feature makers know the benefits of
silence. It can presage the most precious moments of interview: a deeply felt
belief, a newly recognised understanding, a long-suppressed admission.
Silence allows for the reflection that is crucial in determining, to paraphrase
Portelli, which memories will be downloaded in which particular form during
this specific encounter – which record selection will emanate from the
jukebox, and which arrangements or fragments of those records will be played
for this particular listener (see p.83). Silence is also the compost of deep
conversation. As Terkel reminds us, in the words of Thomas Hardy, ‘This
man’s silence is wonderful to listen to’ (Terkel 2006, p124).

3.4 Questions
I realised quite early in this adventure that interviews,
conventionally conducted, were meaningless. Conditioned clichés
were certain to come. The question-and-answer technique may be
of some value in determining favored detergents, toothpaste and
deodorants but not in the discovery of men and women. There
were questions, of course. But they were casual in nature – at the
beginning. The kind you would ask while having a drink with
someone; the kind he would ask you. The talk was idiomatic rather
than academic. In short, it was conversation. The sluice gates of
dammed hurts and dreams were opened.
(Terkel 1972, xx)

For his massive project on Americans at work (Working, 1972), Studs Terkel
devised a unique interviewing approach, aimed at uncovering the hidden
passions behind everyday work routines. His three years of ‘prospecting’
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yielded gold. But what of those who follow the conventional question-and answer interview format? How do the methodologies of the oral historian and
doc/feature maker align or diverge in this core field? Tony Barrell, a veteran
Australia-based feature maker who has won radio features’ Prix Italia, drily
notes that ‘Social and oral history features are very popular among producers
young and old, but people do not interview each other in real life. Try
conversation’ (Barrell in Ahern 2006, p195). Noted for his ‘hybrid’ features that
combine what he calls ‘artistic freewheeling self-expression-based acoustic
art pieces AND the kind of information or analysis feature one might expect
from a public broadcaster’ (Aroney 2005, p400), Barrell’s oeuvre addresses a
broad range of topics, from the 1945 Tokyo firestorm to Asia’s rice culture,
from ‘travel’ features to arts. His work is distinguished by innovative
production and attention to aural rhythms, often underlaid by solid journalistic
research. Although his recorded interactions (‘interviews’) with individuals may
form a key part of his eventual feature, his purpose and approach to such
encounters is very different from the oral history interviewer:
Recording people on tape for features is not interviewing. It may
rely on testimony, recollection, experience, observation, but it is
very different from getting answers to questions. The interviewer
here is not seeking ‘yes’, ‘no’ or even ‘maybe’ answers or defensive
responses. There may well be conflict, but it is not an interrogation.
The interviewer may well be absent from the final cut.
(Barrell 2006, p194)

For the doc/feature maker, the interviewee is a ‘social actor’, a term
used by Bill Nichols in his work on documentary, ‘Representing Reality’.
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I use “social actor” to stress the degree to which individuals
represent themselves to others; this can be construed as a
performance.’
(Nichols 1991, p42)

For some doc/feature makers, a key part of the program-making process
lies in observing (and recording) their chosen ‘social actors’ without
themselves participating or intervening - the so-called ‘fly-on-the-wall’
approach. This can involve recording other people’s dialogue, rather than
devising the question-and-answer routine used by journalism or oral history.

Recording inter-action among people is much more interesting –
joking, arguing, fighting, anything that does not start with the
response ‘well er basically –‘
(Barrell in Ahern 2006, p195)

But while the social actors of the creative radio doc/feature may be very
different creatures from the sedentary informants of the oral historian, Nichols’
observation of the ‘performance’ element finds an echo in dialogues recorded
even with the more elderly and armchair-bound subjects of the oral historian.
Amplifying his earlier allusion to ‘history-telling’ as ‘a cousin of storytelling’,
Portelli described the oral history interview as ‘a performance in search of a
text’ (2006). He discusses the linking of oral history’ to the hackneyed term
‘life and times’:

According to where the scales tip between the life and the times,
oral history shifts between performance-oriented narrative and
content-oriented document, between subject-oriented life story and
theme-oriented testimony. In practice, oral history stays mostly in
between: its purpose is precisely to connect life to times,
uniqueness to representativeness, as well as orality to writing. The
key word in life and times is the one in the middle.
(Portelli 1997, p6)
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While they may embrace the linking of life to times, radio doc/feature
makers clearly do not see a written text as the preferred outcome of the
interviews they gather. Oregon artist and radio journalist Dmae Roberts puts it
plainly:

A good documentary, a good radio piece, prompts understanding
on a deeper level than the written word. Because we delve into
human experience – and the human voice – we convey something
that’s more than facts and stats. To listen to someone telling a
story is to make an emotional connection.
(Roberts in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, pp126-7)

Documentary-makers harness the medium to tell the story – a
journalistic art form that may appear simplistic compared to an academic text,
but is anything but. Popular television historian Simon Schama was enjoined
by his Cambridge tutor to be ‘unapologetic about the gift of communication’
(Sydney Morning Herald, 30-31 October 2010, p39). He describes the
versatility and rigour that underlie the deceptively simple approach of the
media historian, who often uses interview to shape a narrative:

Anyone can write an academic piece directed at other academics.
To write something that delivers an argument and a gripping
storyline to someone’s granny or eight-year-old takes the highest
quality of your powers.
(Grice 2010)

This careful selection and sequencing of interview extracts,
supplemented by a narrated script that amplifies and contextualises the topic
while still maintaining pace and interest, is a key tenet of Marrying Out and my
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radio oeuvre. The strengths and weaknesses of oral history rendered as
audio, television or print are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.5 Technical differences
Sound quality is a primary concern of the radio doc/feature maker: without
broadcastable sound, there IS no content. While television interviewers are
often accompanied by a technical team to handle camera, audio and lighting,
radio doc/feature makers usually record their own interviews (sometimes
working with a sound engineer to record more complex location sound).
Besides steering the to-and-fro of the interview dialogue, radio interviewers
must keep one ear cocked for the sound quality of what they are recording.
Most wear headphones to monitor the audio – the only way to tell if a plane
passing overhead has drowned out the respondent, for example – but some
oral historians reject headphones on the grounds that they create a barrier,
both physical and metaphorical, with the interviewee. Oral historians
traditionally use lapel microphones in order to be unobtrusive; the more
technically savvy may mic up both speakers using an overhead microphone
positioned in a floor stand, which allows both parties to sit comfortably (for
example in an armchair) at some distance apart. Studs Terkel, unusually for a
broadcaster, was notoriously techno-phobic – but as he told broadcaster
Sydney Lewis in an interview at the age of 89, his difficulties established a
chord with his informants:

Studs Terkel
I can't drive a car. I goof up on tape recorders, I press the wrong
button. And I must tell you, I lost Martha Graham.
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Sydney Lewis
I didn't know that.
Studs Terkel
I lost Michael Redgrave. I lost half of Peter Hall, the British director.
And I almost lost Bertrand Russell. I almost put my head in the
oven then. This was in a cottage in North Wales, during the Cuban
Missile Crisis in '62. Pressing the wrong buttons.
…the person… sees that something's wrong. I don't see it. They
say, "Pardon me, sir, but that reel, that thing is not moving."
"Oh, I pressed the wrong - I'm sorry." Well, at that moment, that
person feels pretty good. Because they see that I am not from
Mount Olympus … On the contrary, I'm someone who kind of goofs
up, not unlike themselves. And so I correct my mistake, and the
person feels they helped me. They suddenly realize that I needed
him or her. The sine qua non of being a human being is to feel
needed. So my mechanical ineptitude is sometimes an asset to
me!
(Terkel 2001, p15)

Contemporary radio producers generally prefer a hand-held microphone,
which allows them to micro-control audio levels. While a hand-held mic is
more intrusive, some journalists see benefit in this, believing it confers a
certain frisson of being ‘on air’ that will cause the interviewee to ‘perform’
better. Australian journalist Geraldine Doogue, who interviews for both
documentary and live radio, explains the streamlined edginess she seeks to
achieve in an interview:

Before I start the whole process I say to people “We are going to
have a great conversation, but it is not a floppy conversation where
you feel super relaxed and you’ve got hours – this is a conversation
such as you would have over a good dinner party where you’re
performing a bit… I want someone who’s under a bit of pressure…
I say to people, “can you give me the top 10 per cent of your
energy – I don’t want the bottom 50 per cent, I don’t want a languid
person”…
(Doogue in Phillips & Lindgren 2006, p52)
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Radio considerations significantly affect the choice of ‘talent’. ‘We
journalists, especially documentary makers, are biased against the
inarticulate’, declares American radio producer Sandy Tolan. ‘We had to find
good talkers’ (Tolan in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p149). Tolan ‘travels the
globe recording voices that Americans rarely hear, from the Mexican border to
the Amazon to the Israeli coastal plain’ (Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p9). Given
that he is seeking to portray not only the marginalised, but often those whose
first language is not English, Tolan places enormous emphasis on those he
chooses to record.

Above all it is the characters – the voices – that convey the deepest
emotional truth in our medium. Cultivating them, even just
identifying them, ranks among the biggest challenge of the radio
documentary maker.
(Tolan in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p148)

Ascertaining an interviewee’s ability to communicate forcefully is one
issue. Another of Tolan’s selection criteria, representativeness, overlaps with
the aforementioned concerns of the oral historian, to link life and times: ‘would
we able to explain the whole by exploring the particular?’ (Tolan in Biewen &
Dilworth, p149). The difference, perhaps, is that oral historians can usually
take their time in researching whom to interview, whereas journalists face
deadlines – studio production schedules, broadcast dates and logistical
pressures – that sometimes require them to make key decisions on the spot.
Thus the radio interviewer is at risk of delivering a less representative or
normative voice, or choosing a respondent whose experience, while well
communicated, may sensationalise or skew the event(s) under investigation.
While researching a story on land mine clearance on the Kosovo-Albania
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border under severe time constraints, Tolan ‘infiltrated’ a group of workers on
a lunch break.

I had a quarter of an hour to interview the group to determine which
man had the requisite openness, eloquence and experience to
describe his work and how he saw the world around him.
(Tolan in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p154)

Tolan avoided those who spoke with bravado, or glowered about wages,
opting for a man who spoke with ‘ease, thoughtfulness and humour’ and
whose body language oozed relaxed self-confidence: performance combined
with authenticity, the ideal ‘social actor’. Sometimes, though, an interviewee’s
very difficulties in communicating can be germane. When interviewing
migrants who had worked on the Snowy Mountains HydroElectric Scheme, I
wanted to convey the richness of the 30 ethnicities among the workforce. Far
from being a negative that someone spoke strongly accented or broken
English, this heightened the power of the radio series and evoked more vividly
an important aspect of the project. I interviewed people of 25 nationalities,
including a Romanian migrant who had developed tuberculosis working in the
tunnels. His poor English, which I had to repeat in order that listeners would
understand, was instructive; it helped demonstrate why he had been unable to
get support for his compensation claim, and unable to withstand a corrupt
union official (McHugh 1987, Episode 5).
Having chosen whom to interview, and established the optimum audio
recording conditions, the radio journalist still has other preoccupations. What
the interviewee says is of course of primary importance, but how they say it is
also significant. The degree of emphasis and inflection, and use of language,
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will affect liveliness and/or impact on air, but besides such considerations, the
interviewee’s answers must be editable – key phrases must be able to stand
alone as audio, or be spliced together with other phrases. Words drowned out
by other voices or location sound will not work, nor will phrases where the
speaker becomes bogged down and rambling, or fails to complete a thought.
The practised interviewer will foresee editing difficulties and ask the
interviewee to repeat the phrase in a clear or autonomous manner. This can
cause anxiety or confusion to some interviewees, who do not understand
what is required of them. It can also affect the ‘naturalness’ of the interview,
being a forceful reminder of the eventual pruning it will face. BBC Radio offers
this real example of a reporter trying in vain to get an elderly cyclist to say one
full sentence that can be used in a clip:

"What's the most miles you've done in a year?"
"Err..."
"Let me tell you it was two years ago you did 6,000..."
"That's quite correct and I was going to break the record"
"You tell me. Say, 'Two years ago I did 6,864...'"
"That's quite correct"
"So you say it, 'Two years ago I did...'"
"Yes, I did, and the last year..."
"You did what?"
"I was going to break the record, till I had a bad illness."
"So how many miles is the record?"
"That was the record"
"What was?"
"The 6,000... err... what was it now?"
"6,864."
"That's right, yes."
(Chantler and Stewart 2003, p6)

Besides audio quality, oral historians and radio producers can clash over
differing interview agendas. NPR producer Stephen Smith uses radio to tell
‘the quieter, less well-known stories behind historical events – stories that
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complicate our understanding of what we think we know’ (Smith in Biewen &
Dilworth 2010, p142). Discovering a ‘remarkable oral history project begun in
the late 1980s by Duke University historians and the Center for Documentary
Studies’ [in North Carolina], Smith set out to make a radio documentary from
the one thousand or so interviews it held. The topic was race, his title
‘Remembering Jim Crow’ – an allusion to ‘Jim Crow Law’, a pejorative term
used to describe racial segregation laws in the US, first used c.1904.26 But
Smith’s scrutiny of 200 tapes did not reveal any explanation of that widely
used term: ‘No one asked “who was Jim Crow anyway?” I would like to have
heard what people who endured Jim Crow knew or thought of the term’ (Smith
in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p145). The collection posed other problems for the
radio producer.

…Poor tape quality was a major obstacle. The intrepid students
who had fanned out across the South to conduct interviews in living
rooms and on front porches often perched their microphones far
away from the informant. Great stories drowned in the background
roar of air conditioners or TV programs. Radio producers are
trained to keep quiet when a source is spinning a good yarn. Oral
history interviews are often laced with “uh-huhs,” “okays,” and other
verbal debris that clutter the sound of the narrative.
(Smith in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p144)

Foundational partnerships between academics and broadcasters can
eliminate the technical glitches, but reconciliation of the program-maker’s
aims with those of oral history scholarship can be difficult. The Century
Speaks (1999), a collaboration between the British Library and the BBC, was
‘the most ambitious radio series ever mounted in Britain, drawn from some
6,000 oral history interviews reflecting change over the twentieth century told
by those who witnessed it’ (Perks 2001, p27). Essentially ‘a “snapshot” of
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Britain at the turn of the millennium’, the series was framed around 16 themes
(‘Living Together’, ‘Beliefs and Fears’, ‘Getting Older’) adapted for each of the
BBC’s 40 regional stations: 640 half-hour programs in all. Interviews were
conducted by BBC radio producers, who received ‘basic background training
in oral history methodology, during which the emphasis was placed on the
value of longer interviews…and also on the strengths of the life story or
biographical approach’ (Perks 2001, p33). Rob Perks, Curator of Oral History
at the British Library and coordinator of the project, reports that despite ‘some
initial disgruntlement’ by staff who felt shoehorned by the thematic framework
and supplementary interview questions set by the academic consultants,
‘most producers adapted’, interviewing Britons aged five to 107 and devising
tape summaries that served a dual role as programme editing aids and library
catalogue sources. The project, ‘a negotiated process between two cultures
which are not used to working well in tandem’, yielded 10,000 hours of
archivable recordings and a radio series, The Century Speaks, that attracted
an estimated 9.8 million listeners – a pleasing outcome for both parties:

Archives are rarely given a role in the way in which broadcast
material is generated, and recordings, if they are archived at all,
are rarely documented, which means many remain inaccessible.
Enshrining the archival intention at the outset had subtly shifted the
project’s agenda.
(Perks 2001, p38)

Other interpretations of oral history on radio, in collaboration with
academics and artists, are discussed in Chapters 4 and 6, in support of my
contention that not only is oral history eminently suited to radio, it can reach
its apotheosis in the hybrid radio documentary/feature form [see Chapter 5].
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3.5 Interviewer – interviewee relationship

Every journalist who is not too stupid or too full of himself to know
what is going on knows that what he does is morally indefensible.
He is a kind of confidence man, preying on people’s vanity,
ignorance or loneliness, gaining their trust and betraying them
without remorse. Like the credulous widow who wakes up one day
to find the charming young man and all her savings gone, so the
consenting subject of a piece of nonfiction writing learns - when the
article or book appears – his hard lesson. Journalists justify their
treachery in various ways according to their temperaments. The
more pompous talk about freedom of speech and “the public’s right
to know;” the least talented talk about art; the seemliest murmur
about making a living.
(Malcolm 1990, p3)

The radio doc/feature maker and the oral historian may use different
techniques and have different publication outcomes in mind, but they have
this in common: they want their subject to reveal himself, in all his human
frailty. ‘In the name of the public good we delve into people’s lives, invade
their privacy and expose their souls’, says Rosenthal of the documentary
maker (quoted in Chapman 2008, p210). New Yorker writer Janet Malcolm’s
withering commentary on the feature writer or investigative journalist who
affects a cosy intimacy with his subject during the interview phase, but has no
compunction about skewering him in the published story, highlights the
imbalance of power inherent in the interview process.
For oral historians, who generally subscribe to what Daniel James calls
‘the redemptive urge’ (James in Perks & Thomson 2006, p95) this issue is
especially troubling. Since the 1960s, dedicated oral historians fired up with a
desire to rewrite history from the bottom up have descended on the
marginalised and excluded, determined to give voice to the voiceless and
redress the imbalance of history. It did not take long for many to realise that
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empathy and good intentions did not bridge social, cultural and political gaps.
In an Australian context, a non-indigenous interviewer is unlikely to have the
same kind of interaction with an indigenous person as a fellow-Aboriginal
would. Yet both scenarios bring their own complexities. A white person
interviewing a black may exhibit cultural ignorance or insensitivity that will
offend, causing the interviewee to avoid or ignore a question. Or the cultural
projections of the indigenous person on the white interviewer may mean the
informant self-censors, or says what he thinks the interviewer wants to hear.
The relationship between two indigenous people may be just as fraught, albeit
with different issues: Aboriginal culture is highly diversified. Taken to its
logical conclusion, no pairing of interviewer /interviewee will be free of value
judgements, assumptions, projections and bias, whether acknowledged or
sub-conscious. Daniel James, a middle-class North American male academic,
analysed his own interviewing relationship with an Argentinian meatworker –
an older, Latin American female called Dona Maria – and concluded, quoting
the words of cultural theorist Alberto Moreiras, that he was engaged in
‘prosopopeic representation’, or using ‘a mask through which one’s own voice
is projected onto another, where that other is always suffering from a certain
inability to speak’ (Moreiras 1996 cited in James in Perks & Thomson 2006, p
95). In such a relationship, Moreiras argues, ‘the relationship is always
unequal and hierarchical, even at its most redemptive’ (Moreiras 1996).
According to James, this is ‘an unavoidable truth that no claims to empathic
identification on the part of ethnographer or oral historian can fully offset’
(James in Perks & Thomson 2006, p95).
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But since no two people will have exactly the same identifying cultural,
social and personal characteristics, what does this mean in practice? James
instances an anthropologist who went from studying Mexican Indians to
researching elderly Jews – her own ilk – in a demonstration of the
‘hermeneutics of solidarity’. But other researchers have found less restrictive
ways of bridging the spectrum of difference, which can range across age and
gender as much as class, politics and race.
Portelli suggests that the interviewer abandon the fiction that he or she is
a neutral cipher. Instead, he proposes that the parties acknowledge that what
happens in an interview is ‘an exchange of gazes’ (Portelli 1997, p73). Studs
Terkel was rudely reminded of the social dynamic between interviewer and
narrator, when he declined a Brooklyn fireman’s offer of sharing supper after a
long interview. ‘He said “you runnin’ off like that? Here we been talkin’ all
afternoon. It won’t sound nice. This guy, Studs, comes to the house, gets my
life on tape, and says, ‘I gotta go’…”’ (Terkel 1972, xviii). ‘Astonished into
shame’, Terkel stayed on, marvelling at his own rapaciousness. But his
momentary selfishness highlights the underlying divide between interviewee
and interviewer, giver and taker, talker and listener. It’s a gap Portelli sees as
useful.

… fieldwork is by necessity an experiment in equality based on
difference. There must always be a line of difference across which
the exchange becomes meaningful, but there must also be at least
a line along which we can communicate the desire for a common
ground and language that makes the exchange possible – our
deep-rooted common human nature.
(Portelli 1997, p60)
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Most interview encounters start with small talk, before the formal jousting
or revelation begins. The Irish inquire about the place of origin of the speaker,
digging back into historical family and regional connections until satisfied that
they have ‘identified’ who they are dealing with. Portelli describes an Italian
interviewer’s attempt to find ‘common memories and spaces’:
(“Do you really know R?” “Of course, I have been engaged to him.”
“I was engaged to M instead.” “The guitar player?” That’s right.
That’s where I must have met you then…”)
(Portelli 1997, p75)

Radio interviewers famously used to begin an (off air) interview by
asking what their interviewee had for breakfast, ‘in order to get some
recording level and get the conversation going’ (Chantler and Stewart 2003,
p3). However unimaginative the chit-chat, its aim is to break the ice, and
perhaps put a nervous interviewee at ease. But what if the interviewee is not
so much nervous as hostile? What if the differences, real or imagined,
between interviewer and interviewee are so great that empathy and trust, the
lubricants of so much revelation, cannot be attained? When American
sociologist Kathleen Blee interviewed former members of the Ku Klux Klan in
Indiana in the 1980s, she was surprised by what she found.

I expected no rapport, no shared assumptions, no commonality of
thought or experience. Moreover, I expected them to be wary of me
and reluctant to express their true attitudes. But this was not the
case… The apparent ease of rapport in the interviews stemmed
largely from the informants’ own racial stereotypes. These elderly
informants found it impossible to imagine that I – a native of
Indiana and a white person – would not agree, at least secretly,
with their racist and bigoted world views. Even challenging their
beliefs had little effect on their willingness to talk. They simply
discounted my spoken objections as “public talk” and carried on the
‘private talk’ they assumed was universal among whites.
(Blee in Perks & Thomson 2006, p328)
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Just as confronting for Blee was her realisation that her informants were
not all the stereotypical reactionary rednecks she had expected; many were
‘interesting, intelligent and well-informed’. From this, Blee infers ‘a more
complicated and disturbing reality’ – that ‘fairly ordinary people’, not those
alien to the civilised world, were responsible for reprehensible activities –
shades of Hannah Arendt’s ‘banality of evil’ observation around Nazism.
While Blee challenged the false solidarity assumed by her informants,
journalists can be more pragmatic, willing to let an interviewee ‘hang himself’.
(Though Portelli (1997, p66) recommends ‘honest dissimulation’ at times, on
ethical grounds). Janet Malcolm takes a more cynical view than the oral
historian of the use of silence in an interview: ‘The key to being a shrewd
interviewer, she says, is “to keep your mouth shut”’ (Naparstek 2007).
Malcolm, (whose 1984 series of interviews with the psychoanalyst Jeffrey
Masson famously resulted in a ten-year court action over the accuracy of her
depiction of him – she won)27 marvels at how ‘the subject blathers on and on,
apparently oblivious of the notebook or tape recorder that is catching the
words on which he is later to be impaled’ (Malcolm 1990, p45). She ascribes
this ‘childish trust and impetuousity’ to the journalistic encounter, which
‘seems to have the same regressive effect on a subject as the psychoanalytic
encounter’ (Malcolm 1990, p32).
For Marrying Out, conceived as both an oral history archive and a radio
documentary, I drew on both fields of practice. When interviewing two old Irish
priests, contemporaries of the detested clerics of my Irish childhood, I
practised Portelli’s ‘honest dissimulation’ (allowing them to assume a cultural
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affinity, which promoted expansiveness – for instance I mentioned to one that
I remembered eating fish on Friday, which signalled I was at least of Catholic
origins) and Malcolm’s injunction to silence: I did not reveal that I considered
myself ‘a refugee from the Catholic Church in Ireland’ (Marrying Out, 2009),
or that I loathed what I saw as the misogyny and hypocrisy of the Catholic
Church hierarchy. But these men were no fools; a lifetime of hearing
Confessions had made them far more experienced than me in assessing
dissemblings, truth and human behaviour. The Irish community in Australia
was small and I had written a column for its newspaper for a time, in which I
had made no secret of my personal views. Beneath the courteous questions
and chatty answers revealed by the transcripts, the ‘exchange of gazes’ was
underway.
The first priest, Father William Crahan, had ministered for some fifty
years in mostly rural Australian settings. He was wryly humorous and keen to
contribute to a topic which had formed part of his professional life and piqued
his own curiosity – he was asked to perform so many mixed marriages in one
parish that he had checked the church records back to the 1890s, to find the
rates were up to 80% at times, four times the average. He had phoned in
response to my newspaper advertisement soliciting informants and brought
me pamphlets and Church documents of the day, which proved invaluable in
understanding the attitude of Catholic authorities of the time. One form asked
if the marriage outside the Catholic Church had been performed ‘out of
ignorance or malice’? Another asked for the name of ‘the heretical minister’. I
would incorporate this understanding of the arrogance and inflexibility of the
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Catholic Church of the 1940s and 1950s into subsequent interviews, and build
these phrases into dramatisations on radio.
We had had a long phone conversation before we met, so I knew he
took a much more tolerant view than some elements of the Catholic Church of
the day. During the interview, Fr Crahan came across as a kindly figure, who
sought as a priest to defuse conflict and minimise offence, while ensuring the
Catholic faith could be accommodated and promoted in the families he dealt
with. He was not averse to making decisions where ‘Rome wouldn’t have
encouraged it’ – for instance, he did not enforce the strict Catholic doctrine
that a spouse in a mixed marriage be excommunicated for failing to ensure
the children were observant Catholics. ‘Certainly there are priests that if the
children aren’t being brought to Mass and made to practise their faith – there
are priests that wouldn’t give that family Holy Communion and I can't agree
with that at all.’ (Crahan 2007, p29) I suggested that the term ‘heretical
minister’ to contemporary ears was ‘very punitive… judgemental… sort of
arrogant, isn’t it?’ He did not demur. “Yes, the term to use there would
probably be ‘a non-Catholic minister’” (Crahan 2007, p21). From quite early in
the interview, it was clear he was no Church lackey, as this excerpt shows:
McHugh
Would you say there was bigotry equally on both sides?
Father Crahan.
Oh yes, you'd have to say there was a lack of tolerance in any way. The
Catholic parents: ‘This is what's right, and this is what should be done’,
and then the other side: ‘Well, this is what we think is right and what
should be done’. So I’d generally say to them, ‘you're both Christians and
you’ve got an awful lot in common’.
(Crahan 2007, p4)

Perhaps because of the freedom of having retired, perhaps because he
was at a time in his life when he was disposed to reflect on his contribution
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and to leave some record for posterity, Fr Crahan seemed to me to answer
even the difficult questions with surprising candour. I raised an issue
mentioned by an interviewee as a source of argument between her parents:
the Catholic Church teaching that in the event of a medical emergency at
childbirth, the life of the child should be given precedence over the life of the
mother. Fr Crahan dismissed such a thought: ‘That was perhaps a slant that
was put on it, but I don’t think it was what the church really meant. No, not in
my moral studies. ... The life of the mother is definitely – they came down on
that – that the life of the mother should be saved’ (Crahan p27). In his
responses, Fr Crahan seemed to me to be evaluating anew the myriad
experiences of his fifty years of pastoral care. We ranged over all kinds of
stories: a shotgun-wielding father, starry-eyed couples unwilling to make
choices about how to raise future children, noble Protestant husbands driving
Catholic children to Mass, prodigal Catholic wives who had married in a
Protestant church being vilified by parishioners as they sought re-admission to
their faith, hostile couples who rejected any religion, Vatican 11 and
ecumenism, his studies in Rome, the struggle of the Irish in Australia for
religious freedom and social equality. He was ‘history-telling’, and also,
through the interview process, questioning his life, even at times challenging
the dictates of his own church. ‘It's very hard to be judgemental on people and
say that they're in a state of mortal sin, as we used to say, and that they
should be excommunicated and all of that… The ecumenical movement, all
of that is saying, “leave it to God. It’s between that person and God and they
have to work it out”.’ (Crahan p24). At the very end of the two-hour interview, I
asked him bluntly: ‘what made you so tolerant then?’ He answered mildly:
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‘Some decisions I made turned out very well and decisions that I should have
made, in spite of my attitude and that, they turned out very well. You don’t
know how God is walking in the mind of anyone. It's very hard to judge’
(Crahan p29).
I do not know how Fr Crahan felt after the interview, but it seemed to
help him ‘make sense’ of his life. He allowed unrestricted access to both audio
and transcript. Portelli refers to the quality of discovery as being vital – for
both parties – to achieving an authentic or worthwhile interview. ‘If you do an
interview and you’re not changed by it, you’re wasting your time’, he told a
masterclass at the International Oral History Conference in Sydney in 2006.
As interviewer, I had indeed had my perceptions altered: I had anticipated a
more dogmatic and conservative character, and had been made instead to
see the priest’s humanity, humour and compassion. My incipient hostility
dissolved, which allowed me to reclaim something of my culturally Catholic
identity, as noted in my narration script: ‘like it or loathe it, the Catholic Church
provided what the Irish writer John McGahern calls the ‘sacred weather’ of my
childhood’ (Marrying Out 2009). This two-way impact of the interview was
noted by Portelli at a public lecture in Melbourne: ‘The interview moves both
subjects forward… telling the story of your life to a stranger, makes you more
aware of yourself’ (Portelli 2009).
‘Making sense’ of one’s life through oral history is a continual act of
interpretation, brought about through the combined process of retrieving
memory in response to the interviewer’s questions, and then reviewing that
memory according to new events that may have happened since, to re-shape
it. Re the former, University of Washington psychologist Elizabeth Loftus
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famously demonstrated through her ‘lost-in-the-mall’ experiments that
‘exposure to misinformation induces memory distortion’ (Loftus 1997, p71).

Misinformation has the potential for invading our memories when
we talk to other people, when we are suggestively interrogated or
when we read or view media coverage about some event that we
may have experienced ourselves.
(Loftus 1997, p71)

The oral historian needs to consider whether, due to social pressures or
a simple urge to please, the interviewee is consciously or unconsciously
telling him/her what the interviewee thinks the interviewer wants to hear –
even if it is not what really happened. This is akin to barristers having to avoid
asking a ‘leading question’ of a witness. But while interviewers may
assiduously seek to avoid influencing or intimidating someone into giving
certain responses, it is hard to measure how much it may have occurred.
More obvious is the second factor: when an interviewee reshapes his original
story in the course of the ‘history-telling’. Portelli distinguishes between the
repository that is ‘memory’ and the act of remembering, a more fluid and
subjective concept: the speaker is endowing with meaning what he chooses
to select from his memory. Every time a person recounts an event from his
past, he retrieves that event using slightly different words or varying
emphasis, or omitting certain details and adding others, according to who he
is telling the story to, what his mood is, what has happened since the last time
he told the story. In oral history terms, unlike say folklore, Portelli warns,
‘people are not a jukebox – you put a coin in their mouth and out comes the
story’ (2006). This was blatantly demonstrated in one of my Marrying Out
interviews.
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The interviewee, Bruce Rogers, was referred to me after a friend of his
came across my research into mixed marriage. Bruce, aged 70, was raised
Presbyterian, and, his friend told me, he had had a long and ill-fated
relationship with a Catholic woman, aborted due to family hostilities on both
sides. When I rang Bruce (who had indicated he wanted to participate), he
outlined the story: he had courted ‘J’ from 1962-1971. She wanted to be
married in a Catholic Church, but he wanted a Presbyterian wedding, as his
family were ardent Presbyterians. Choosing one church meant alienating the
other spouse’s family, which neither wanted to do. They saw a pre-marriage
counsellor, who despaired of finding a compromise and urged them to elope.
On it went, ‘J’ worrying that her advancing age might compromise her ability
to have children if she did not marry soon. Eventually, Bruce told me, they
broke up. ‘J’ married someone else – a Catholic – and had several children.
He had had occasional contact with her since. He had never married. He was
concerned that even her first name not be used on radio, in case she heard it
and was upset or embarrassed, hence ‘J’. But he wished to place their
situation on the historical record, as it had caused such grief.
I was touched by this sad story, and felt sorry for Bruce, left alone and
still evidently harbouring feelings for ‘J’ after almost four decades. He lived
interstate, but I decided the trip was worth the expense. Unusually, he did not
offer that I visit him at home, so I interviewed him in my hotel room. He
showed no sign of shyness or reserve, and was garrulous as we discussed
his childhood, his family’s enthusiastic embracing of the Protestant American
evangelist Billy Graham, who toured Australia in 1958, and meeting ‘J’. He
repeated the details of their relationship as per the phone account. “When
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they said the word elope, to me, from a church background, I was still going to
church every Sunday – I didn’t like that word ‘elope’.” (Quotes are from
interview transcript , Rogers 2008). But whereas I had passively listened on
the phone, this time I probed. “Did they mean by ‘elope’, run off to Sydney and
get married in a registry office, not a church? Or what didn’t you like about it?’
Bruce elaborated: ‘The parents wouldn’t be there. It’s like an escape sort of
thing… it felt underhand… I was quite happy with life as it was.’ Then he went
on, ‘Maybe I was too happy and not being prepared to commit myself.’ This
was the first sign that he was reinterpreting his story. Reflecting on how suited
their personalities were, he then recalled how ‘J’ used to inflate her wage in a
job interview, in order to secure a higher rate. This telling of white lies, he now
told me, disturbed him. ‘In a way I didn’t trust her 100%, you know what I
mean, about telling the truth – there was always that doubt in my mind about
whether that was the right thing to do.’ Just before they broke up, Bruce
reminisced, he would drive back on a Friday from his job a long way away and
‘break the speed limit – I was still anxious to see her’ even after nine years.
But more than once, Bruce returned to the idea of his own commitment.
He had no feelings either way about the break-up, he said.
I wasn’t being hurt and I wasn’t hurting anybody… I think
there was a bit of selfishness on my part there… I kept on going
out to parties and meeting girls. If it got too long…then I’d break it
off. … I didn’t obviously want a commitment. Probably if the truth
be known even all those earlier years I never wanted a
commitment … but I do enjoy female company! But I don’t want to
be committed. I enjoy investing on the stock exchange, going to the
races… I like taking risks. But I was never prepared to take a risk
with females. Funny that.
(Rogers 2008)
That was 35 minutes into the interview. By the end (another 40 minutes
or so), Bruce had rewritten the history of his tragic thwarted love affair, a story
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he had nurtured for almost 40 years. Now, he decided, ‘J’ would have been
eminently unsuitable and anyway, he enjoyed the bachelor life. He went
away, a happy man, leaving me to contemplate an expensive insight into the
malleability of memory.
Interviews can also end in tears, of course. Oral historians also consider
the quasi-therapeutic effects of the interview, especially when dealing with
highly sensitive topics that are likely to bring up traumatic memories (a whole
sub-genre of oral history that cannot be explored here). When interviewing
elderly Australian World War One veterans, Alistair Thomson was conscious
of the need to be sensitive around probing hurtful memories:
At times I had to stop a line of questioning in the interview, or was
asked to stop, because it was too painful. Unlike the therapist, as
an oral historian I would not be around to help put together the
pieces of memories which were no longer safe.
(Thomson 2006, p246)

Unlike the dissembling journalist of Malcolm’s study, Thomson sought to
be open about the interview process and how it might affect what was said:

I tried to discuss how my questions affected remembering and what
was difficult to say to me. To encourage dialogue instead of
monologue I talked about my own interests and role…. The explicit
introduction of my attitudes into the interviews may have
encouraged men to tell stories for my approval, though I usually felt
that it facilitated discussion and provoked dissent as much as
agreement.
(Thomson 2006, pp246-7)

Portelli adopted a similar tactic when interviewing former Fascists,
disclosing his own anti-Fascist views in advance. Far from reducing his
prospects of being granted an interview, he believes it enhanced them, as
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they were eager to be heard by someone from an opposing viewpoint (Portelli
2006a).
An informant’s dissent from his or her own culture is more likely to
emerge when speaking to a dissenting interviewer. One cannot
expect informants to tell the truth about themselves if we start out
by deceiving them about ourselves. Fascists and capitalists who
knew which side I was on often gave me much more vivid and
opinionated accounts and explanations than if they had blandly
assumed I shared their party line.
(Portelli 1997, p12)

I also noted this when interviewing Protestants for Marrying Out. Although my
Gaelic name was a strong indicator of a Catholic background, not everyone
picked it up. One woman, a Methodist minister married to a Catholic laydeacon, asked me bluntly if I was Catholic or Protestant. Her purpose was
practical rather than antagonistic: ‘It just helps me work out my language.’
Words like ‘worship’ and ‘pastor/ priest /minister’ had different meanings in
different religious contexts and I was likely to misunderstand if she assumed a
mutual Protestant usage.
But seeming openness can also pose traps. American feminist historian
Claudia Koonz, when interviewing a female former Nazi leader, recognised
that she was in danger of being used:

… she intended to give me a sanitized version of Nazism that
would normalize the Hitler state in the minds of contemporaries.
She saw the chance to share her views with an American as a way
of taking her message to not only a younger generation, but a new
audience.
(Koonz 1987, pxii)
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Perhaps the most realistic approach to dealing with the myriad of
interviewer-interviewee dynamics is to accept and acknowledge the
differences:
Power and hierarchy are real presences in personal relationships,
and while they cannot be wished away, they cannot prevent us
from doing our work either. Democracy is not to pretend these
unequal differences are not there; democracy is to face them
squarely and to take responsibility for them in the process of
working to deconstruct them.
(Portelli 1997, p78)

Portelli describes the process of ‘history-telling’ that occurs in the oral
history interview as a ‘multi-authored, multi-vocal genre’ (Portelli 1997, p24).
The teller has one agenda, the listener/questioner another. In his detailed
analysis of his lengthy recorded conversation with two black American union
activists, Reverend Hugh and Mrs Julia Cowans of Kentucky, Portelli
describes how the trio reached a mutual awareness of their widely differing
perspectives. Rev Cowans took the initiative, asking Portelli if he belonged to
the local miners’ union. Portelli explained that he did not, but was a member
of a union in Italy. The ‘exchange of gazes’ was underway. Portelli’s analysis
of the subsequent interview structure and content deconstructs it as one
would a literary text. It notes linguistic shifts that correspond to thematic
stimuli and strength of feeling, and describes how memory can work along
non-chronological planes, for example, linking events through their similarity,
rather than sequence. Besides functioning as exemplar of the ‘history-telling’
process, the interview analysis engages with the issue exploited by Janet
Malcolm’s go-getting journalist: the question of trust. As Julia Cowans delves
deeper into the bitter history of race relations in Harlan County, Kentucky, the
lived difference between this black woman from a poor background, and the
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middle-class white European academic sitting opposite, becomes
uncomfortably clear.

My grandma they, they – she was a daughter of – s-s-slaves. Her
parents were slaves. And they used to sit around and tell things,
you know, that happened when they were children and what they
parents said. And I’ll tell you what that will do for you: although you
might not have done a thing in this world to me, but because you’re
white, of what my parents said… I don’t trust you, you know… my
grandmother always told us I don’t care what nobody say, I don’t
care how good they look, how good they talk, you gonna always be
black. There’s gonna always be a line.
(Portelli 1997, p37)

Portelli understood Mrs Cowan’s statement (“I don’t trust you”) as both a
general observation on black-white relations and as specifically directed at
him. ‘Why indeed should she trust me, just because I had may have acted
and spoken nicely and sympathetically?...It takes more than goodwill and
good manners to overcome the historical barriers between black and white.’
He took that overt acknowledgement of difference, reservation and even
suspicion as ‘the most important lesson’ he learned that day. This reinforces
the point that while interviewers often aspire to achieving intimacy and trust
with their interviewee, the interview does not have to be genial to be
worthwhile. At the other end of the scale (often seen in media interviews, for
example, Australian journalist Kerry O’Brien’s television interviews with
politicians on The 7.30 Report (ABC)), nor does it need to be confrontational
to achieve a result. A reluctant or sceptical informant may still deliver
powerfully revelatory material.
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3.6 Ethics of interviewing
Professional oral historians often commit to ethical guidelines which include
giving the informant a copy of the unexpurgated interview and/or transcript.28
Guidelines may recommend allowing the informant to alter and/or delete
passages from the transcript before any publication or archiving. Some oral
historians, including the candidate, prefer not to send back the printed
transcript, because most people are unfamiliar with seeing spoken English
rendered rawly on the page, and tend to recoil from it, or want to ‘improve’ it.
Instead, the informant is sent the unexpurgated audio, perhaps with a printout of proposed excerpts, already edited and contextualised [the rendering of
spoken word into print is discussed further in Chapter 4], which he/she can
comment on or request changes to. This concurs with Frisch’s oft-quoted
phrase (1990) regarding the ‘shared authority’ inherent in an oral history
interview. Since the interview is created in a collaborative manner by the
combination of the interviewer’s questions and the interviewee’s responses
and musings, it follows that the resulting audio text should be jointly owned:
the shared authorship, or authority, of Frisch’s landmark work.
The oral history informant is often asked to set conditions on the use of
the interview – e.g. for research purposes only, for unrestricted publication
and access, or for use only with specific signed consent to each published
context or after a period of time. Conversely, radio journalists and producers
generally retain full control over editing and publication. Sometimes
interviewees sign a release form, ceding copyright; more often, permission to
publish and/or edit the interview is considered implicit in the granting of the
interview: ‘accepted journalism practice relies on a simple verbal agreement
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between interviewer and interviewees’ (Aroney 2008, p12). If an interviewee
requests that a response be considered ‘off the record’, professional
journalists who subscribe to a (voluntary) code of conduct usually comply.
See for example the code of ethics of the Media Entertainment and Arts
Alliance, to which most professional Australian journalists belong:
www.meaa.com.au The MEAA also enjoins journalists not to misrepresent a
person’s views through manipulative editing. This moral imperative is
reinforced for oral historians and journalists by legal requirements intended to
restrict the promulgation of unfounded allegations of poor character or
criminal misconduct – for example, in Australia, defamation is an offence.
Both journalists and oral historians may protect their sources by granting
anonymity, if requested, due to the sensitive or candid nature of the material.
Oral history informants can also negotiate such issues by placing an embargo
on the release of their material for many years, but timely publication is critical
for journalists. Several Australian journalists, most recently Herald Sun writers
McManus and Harvey in 2007, have been convicted of contempt of court
because they refused to reveal their sources in the trial of an alleged
whistleblower (APC 2010).
But ethical codes as set out by associations of both journalists and oral
historians are not legally binding or enforceable. In the case of the MEAA,
Richards notes that ‘the code attempts both to articulate ideal standards and
regulate unsatisfactory conduct, an approach which, however laudable,
cannot help but produce mixed values’ (Richards 2005, p59). Peer pressure is
the real regulator of journalistic ethics in Australia: a serious breach will be
pilloried in the media itself (via programs such as Media Watch on ABC
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television), while a peer-assessed and highly competitive national awards
system, the Walkley Awards for Excellence in Journalism, rewards the best
(and implicitly ethical) reportage. Conversely, the Oral History Association of
Australia has a relatively small membership (600 members in 2010) and while
it ‘strongly advises’ that ‘anyone involved in oral history’ should follow its
ethical guidelines, and its members debate ethical issues via conferences and
journal articles, it relies on practitioners’ goodwill. It is generally forthcoming,
according to Rosie Block, a long-serving President of the OHAA. ‘In nearly
twenty years, I never heard of a protest re any breach of ethics – of any kind’
(Block 2010).
But dilemmas do arise. Eurydice Aroney, an Australian radio feature
maker and academic, set out to do ‘a journalistic investigation’ into the death
of her grandmother, Edna Lavilla, from a backyard abortion in Sydney in
1942. While she and co-producer Sharon Davis also sought to explore the
broader social and political context of illegal abortions and their impact,
Aroney’s personal connection made oral history interviewing of family
members a key component of the research. Aroney’s mother was one
interviewee; two long-lost relatives, a great-uncle and half-aunt located by the
producers, were also interviewed. Aroney and Davis undertook meticulous
archival research, from court transcripts to newspaper reports, to flesh out the
story, but the family interviews provided a crucial framework.

We took a life history approach to interviews, asking for childhood
memories, family circumstances and relationships, and
recollections of Edna. Having already established how Edna died,
we realized that just as important was how she lived, who she was,
and how her story reflected and compared to the more common
and successful attempts by women to control their fertility.
(Aroney 2008, p10)
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In short, the producers applied Portelli’s dictum, that the role of oral
history is ‘precisely to connect life to times…’(Portelli 1997, p6). In a departure
from normal radio journalism practice, the producers allowed Aroney’s greatuncle and half-aunt to hear their interviews before production proceeded. After
conferring by phone (until Aroney’s approach, they had not been in touch for
30 years), the relatives decided they did not want Aroney to use the recorded
interviews. Their reservations were based on privacy (one said she had
spoken under ‘family privilege’) and sadness about what had happened.
Aroney and Davis weighed up the ethical issues. The family’s right to
privacy was countered by the fact that the case was already on the public
record, through newspaper and court accounts. The journalistic convention of
retaining control over the material had been relaxed due to Aroney’s family
connection, but as a feminist and journalist, she also felt a commitment to the
public good, which warranted ventilating the secrets and tragedies of illegal
abortion. With new legislation pending regarding access to abortion, timing
was also critical – a significant difference between oral history, with its
emphasis on an accessible archive, and journalism, so driven by immediacy.

According to Ritchie, it is crucial that oral history be accountable in
terms of its research value, namely, its value for future historians.
The bottom line for a media interview is its interest for, and use by,
a contemporary audience… The potential strength of this
story was its connection with current day concerns. Our research
had revealed other recordings and published texts of oral histories
with Australian women who had experienced abortion during the
mid to late twentieth century but most were anonymous and
restricted for access until well into the future. The depth and detail
of Edna’s story would be unique as a public presentation and we
wanted to follow its impact into the present day. How could we tell
a story about secrecy and shame whilst taking refuge in yet more
secrecy? The stories told by my relatives contained the only first -
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hand descriptions my mother and I would ever have of my
grandmother; the very phrases and language she used. I was
aware that I couldn’t ‘not know’ what had been told and said, and
felt these memories and stories had also become my own.
(Aroney 2008, p12)

Aroney and Davis decided on a compromise. The voices of Aroney’s
relatives would not be used, but the content would.

Taking the circumstances into account, we decided to shelve my
relatives’ recorded interviews but to present the information they
had given in my narrative script along with dramatic devices. My
mother, having lived her life as a feminist, decided that she wanted
the story told despite the risk that she would alienate her family.
(Aroney 2008, p12)

Describing it as ‘equal parts testimony, detective work, and family
history’, historian and media presenter Michelle Arrow noted in her review that
‘the program exposes private stories to make a compelling public argument
for the necessity of safe, legal, affordable abortion’ (Arrow 2008). The Search
for Edna Lavilla (ABC 2007) won a prestigious Walkley Award for Excellence
in Journalism for best radio documentary. Judged by senior journalists who
espouse the MEAA Code of Ethics, this is an implicit indication of peer
approval of Aroney’s and Davis’s handling of the ethical issues.
I faced similar ethical dilemmas in my own oral history/radio
undertakings. In Minefields and Miniskirts (McHugh 1993), a woman I
interviewed described how she had killed someone in self-defence in a
‘firefight’. She signed a release form granting me copyright in her interview.
The next day, she rang me, asking me to excise the part about her killing
someone. She explained that it had been done in the context of a war zone
twenty-five years before, and that if it were circulated now, it could have
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negative ramifications for her current professional position. Although it was a
‘juicy’ story, and powerfully addressed the theme of Minefields and Miniskirts
(the untold stories of Australian women in the Vietnam war), I decided to
delete the section in accordance with her wishes, as I could see that her
career could potentially be compromised were it to be published.
Like Aroney and Davis, I also dealt with family sensitivities on Marrying
Out. One woman vacillated about whether she would permit her recording to
be used, fearful that it might upset other family members. I explained what my
approach would be, appraised her of the context in which her interview
excerpts would be situated, suggested she use a pseudonym and offered to
digitally alter her voice if she preferred. In the end, she decided that a
pseudonym, ‘Anna’, was sufficient. After the broadcast, she was very positive
about having participated. I discuss informants’ response and emotional
aspects of some interviews further in Part 4.

3.7 interviewing and insight: a subjective process
Q. How do you feel about being interviewed?
A. I feel like a perfectly good potato put through a masher. Nothing
comes out the way I expected, and my skin is off, and the solid,
sane things get pulped and the whole thing is served up easy to
swallow, but not for me. I am still somewhere at the bottom of the
masher shouting "I AM A POTATO GET ME OUT OF HERE".
(Jeanette Winterson, The Guardian 2010)

When The Guardian invited writers to ask themselves questions journalists
never ask, author Jeanette Winterson interrogated herself on the interview
process. While celebrities differ from everyday citizens in that they have been
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interviewed many times, Winterson’s concern goes to the core of oral history
and feature journalism interviewing: did the interviewer adequately and
accurately capture his subject? Even if the interviewer does his best not to
misrepresent him despite editing or other constraints, what if those who read
or hear his words react with criticism or hostility? This situation, how the
interviewee views the interpretation or use of the interview, is faced by both
journalists and oral historians. Janet McCalman, ‘a labour historian trained in
nineteenth-century British history’, found it ‘chastening to write about people
who are alive and able to read the interpretations placed on their testimony’,
when she included oral history in Struggletown (McCalman 1984, p2). From
the journalist’s perspective, Janet Malcolm warns that an interviewee will
rarely be happy with how they are ‘profiled’, as their perception of themselves
and the ‘best’ quotes to select from an interview will inevitably depart from the
journalist’s.

Whether the interviewer is a journalist, a nonfiction novelist, or a
biographer, his agenda is not the same as that of the person he is
interviewing, and his selections reflect this disparity of interest.
(Malcolm 1990)

Along with this vulnerability lies the potential for the interviewee to be
misunderstood or misconstrued - the interviewer may simply not ‘get’ who the
interviewee is, or what he is trying to say. Yet, contends Portelli, the
interviewer must attempt, in good faith, to identify the key revelations in an
interview and bring them into public view – a process which in turn leaves the
interviewer open to scrutiny and challenge. ‘Only by holding onto our
responsibility to interpret, and to the risk of being interpreted, do we contribute
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to the endless spiral search for unattainable truth to which we are ultimately
committed’ (Portelli 1997, p67). Thus, some listeners to Marrying Out would
contest my broadcast assertion (based on my oral history fieldwork and on
documented sources such as the 1930s brochure, The Protestant’s Guide to
Shopping in Rockhampton) that ‘at times the two communities [Protestants
and Catholics] maintained a virtual social apartheid.’ Some non-Catholic
listeners expressed surprise at the sense of discrimination felt by Catholics.
But as Protestants who were part of the Ascendancy, they could not have
known how it felt to be a discriminated-against Catholic, any more than, as
John Howard Griffin’s remarkable book Black Like Me (1961) showed, a white
person could know how it felt to be an oppressed Negro in the US in 1960.
While the ‘accuracy’ of the oral history/journalistic interview may be
contested, many interviewers nonetheless strive to illuminate and honestly
represent the interview within the ethical guidelines of their discipline. No
interview manual can guide two people through this process. It works on faith,
goodwill, empathy and simple human instinct. The art of the interviewer lies in
probing the source of the passion he detects rumbling beneath the surface of
what may be measured words. Ira Glass, host and creator of Chicago Public
Media’s This American Life - broadcast to 1.7 million listeners across 500
public radio stations and according to its website, ‘often the most popular
podcast in the country, with more than half a million people downloading each
week’ (This American Life 2010) - describes what made an initially mundane
interview ‘connect’ with him, and though him, his audience. It happened
during an interview with a thirty-year-old Jewish American called Adam, who
at 16 had recorded in his diary his determination to one day be the prime
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minister of Israel and improve the sense of Jewish identity for Israeli Jews.
Reflecting on his youthful obsession, Adam now sees the diary as useful
escapism from the travails of his teenage life. Glass asked a routine question:
‘what would the sixteen-year-old think of you now?’ To his surprise, Adam
replied that he’d be ‘really disappointed…really sad.’ Glass’s antennae picked
up the repressed emotion and pursued it.

IRA: Because you’re not the prime minister of Israel?
ADAM: Yeah, because I have such a small life. I mean, I remember
I was really sad and disappointed about my parents. I mean, I was
reading biographies, of course, about all the prime ministers in
Israel. And I would just think about my parents and think, how do
you wake up every day knowing that your actions won’t affect
millions of people? Like, how is that enough motivation? You know,
just to have your petty little craft and your petty little family and your
small little apartment, you know, it just seemed pathetic. [pause].
(Glass in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p63)

Glass recognised that Adam had moved from considering a particular incident
to reflecting on much bigger philosophical questions, which would strike a
universal chord: ‘the kind of tape I live for… He’s talking completely from the
heart… Honestly, if you’ve never felt that way about your parents, then you
were not a teenager in America’ (Glass in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p63).
Glass’s broadcaster’s instinct for powerful interview material echoes again the
oral historian’s quest to connect ‘life to times, uniqueness to
representativeness’ (Portelli 1997, p6). Glass also articulates how listeners
will warm to the unrehearsed sincerity of Adam’s revelations, which allows
them to share both intimacy and a sense of discovery:
He’s working out an idea in real time, out loud. Trying to make
sense of something that touches him deeply.
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When I get to this rarified place with an interviewee, I do everything
possible to stay there. I try to keep the trance going.
(Glass in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p63)

Interviewers for narrative radio and for oral history share this elusive
quest for insight into the human condition through the interview process –
something far removed from the news journalist’s concern with accuracy,
information and objectivity. Studs Terkel summed up the ‘narrative’
interviewer’s primary pursuit:

What was it like to be a certain person then? What is it like to be
that person now? That’s what I’m trying to capture. I’m looking for
the uniqueness in each person. And I’m not looking for some such
abstraction as the truth, because it doesn’t exist. What I’m looking
for is what the truth is for them.
(Terkel in Perks & Thomson 2006, p125)

But if the narrative interviewer achieves his aim, and manages to discern
what animates his subject, what shaped him and ‘makes him tick’, elicits his
singular brand of humanity, what then? How does the interviewer convey this
precious knowledge to the broader world? Should he present the
unexpurgated interview, to avoid the risk of misinterpreting? If not, how will
editing affect the representation? What difference does the medium make:
print, audio, visual or multimedia? Print journalists often add their own
inflection to a ‘profile’, amplifying their selected quotes with their personal
observations of their subject. Italian journalist Oriana Fallaci made no
apologies for her often pungent descriptions of her subjects:
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I am the judge. I am the one who decides. Listen: if I am a painter
and I do your portrait, have I or haven't I the right to paint you as I
want?
(Fallaci 1976)

Radio producers can create just as nuanced a profile through the
selection and sequencing of interview extracts, or their placement alongside
music, or counterpointing speech. Studs Terkel, who worked in print and
audio, was keenly aware of the politics implicit in the selection of particular
interviews and excerpts:
I have tried for as much balance as possible, yet “objectivity”, so
often a reprise of the doctrine of the announced idea, of the official
truth, has escaped me. My turf has been the arena of unofficial
truth – of the non-celebrated one on the block, who is able to
articulate the thoughts of his/her neighbours, inchoate, though
deeply felt.
(Terkel 1997, p16)

The art of interpretation for publication, particularly of the spoken word
interview, and using the radio documentary/feature form, is the subject of the
next section.
______________________
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PART 3: STORYTELLING, ORALITY and RADIO PRODUCTION

This section examines the characteristics of sound, orality and voice, and how
they connect to storytelling on radio. It compares the rendition of oral history
in print or audio formats and concludes that audio is the more authentic form.
It explores creative, narrative and production techniques in the making of an
audio documentary or feature and discusses the structural and conceptual
nature of these forms. It proposes a hybrid documentary/feature format, a
Doc-OH Feature, as an excellent aesthetic forum for the dissemination of oral
history – Marrying Out is an example of the genre. It proposes that this blend
of a solid bloc of primary oral history research, combined with imaginative
production techniques and a concern for fairness and authenticity of the
edited content, allows oral history to achieve its most potent force: to move, to
inform, to delight, and in so doing, to connect listeners to past lives.

Given our condition as mortals, communication will always remain
a problem of power, ethics, and art.
John Durham Peters (1999)
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CHAPTER 4: SOUND, ORALITY and the POWER of VOICE

4.1 Suckled by Sound
You can take the sound out of the human but you can take the
human out of the sound only through an exercise in imagination.
(Sterne 2003, p11)

Walter Murch, renowned designer of film soundtracks (Apocalypse Now, Cold
Mountain), observes that humans are ‘suckled by sound’ (Murch 2005, p1)
from the first intra-uterine sensory experiences of the mother’s heartbeat.
From this ‘primal intimacy’ comes ‘sound‘s ability – in all its forms – to move
us more deeply than the other senses and occasionally give us a mysterious
feeling of connectedness to the universe’ (Murch 2005, p1). In radio terms,
sound is largely comprised of music and voice. Cultural theorists Back and
Bull, Sterne, Chion, Handel and others have written on the complex
characteristics of both, and their individual power to affect us. Australian
media theorist Jo Tacchi’s anthropological study of the role of radio in
everyday life in Bristol, in the United Kingdom, from 1992-96, offers telling
insights into listener habits and perceptions. Tacchi studied the ‘degrees of
sociability’ radio adds to the domestic environment, ranging from use as a
‘background texture’ to ‘creating a rhythm by which to live’ to ‘foregrounded
radio sound, and its potential creation of an image of a desired society’
(Tacchi in Askew & Wilk 2002, p244). In a pre-internet age, television may
have dominated the lounge room and ruled the ratings in the evening, but
radio’s portability was its strength. Whether in the car, the kitchen or (in prepodcasting days) on a transistor set or Walkman, radio could accompany
one’s day, providing company, information, diversion and a sense of
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community. Commercial and public service broadcasters exploited the
seductive companionability of the medium by developing the cult of the radio
personality – in pre-‘Shock Jock’ days, as the friendly host who linked the
‘magazine’ diet of music, chat and phone-ins. In Australia, Gary O’Callaghan,
an avuncular breakfast show announcer on 2UE commercial radio, topped the
ratings for a still unbeaten 34 years. In an innovative fifty-two year
broadcasting career (1951-2003), he introduced the now-staple ideas of news
crosses, live transport information and ‘beach patrol’ reports. He also created
an imaginary friend called Sammy Sparrow (honoured decades later by the
eponymous Indie singer Sam Sparro). O’Callaghan attributed his popularity to
his keen interest in people, and especially the people of Sydney – his
community, even in a way, his family.
The first time I sort of went in to be a radio announcer, I can
remember [programme manager] John Dunne saying to me, ‘Son,
just remember you are being invited into somebody’s lounge room’
(because there was no television) ‘and you’ll be sitting down
amongst them and the only thing is that unlike a guest that is
actually sitting there, if you do something they don’t like, they’ll just
turn you off. There’s no bad language, no innuendo, because you
are in with the family.’ That’s where radio has changed. I
sometimes feel almost embarrassed.
(O’Callaghan interviewed by McHugh 2008)

In the U.K, Terry Wogan’s lazy charm made him king of breakfast on BBC
Radio 2 for decades. In Ireland, Gay Byrne’s weekday show on RTE Radio
One (1973- 1998) wielded enormous power, not just as a mirror of society but
as a force for change. Byrne’s significance to Irish society was recognised in a
book series Lives That Shaped the Nation, which featured twenty individuals
proposed as ‘some of the most important figures’ from Ireland’s history over
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the past century (Irish Independent, November 17 2006).1 Along with Byrne,
the list included James Joyce, Bono, Mary Robinson, Oscar Wilde and John
F. Kennedy.
Besides this ‘light entertainment’ personality-based radio, public
broadcasters in the West developed what Madsen terms ‘cultural radio’.
Stations like BBC’s Radio 4, ABC Radio National, France Culture on Radio
France, ORF I in Austria and numerous channels on Germany’s ARD,
Madsen argues, facilitate ‘public discourse and a pluralist democratic culture’
through ‘a “rich mix” of talk, specialist journalism, sophisticated debate and
encounter, documentary and feature programmes, radio events, experimental
audio arts, and broad-based intellectual content’ (Madsen 2007, p18). Such
channels are ‘at once originators, educators and distributors of social
discourse and cultural production’; their output, ‘while dependent on more
time intensive and extensive forms and correspondingly requiring greater
resources than that expected of the average talkback or programmed music
station, has been able to provide an ideal institutional matrix for the evolution
of public broadcasting as an instrument of democratic and civil society’
(Madsen 2007, p19). This concurs with Hendy’s description of radio as
historically ‘a medium which treats listeners, not so much as consumers but
as rational social beings immersed in a public sphere of free and rational
exchange of reasoned beings’ (Hendy 2000). Both these inclusive and
democratic contexts for public radio are congruent with the declared aims of
contemporary oral history studies (IOHA 2010). Hendy’s model also fits the
ethos of the radio documentary/feature producer, who seeks to illuminate his
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theme through a judicious blend of information, analysis and opinion, elevated
through imaginative production and authorial interpretation into an aural
experience that is both intellectually stimulating and emotionally connecting.
‘It’s not enough for them to convey facts’, explains John Biewen, audio
director of the Centre for Documentary Studies at Duke University, North
Carolina. ‘They gather words and sounds and music, and assemble them
painstakingly, into an experience.’ For a non-academic anthology, Reality
Radio: telling true Stories in Sound, Biewen invited ‘nineteen of the most
accomplished and innovative radio-makers working in the English language’
to describe what impels and shapes their programs (Biewen 2010, p4).
Though they ranged from self-styled audio artists to more conventional
journalists, and their work encompassed diverse topics and forms, Biewen
asserts that ‘these audio journalists/artists all fit within the big stretchy tent
that is documentary radio. By which I mean they use sound to tell true stories
artfully’ (Biewen 2010, p5). Furthermore, the stories they told, whether
historical or contemporary, ‘newsy’ or whimsical, ‘display a distinctly populist,
democratic impulse’ (Biewen 2010, p6). But beyond that, he noted, each
producer exploited the medium to heighten the effect on the listener and elicit
that deeply personal response that radio seeks to achieve. This is another
example of the symbiotic links between the radio documentary/feature and
oral history: the latter can provide a backbone of personal story, while its
creative adaptation to the radio narrative form fleshes out its impact and
animates its content. Its aural communication - via sound - is critical to its
intimacy and effect. One means of deciphering this power of radio lies in
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analysing it through what Nyre describes as the ‘four existential
characteristics of sound’:

Time (duration, chronology, causes and effects)
Space (directions, shapes, volumes, distances)
Personal Expressiveness (emotions, moods)
Coded message (for example news and love song)
(Nyre 2008, pp2-3)

4.1.1 Time
Time is clearly a crucial factor in radio, to both listener and program-maker.
To the latter, program duration is a critical limiting and shaping principle.
Time, in the chronological sense, is also important: presenters vary their tone
and pace according to the time of day at which they broadcast, from the
peppy breakfast announcer to the laconic late night DJ. But time is also
central to the reception of radio: its feel, its urgency, its intimacy. No one has
yet devised a way of hearing radio other than listening in real time. This can
be turned to its advantage, as British feature maker Alan Hall suggests:
‘Radio’s perceived limitations – the absence of the visual dimension, its
restriction to the relentless progression of linear time – disguise the genuinely
uninhibited world of possibilities it offers’ (Hall in Biewen & Dilworth 2010,
p96). Dependence on linear time allows the program-maker to unfold a story:
no darting ahead to see the ending, as one can with a novel. (Podcasting
admittedly alters this dynamic, but is not under consideration here). The
‘liveness’ of radio creates a pact of expectation with the listener. As Crisell
notes:
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The fact that its codes are auditory and therefore exist in time
explains the greater sense of ‘liveness’ that we get from radio (and
the visual media) than we get from literature: for when we start to
read a book, we know that the last page has already been written.
But radio, even when its programmes are pre-recorded, seems to
be a present-tense medium, offering experiences whose outcome
lies in an unknown future.
(Crisell 1986, p11)

This ‘liveness’ exerts an additional pull on the listener, reinforcing the intimacy
and attraction of a well-crafted program. This was demonstrated in the case of
Marrying Out by this email received from an academic acquaintance, following
the broadcast of a one-hour live talkback about the series on ABC Radio
National’s Life Matters program, in which I participated.29 The writer found
herself so drawn to the ‘compelling’ discussion that she could not get out of
her parked car and go to work.
Hi Siobhan (and Michelle),
Just finished listening to part two of Marrying Out (missed part one drat
it!) and wanted to let you know that I thought it was fascinating, moving,
reflective radio and history making. Just gorgeous.
I also caught you on the RN [ABC Radio National] Life Matters program,
which was so compelling I had to sit in my car in the car park at La Trobe
Uni and listen to the whole thing! I myself am in a mixed/inter-faith
marriage (Jewish – me; Irish Catholic – my husband) and grapple daily
with the many big and little questions the situation raises (mostly to do
with the kids) so I was particularly enthralled.
Congratulations and best wishes,
Clare

4.1.2 Space
Directional hearing evolved for our survival; sounds vary in volume,
frequency, texture and kind, and impinge on us at a conscious and subconscious level in a plethora of ways - we only have to think of the irritating
effect of being exposed to constant jackhammering or the soothing sound of
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lapping water. ‘White noise’ is so irritating it has been implicated in torture
techniques.
Sound is also subjective: ‘Sounds are embedded with both cultural and
personal meanings; sounds do not come at us merely raw’, as Back and Bull
point out (2003, p9). Just as sound is ‘an artifact of the messy and political
human sphere’ (Sterne 2003, p13), radio is also a socially-constructed
medium. Even something as ‘natural’ as wind can have a host of meanings on
radio, depending on how a producer incorporates it as sound and what that
sound evokes to an individual listener. As the German philosopher and
musicologist Theodor Adorno notes:

We can tell whether we are happy by the sound of the wind. It
warns the unhappy man of the fragility of his house, hounding his
shallow sleep and violent dreams. To the happy man, it is the song
of his protectedness: its furious howling concedes that it has power
over him no longer.
(Adorno 1974, p49)

Sound design is an established discipline in its own right, which explores
these concepts at a much deeper level. Sound, as van Leeuwen points out, is
‘a wrap-around medium’ (1999, p14) and on radio, every resonance and beat
counts. ‘Silence’, for instance, is a potent tool. There is silence as in the wellknown dramatic device, the ‘pause-for-effect’ employed by everyone from
politicians to comedians delivering a punchline; there is also the choked
pause of someone recounting a harrowing incident. The celebrated radio
feature maker Kaye Mortley takes silence to a more sophisticated level, as
Australian radio theorist Virginia Madsen describes:
Her approach appeared in opposition to most interview-driven
programming and journalistic media practices and where silence
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and the spaces between words are almost always edited out.
Mortley has said of these silences in her work, and of the fact that
she asks “very few questions”: “It's where the listener can write
himself into the tape, which is why a lot of my programs seem very
empty”.
(Madsen 2009)

Madsen suggests that far from being mocked or feared, silence can be
an important element in radio:
In this sense of allowing silences to speak – the gaps we mask by
too many words – radio might act not as Fourth Estate journalistic
inquisitor, but rather as a deeply inward and ultimately revelatory
medium.
(Madsen 2009)
Canadian feature maker Chris Brookes concurs.
I think a pause allows the picture to develop in the listener’s mind
like a photograph slowly emerging in a darkroom chemical bath.
This must not be a passive process. The beauty of radio is that the
listener actively creates his or her own images with our help. For
this reason it’s vital to leave space in a program: room for the
listener to walk in and take part.
(Brookes in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p18)

As a program-maker, I espouse the importance of both pause and pace. With
a rich collection of 35 hours of broadcast-quality interview recordings, the
temptation with Marrying Out was to cram in as many snippets of experience
as possible. But such density would have had the counter-productive effect of
undermining the impact of the selection, by not allowing the excerpts space to
‘breathe’, time for the listener to absorb and reflect on what was said. Thus I
opted for numerous short ‘bridges’ of actuality (natural sound) or music
between interview excerpts. I also included my questions at times, instead of
following the conventional journalistic procedure of editing out questions to
allow space for more of the interviewee. This enabled the inclusion of
revealing pauses and hesitations, which inflected the meaning of the
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response (for example John Haynes interview, MO Part 1, discussing his
strained relationship with his father following his marriage).

4.1.3 Listening
This brings us to ways of listening. The impact of a strategically crafted
silence may be entirely missed by someone who is listening to radio in the
‘backgrounded’ way Tacchi describes: ‘Radio sound helps establish affective
rhythms in the home… listening to the radio can help with domestic routines,
but at the same time… radio sound possesses certain ‘mood’-generating
qualities… provides a sort of affective momentum’ (Tacchi in Askew & Wilk
2002, p282). Unlike live magazine-style radio, documentaries and features
require active listening, as opposed to passive hearing. Sterne elaborates on
the difference: ‘listening is a directed, learned activity: it is a definite cultural
practice. Listening requires hearing but is not simply reproducible to hearing’
(Sterne 2003, p19).
Group or individual listening also influences the way sound is heard: one
only has to observe a teenager listening to music alone, then hearing the
same song in the company of friends, to see the heightened reaction. Sterne
suggests that ‘even in these moments of collectivity and togetherness,
people’s practical techniques of listening involved a certain prior individuation
of acoustic space’ (Sterne 2003, p167). But besides the physical difference in
‘ownership’ of listening, group listening brings in a new variant on the social
construct of sound: the elusive but significant concept of ‘affect’.
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4.2 Affect
Although feeling and affect are routinely used interchangeably, it is
important not to confuse affect with feelings and emotions…
Feelings are personal and biographical, emotions are social, and
affects are prepersonal.
(Shouse 2005, p2)

In the 1960s, British anthropologist Rodney Needham was puzzled by the
mode of incorporation by New Guinean natives of drumming and other
percussive sounds in cultural rituals. As Tacchi remarks, Needham noted the
dual level on which the drumming operated: the emotional response and the
rational meaning were entwined. ‘Empirically, he saw the connection, yet
theoretically, they resided in “disparate modes of apprehension”.’ Tacchi
concludes that what Needham was seeking to articulate was ‘the affective
influence of percussion’ (Tacchi 2002, p241).
As American cultural theorist Eric Shouse reveals, the seminal work of
Deleuze, Guattari, Spinoza and Tompkins present the notion of affect as ‘a
non-conscious experience of intensity… a moment of unformed and
unstructured potential’ (Shouse 2005, p5). Canadian political philosopher
Brian Massumi adds an intriguing perspective on how the body exposes itself
to ‘affect’: it “doesn’t just absorb pulses or discrete stimulations; it infolds
contexts…” (Massumi 2002, p30). ‘’Affect’ is a physically-realised
phenomenon which Shouse describes as ‘the body’s way of preparing itself
for action in a given circumstance by adding a quantitative dimension of
intensity to the quality of an experience’ (Shouse 2005, p5). The importance
of affect for consumers and practitioners of radio is that it significantly
influences the impact and processing of the ‘coded message’, or substantive
content, being broadcast. Shouse explains: ‘in many cases the message
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consciously received may be of less import to the receiver of that message
than his or her non-conscious affective resonance with the source of the
message’ (Shouse 2005, p12). The greater the affective resonance generated
by the audio, the stronger the impression it creates on the listener. Australian
cultural theorist Anna Gibbs explores links between ‘affect contagion’,
sympathy and suggestibility (Gibbs 2008). Images in news reportage, she
notes, can create what Massumi terms ‘affective facts’. Gibbs also notes the
affect of the crowd at a public event such as a concert, and suggests that
such transformative ‘liveness’ was deliberately tapped during the broadcast
via large public screens of Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd’s apology to
the Stolen Generations in 2008. The screens created ‘a public here and now,
without which there might be symbolism but no ritual’ (Gibbs 2008, p142). It
seems reasonable to suggest that live radio can also harness the power of
being part of a collective audience. Although radio presenters traditionally
address an individual listener, affective resonances can still be shared – for
instance when people are stalled in traffic, listening on a car radio to the same
broadcast.
According to Shouse, ‘every form of communication where facial
expressions, respiration, tone of voice, and posture are perceptible can
transmit affect’. The most obvious example is music, which moves us through
‘the intensity of the impingement of sensations on the body’ rather than
through any defined ‘meaning’. As British cultural theorist Jeremy Gilbert puts
it:
Music has physical effects which can be identified, described and
discussed but which are not the same thing as it having meanings,
and any attempt to understand how music works in culture must…
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be able to say something about those effects without trying to
collapse them into meanings.
(Gilbert 2004)

How then is an ‘affective’ response generated? Australian-born feminist
academic Teresa Brennan postulates that affect is transmitted, from one body
to another (Brennan 2004, p6). Thus, a speaker who relays powerful
emotions, will have an ‘affective resonance’ with a listener – sometimes so
intense, that as radio feature-maker Barrell notes, in an echo of the Wright
listener response to Marrying Out (p.104), ‘People often say they had to stay
in the car to hear the end of a feature, long after they had finished their
journey’ (Barrell in Ahern 2006, p190). Does this mean that the listener will
cognitively understand or retain what such a speaker said more than if
presented with the affect-free words on a page? Probably. The listener will
biologically remember the strong feelings the testimony generated in him,
which will have generated in turn an ability to respond to the story and its
meaning. ‘The subjective experience that we feel/think as affect dissolves into
experience,’ concludes Shouse (2005, p11).
Affect theory is particularly useful for media studies because it questions
the difference between emotions and feelings and their place in audience
response. Shouse summarises these links:

An emotion is the projection/display of a feeling. Unlike feelings,
the display of emotion can be either genuine or feigned. The
distinction between feelings and emotions was highlighted by an
experiment conducted by [former professor of psychology] Paul
Ekman, who videotaped American and Japanese subjects as they
watched films depicting facial surgery. When they watched alone,
both groups displayed similar expressions. When they watched in
groups, the expressions were different. We broadcast emotion to
the world; sometimes that broadcast is an expression of our
internal state and other times it is contrived in order to fulfill social
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expectations. Infants display emotions although they do not have
the biography nor language skills to experience feelings. The
emotions of the infant are direct expressions of affect... for the
adult, affect is what makes feelings feel [supplies the intensity].
(Shouse 2005, p4)

Shouse cites California-based neuroscientist Antonio Damasio, who
pioneered research on links between feelings and cognition: ‘without affect
feelings do not “feel” because they have no intensity, and without feelings
rational decision-making becomes problematic’ (Damasio 1994, pp 204-22).

Feelings, along with the emotions they come from, are not a
luxury…feelings are just as cognitive as other precepts. They are
the result of a most curious physiological arrangement that has
turned the brain into the body’s captive audience
(Damasio 1994, xv)
Given the connection between affect and feeling, one can assume that if
a radio program generates a strong affective response, the listener is primed
to absorb its content, or meaning. This is clearly significant for radio
doc/feature makers, whose aim is to have listeners engage with and pay
attention to their work. This was borne out by listener feedback to the
broadcasts of Marrying Out. When people commented to me on the series,
even a year later, most would mention ‘that poor woman who was put in the
orphanage’ – their strongest memory of the broadcast. The reference was to
Susan Timmins, one of four stories of mixed marriage examined in detail.
After Susan’s mother died in childbirth when Susan was two, her father had to
put the two children in an orphanage because neither side of the family would
look after them while he worked. She recounts how she met her mother’s
brother for the first time some forty years on and confronted him about the
family’s lack of compassion. As she tells the story, she breaks down, sobbing,
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as she describes how traumatised her father was by having to put his children
in the orphanage. The transition from sophisticated, almost suave, narrator to
this vulnerable, heartbroken woman is stark. It made a deep impression on
many listeners. One couple, who emailed this feedback, actually used the
word ‘affecting’: “Hi Siobhan, we enjoyed the radio series, especially the
second one – Between Two Worlds. It was an outstanding piece of radio
documentary – quite dramatic and affecting… Aidan and Fran Moore, Melba
ACT” (Moore 2009).
Affect theory concurs with what many media practitioners instinctively
seek to do: to maximise the ‘emotional’ or affective force of their work through
firstly, selecting ‘good talent’ – the bald industry term for interviewees who are
clear, colourful communicators – and secondly through amplifying the power
of the spoken word by the carefully judged addition of music, atmospheric
sound, spoken and non-verbal rhythms and other devices. ‘Facts with feeling’
is how veteran ABC radio producer and oral historian, Bill Bunbury, described
his approach to radio: ‘facts of course have their place, but what’s enduring
about the human condition is the feeling that goes with the fact’ (Bunbury
1985, p10). What affect theory emphasises is that without the feeling, the
facts are indigestible, most of the ‘meal’ remaining on the table. Shouse even
suggests that ‘the power of many forms of media lies not so much in their
ideological effects, but in their ability to create affective resonances
independent of content or meaning [my itals]’ (Shouse 2005, p14).
This is not to say that ideology and affect do not co-exist. Australian
radio documentary maker Colm McNaughton deliberately sets out to move his
listeners through his advocacy journalism: ‘I have a quote by a film-maker
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from Mexico and it says “Art is about catharsis. If your art hasn’t moved
people it has failed”’ (McNaughton 2010). This concurs with my own programmaking goals when adapting oral history for radio: to move, to inform, to
delight, and in so doing, to connect listeners to past lives.
For oral historians, affect theory strongly supports the contention that the
interview should be listened to rather than read in transcription, an issue
discussed below.

4.3. Orality and Interview Transcription

It wasn't merely that the speech had the ring of authenticity: there
was something else - the excitement of an experience re-lived and
communicated without additive and without dilution. Finally, there
were those extraordinary moments when the similes and
metaphors burst through the speech like rockets shedding their
green and crimson fire across a November sky. At its best, the
actuality [interviews] had something of the quality of the traditional
ballads - it moved with the same deliberation, combined words into
phrases which had the familiar ring of clichés, but which, at the
same time, demanded all of one's attention; and, like the traditional
ballads, there would be moments when the flat, ongoing narrative
would suddenly be illuminated by a phrase of extraordinary
potency.
(MacColl 1981)

In 1958, British folk singer and left-wing activist Ewan MacColl and BBC radio
producer Charles Parker collected 40 hours of interviews with workmates and
family about the heroic death of the driver of a runaway steam train, John
Axon. Expected to follow the tradition of such epic narratives as Bridson’s
masterful recreation of the Culloden battles, The March of The ‘45
(BBC1936), the interviews had been gathered as background research, to be
transcribed, re-scripted and voiced by actors. Listening back, MacColl was
struck by ‘a unique picture of a way of life told in language charged with the
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special kind of vitality which derives from involvement with a work-process.
The problem was how to use it. Could one re-write it without reducing it and
falsifying it?’ (MacColl 1981) MacColl decided that no script could better the
force and charm of the real voices: the resulting program, The Ballad of John
Axon (1958), pioneered a highly successful radio form which artfully combined
oral history, song and ‘wild’ or in situ sound: the radio ballad [discussed in
5.7].
MacColl was unusual in recognising what might seem obvious: the
power of orality in oral history. ‘Many excellent oral history projects are set up
to be text-centric. The taped interviews are often meant to produce typed
transcripts rather than be used as artifacts themselves,’ comments American
radio documentary maker, Stephen Smith (Smith in Biewen & Dilworth 2010,
p144).
Printed transcripts are more accessible and more convenient for many
researchers. But they can be problematic on aesthetic, cultural and
substantive grounds. A printed transcript of an oral history interview is an
entirely different entity from the actual audio recording (an argument analysed
most effectively in multimedia form, as in my online essay ‘The Power of
Voice’ for Transom.org) (McHugh 2011). It lacks the tonal colour and body of
the recorded dialogue, with its telling of long-rehearsed stories, pauses, sidetrackings and dissemblings, discursive thinking, spontaneous revelations,
moments of pain or wonder, confusion or understanding; nor does it convey
the relationship between interviewer and informant, which lies at its heart. No
transcript can capture the sound of two human voices, because sound and
writing are different media. As Smith notes: ‘The tonality and pacing of
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human speech carry a whole sub-text of meaning that can get lost on the
printed page’ (Smith in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p138).
Working at the other side of the world fifty years after MacColl, Roslyn
Oades, a Sydney ‘voice artist and theatre maker’ who uses verbatim oral
history about pungent social issues to create stage works, has articulated
much the same position. Her theatre work, Stories of Love and Hate (2008),
explores race riots on Sydney’s Cronulla Beach in 2005. It’s based on 65 oral
history interviews with those directly affected, aged between 14 and 79 years
old. Oades’s script contains verbatim excerpts from the interviews, but the
words are only part of the story: she maintains that the ‘orality’, or what she
calls the ‘vocal-print’, conveys valuable information that enriches the literal
content.
…the quality of an individual voice, carrying within it the influence
of age, gender, cultural origin, education, lifestyle, psychology, etc
in addition to an individual’s particular speech patterns,
mannerisms, vocabulary, volume, pace, habits, – creates a very
distinct vocal-print. Potentially this vocal-print – and I have no
scientific proof of this – is as unique as an individual’s fingerprint.
(Oades 2010 pp1-2)

In For More than One Voice, cultural theorist Adriana Cavarero supports the
idea of the unique vocal print, but – a useful concept for the oral historian –
sees the voice as being crucially linked to the listener as much as the
speaker:

What it communicates is precisely the true vital and perceptible
uniqueness of the one who emits it. At stake here is not a closedcircuit communication between one’s own voice and one’s own
ears, but rather a communication of one’s own uniqueness that is,
at the same time, a relation with another unique existent.
(Caravero 2005, p5)
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To keep faith with the vocal print, Oades uses what she calls
‘headphone technique’. The actors hear the actual interview recording through
headphones as they speak on stage. This allows, indeed requires, them to
mimic the speech rhythm exactly – every pause, crutch phrase, overlapped
word – and to hear the cadences and tone. To make the audience focus even
more strongly on the original speaker’s actual words, rather than the physical
actor reproducing them, Oades casts against type, deliberately confounding
age, gender, race and any other attributes linked to the original speaker. The
following excerpt showcases the real words of two actual elderly female
swimmers, Jill and Noelene. These old, Anglo women are played by a young
Lebanese-Australian male and a middle-aged Greek-Australian female,
wearing casual, everyday clothes. So real is the dialogue, it takes only a few
lines for the audience to suspend disbelief, ignore the cultural and physical
absurdity, and ‘see’ the two characters on stage as elderly women in
swimsuits.

_____________________________________________
Oades, R, Stories of Love and Hate: Transcript of performance excerpts,
University of Sydney, April 9, 2010
1.LOVE
Oh What a Beautiful Morning
Swim Ladies (1): JILL and NOELENE standing by their beloved ocean pool.
JILL:

JILL:

I’m seventy-nine … and ah, I’ve
been swimming for thirty-seven
years, morning, in the pool down
at .. Oak Park. And I love it.
NOELENE: Mmm.
If I don’t have my swim I’m …
out-of-order, or irritable
NOELENE: Yes.
all day. It’s very, you know
She’s very irritable. (laughs)
addictive.
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NOELENE: Yeah, yeah. No,
it’s a lovely
time of the morning. It
really is lovely because
the time that we get
there, we sort of, umm ...
just go straight in, just dive
straight in, and
it doesn’t take long to become
numb and dumb. And as
soon as
JILL laughs
we become numb and dumb, then
we sing our song and then
just to see
the sunrise on the water
JILL:
It’s beautiful.
- Is just the most beautiful umm
.. thing.
Y’know to actually be swimming
in the water and
seeing the sun rise
on the water it’s
just magic.
JILL:
Yeah.
An, and when it is
high tide and the,
and the waves are
coming right over the top
of us
virtually, we call it ‘The
Mezzanine
of the World.’
JILL:
(Laughing) It’s beautiful
It’s just beautiful.
I just look out everywhere. (laughs)
Yeah. And that just
starts, starts our
day,
(to Jill) doesn’t it?
_______________________________________________________

Oades first detected ‘vocal-print’ after interviewing former boxers in
England. She went on to do voice-over work for television, including resyncing the voices of beautiful models for advertisements; she noted the
subversive effects of this process, and how the voice assigned to a character
could change the audience’s perception. Although an accomplished actor, to
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her surprise, her own voice was immediately discerned by her friends. ‘It
seems the characteristics of an individual voice are so unique as to be
recognisable even when reciting a script.’ Oades ‘would almost conclude that
there is as much information embedded in the ‘way something is said’ as
‘what is being said’ when someone tells a story’ (Oades 2010, p 2). Oral
historians and radio producers have long argued along similar lines (Frisch
(1990), Good (2000), Hardy 111(1999), Portelli (1991, pp47-8)).

4.4 Transcription Debates
While some researchers claim that written transcripts provide accuracy, the
term ‘accuracy’ itself can be ambiguous. The process of transcription can alter
the meaning by omitting emphasis or nuance, or the length of a pause, which
cannot be conveyed in print, or by ‘correcting’ the language, or by losing the
aesthetic delights of the conversation: ‘a transcript so minutely faithful to
sounds that it turns a beautiful speech into an unreadable page can hardly be
described as “accurate”‘ (Portelli 1997, p 6). Though a literary journalist rather
than an oral historian, Janet Malcolm echoes the sentiment. ‘To publish a
person's tape-recorded speech verbatim is a little like publishing a writer's
rough drafts’ (Malcolm 1990). Malcolm abhors ‘taperecorderese’:

Our actual utterances are usually couched in a language that
urgently requires translation into English when it is transferred from
oral to written speech. As we listen to each other speak, we make
the translation automatically and thus think we are hearing English,
but, as tape transcripts demonstrate, we are not. As we speak, we
seem to be making constant stabs at saying what we mean—thus
the redundancy, hesitancy, fragmentation that surround the
occasional complete grammatical sentence we form and the
occasional mot we get off.
(Malcolm 1990)
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But when does intervention and adaptation become fabrication? How
can tone and rhythm be replicated yet readable? Studs Terkel’s classic oral
histories of American life feature hundreds of very distinct voices, yet the
narratives flow effortlessly on the page. He cuts ruthlessly (‘sixty pages of
transcript I reduce to eight’) but is always conscious of retaining the
individual’s speech patterns, as well as the integrity and spirit of what they told
him. It’s more about art and empathy than science:

The way I look at it is I suppose something like the way a sculptor
looks at a block of stone: inside it there’s a shape which he’ll find
and he’ll reveal it by chipping away with a mallet and chisel. I’ve got
a mountain of tapes and somewhere inside them there’s a book.
But how do you cut without distorting? Well you’ve got to be skillful
and respectful and you can reorder and rearrange to highlight, and
you can juxtapose, but the one thing you can’t do is invent, make
up, have people say what they didn’t say.
… all the way through I keep on playing back sections of each
interview so I’ll have a constant reminder in my head of how they
sounded when they said what they said… I talk while I’m writing; I
talk what I’m writing. That way I try and get the sound and the
tempo and the rhythm.
(Terkel in Perks & Thomson 2006, p128)

Some practitioners, myself included, render speech like poetry, to mimic the
phonetic impact of the voice (Tedlock 1983, pp107-23, Block 1995, pp67-9).
Others have relied on distilling the ‘heightened speech’ of the informants;
Lowenstein, in her landmark oral history of Australian wharf labourers, Under
the Hook, ‘edited and arranged the material so as to present a logical and
readable narrative without doing violence to the spirit of the original’
(Lowenstein 1998, p3). I follow Lowenstein’s model in certain instances, for
example when collating interviews from a hundred people who worked on the
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Snowy Mountains Scheme (McHugh 1995), where thematic connections can
be made, but use the Tedlock poetry model to convey the powerful emotion
behind a traumatic personal story from the Vietnam war (McHugh 2006, p23).
The process of ‘improving’ the spoken word for rendition in print, is the
subject of debate. In crafting oral histories of Australian migrants for a book,
Blended Voices (2001), Jones proposes that 'intervention and manipulation of
the text is necessary to transform the stories from a private one-to-one form
(the interview) to a public, one-to-many-form (published text)’ (Jones 2004,
p49). She argues that ‘extensive alteration of the verbatim transcript’ was
required, to make the migrants’ often basic English more readable. ‘It could
also be demeaning to reproduce, faithfully, poor grammar and incoherent
syntax’ (Jones 2004, p47). Other scholars disagree with Frisch and Jones,
comparing the standardising of original speech to ‘an act of vandalism’
(Brehaut 1999, p28) that can sanitise the content, resulting in ‘a glowing
autobiography in the style of a high school graduation speech’ (Baum 1977,
p39). Tim Bowden, a pioneering producer of oral history on Australian radio in
the 1980s and 1990s who has also grappled with translating voice to page for
book publications, took issue with Jones’s reworking of the story of a
Vietnamese migrant, Peter. Below is part of the verbatim transcript:

In the 1980s, Vietnamese not big enough. Hard for the people who
come at that time because no one helped much. Now here people
only talk Vietnamese language. It was very hard to find everything,
even our food. Now big difference. Now some old people never say
one word of English but they can live in here, doesn’t matter…
(Jones 2004, p45)

The edited version appeared as follows:
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In the 1980s, the Vietnamese community in Melbourne was quite
small and it was hard because we didn’t receive much help. We
had to find everything out for ourselves. Australia had a different
language, different food and it was difficult to buy Vietnamese food.
Things are different now. Some people who live in Springvale don’t
speak a word of English. It doesn’t matter…
(Jones 2004, p45)

As Bowden railed: ‘what on earth has happened to Peter’s voice? His
character, that lovely staccato Asian delivery that clearly survived translation
from Vietnamese to English?’ (Bowden 2005, p64) In attempting to honour
Peter’s difficulties as a migrant, Jones has inadvertently devalued him, by
putting words into his mouth. Ordinary people, native English speakers or not,
do not say “we didn’t receive much help”; most would say ‘we didn’t get much
help”. She has also added contextualising information (‘in Melbourne’,
‘Springvale’) which may have enhanced the prose, but does not belong in
quotes. Once an author begins altering so-called quotations to that degree,
accuracy is called into question. Beyond that, there is the disservice rendered
to the speaker, who, as Bowden remarks, is made to sound like a bloodless
public servant rather than a feeling human being. Instead, Bowden argues, it
is the responsibility of the oral historian/author to preserve ‘the colour, flavour,
pace, movement, emotion and integrity of the oral testimony ‘as she is spoke’
on the printed page as well as on the hard disk.’

Sure, verbatim text has to be tidied up in the way that the editor of
a radio documentary would remove ‘ums’ and ‘ers’, repetitions,
long silences and unsuccessful anecdotes – but not at the expense
of the smell, feel and flavour and the character of the interviewee.
To say that the reader will fall over at the first hurdle of idiomatic or
colloquial speech is to denigrate the reader’s intelligence and
homogenise the entire product in a way that makes me wonder:
‘Why do oral history in the first place?’
(Bowden 2005, pp65-6)
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Frisch counsels against being over-literal in the rendition of speech, not
just because verbal crutches (‘uh-huhs’ and ‘y’knows’) are irritating on the
page, but because it can misrepresent: ‘To transcribe each pause or false
start or tic would make an otherwise clear tape absolutely unreadable on
paper, inevitably suggesting to readers an inarticulateness anything but
characteristic of the speaker-as-heard’ (Frisch 1990, p85). Furthermore, he
warns, over-literal transcription can militate against the very empowerment of
the marginalised which oral history attempts to do:

… In our society, every newspaper and magazine contains
statements of people of position or power, statements routinely
printed with correct syntax and spelling; interviews are selectively
edited so that articles or reports always contain coherent
statements; readers are similarly used to autobiographical prose in
which the established or well-known talk about themselves and
their lives in regular words, flowing sentences, and shaped
paragraphs.

In this context, to encounter the narratives of common people or
the working class only in the somewhat torturous prose of “faithful”
transcription (“So I wuz jes’, y’know, talkin’ t’ the foreman, uh,
when, y’know…”) is to magnify precisely the class distance it is one
of the promises of oral history to narrow. Similarly, to be limited to
the exact sequence and linkages with which such an informant’s
story emerges in an interview is to deny such speakers the
privilege of communicating their fuller experience or understanding
as they know it, and indeed as they spoke it, broadly understood –
a privilege enjoyed by the powerful who are almost never
encountered in rough form, even though they drop as many g’s,
utter as many uh’s, and would seem as inarticulate as anyone else
were their discursive interviews or rambling thoughts presented as
literally expressed.
(Frisch 1990, p86)

A more conventional aspect of accuracy bedevils the many oral historians
who employ a typist to transcribe their tapes. Not present at the interview,
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hired transcriptionists may misunderstand a phrase that required knowledge
of the context; they also mediate the dialogue through their own
subconscious/cultural prism. I have encountered many mis-hearings by third
parties, some humorous and insignificant, some potentially seriously
distorting. For example, an Australian civil engineer reflecting on the safety of
a dam in a once-in-one-hundred-years flood event was transcribed thus: ‘after
a few stubbies, we decided she’ll be right’ (DWR 1991). Given that a ‘stubby’
is an Australian term for beer, this sounded like a dangerously relaxed attitude
to take to a potential engineering disaster. His actual words were: ‘after a few
studies, we decided she’ll be right’ – a much more responsible approach! But
subtler errors are less easy to detect. I once interviewed an Australian
volunteer worker during the Vietnam war, who described how her Vietnamese
driver, unbeknownst to her, had used the cover of her Red Cross charity van
to smuggle information to Viet Cong sympathisers. The transcriptionist had
the woman say: ‘So I was actually an accessory to this man’s criminal
activities.’ As the interviewer, I was surprised to read this judgmental
assessment, which did not fit with my memory of the volunteer’s complex
political views. On checking the tape, I found what she actually said was: ‘So I
was actually an accessory to this man’s guerrilla activities’ (McHugh 1993,
p75). ‘Guerrilla’ of course implies a very different political view. Another
transcription error made it into print: before joining the anti-Vietnam war
movement, a woman says she was working for ‘a mindless newspaper’. It
should have read ‘a miners’ newspaper’. Luckily, the woman in question had
a sense of humour and was most gracious about the error. Portelli gives
another example of this mis-hearing, caused by cultural difference: when an
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American informant in his Harlan County project drawled the word ‘serpents’,
so foreign was the concept of snakes to his transcriptionist that it was copied
down as ‘servants’ (Portelli 2006a).
Due to the above issues regarding accuracy, aesthetics and politics, I
argue that it is preferable to transmit oral history via an aural medium, for
example through online podcasting and in particular through Madsen’s
‘cultural radio’ (Madsen 2007, p18). The next section examines how to
reconcile raw oral history recordings with the aesthetic, editorial and artistic
demands of the radio documentary or feature.
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CHAPTER 5: STORYTELLING ON RADIO: DOCUMENTARY, FEATURE
AND HYBRID FORMS

This section examines narrative styles and production techniques of the radio
documentary to feature spectrum. It explores the uniqueness of narrative on
radio compared to other media and traces the historical emergence of the
radio documentary from the 1930s and of the ‘new wave’ radio feature from
the 1960s. It examines how oral history may be interpreted and collated within
a radio narrative, with particular reference to the MacColl-Parker-Seeger
Radio Ballad series (BBC 1958-1964), American broadcasters from Studs
Terkel (1953-’98) to NPR’s current StoryCorps and the emergence of ‘social
history features’ on ABC Radio National from the 1980s. It explores creative,
narrative and production techniques employed in the making of a radio
documentary or feature and discusses the structural and conceptual range
between these forms. It proposes a hybrid genre, a Doc-OH Feature, which
blends art, journalism and oral history: the creative work, Marrying Out, is an
example.

Words spoken into the ear, highlighted by vocal and musical
emphases, live and breathe, vibrate in the mind for years. Which is
not to suggest that we need not use our imagination creatively
when we take part in a visual experience, but simply to say that we
are often encouraged not to do so – to assume that what can be
seen is sufficient in itself.
(McWhinnie 1959, p39)
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5.1 Introduction: narrative on radio compared to other media

You know it’s often said that the digital revolution that puts a TV
camera in everyone’s hands makes everyone a filmmaker. It’s
bullshit… What makes someone a filmmaker is somebody who
knows how to tell a story … I’ve been doing this for a long time,
almost 40 years that I’ve been trying to tell stories with film and I
still feel like a student…. and that means that it requires a kind of
lifetime of devotion. It isn’t enough just to be there when something
happens. It isn’t enough just to record whatever happens. We have
to be storytellers and it’s just logical that only a few of us are going
to be able to do that ... I’m learning. I’m learning. I’m learning.
(Ken Burns 2010)

While the spectrum of radio documentary-to-feature programs covers a wide
range of form, subject and technique, one aspect is paramount: the drive to
tell a story, in the most effective way the medium allows. Radio is strong in
certain areas (emotion, intimacy) and weak in others (relaying of statistics,
data analysis), compared to other media. A non-fiction book can do things that
radio cannot: it allows data to be set out in a combination of visual
presentations and verbal analysis, which can be perused or returned to at will,
aiding comprehension. Information on [analogue] radio, however, has to be
able to be processed on a single hearing; a complex topic therefore has to be
broken down into simple constituents and delivered in clear language: ‘you
don’t want to say something that will make the person stop listening and
pause for a moment and think “hang on – what did that mean there?” because
that means they have then lost the next 10 seconds of the story’ (Holdaway in
Phillips & Lindgren 2006, p192).30 A novel can supply an interior point of view
or evoke an image in the reader’s mind through descriptive writing, or conjure
up a range of fictional characters and events. The long-form radio feature or
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drama can likewise exercise the imagination, but in a different manner, as
Crisell notes:

‘…whereas literature’s ‘pictures’ are entirely an effect of language,
radio’s are also suggested by the sound of voices and other
phenomena… the distinctiveness of radio is not that it involves the
imagination while the other media do not, but that it involves it to a
different extent.
(Crisell 1986, p10)
This evocative ‘theatre of the mind’ aspect of radio serves oral history
particularly well.31 The listener can take time to settle in to the unfolding
narrative, and is not distracted by ‘action’ shots and fast-moving cutaway
images: the voice, the oral history itself, is the central plank. Television may
have more impact than radio or print in certain areas, such as news: who can
forget the live images of the planes crashing into the World Trade Towers in
New York on 9/11, or the grainy footage of man’s first steps on the moon? But
television’s relentless plying of image, sound and narration, often all at once,
can constrain the imaginative process and limit its narrative power for many
topics. Because of this, Anne Garrels quit her prestigious job as television
news reporter for the American Broadcasting Corporation to become a
producer with the relatively humble public radio organisation, NPR (National
Public Radio). ‘Most of the time you are fighting to get the pictures and they
dictate the way the story goes. I think you can tell a better story on radio. I
paint the pictures now’ (Garrels in Looker 1997, p372). Garrels appreciates
the greater authorial freedom public radio allows:

You have the time to explain the world – you don’t have to
oversimplify and only write about extremes. You can tell wonderful
stories, you can be funny, you can be satirical…you have far more
latitude in the tone in which you tell stories than you were allowed
at the commercial network. … They don’t know what I look like,
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they don’t know how old I am. And I think it allows there to be much
more of a communion.
(Garrels in Looker 1997, p372)

Daniel Schorr, a former NBC television reporter who is also a convert to radio,
echoes Garrell’s complaint of being ‘a servant to pictures’ (Schorr in Looker
1997, p372). He too finds that radio allows more depth and connection:

People who see you on television almost immediately go to
appearance. You’re not even sure that they heard what you said.
Radio listeners go immediately to the substance. They take what
you say seriously…unlike television, where people are part of your
audience, with radio, people are part of your community.
(Schorr in Looker 1997, p372)

Scott Simon started out in radio, at NPR, then became a news
correspondent on NBC television. But he returned to NPR because of what he
believes is its superiority as a narrative medium:

I think radio combines the immediacy that broadcasting can offer –
the sensation of being actually there – with a level of depth and
perspective that print can offer …the interiorization of the mind. It’s
a storyteller’s medium… and it brings something inside I think
much more deeply than other media can.
(Simon in Looker 1997, p372)

Liz Jessen, a Danish radio feature maker, believes that television
detracts from rather than adds to the personal story that radio tells so well:

In the close-up of a talking woman we see her big mouth, strong
nose, narrow eyes, strange hair-do, unfashionable clothing, or
whatever else we might decide to comment on as viewers, either to
ourselves or to the other people watching. Every tiny impurity in her
face is magnified and may distract us. Television can turn into
(social) pornography when it moves in on the favourite genre of the
radio feature: close-up recordings in which people speak from the
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heart or body. The beauty can disappear when projected from the
screen.
I once did an interview with a piano tuner who was practically blind.
From my very first phone call I noted his very beautiful voice and
fascinating use of language. The recording in which he described
his life and job while demonstrating the art of tuning a piano was
beautiful. When you heard it you couldn’t help imagining a beautiful
man – a man with a beautiful soul. I assert that the illusion would
have been utterly shattered had this piano tuner told his story and
demonstrated his craft on television. Because like so many other
people he was a bit too stout, his spectacles were as thick as bottle
glass, and they enlarged his eyes discordantly. But the image
listeners were given of him was far more correct than any television
screen revelation of the never perfect human being.
(Jessen 2004, p5)

Although visual images can be powerful tools for reportage on war and
disaster, television can be emotionally as well as physically intrusive
compared to radio. Reporting undercover on political oppression in
Guatemala, independent Australian journalist Colm McNaughton deliberately
opted for radio rather than television on ethical grounds, due to the traumatic
nature of the material.

I interviewed the mother whose fourteen-year-old child was raped
and murdered and then put in a bin with concrete and her body
was liquefied. The only way they could get access to actually find
the DNA – there was no meat left if you will, she was just chips of
bone – her milk teeth fell out as part of the process and her adult
teeth were coming through and that was how they were able to
recognise her. I don’t want to get a camera and stick that in her
face, I always think that is like a form of rape again and I don’t want
to make porn for white people, so they can sit and look at these
people who are suffering. I don’t even want to imagine how much
they are suffering, let alone go and experience it.
…If I sit next to you and we’ve built up some sort of rapport and
people have said this guy has come from Australia and he wants to
tell the story of the exhumation of the massacre and I sit next to
you and I have a microphone, it is very different than if I start
cracking out a camera. To me I like the relationship of the reporter
in that, I don’t want cameras… there is so much power involved in
the TV relationship: I am the holder of the screen and you only
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exist through my screen. Whereas through sound and voice I just
think it is so much gentler.
(McNaughton in McHugh 2010)

Television documentary can of course deliver both substantial content
and emotional impact – and not just as minority viewing. According to De
Groot, Ken Burns’s 12-hour documentary, The Civil War (1990) is probably
‘the most popular history ever written or produced’, with audience figures of
14 million for the initial broadcast on PBS television and many more projected
millions for the rebroadcast and video release (De Groot 2009, p161).
Burns’s approach, in this and other documentaries, is grounded in two key
elements: a distinctive ‘kinetic and stately’ camera technique with still
photographs, and orality, both supported by evocative music:

A key issue is that of the voiceovers – many contemporary sources
are read out from Douglass to Lincoln, voiced by a range of famous
names from Jason Robards to Studs Terkel – which lends
credence but also celebrity and ‘quality’ to the whole event. The
films begin with small, individual stories and widen their
perspective; the epic sweep is the point.
(De Groot 2009, p161)

Burns’s technique of linking individual stories to a bigger picture echoes
oral history’s preoccupation with linking life to times; the oral history element
also allows him to pursue what he calls ‘emotional archaeology’ around his
theme, something I also engage in concerning sensitive family themes in
Marrying Out. Like the radio documentary or feature maker, Burns seeks to
make films that engage both head and heart. He openly strives for what he
calls a ‘higher truth’, some revelatory aspect that a viewer will discern for
himself as the film proceeds. Unlike more pedestrian educational
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documentaries which proclaim a didactic view, Burns sees film-making as a
journey of discovery.

Most documentaries, at least when I were [sic] growing up, were
sort of like castor oil, they were good for you, but hardly good
tasting. They were just telling you what you should know. They
were the expression of an already arrived at end, not a process of
discovery. I don’t pick subjects because I know about them. I pick
subjects because I want to know about them. So my films are not
me telling you what you should know, but saying, “Hey, guess what
I learned?” There is a huge big difference. There is a subtle
ingredient of enthusiasm that is a part of that, an excitement of the
new story, that which is not known… rather than be this sort of dull
didactic expression of a set of facts and dates and events you
should know about, it is rather an emotional archaeology that is the
glue I hope that cements all of those dry dates and facts and
events together into something higher, in which the whole is indeed
greater than the sum of the parts.
(Burns 2010)

In Marrying Out, I seek to emulate this unfolding style, allowing the
listener to accompany me on a journey of discovery about religious bigotry,
colonial history and family conflict, rather than bludgeoning him with a
message, or a unilateral point of view. The synergy Burns refers to, whereby
information and interview are melded with music and stylistic motifs in a
creative and intuitive way so as to elevate the whole above the sum of its
parts, can also occur in a radio documentary or feature; it is what I aspire to in
Marrying Out. This creative spectrum that blends art and journalism is
examined in the remainder of this section, as it explores the nature of and
difference between a radio documentary and feature.

5.2 The radio documentary
Hendy describes the documentary as a ‘fascinating paradox’ which ‘offers
authenticity’ but ‘also denotes artifice’ (Hendy in Crisell 2009, p220):
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It is sometimes made by journalists, who regard it as a form of
extended current-affairs reportage. Yet it is also practised by
producers who have more aesthetic concerns, who might stress
the creative dimensions of the form, who will look for reality in less
informational ways and through the expressive or dramatic
dimensions of a programme.
(Hendy in Crisell 2009, p220)

Journalism textbooks take a more prescribed view. Chapman points out
that the word comes from the Latin docere,’ to teach’. The term also
references ‘document’, defined by the Oxford Dictionary as ‘a piece of written,
printed, or electronic matter that provides information or evidence or that
serves as an official record’. The Oxford Dictionary also notes that ‘document’
originates from ‘lesson’ or ‘proof’, as well as from ‘docere’. (Oxford 2011).
Chapman links the documentary form to news and information, noting that a
documentary has to provide ‘a more in-depth understanding’ than a news
report, and should involve ‘real people, not invented characters, in a
personalisation of a factual theme with an intimate, domestic feel’ (Chapman
2008, p206). She suggests including explanation and interpretation of the
theme, interviews and ‘actuality’, which are then assembled in such a way as
to ‘exploit the pact between entertainment and education’.
‘Actuality’ is a misleading term in documentary theory. It gained fame in
the 1930s when the so-called father of British documentary, John Grierson,
wrote a series of essays in which he differentiated between diverse film
genres, from dramatisations to ‘lecture films’ (Grierson 1932). The latter, he
explained, ‘describe, and even expose, but in any aesthetic sense, only rarely
reveal’ (Grierson 1932 in Hardy 1979, p20). Groping to articulate the
emergent form (Flaherty’s Man of Aran (1934), a fictionalised documentary
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about life on the western seaboard of Ireland, and his previous Nanook of the
North (1922), launched a new genre), Grierson emphasised the importance of
‘the raw’: unmediated reality, recorded in situ. Grierson preferred the
capturing of reality to ‘the acted article’. But he also emphasised ‘the method
which more explosively reveals the reality of it. You photograph the natural
life, but you also, by your juxtaposition of detail, create an interpretation of it’
[my italics] (Grierson 1932 in Hardy 1979, pp 22-3). As Corner observes in
his careful appraisal of Grierson’s work (Corner 1996, pp11-16), this idea –
coined almost incidentally by Grierson as ‘the creative treatment of actuality’
– became the cornerstone of the modern documentary. ‘The only way in
which documentary can hope to achieve the ordinary virtues of an art’,
Grierson suggests, is through ‘arrangements, rearrangements and creative
shapings’ of the natural material, or reality, at its heart (Grierson 1932 in
Hardy 1979, p20).
Thus Grierson sets out the authorial role of the documentary maker.
He/she is not merely to reproduce or record reality, but to give it meaning
through selective editing and artful presentation. Grierson differentiated
between the ‘romantic documentary’ (such as today, for example, the nature
films of Richard Attenborough) and the ‘realist documentary, with its streets
and cities and slums and markets and exchanges and factories’ which should
be informed by ‘a sense of social responsibility’. The latter program would
have the difficult task of ‘making poetry where no poet has gone before’ –
which would require ‘not only taste, but also inspiration, which is to say a very
laborious, deep-seeing, deep-sympathising creative effort indeed’ (Grierson
1932 in Hardy 1979, p25). It is in this richly populated ‘everyman’ domain that
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oral history and documentary begin to overlap. Corner succinctly summarises
Grierson’s foundational wisdom:

Documentary is authorial in that it is about creativity and
transformation based on vision. In being this, it is also emphatically
dramatic, as part of its bid for the public imagination…
(Corner 1996, p14)

So how did such a revolutionary genre come to be viewed as dull and
worthy – what one contemporary practitioner dubbed ‘sonic Brussels
sprouts’? (Biewen 2010, p3) Perhaps it was the collective fault of an
overdose of documentary-by-numbers: over-exposition of a theme, use of an
‘omniscient’ Voice-of-God narrator and a clichéd attitude to production:
narrator/interview clip 1/narrator/interview clip 2/music bridge/narrator. These
were the all too familiar characteristics of many a radio documentary on the
BBC or similar, well into the ‘80s. The themes themselves could be less than
thrilling: analysis of economic issues, ‘inspirational’ stories of triumph over
adversity, or explorations of some scientific advance. As Nichols notes (he is
talking about film, but it may equally apply to radio):

Documentary film has a kinship with those other nonfictional
systems that together make up what we may call the discourses of
sobriety. Science, economics, politics, foreign policy, education,
religion, welfare – these systems assume they have instrumental
power; they can and should alter the world itself, they can effect
action and entail consequences. Their discourse has an air of
sobriety since it is seldom receptive to “make-believe” characters,
events or entire worlds…
(Nichols 1991, p3)

But Nichols goes on to note that the documentary, ‘despite its kinship,
has never been accepted as a full equal’. Nor has it ever won ‘equal footing
with the written essay or book, the scientific survey or report. This higher level
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of factual, pragmatic discourse about real-life issues remains controlling’
(Nichols 1991, p4).
One reason why the documentary does not enjoy the same status as
academic research may be that it was less accessible, unable to be retrieved
in the same way that a reputable printed text or report could be located in a
library. Digital technology, in particular podcasting, is already transforming the
longevity and accessibility of audio documentary. ‘The BBC and large cultural
PSBs like it are more than media outlets through this convergent technology:
they are searchable libraries, not only of data, but of voices’ (Madsen & Potts
2010, p48). Being archived by an established public service broadcaster also
confers status, in much the same way that a well regarded publisher confers
standing on its books. Given these two factors – increased accessibility and
quality control – it seems reasonable to suggest that the radio documentary is
set to become a legitimate source of academic research, as well as a medium
of information and entertainment. As Madsen and Potts note:
Public broadcasters and other respected cultural and educational
institutions are likely to remain key players – and voices – here
because of their larger resources, already substantial archives (of
voices and visions) to draw upon, and their obvious aggregating
power as institutions and their historical claims (still justified) to
deliver quality and independence of thought.
(Madsen & Potts in Neumark, Gibson & van Leeuwen, eds. 2010, p.48)
Hendy is optimistic about the future of radio documentary.
Perhaps the biggest contradiction of all is that it survives in the
multi-media age. Sober, expensive to make, and with what all too
easily appears to be a hopelessly idealistic claim to be part of a
progressive social project, it exists, against the odds, in a media
ecology characterised by intense competition for audiences and
resources, by an apparent popular taste for exhibitionism and
thrills, and by widespread public scepticism over journalistic ethics
and the ‘hidden agenda’ of the media. In the particular medium of
radio, the documentary’s survival is surely an even greater
surprise, for it demands attentive listening at a point in history when
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radio is heard distractedly. The documentary is the ‘built’
programme par excellence…
(Hendy in Crisell 2009, pp 220-1)

Both the modern radio documentary and feature exhibit careful crafting,
although feature makers are likely to be more experimental in this regard [see
5.6]. What further distinguishes the documentary – but not necessarily the
radio feature – is its claim to veracity. ‘The central feature of documentary –
the ‘essence’ – is in some way related to its claim to represent ‘truth’ and to
be based in some way on ‘reality’’ (Hendy in Crisell 2009, p221). Corner talks
of ‘accuracy’ rather than truth, and the need to accommodate it within a
creative work:

As a practice and a form, documentary is strongly informationalist
(and therefore requires a level of ‘accuracy’) but it is also an
exercise in creativity, an art form drawing on interpretative
imagination both in perceiving and using the sounds and images of
‘the living scene’ to communicate the ‘real’…
(Corner 1996, p15)

Corner’s ‘living scene’ refers mainly to the sort of fly-on-the-wall,
documentary-as-silent-witness filming now common in film or television
documentary (early examples include The Family (BBC 1974), Police
(BBC1982) and Sylvania Waters (ABC/BBC 1992)). In contemporary radio
parlance, such recording is called ‘actuality’, ‘wild sound’ or ‘environmental
sound’ (Madsen 2005, p 391). It is a common element in both radio
documentary and features, although likely to be foregrounded more in
features. In radio documentary, its primary use is likely to be as a bridge
between ‘scenes’ and as location atmosphere: ‘in radio, actuality sequences
are good for creating ambience’ (Chapman 2008, p209).
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But how is documentary to fulfil its claim to delivering ‘truth’? Oldfashioned archival and factual research, before anything is recorded, is one
suggestion. As Chapman crisply notes: ‘The maker needs to conquer the
relevant information, whatever the style of the documentary’ (Chapman 2008,
p207). It is natural and indeed necessary to read and enquire widely about a
potential topic for a documentary. It opens the maker’s mind to the myriad
issues and points of view that may be canvassed, and can be drawn on, if
required, in the interview process. The critical issue for the documentary
maker becomes (1) how to evaluate and distil all this information into a cogent
argument and (2) how to convey it on radio in an engaging and accessible
way.
Questions of editorial judgement and balance are often raised around
the first issue. The news journalist’s need for fair and impersonal reporting
does not apply to the contemporary documentarist, who may choose to
intrude as opinionated narrator, or to shift the program’s focus to a specific
point of view (one documentary about domestic violence, for instance, may
only include stories of one or two victims, while another may focus on
academic research in the field, or the social and political effects). As affect
theory shows, program style, production and even the nuanced placement of
speech over music can affect the program’s ‘message’ as much as any overt
proselytising by narrator or interviewee. The art and sleight of program
construction is in fact at the heart of the documentary process – Grierson’s
‘creative treatment of actuality’. It is both legitimate and fundamental: ‘placing
evidence before others in order to convey a particular viewpoint, forms the
organizational backbone of documentary’ (Nichols 1991, p125). But at an
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ethical level, and to maintain credibility as documentary, it is crucial that the
documentary-maker does not misrepresent what is purported as reality.32 In
this context, Sheila Curran Bernard’s views on documentary film also apply to
radio:

The power of documentary films comes from the fact that they are
grounded in fact, not fiction. This is not to say that they’re
“objective”… Which stories are being told, why, and by whom?
What information is included or excluded? What choices are made
concerning style, tone, point of view and format?
‘To be sure, some documentarists claim to be “objective”,‘ notes
Barnouw, ‘a term that seems to renounce an interpretative role.
The claim may be strategic but is surely meaningless’.
Within that subjectivity, however there are some basic ethical
guidelines for documentary film-making. Audiences trust
documentaries – and that trust is key to the film’s power and
relevance. Betray that trust by implying that important events
happened in way they did not, selecting only those facts that
support your argument, or bending the facts in service of a more
‘dramatic’ story, and you’ve undermined the form and our film. This
doesn’t mean that you can’t have and present a very strong and
overt point of view or for that matter, that you can’t create work that
is determinedly neutral. It does mean that your argument or
neutrality needs to be grounded in accuracy.
(Bernard 2007, pp 4-5)

To evaluate the information or research the documentary may present,
journalists can use standard forms of verification and cross-check. To distil it
and make it engaging and accessible for radio, they may exploit a range of
creative production techniques (see 5.4). Though individual documentary
makers will bring their own unique sensibility to every program and topic,
there tends to be a common currency: the spoken word. An avant-garde radio
feature can be made using sound other than the human voice, but
‘documentary relies heavily on the spoken word’ (Nichols 1991, p 21). And
like the ‘bottom up’ vision of the burgeoning oral history movement from the
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1960s, modern radio documentary champions the ‘little people’ as much as
the experts: ‘lived experience, then, remains the goal of the documentarist’
(Hendy in Crisell 2009, p227). The ways in which oral history became
creatively entwined with radio documentary are explored in 5.7. The next
section examines documentary’s more flamboyant partner, the radio feature.

5.4 The radio feature
The feature maker is a lonely animal not really fitting into the
drawers of established radio. Take him or her as a cocktail of
contradictory ingredients, a bit current affairs, a bit documentarian,
some radio drama, a musician and sculptor, a technician, a
detective, a poet, a journalist of course and the conductor of an
orchestra of facts. The zebra among the programme-herds of radio.
(Peter Leonhard Braun 2007)

In the 1960s and ’70s, as documentary makers grappled with their
weighty role as constructors of social reality (Nichols 1991, p10), another
breed of radiophiles sought creative fulfilment through what would become
known as the radio feature. Their development is of interest as it informs the
hybrid Doc-OH Feature form adopted by the creative work. Leading
Australian cultural radio theorist Virginia Madsen traces the idea of the radio
feature back to the BBC’s early experimental productions, such as Dylan
Thomas’s classic play, Under Milkwood (1954) and Bridson’s “panorama”
feature about the battles of Culloden, The March of the ’45 (1936), a threeand-a half hour epic in rhyming verse, set to music. Madsen notes Bridson’s
‘filmic sense… of a mise-en-scene: a vision of a world, larger than life yet
intimate at the same time, a universe conjured into being in the closed world
of the studio, using music, voice and effects’ (Madsen 2005, p389). These
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themes, of intimacy and the imaginative power of radio sound, would become
central to the radio feature genre.
In the late 1940s, pioneering German producer Willy Reunert illustrated
the intimate power of observational radio for a series of sound portraits of
fractured lives in post-war Europe, which, according to Madsen, presented a
‘space which allowed a new kind of revelation through listening’:

German mothers post pictures of their boy soldier children in a
public hall hoping someone will recognise their missing sons. The
whole scene is conveyed with spare narration, silences and
whispers are captured, the voices of the women. This is a kind of
radio film in the sense that it gives us an acoustic space to enter.
No camera can take us so close or be so unobtrusive whilst so
implicated.
(Madsen 2005, p391)
Media theorist Tim Crook hails the 1950s as ‘a golden age’ for radio
features in Europe:

In France, General Charles De Gaulle was directing public radio
policy on the basis of raising ‘standards of taste, entertaining
without vulgarity, and educating without boring the listeners’….
Even Radio Luxembourg was broadcasting Vous avez vecu cela,
which was a popular historical drama documentary copvering such
themes as the Warsaw Uprising, the assassination of Leon Trotsky
in Mexico and the Turkish revolution of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk.
(Crook 1999, p 210)

Such ‘cultural radio’ channels [Madsen 4.4.1] would provide a crucial
platform for the evolving radio feature, but the form itself remained largely
studio-bound into the 1960s. Despite innovative work in the field of
drama/documentary by legendary BBC producers McWhinnie, Gilliam and
poet Louis MacNeice, to the aspiring young West German producer Peter
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Leonhard Braun, crafted radio – which he then called documentary – was a
timid and dull creature until the mid-1960s:

… primarily a studio-recorded litany recited by narrators, a
narrative dramaturgy in a journalistic or literary style, related to the
reportage or the essay. The tingling, exciting potential of radio was
either unknown or ignored.
(Braun 2004, p4)

Technology would be the midwife that enabled the birth of the modern
radio feature, a form perversely more like cinema than radio. Braun, who was
to found the International [Radio] Feature Conference (IFC) in 1974,
enthusiastically embraced the new lightweight recording techniques and the
potential they unleashed:

The portable tape recorder allowed us to give up our sedentary
existence and become nomads and hunters once more – with the
microphone as our weapon.
My God, what a feeling of liberation! We no longer wrote about a
subject, we recorded the subject itself. We were acoustic cameras,
shooting our sound material in the wild, then combining it into
productions. We called these documentary works “acoustic films’.
(Braun 2004, p4)

Pioneer producers had recognised the importance of ‘wild sound’ or
actuality, as it is now generally known. Writer Colin Simpson included natural
sounds like a buffalo hunt and a mass flight of geese in a 1947 feature
Walkabout, about a trip to a remote part of northern Australia, with the
deliberate intention of transporting ‘listeners in the suburbs gripping the
Genoa velvet of their lounge chairs’ (Simpson in Madsen 2005, p391). But as
Madsen notes, the new wave of post ’60s feature makers discovered ‘the
world itself demanding audition’ (Madsen 2005, p390). Advances in studio
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production technology allowing a more complex mix and the use of innovative
montages, mingled with the development of stereo recording techniques,
opened up a whole new world of acoustic art. That this technology arrived in a
period of stirring social protest and experimentation further energised the new
wave of producers. Sound itself became as much the transmitter of meaning
as any spoken word, as producers learned ‘to write with our ears and for our
ears’ (Braun 2004).
Veteran Australian radio producer Tony Barrell explained to former ABC
colleague, feature maker and academic Eurydice Aroney, how he
experimented with recording sound itself:
On location, I use the microphone as a camera with added ears, by
which I mean when I make recordings I am not always aware of
what’s in “the frame”. With sound it is the context and juxtaposition
of foreground and background sounds that create new, or reflect
existing meanings and understanding, not always apparent when I
am “there”. I act as an almost passive conduit for those messages.
What happens is not altogether predictable so when I am “listening”
with the microphone I am involving potential listeners in a research
experiment. Researching the zone I'm in, if you like.
(Aroney 2009)

Barrell, whose radio career took off with the creation of a Sydney youth
music station, Double J, in 1975, found himself somewhat uneasily situated in
mainstream current affairs radio by the 1980s, making programs for the
flagship documentary slot, Background Briefing. His attempts to introduce
creative production techniques under this rather serious umbrella did not
always go down well.

There was suspicion at Executive Producer level (never really
expressed I have to say), that every “story” should be explained in
the linear mode, that all “cuts” had to be identified and the listener
led through the material by the hand (or the nose as I thought it).
Nothing of this sort was actually said to me directly, but I detected a
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lack of enthusiasm for me and my work, where I took liberties with
music, pausing, extraneous audio not literally “relevant” to the story
and so on. I certainly had no interest in making dull programs, or
chasing ambulances.
(Aroney 2009)

Barrell would become a significant ‘auteur’ of the radio feature in
Australia, embracing its ability to deliver both analysis and a sensory
experience.
A feature can be noise and excitement. It can use the
techniques of drama. It can tap memory and emotions. It can be
poetic. The feature goes beyond the simple literal presentation of
facts, opinions and explanatory narration. It is an experience that
can be heard and enjoyed more than once.
(Barrell in Ahern 2006, p13)

Marrying Out borrows some of the feature-maker’s tools, in that it seeks
to create a sensory experience, history viewed through an artistic prism rather
than as pragmatic fact. Its rich layering and careful crafting is intended, as
Barrell suggests, to repay repeated listenings, a notion echoed by McWhinnie,
legendary 1950s BBC drama producer. ‘Any artistic experience worth having
can only be enriched by a second acquaintance’ (McWhinnie 1959, p44). But
an artistic approach need not preclude the form’s ability to transmit facts and
deliver an argument, as Marrying Out does. Braun, considered the ‘godfather’
of the modern radio feature (Madsen 2005, p387), described it as ‘the art form
of information’ (Braun 2007). Although its ‘inward’ orientation can resemble
literary journalism, and some producers use novelistic techniques, Danish
feature maker Liz Jessen points out that this can be misleading:
In its dramaturgical structure the feature uses effects familiar from
fiction, but the feature is not fiction and must not be evaluated as
such. Unlike radio drama, the feature is based on
documentarism. For every single interview, every single text
committed to paper, the same demands for credibility and a critical
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approach to sources are made as of any other genre of
journalism. The feature genre may be described in Zola’s words as
“a corner of reality described through a temperament”. An artistic
temperament, one might add.
(Jessen 2004)

Madsen locates the radio feature within the public intellectual sphere of
quality or ‘cultural’ public radio. As such, the modern radio feature ‘has
contributed in a significant way to the broader history of ideas’ (Madsen 2005,
p387). And yet, she notes, ‘despite this intense international activity and
professional dialogue, the feature remains all but unknown critically and
academically’. (Nichols observed that the documentary form suffered the
same discrimination, and was not placed on an academic par with the essay
or scientific report [5.2].) The transience that has characterised radio until the
recent phenomenon of podcasting and online broadcasts has no doubt played
a part in radio programs being less accepted as academic ‘texts’. As Madsen
notes, they ‘are notoriously “invisible” and difficult to render in the written
record, victims of the fact that they are often ephemeral, or must be heard in
real time literally disappearing into the air’ (Madsen 2007, p33).
Today, even if a program slot has been discontinued, it is often possible
to find its archive still posted online. Radio Eye, a showcase for Australian
radio features from 1993-2009, is one such example. Its archive gives an
interesting perspective on the sort of topics or content the radio feature might
address, while 360 (ABC2010) is an ongoing example. Radio Eye described
its ambit thus:
Radio Eye aims to produce innovative documentaries and features
examining events, ideas and trends in global society informed by
the debates generated in disciplines such as philosophy, the arts
and cultural studies. The form ranges from social documentaries,
docu-dramas, cultural features, on-the-road-radio trips, audio
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essays, radio verité and other sound excursions we're still thinking
up names for.
(ABC 2010)
The following programs were among the hundreds broadcast:
Reading the News from China (2008), a lateral look at the Olympics city
of Beijing involving ‘Blogs, bribes, booms and post punk Beijing (with distant
peasant protests and executions)’
Magpie Divas (2007) probes ‘the suburban mythology, the allure and
sheer unadulterated perfection of the magpie's thrilling trilling.’
Ways of Walking Country (2007) in which the producer walks through
various Australian landscapes accompanied by ‘an adventurer, a bushwalking
pioneer, an Indigenous guide, a musician, an artist, and an ecologist. These
passionate individuals show us how walking continues to inspire and inform,
framing our understanding of the land, and the dramatic changes shaping our
environment.’
The tenth muse: a weed in Shakespeare's garden (2008) explores the
discovery by a South African paleaontologst and Shakespeare-lover that clay
pipes under Shakespeare’s house contained traces of cannabis and cocaine.
‘Is the 'tenth muse' referred to by Shakespeare in one of the sonnets in fact
dope?’
Let's Go Brazil (2006) ‘mixes language lessons, music and musings to
create an audio guide for an imaginary journey to Brazil that will entertain and
provoke – and perhaps even get you dancing around the kitchen table.’
For the Love of Your own Mother (2006), in which the producer takes a
journey ‘to find out what happened to his mother, grandfather and great
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grandmother, brought up on [Aboriginal] reserves and missions as wards of
the state.’
When Time Stood Still (2006) ‘When Staff Sergeant John Parish dived
into the cold water in the Greek port of Piraeus on the 24th April, 1941, his
new watch stopped and his life changed forever. This program traces John's
life, and his battle with illness, using his service and medical files, his letters,
as well as stories written by his son. It's a story about an ordinary man battling
with himself and the system, and the impact of this on his life and his family.’
Estate of Mind (1999), explores what happens when a community of
Samoan Christians exercise benign vigilantism, pitting hymn-singing and
gardening against drugs and crime in Sydney’s most violent housing estate.
Even that short selection, which ranges across history, politics, society,
culture and environment, shows that the feature is not constrained by theme.
But to try to describe a radio feature by its ‘topic’ is meaningless. When Time
Stood Still is filed under ‘war’, but it’s also ‘about’ family and victims of trauma
and public/private memory. But even where a radio feature’s themes can be
described, they give no real sense of the audio entity as a creative form. Its
impact is ‘both cerebral and emotional’ says Prix Italia-winning British feature
maker Alan Hall (Hall in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p96), who notes that ‘each
listener experiences the production uniquely’ (Hall in Biewen & Dilworth 2010,
p101). The subject matter of Estate of Mind was also published as a nonfiction book chapter and a cover feature for a newspaper magazine.33 As a
book, (Shelter from the Storm, 1999) it is catalogued under Housing, Public
Housing and Minorities; the chapter ‘Estate of Mind’ has also been used as a
case study in a university undergraduate course on Australian history. Yet
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while it pertains to such categories, the radio feature is not reducible to them,
for it is the specific audio interpretation of the topic, in its crafted form, that
shapes its meaning.
McWhinnie attempted to convey the inadequacy of a printed radio script
to convey the much richer listening experience of just two audio elements,
words and music: ‘one has only the vaguest conception of the creative
interaction of words and music and, more importantly, the operative colouring
and phrasing which the voice contributes has to be guessed at or ignored’
(McWhinnie 1959, p37). A more complex feature, with carefully layered
scenes, timings and textures, is ‘inherently untranscribable’, as Hall points out
(Hall in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p97). If Estate of Mind is ‘about’ anything, it
is concerned with human relationship and how people deal with disadvantage
and adversity, racism and prejudice. But although the radio feature, book
chapter and magazine feature canvass the same issues, the former is an
entirely different creature from the print versions. In this sense too, the radio
feature is entirely different from radio news reportage. In the latter, sound is
used unambiguously, literally: to impart information, without colour or
interpretation. In the feature, sound ‘offers a portal through which a deeper,
often inarticulate, consciousness can be glimpsed… the intention is to find
deeper and wider resonances within – and without - the listener’ (Hall in
Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p 99, p104). This inability of printed text to
adequately recreate the imaginative world of sound reinforces the argument
that oral history’s optimal rendition is via radio, incorporating techniques of
both the radio feature and documentary.
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Madsen also emphasises the reflective ‘interiority’ that the feature can
tap into; ironically, it does so by bringing back to the studio the raw stimulus of
real life, and reworking these elements of speech and observational recording
into a sound narrative that takes on a new meaning, prompted and shaped by
the producer, but ultimately a private and personal experience for each
listener: shades, in fact, of Picasso’s famous dictum, ‘art is a lie that makes us
realise the truth’ (Picasso 1923, p315):
… one had to get out of the padded cell that the radio had become,
meet the world, find oneself not so much reporting upon it
anymore, from the outside, but rather, and more profoundly,
become deeply immersed (and engaged) in its interior life.
(Madsen 2004, p11)

Braun readily admits that the feature cannot be curtailed by definitions:
Its range of possibilities is identical with the range of the medium
itself. It is pure radio. Range of subjects – endless. Range of forms
– endless. The feature loves radio as an always undiscovered
continent, free space and free movement of inspiration and ideas. It
lives wildly, it refuses to be defined by the mere content or form of
a programme. It understands radio as a chance to match the gifts
of a person and a medium. It is an expression of life and abilities.
(Braun 2007)

But what all feature makers will allow, is that sound is at its essence.
Hall echoes Adorno [4.1.2] when he alerts us to the subjectivity of sound – a
trait that feature makers deliberately exploit.

For the feature maker, sound - pure sound - is as potent a
substance as any carefully weighed word or well chosen musical
figuration. Possibly even more potent. It should be used with care:
no sound is innocent.
(Hall in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p97)
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Thus, a simple sound effect or actuality section – say the sizzling of
sausages at a street barbecue and the background sound of ‘ya want onions
darl?’ as the rolls are dispensed, a scene from Estate of Mind – may trigger
different emotions in different listeners. For one, it might evoke warm
nostalgia for childhood; for another, discomfort, a reminder of a fight at a
similar event; for a third, cultural recognition may be absent and the barbecue
socialisers may represent an alienating ritual – and so on. None of this is
conscious, but it informs how the listener receives the program’s ‘message’.
To make matters even more complicated, Sterne warns that sound can also
delude the listener:
The verification of memories is not what nostalgia… is about. It is
an embodied feeling that can, I suggest, be evoked through the use
of radio sound, or created by it, as it does not have to pre-exist the
‘experience’. Tacchi gives an example of someone ‘nostalgic’ for
the ‘60s when he hears music of the era, even though he wasn’t
born at the time. But what it conjures up are ‘the close-knit family,
the “cheery get togethers” that he sees as resonant of the 1960s’.
As such, radio sound can be seen to have a connecting power with
(actual or imagined) past.’
(Sterne 2003, p294)

As Barrell comments:
You’re playing with people’s subjectivity. I don’t mean playing with
it in a manipulative way. I mean offering people the opportunity to
play with it themselves so that meanings can be constructed
instantaneously by listening to a variety of signals
(Barrell in Aroney 2005, p402).

In his essay ‘Cigarettes and Dance Steps’, Hall describes how the
sound of cigarette smoking becomes the leitmotif of his radio feature about
one man’s return to New Orleans post-Katrina. Hall’s methodology illuminates
the way radio can move far away from interview into its own auditory
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language to maximise narrative impact. Hall interviews a former soldier, Will,
but also shadows his return to the hurricane-devastated city. In both
circumstances, Hall is seeking connections between Will’s recent experiences
in Iraq and his former life as a musician and student in New Orleans. Although
there is a seeming wealth of recorded material available – besides his own
music, Will had fortuitously recorded ‘gunfire and Humvees, calls to prayer
and the soundscape of a Baghdad night’ (Hall in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p
97) – it is the everyday sound of Will lighting and smoking cigarettes that Hall
chooses as his emblematic audio. After three shared days with Will, as he
reflects on his move from a war zone to a disaster zone, Hall realises that
‘The sound of matches being struck and the unmistakable grating of a Zippo
lighter punctuated my recordings’ (Hall in Biewen & Dilworth, p97). Hall
suddenly understood that this ritual could symbolise far more than just the
information that Will smoked a lot.
It was both nothing and everything…It became a key indicator of
character – not just of Will himself, the soldier-musician, but of any
weary soldier pictured with a cigarette hanging from his lips. And
also of any musician in a smoky jazz club performing with a
cigarette… Beyond that, this banal sound came to represent
something else: the action of smoking, inhaling and exhaling, came
to signal that Will was present, he was breathing, he was alive –
amid the devastation of Baghdad and New Orleans – and he was
taking time out to reflect on where he had been, what he had seen,
and what now lay before him.
(Hall in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p97)

Hall acknowledges that the listener may not consciously ‘get’ this
‘metaphoric elevation of the sound effect’, but the point is, he does not need
to deconstruct it to feel its impact. That, in fact, is a key characteristic of
sound:
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The ever-open ear takes in everything and miraculously seems to
catalogue the continuous everyday absorption of everyday - and
everynight - sound in such a way that each association and
resonance can be released, like Proust’s madeleine moment, by
the right trigger, the right key.
(Hall in Biewen & Dilworth, p97)

Barrell also relies on this unconscious listener understanding:
Audio images can be arranged, heard, felt and understood in a
non-literal, non-linear way. The mind engages in active listening,
storing, ordering and even re-ordering audio material almost
subconsciously, using the patterns left by fragments, a well as solid
expositions to create three dimensional images that takes
involvement far beyond the common linear listening most radio
demands and imposes.
(Barrell in Ahern 2006, pp191-2)

It is this deliberate assembly of audio ‘images’ – the introduction of diverse
audio strands and their shaping, sequencing, pacing and layering to give
narrative form and a felt appeal, that reunites the feature maker and
documentary maker in what Hall calls the ‘alchemy’ of the mix: the studio
production, or endgame, that will yield the crafted program entity. This
production process is equally critical to the Doc-OH Feature, which seeks to
deliver a judicious blend of aural intrigue or delight, anchored by carefully
selected interview excerpts and other speech elements. Fig 5.1, a visual
representation of the opening montage of Marrying Out Part 2, illustrates how
the disparate strands of an audio tapestry are woven. The diagram, a
computer screen shot of the studio production session using Pro-Tools
software, is explained below.
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Fig 5.1 Opening montage of Marrying Out, Part 2
The screen shot shows seven audio tracks, which are blended together to
create a sound montage, of which three minutes are seen here. The easiest
way to understand the deconstruction is to listen to the segment while reading
the descriptions below. The program transcript (Appendix) will also aid
comprehension.
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At 0.00, Track 6 (Purple) has actor Tracy Mann open the program
reciting ‘In the Name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost.’ This is a
Catholic prayer carefully worded in the language of the1960s – not the ‘Holy
Spirit’ of later years. Already, nostalgia is being evoked, along with religiosity.
At the same time, music starts, very low, on Track 3 (purple): the instrumental
opening to the hymn Faith of Our Fathers, tribal identifier of Irish Catholics in
Australia. When the lyrics are allowed to be heard at 0.19 seconds, they will
represent both the defiant pronouncement of an underclass determined to
proclaim its religious belief (‘Faith of our fathers living still, in spite of dungeon,
fire and sword’), and a sentimental revisiting of a song that was sung in pubs
and family homes, or on ribald social occasions, as well as in a religious
setting – the anthem of the Irish Catholic underclass in Australia from the
1940s -’60s. The Irish/Catholic link is deliberately emphasised by my choice of
the artist, Frank Patterson, a native Irish tenor; it (and other non-composed
music in the series) is taken from a CD compilation, Faith of Our Fathers:
Classic Religious Anthems of Ireland (Valley Entertainment 1997) distributed
by the ABC and popular in Australia – a testimony to the Irish-Australian
cultural identification still evident in the late nineties, and reflected by listener
feedback to Marrying Out [see 6.11].
At 0.05 seconds, Track 5 (brown) has MO contributor Meg Clancy
saying a Hail Mary, rattled off as in a domestic setting during the Family
Rosary – a lynchpin of Irish Catholic ritual in the era. (Clancy delivers the
prayer not as actuality but as a performance, at my request – she is a former
professional actor. But the recitation has added credibility because the listener
knows from MO Part 1 that this was in keeping with her lived experience). At
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0.09 seconds, Track 4 (green) has a second actor, Maeliosa Stafford, reciting
another Hail Mary, layered over Clancy. Stafford’s Irish accent (the Irish-born
actor was deliberately chosen to represent the Bullying Irish Priest often
invoked in the oral histories) sets up subliminal connections with the Irishness
that was so much a part of the mixed marriages under exploration in the
series. At 0.14 seconds, Tracy Mann (Track 6, purple) weighs in with yet
another Hail Mary, delivered in character as a Catholic Australian nun,
another figure from the interviews. The collective effect of these swirling,
multi-voiced and differently intoned Hail Marys, reinforced by the church bells
and building instrumental of Faith of Our Fathers, is intended to evoke the
pulsing, ritualistic and closely linked community of Irish Catholics in
1950s/’60s Australia, which at 25% of the population, was a considerable, if
secondary, force.
At 0.20, the tenor sings the first phrase of Faith of Our Fathers (FOOF),
setting up a sense of Catholic martyrdom, as the Hail Marys recede. At 0.32,
the first of the oral history excerpts is heard (Track 1, green). The opening
montage only permits the use of short ‘grabs’, around 30 seconds; the
purpose is to seed several ideas at once, then, having ‘hooked’ the listener,
develop and expand the narrative and arguments over the ensuing 50
minutes. Helen (‘Anna’ in series), talks about her Presbyterian grandmother’s
hostility. The 30-second clip is broken into two parts to enhance dramatic
effect and to sit within the musical phrasing of FOOF; it swells to reprise the
catchcry ‘Faith of our fathers, holy faith’, then fades under Anna’s powerful
story of her mother’s face being shredded out of the wedding photo on her
grandmother’s piano. This positioning of the grabs allows Anna’s story to end
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at an instrumental interval in FOOF which carries a sense of expectancy: after
that story of family conflict, whose impact is enhanced by the muted regret in
Anna’s voice, what will we hear next? At 1.08, we hear Jonathan Wick: ‘I do
believe my mother is anti-Catholic…’ The coupledom at the heart of the series
is brought out when his wife Margaret chimes in: ‘and indeed, when we told
her we were expecting a baby… and she said “oh no!” and burst into tears!’
Margaret Wick also adds humour: a deliberate choice of grab, to signal to the
wary listener that the program is not going to be a dirge. Margaret’s allusion to
a baby also neatly introduces the theme of Part 2: the children of mixed
marriage couples. In radio narrative, this is signposted by the addition of
actuality – sounds of a school playground (Track 6, purple), recorded by me at
a local primary school, but suggestive of children playing in any era (I was
careful to avoid anachronisms such as mobile phone noise). It only needs
three seconds (1.29-1.32) of pure playground effects to establish childhood in
the listener’s ‘eye’. They continue underneath the next speaker, framing Gay
Wilson’s rueful recollection of how you could tell a Catholic from a Protestant
by the colour of their school shoes, and how her mother-in-law duplicitously
exploited this to determine in which religion her grandson was being raised.
Wilson’s anecdote is given dramatic punchline effect by the placement of a
school bell (Track 7, green), obtained from an archival ABC recording – the
buzzer used in contemporary schools would have jarred. The bell also serves
as punctuation before the next speaker, Alma Douglas, and as atmospheric
framing for her school-based story of a nun who frightened her by saying her
Protestant mother would go to hell (Track 3, purple). Besides the
entertainment value of the story, the listener starts to get a sense of the
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dilemma faced by a child trying to steer a course between two religious poles.
Douglas’s youthful voice, and the slightly self-deprecatory yet trusting tone
she uses when describing how she had firmly believed she would see her
mother in Heaven, add poignant charm: a prime reason for her selection in
the opening montage.
At 2.33, music especially performed for the series is introduced: an Irish
fiddle intoning a popular religious hymn of the era, Redeemer (Track 5,
brown). Its purpose here is to underline the emphasis with which Douglas
repeats her mother’s injunction, ‘God decides!’, and to act as bridge into a
dramatisation of a fragment of Douglas’s story, invoking the scary nun (a
recurrent motif in several interviews). Tracy Mann declaims, from my script,
‘Your mother will burn in hell – for all eternity’ (Track 3, purple). Reverb is
added to her voice to distinguish it from real-time spoken word and add a
historical, dreamlike quality. A short bridge on the fiddle allows for a change of
direction: the narrator (me) speaks for the first time (2.41, Track 1, blue),
contextualising the previous section, providing historical information and
setting up what is to come:
Growing up in Australia in the ambiguous half-world of a mixed
marriage required a delicate balancing act. It was the experience of
one in five families until the 1970s, a pre-multicultural age when the
country was polarised between just two groups: Catholics and
Protestants. Children struggled to reconcile opposing beliefs and
cultures. One girl felt like a spiritual half-breed.
(McHugh, MO Part 1, 2009)
After this narration, kept short to maintain pace and texture, the program
proper begins, with Anna (Helen in diagram, Track 2, green) beginning to
relate her story. The narration style espouses radio writing principles –
concise, clear sentences in vernacular language (Mitchell in Chapman 2008,
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pp117-9) – and ends by teeing up Anna’s opening words, avoiding repetition
and maintaining flow: ‘eh, we were slapped into a state school...’ The fiddle
music is faded out towards the end of the narration (3.05), so that Anna can
start ‘cold’. Music can then be reintroduced at strategic points in her story, a
standard production device. Total duration to this point is 3.11 minutes. Yet
even in this short segment, I believe the principles of the Doc-OH Feature are
illustrated. Feature production principles have been followed in the
imaginative evocation of an Irish Catholic community, the dramatisations
/actuality invoked with the scary nun, the playground, the school bell and the
textural and affecting use of music (Barrell 2006, p191, Phillips & Lindgren
2008 pp103-4). Documentary principles in the construction of argument, or
“documentary logic” (Nichols 1991, p125), have applied to the selection of
which interview excerpts to select from the 35 hours of recording available –
using criteria such as listenability, voice and story diversity, succinctness and how to sequence and collate them under cohesive themes, while
honouring fairness, balance and historical fact. (This montage does not
include the ‘wronged Protestant spouse’, but later sections of the program
will.) Oral history practice – the gathering of longer, more in-depth and
facilitated interviews - has provided the rich seam of spoken word at the core
of the program.
Part 4 provides a detailed case study of how Marrying Out was created,
from concept to broadcast. The remaining sections of Part 3 will examine
radio production techniques across documentary and feature, provide a
miniature snapshot of new online audio genres, and trace the evolution of oral
history showcased creatively for radio, a category that began with the
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MacColl-Parker-Seeger radio ballads of the late 1950s34, gained ground in
Australia in the 1980s with the Social History Unit at ABC Radio National and
continues to thrive at PBS like NPR and ABC – notably, at the latter, via
Hindsight, the platform for which Marrying Out was created.

5.4 Radio Production: Creative Combustion
What’s so important about stories? The poet Muriel Rekesyer
wrote, “The universe is made up of stories, not atoms.” Stories
define each of us. They have the power to divide or connect us as
individuals and communities.
(Allison in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p184)

Although the radio documentary or feature can take myriad forms, and an
individual program is a unique creative entity that will elicit a personal listener
response, these disparate audio packages do share one quality: they are
mostly driven by a narrative urge – the age-old impulse to tell a story, or share
an idea. The ‘story’ can be infinite in its range: it might be a simple linear
description of a life experience, an exploration of a political issue, a mediated
take on a historical event or a more abstract meditation on, say, loneliness.
Whatever the context, the producer’s challenge is to entice the listener to
come with him on the journey, as he sets up, develops and resolves the
program premise. Barrell rejects the ‘story’ tag:

To me “story” says bed-time, spoonfeeding and a patronising
attitude that devalues the potential for a feature to take off and take
listeners with it. I try to put the feature beyond the territorial limits of
storytelling. A feature should have an idea at its core and maybe
more than one.
(Barrel in Ahern 2006, p193)
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Ideas translate well as radio features, but they too can be presented in a
quasi-narrative format. If a feature becomes too divorced from story, a more
abstract acoustic conceptualisation, it has probably strayed into audio art. For
doc/feature makers, the permutations with which the gathered audio strands
(which may include interviews, actuality, archive, music, dramatisations,
narration) can be woven into a sound tapestry in the final studio production
are endless. Their challenge is to order and assemble the raw audio
elements, so that they cohere and unfold, while blending synergistically.

Radio after all is a performance art, its stories told in time, complete
with scene, character and conflict, needing rhythm, pacing, climax
to hold interest.
(Allison in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, pp186-7)

Unfolding is critical – the listener accompanies the producer on Burns’s
‘process of discovery’. This has a two-fold effect: (i) the listener is more
receptive, as he does not feel suffocated by a worthy or educational
‘message’, but can come to his own realisation of what is being imparted and
(ii) this selective dispensing of parts of the jigsaw creates a narrative pace that
holds interest – the listener stays to the end to see ‘what happens’. The BBC
documentary unit urges its producers to ‘convey their message by stealth’, a
process which ‘demands time’ (Hendy in Crisell 2009, p236) – something that
enhances the program’s impact in other ways as well:

It is, I would suggest, as much of a reason for the radio
documentary being a ‘long-form’ programme as the journalistic
need to convey a convincing amount of information… Time…
allows character, and mood and themes to emerge ‘by stealth’.
With time on our sides, the journey we travel is as much emotional
as informational… we, as listeners, have the space to find empathy
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with the subjects: we become involved because we feel that we get
to know them.
(Hendy in Crisell 2009, p236)

Time may be, as Hendy says, ‘the strongest tool in the documentarymaker’s kitbag’, but it is also logistically critical in that it sets the program
duration, which crucially shapes the content. But regardless of length,
production requires the structuring of enormous amounts of raw material. As
in cinema or television, a doc/feature maker records vastly more sound than
he will ever be able to use; whether the broadcast slot is for twenty or sixty
minutes will of course be a determining influence, but before the program
shape is mapped, the first task is the pedestrian but inescapable exercise of
logging all the available elements: interviews, actuality, archival recordings
and anything else that may contribute to the mix. An interview log is not a
transcript; rather it notes key phrases and content, often ‘rating‘ what is said
for its force, eloquence and editability, noting duration and location for easy
retrieval. ‘Logging involves making notes about what happens where, noting
useful in and out cues and the times when they occur in the recording’
(Phillips & Lindgren 2008, p98). Barrell takes a characteristically less orthodox
approach: ‘listen to all your recordings, especially the unusable rubbish, and
make a legible log of everything, not just the good bits. Reapproach it all with
open ears…’ (Barrell in Ahern 2006, p196).
Listening back during logging will often prompt a creative treatment: a
thought in one interview will link to another, a reference may ‘throw’ to an
archival moment or a song, a tone of voice may warrant music to realise or
draw out its mood. This exegesis cannot explore in detail the use of music in
radio doc/features, a vast subject in its own right, but here are some guiding
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principles. Jad Abumrad co-presents an hour-long show on WYNC radio in
America called Radio Lab, an unusual blend ‘of learning and entertainment’
that according to documentary studies academic John Biewen, ‘goes further
than any other show in combining information with wild invention’ (Biewen
2010, p9). The show mixes science, philosophy and big ideas with ‘a kitchensink approach to radio making. Take interviews and recorded sounds. Stir in
sound effects, music, elements of radio drama and sonic surprises and infuse
it all with a sense of intelligent wonder’ (Biewen 2010, p9). Music plays a big
role in the show: Abumrad has a quote from renowned film editor Walter
Murch taped over his desk: “many film editors use music the way an athlete
uses steroids. No question music can produce strong emotion, but – like
steroids – it can also damage the organism in the long run” (Abumrad in
Biewen & Dilworth 2010, pp45-6). Abumrad tries to heed Murch’s advice not
‘to “juice” the narrative with emotional information’ – a trap the inexperienced
documentary producer falls into, trowelling on a plaintive air as soon as the
speaker’s voice wobbles with imminent tears, when a subtler intervention,
such as just leaving a pause, may marry better with the sentiment.
Sometimes music can serve simply as a bridge between ‘scenes’, or as
punctuation: ‘a big fat comma between two thoughts’’ (Abumrad in Biewen &
Dilworth 2010, p46). It can be used to underline or expand a concept: if a
speaker is ruminating about loss, following the segment with the right music
can reflect and embody the loss. Conversely, music can counterpoint speech,
adding irony, or humour. Again, the novice producer can overplay his hand,
using over-literal references that irritate rather than amplify: the featurette on
the stock exchange collapse that opens with Abba’s ‘Money Money Money’,
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or the mini-package on migration that starts with Rod Stewart’s ‘I am Sailing’.
Sometimes music drives rather than serves the narrative, as Abumrad
observes: ‘there are times when the music wants to be a character in the story
too, with its own point of view’ (Abumrad in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p46).
Ideally, music, speech and diverse other audio elements will complement
each other and achieve that elusive synergy that Hall calls ‘creative
combustion’.
Rather than being merely a platform for delivering information,
radio production can be considered an “art” that exists in linear
time, occupying a territory that lies somewhere between the
concert hall and the cinema.
(Hall in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p101)

Like other artists, radio doc/feature makers often refer to the ‘alchemy’ of
the creative process, the unquantifiable extra ingredient that elevates
individual strands of a program, when mixed, into something greater than the
sum of its parts. The diverse producers of different radio forms in Biewen &
Dilworth’s anthology identify their role as ‘midwife’, ‘ventriloquist’, ‘casting
director’, ‘activist’ and ‘choreographer’. Biewen expands the list to include
facilitators, characters, performers and puppetmasters. Whatever their
approach, their purpose is to discern meaning in a grab-bag of audio
elements and assemble it so as to have maximum impact on heart, mind and
soul: ‘to lead people to moments of wonder’, as Abumrad puts it (Abumrad in
Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p46).
Some practitioners use a musical motif. Early BBC producer McWhinnie
sees his radio feature as a fugue:
To appreciate radio, as to appreciate music, it is necessary to be
able to hear several different things simultaneously; to appreciate
an imaginative radio production is not so very different from
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appreciating a fugue… The good radio producer… will introduce
the themes of his fugue clearly and precisely, leaving it to the
listener to fit them together.
(McWhinnie 1959, p43)

Barrell also sees his feature-making through a musical prism:
I like a radio programme to have a rhythm like a piece of music, like
a symphony, so it goes through various different movements and
lots of different rhythms, paces.
(Barrell in Aroney 2005, p399)

Interestingly, Portelli uses a musical metaphor for his oral history
narratives; his radio collaboration with US producer Charles Hardy, I Can
Almost See the Lights of Home, is perceived and transcribed as aurally rich
‘movements’ interspersed with information-based ‘chapters’ (Hardy & Portelli
1999). Both analogies work well, mirroring the producer’s need to maintain
and vary pace over the length of a program. As Canadian feature maker Chris
Brookes notes:
Keeping a listener’s attention through a long-form documentary
means not just delivering information but thinking about mechanics:
how to structure and present that information over the length of the
program.
(Brookes in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p21)

In a fifty-minute program such as Brookes makes, the sound cannot and
need not be relentless razzle-dazzle, the sort of aural fireworks beloved of
shorter multi-media montage. Instead the producer can vary the light and
shade, set up a main theme and its characters and then wander off into subthemes or ‘chapters’, taking time to establish ‘scenes’ through use of actuality,
over which an interviewee’s voice can be introduced. Structuring the sound
narrative for maximum coherence and impact is no easy task, given the vast
amount of data that has to be distilled and collated, and the infinite
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possibilities the material presents. Karen Michel, an American ‘midwife for
teen radio stories’, captures impressions of this often torturous process:

Sorting, Weeding and Shaping. Limitations and Possibilities.
Details. What makes a story original…Technique precedes the art
and enhances it.
(Michel in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p170)

Digital studio technology has enormously assisted the doc/feature
producer. Like her contemporaries’, the candidate’s first documentaries in the
1980s had to be assembled from interview excerpts that had been laboriously
spliced together by hand, sometimes a few words at a time, cut together with
a razor blade, a splicing block and leader tape. An atmospheric ‘pause’, or
section of ambient tape, had to be physically inserted, or repeatedly dubbed
from one reel-to-reel player from another to achieve a looped effect. Locating
logged parts of an interview on a recorder that did not have an inbuilt time
code, as now, was difficult. Charles Hardy III recalls the ‘skilled labor’ process:
I have known producers to make 50 or more edits in a three-minute
actuality to "tighten" a passage, making it shorter and more
listenable. Sometimes phrases are moved; sentences and
paragraphs reconstructed. Not every edit is good, so deleted tape
often has to be reinserted and an edit redone. When words or
sentences run into each other, making an inaudible edit can be a
real challenge—and sometimes impossible. Editors routinely cut
and reinsert slices one-sixteenth of an inch in length. Sometimes
breaths have to be inserted to make the passage sound natural. So
editing booths are often cluttered with strips of tape hanging from
desktops, walls, and the edges of machines.
(Hardy III 1999, p4)
Even just keeping track of the strands of cut tape that made up a rough
edit was a logistical challenge when numerous interviews were involved: to
assist the process, the candidate once spent hours cutting out a set of
bridging phrases from a range of interviewees. The tape strands were
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marked with a white chinagraph pencil for easy identification: “Kaye H but eh”,
“Ingrid and eh”, “Maureen atm pause”. On returning to the office next day, she
found that an over-zealous cleaner had disposed of them as ‘rubbish’.
Complex multi-track mixes were also more demanding in the analogue
era. Timings and fades could not be visually studied, rehearsed and adjusted,
as is now standard procedure using software such as Pro Tools or even
simpler forms such as Audacity. Just to synchronise a section of spoken word
over a particular musical phrase took much more time and effort than is
required today. Given the technical restrictions under which he laboured,
Charles Parker’s ‘as live’ mixing of the BBC radio ballads from 1958-1964
[see 5.7] was a tour-de-force. The intricate montages he created remain a
common characteristic of radio documentary and feature, often used as an
opening device, to attract and then seduce the listener into staying with the
program, to signpost what will be delivered later on and to stimulate broad
interpretations. As Hendy and Higson point out:

The associational possibilities of montage hint, too, at a story’s
wider significance without recourse to narration: ‘At an intellectual
level, the function of montage construction for the documentary
movement is the ability to hold in play several different scenes of
action (and indeed different times) at the same moment: in other
words to construct a much broader, more extended diegetic world.’
(Hendy in Crisell 2009, p225)

The listener’s ability to hear ‘several different things simultaneously’, as
McWhinnie observed, can be playfully exploited. Barrell likens his use of
montage in The Kyng Thynge (ABC 1998) to a cryptic crossword puzzle:
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The narration is from Thomas Mallory’s account of the life and
death of King Arthur. Intervening in there is the soundtrack of
Laurence Olivier’s film Richard 111… We investigate royalty in
Swaziland and Zululand, in Japan and in England. There’s even an
interview with [Australian politician] Tony Abbott… about why he
believes the monarchy is such a “sound” thing. And the whole idea
of using the movie excerpts and the music is to create a
momentum and the narrative that you then interrupt. It reflects
back on itself so sometimes Richard 111 is King Arthur and
sometimes he’s Henry the V or Richard the 11. Using the film in
different contexts changes the way you’re listening, what other
meanings are being made and they reflect back on one another.
It’s like a sort of game… You’re not meant to not understand it but
you’re meant to enjoy its complexity.
(Barrell in Aroney 2005, p402)

But the listener can tire of aural pyrotechnics, and the producer has to
exercise careful judgement in order to achieve a balance between form and
content. As Brookes notes, ‘the beginning of a story is just the start of the
radio maker’s challenge’ (Brookes in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p21).

5.5. Radio Documentary and Feature: the difference

“What is a feature?” I was asked by visitors again and again. “If it
was excellent, the programme you have listened to – it was a
feature. If it was more normal, predictable in structure and
expression – it was a radio documentary. If it was bad – it was a
radio drama”. And then, of course, I laughed, but mostly alone.
(Braun 2007)

Braun’s cheeky comments, while unfair to quality radio drama35, acknowledge
the broad spectrum of long-form radio. The candidate has outlined
distinguishing characteristics of the radio documentary or feature in the
aforegoing sections. A few practitioners blur the lines, managing to deliver
excellence in both fields: Tony Barrell’s Prix Italia-winning Tokyo’s Burning
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(1995), an examination of the Tokyo Firestorm of 1945, is one. Aroney
describes it as a ‘post-documentary hybrid’:

In a formal sense, Tokyo’s Burning (1995) could be said to employ
many of the elements of the “realist” documentary. It contains
eyewitness accounts of the bombing of Tokyo in 1945 from the
Japanese survivors, and from one of the American Air Force pilots
who dropped the incendiary bombs. There is extensive
backgrounding of the history of air warfare and incendiary bombing;
we hear wartime radio and newsreel actuality, and some excerpts
from interviews with academic experts. But interwoven with this
material are quotations from the Bible and a complex mix of sound
and music. An eerie crackling and hissing, suggestive of flames
without ever resolving into the naturalistic crackle of fire,
underscores much of the spoken material. Ominous drones drift in
and out, along with a murmuring of voices, and more obviously
identifiable fragments of music, from German post-punk
experimental band Einstuerzende Neubauten and the Japanese
electronic composer Harry Hosono’s soundtrack for the Tale of
Genji animated TV series. The overall effect could be described as
a kind of haunting of the “realist” documentary, a blending of the
external space of reportage with the internal space of nightmare
and incantation; in other words, a hybrid.
(Aroney 2009)

Form/content balance is a major distinction, the candidate argues, between
the feature and the documentary: the feature favours imaginative or
flamboyant production techniques and an often fragmented narrative, which
may or may not be based in fact; the documentary, while permitting itself
Grierson’s ‘creative treatment of actuality’, is grounded in telling a true story in
a journalistically ‘fair’ way – where ‘fair’, as suggested by professional
journalists’ codes such as those of the Australian Media Entertainment and
Arts Alliance, implies balanced (though not necessarily impartial) and
accurate representation of a thoroughly researched topic.
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But terminology along the documentary/feature spectrum continues to
be ill-defined. Some practitioners seem to occupy a middle ground, producing
programs that combine primary research and information (the documentary
end) with imaginative yet restrained production. Bill Bunbury has produced
‘social history features’ on ABC Radio National for over four decades –
programs that are perhaps too ‘sober’ to fall under the Doc-OH Feature
category, but could be considered a proto-version, and so warrant closer
examination. Bunbury’s credentials as a documentarian and presenter of
history are strong. Awarded an honorary doctorate by Murdoch University for
his numerous radio documentaries and books, most of which are oral historybased, he relishes the radio documentary as a means of presenting historical
research:

…it offers you the one chance to show that people happen to
history, not that history happens to people… I can remember a
woman … talking about the Depression, saying to me, ‘I felt so
belittled, I was nobody’. There’s a lifetime’s experience in the
bitterness of that sentence.
(Bunbury 1985, p7, p9)

While the academy has recognised the scholarly value of Adjunct
Professor Bunbury’s work, his broadcasting peers have also acknowledged its
quality, awarding him some of Australia’s top radio prizes.36 His production
methods deliberately engage with the imaginative end of the medium. For
instance, he is an avid user of ‘wild’ sound:

Natural sound in a documentary – well, I can’t think of making a
documentary without it. If I go to a place I collect the sound: I will
open station [large farm or ranch] gates, I will sit for several
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minutes just recording the birdsong in a place, I will go and collect
cattle mustering…
(Bunbury in Phillips & Lindgren 2008, p89)

This use of wild sound can animate the spoken word at the heart of oral
history-based radio and is used to excellent effect in the radio ballads [5.7].
Bunbury is also conscious of the need to balance what Hall calls the ‘cerebral
and emotional’ aspects of radio, or what Bunbury sees as the tension
between journalism and production values:
I’m interested in how the story will actually sound because I’m not
doing it in a current affairs way where the important thing is the
content. I’m doing it in what I call an affective way. If you make this
distinction between cognitive and affective you certainly need to
know the facts but you need to hear them in a way that moves you.
(Bunbury in Phillips & Lindgren 2008, p89)

To this end, Bunbury will craft a story for maximum ‘listenability’, often
keeping narration to a minimum.
Having got a large number of interviews recorded I’m then faced
with what looks like a shapeless mass of material. And my job then
is to sit down and try to pull that into some kind of shape that is
historically interesting, artistically satisfying and will keep the
listener’s attention…Often it’s a matter of contrasting like with
unlike, opposite with opposite and creating dialogue between
people who have never even seen each other; opposing points of
view. So that in the end the listener might have the feeling that he
or she has been sitting in a room listening to a number of people
talking directly to him or her, bypassing the interviewer.
(Bunbury 1985, p11)

As with a book or film, crafted aspects of a radio program will elicit a
spectrum of response. The removal of the interviewer’s voice, a common
journalistic strategy to save time and improve flow, is troublesome for some
oral historians, as it masks the dialogical origins of the included speech. The
absence of any narrator, a popular postmodern device in radio, can enthral
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some listeners, who are happy to be on an impressionistic journey, and annoy
others, who want to be able to nail down sources and information. Even
simple speech editing of a monologue can be interpreted variously as
pragmatic honing or as sinister manipulation of content.
Whether leaning more towards artist or journalist, the doc/feature maker
routinely makes such production choices. Some, like Hispanic-American
advocate Maria Martin, are more concerned with the integrity of the message:
‘while I admire the work of those who produce artful documentary, I perceive a
greater need for radio to play a substantive role in bridging cultures and
creating understanding through fair, accurate and inclusive information’
(Martin in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p159). Others, like multi-award-winning
Taiwanese-American audio artist Dmae Roberts, think more laterally. ‘She
tweaks reality in pursuit of a truer portrait’, notes Biewen, of Roberts’s
depiction of her mother’s traumatic childhood in Taiwan in World War 11
(Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p 12). In Mei Mei A Daughter’s Song, Roberts
rewrites a stilted interview she undertook with her mother, as a poem.
Because my mother didn’t really want me to tell the story, she
sounded angry throughout the interview. I felt I could get closer to
the truth of her past experiences and how she survived them by
having an actor portray her when she was younger. Someone who
would tell her story more objectively – in the way she might tell it to
a stranger, not a daughter she resented… Because in real life she
spoke English as phrases rather than complete sentences, using a
poetic style for her narrative made sense to me.
(Roberts in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, pp125-6)

Artistically and technically, radio lends itself to this blurring of fact and
fiction. ‘As Tony Barrell says, you can’t “see” where the edits are on the radio’
(Aroney 2005, p403). The producer becomes the arbiter and interpreter of
‘truth’. No other researcher is likely to analyse their raw materials – comb
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through perhaps fifty or sixty hours of taped interview and read the ancillary
documents and texts – to see if the broadcast work is a fair representation.
The broadcast is the ultimate test: the public, their peers and the original
contributors will all have a chance to assess the choices the producer has
made in assembling the program. But even this assessment is limited. A
contributor will know if he has been misrepresented, but if he is simply
omitted, he may never know why – was it due to wilful disregarding of his
views, on editorial grounds, or was it an artistic decision, a need to include a
voice of different texture, or perhaps just expediency – ten people might have
said much the same thing and only one can be fitted in. The public can judge
whether they like or endorse the program presented, and complain if they spot
an error of fact or seeming bias, but they can never know what alternatives
might have been created from the data. The producer’s peers can assess
technique and editorial/artistic outcomes, but that is all.
That the infinite complexity of form and content presented on radio under
the banner of feature or documentary is open to multiple interpretation is
clear. Crucially, both types of program are also intended to provide aesthetic
pleasure and perhaps, some form of transformation – through an
understanding gained, an emotion felt, a question formulated. One credo
applies regardless of how it is defined – this kind of radio, whether feature or
documentary, is most definitely NOT radio to vacuum by. Fifty years on, the
blunt plea of eminent BBC radio drama producer Donald McWhinnie for
listener attention still applies:

listeners have assumed that unless radio is easy it must be
obscure, pretentious, pointless. It often is, but as in any medium
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the best of its creations demand conscious attention, not blankminded acceptance.
(McWhinnie 1959, p44)

McWhinnie’s famed productions of plays by Beckett and other luminaries
were beamed into the ether at the scheduled time, their reception at the
mercy of their audience’s timetable. If a broadcast clashed with some
domestic activity or social occasion, it could be either half-heard or missed
entirely. Today, the advent of the podcast has brought liberation and vastly
greater audience potential to radio documentary and feature makers, whose
work can now be easily accessed online at any time, at the convenience of
the listener. Online audio has also spawned a sub-genre of sound media
works that have not been broadcast on any conventional radio station, but are
directly accessible as online audio or podcast. The next section briefly
considers the genre.

5.6 Cross-genres and Online Audio Features
In an age of corporate consolidation of the press on one hand and
cheap bogus Internet journalism on the other, it is more important
than ever to bring a range of voices to the air in a sane and
respectful way. The public radio journalist can assume a
shepherding role.
(Allison 2010)

Besides giving quality radio an extended shelf life as podcasts, the internet
has enabled just about anyone to put an audio production online. (See
Madsen 2009 for a detailed analysis of podcasting and its democratising
impact). Raised on YouTube and other ‘citizen’ media, and accustomed to
recording audio and video using everyday items like a mobile phone, young
people in all but the poorest or most isolated communities now have an
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unprecedented ability to create and disseminate audio/visual/print narratives.
Digital storytelling, for instance, described by British photographer Daniel
Meadows as "short, personal multimedia tales told from the heart" (Meadows
2010) is an increasingly popular practice, now taught in universities and used
by arts and community groups. The University of Houston defines it as:

the practice of using computer-based tools to tell stories… [which]
usually contain some mixture of computer-based images, text,
recorded audio narration, video clips and/or music. Digital stories…
used in education typically last between two and ten minutes. The
topics… range from personal tales to the recounting of historical
events, from exploring life in one's own community to the search for
life in other corners of the universe, and literally, everything in
between.
(University of Houston 2010)

‘Digital storytelling’ has also become a significant aspect of traditional
print journalism. Multi-platform narrative is rife: the major newspapers run
audio and video stories to complement print versions, while radio producers in
regional ABC stations in Australia are also required to multi-skill, creating
web-ready content as well as their primary radio product (Dunn 2009). Current
journalism graduates are schooled in ‘convergent’ journalism – all of which is
a fundamental transformation in the journalism process that is beyond the
scope of this exegesis.
The disadvantage of unfettered online access for producers of audio and
other stories is of course the absence of any gauge of editorial or artistic
quality. To overcome this, and to capitalise on the enormous democratising
potential the internet holds for purveyors of audio documentaries and
features, Jay Allison, a venerable figure in American public radio, launched
Transom. ‘The site represents virtual street-level access to national air, as
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most Transom stories end up adopted by a national program. An on-air
mention of Transom.org drives listeners back to the Web, making a creative
circle between the traditional media and the new’ (Allison 2010).
TRANSOM: “TRAN-sum” A small hinged window above a door,
allowing light and ventilation into hallways of older buildings. At
magazine and newspaper offices, unsolicited manuscripts were
submitted “over the transom.”
(Transom 2010)

Although it ‘channels new work and voices to public radio and public
media’, Transom acts as much more than a clearing-house for wannabe
producers. It also posts stimulating and insightful essays or ‘manifestos’ by
leading audio auteurs, from radical feature maker Gregory Whitehead to
prolific oral historian Studs Terkel, and hosts discussion, critical feedback and
practical radio-making advice and encouragement. The much-awarded
Allison, who began his radio career as a reporter with NPR in the mid ‘70s,
has produced hundreds of documentaries for radio and televison. He ‘curated’
the Lost & Found Sound show on NPR, which unusually, showcased selected
sound events alongside conventional spoken word items to create ‘a
document of audible modernity in all its subtlety and depth… spoken words
dwell alongside loon calls, steam train whistles, foghorns, Morse code signals
and the sound of falling Douglas fir trees’ (Sterne 2003, p349). Allison
believes passionately in ‘the power of story and the ways public media can be
useful in a changing media environment’. Transom breaks down the divide
between the program maker and his subjects:
Subjects of documentaries talk with those who made them and to
listeners about editorial and stylistic choices. The site encourages
an interactive, self-correcting, open-eared, civic journalism made
possible by the Internet and extended to public radio
(Transom 2010)
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Allison’s unwavering belief in the power of the voice to move and
connect people is at the heart of Transom and his other, live, storytelling site,
The Moth, described by the sober Wall Street Journal as ‘New York’s hottest
and hippest literary ticket’ (The Moth 2010). ‘A voice can sneak in, bypass the
brain, and touch the heart,’ observes Allison (Allison in Biewen & Dilworth
2010, p184). By mentoring makers of radio doc/features and extending their
currency through other organisations with aligned community values, Allison
has helped untold numbers to realise the democratising power of oral history
foretold by pioneer practitioners and theorists in the 1960s.

Journalists help citizens reach the air, to tell of their lives. Public
radio carries the voices out and back, across a borderless country
populated by the living and the dead. Citizen stories are shared out
loud, journalists mediating the exchange, partners in the mission.
Somewhere between the din of the Internet and the drone of
corporate media is a place for these voices, testifying on their own
behalf.
(Allison 2010)

‘Audio artists’ also harness the power of public radio and podcasts. ‘I
find that the world needs to hear itself being played back’, says damali ayo, an
African-American audio artist who uses recorded interactions to explore
America’s ‘botched fascination with race’:
the people on the bus who ask me personal questions; the random
strangers who ask to touch my hair, skin or that strange backpack
I had for a few months; the people who tell me their life stories
simply because I make eye contact with them.
(ayo in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p78)

ayo’s audio features, which include recordings made surreptitiously, are
at the experimental end of radio and the shadowy end of oral history. But the
very fact that her provocative and subversive work gets broadcast (on public
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radio stations like NPR) is one indication of the outlets available to
contemporary Western radio producers and online audio providers. Those
who eschew broadcasting for podcasting-only have even greater freedom, as
‘The Dawn and Drew Show!’ proves. As Madsen notes, this features ‘two selfdescribed ex-gutter punks who podcast from a 19th-century dairy farm in
southeast Wisconsin and talk raunchy about love, sex, and even farm
animals” (Homepage, Miceli & Domkus). While listening to some of their own
uncensored highlights handpicked from their last 100 programs, Dawn
reflected: “Who’d have thought anyone would listen?” “Take this Big Brother! I
don’t need you. I don’t need your fucking contracts. I’ve got my own radio
show!”’ (Madsen 2009, p1196)
Contemporary audio features can still be highly crafted, but are often
shorter than the 45-60 minute ‘long-form’ doc/feature programs of traditional
broadcast media. Third Coast Audio, an innovative online site associated with
Chicago Public Radio, WBEZ–FM, posts an audio feature ‘library’ with items
starting at around three minutes duration. Programs of up to 30 minutes,
standing alone or grouped under an hour-long broadcast slot, are becoming
more common.
This new accessibility and longevity of items broadcast on radio is set to
challenge the ‘ghastly impermanence’ (Sieveking 1934, p15) which has
undermined the academic study of radio works and contributed to their
marginalisation in the otherwise prolific field of communications and media
studies (Madsen 2007, Aroney 2005). In Voice Cast: The Distribution of the
Voice via Podcasting (2010), Madsen and Potts suggest that podcasting,
which they identify as having become a major force since mid-2005, will
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reinvigorate the ‘gift culture’ of quality programming traditionally associated
with such cultural channels as the ABC and BBC.

Program pods containing these voices in suspension disperse like
so many seeds (through links, RSS feeds, and downloads) finding
a place to settle or open their full contents supported by a new and
richer ecology of revitalized broadcast audio and radio talk.
(Madsen & Potts 2010, p48)

Madsen paints a beguiling picture of the cultural potential for podcasting:

Podcasting re-activates possibilities of the creative commons as
reservoir of cultural wealth for all: not in the limited sense of
allowing unfettered dialogue and remix or information, but allowing
voices, space and time to re-sound, in a new environment/ecology,
through time/space shifting and dissemination.
(Madsen 2009, p1207)

Podcasting also seems sure to allow oral history to flourish and expand,
as part of an enriched and enlivened art-journalism ‘audio-sphere’. The quality
of what is termed oral history - how it is gathered, crafted and presented – will
be more difficult to determine in a feral online world; this may reintroduce
reliance on the traditional public broadcaster arbiters, along with new,
dedicated oral history host sites. Whatever the technological developments,
the Doc-OH Feature form would deliver a crystallised, creative, qualityassured package likely to suit either portable or live platforms. Its evolution,
characteristics and lineage are described in detail to conclude.
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5.7 Evolution of the Doc-OH Feature

Charles, a devout Christian and (then…) a conservative,
Cambridge and the BBC and a voice to match. Ewan, a
communist, atheist, actor, writer and folk singer, who left school in
his grimy Salford at 14. And Peggy, a brilliant American musician,
twenty years his junior. An unlikely team, but magnificent.
(Cox 2008)

In 1957, the radical folksinger Ewan MacColl (akin to a British version of the
American Woody Guthrie) began a collaboration with BBC producer Charles
Parker and American folk musician Peggy Seeger that would create eight
one-hour ‘Radio Ballads’, broadcast between 1958 and 1964. Though loosely
documentary, the series was groundbreaking in theme and technique. It dealt
with the lives and preoccupations of ‘ordinary people’: fishermen, coal miners,
railway workers and navvies, and previously unconsidered groups such as
polio sufferers, Travellers (Britain’s nomadic peoples), boxers, and teenagers.
In the sleeve notes to the CD series (Topic 2008), Laurence Aston notes how
writer Albert Casey described the radio ballads in 1964: ‘the imaginative
recreation of experience… about the way we live now, attempting to give this
life the quality of epic – “to make”, as John Grierson once said, “the everyday
significant”.’
The Radio Ballads not only eschewed the ‘authoritative’ to benignly
patronising narrator; they dispensed entirely with a narrator, instead creating
‘a sound tapestry woven of four basic elements: songs, instrumental music,
sound effects and the recorded voices of those with whom each programme
deals’ (Topic 2008). In keeping with what later theorists like Paul Thompson
would identify as oral history’s drive to democratise history, the words of these
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ordinary citizens became a driving focus of each program - a revolutionary
departure. As Gillian Reynolds, radio critic for the Daily Telegraph, observed
decades on: ‘They broke the mould of radio programmes. And if you look at
the duty log, the BBC archive, people were ringing up and saying “what is
this? Never heard anything like this before.” They invented that whole genre
of people talking for themselves, using their own vocal rhythms, not written
speech’ (Reynolds 2006).
The first radio ballad, The Ballad of John Axon, was broadcast in 1958 to
rapturous acclaim. The Sunday Times described it as "As remarkable a piece
of radio as I have ever listened to", while the Observer enthused: "Last week
a technique and subject got married and nothing in radio kaleidoscopy, or
whatever you like to call it, will ever be the same again." The New Statesman
opined that ‘a generation from now – I would even say centuries from now –
listeners will surely still be moved by the recording of THE BALLAD OF JOHN
AXON’ (reviews cited in MacColl 1981).
For his second Radio Ballad, MacColl chose the building of Britain’s first
major motorway, the M1, a subject replete with riches for the oral historian.
But BBC management wanted ‘a less extreme form’ of the John Axon
technique, and Parker’s insistence on the inclusion of material on the
technical nature of the work process made for underwhelming radio in
MacColl’s view:
Radio Ballads should not be concerned with processes but with
people's attitudes to those processes; not with things but with
people's relationships to those things; and with the way in which
those attitudes and relationships were expressed in words.
(MacColl 1981)
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MacColl’s twin emphasis on orality and on how individuals felt about
events they described concurs with what has become a key tenet of oral
history practice (Portelli 1997, 2009) and one the candidate supports.
However, unlike MacColl, the candidate believes that a clear description of a
work process IS vital to a narrative that has work and workers at its heart; if
the listener cannot conceive the travails, challenges, boredom and dangers of
the job, he cannot fully appreciate the worker’s feelings in relation to his role.
Thus, to understand why workers on the Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric
Scheme in 1950s Australia feared being sent behind the formwork to
concrete-line a tunnel [see Ch 2.4], it is necessary to understand the technical
procedure. Only then does it become apparent how the work could be fatal –
and, more germane to MacColl’s interests, how the official construal of a
fatality, should it eventuate, would be determined by a complex mix of social
and political factors to do with post-war transformations. In that radio series
(The Snowy – The People behind the Power, ABC 1987), I interviewed many
workers about the concreting process before finding two, an Australian and a
German, who had the combination of detailed knowledge and articulate
delivery that would meet radio criteria. An Italian miner would have been more
representative, but due to factors such as poor English or an offhand
personality, those interviewed did not have the same narrative power. But
how to get round the problem of conveying complex factual information in an
aural medium? As American documentary producer Charles Hardy III notes:
One of the great challenges of authoring in sound is how to present
essential, but time-consuming contextual information in real time
without losing one's audience. The ear processes information
differently than the eye.
(Hardy III 1999, p8)
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The candidate enhanced the chosen accounts by inter-splicing them,
creating texture through the different voices and accents, and pace, through
the combined narrative. Hardy took this idea further; in his essay-on-sound, I
Can Almost See the Lights of Home (1999), a co-production with Portelli on
Harlan County miners which he describes as ‘part ethnography, part oral
history, part radio documentary,’ he uses ‘contrapuntal sound’, a technique
pioneered in the mid-1960s by the Canadian pianist Glenn Gould for a
Solitude Trilogy broadcast by the Candadian Broadcasting Corporation (Gould
1992). ‘Contrapuntal sound’ overlaps voices much as a sung quartet in opera
might, creating a meditative auditory space rather than a narrative dependent
on linear spoken word. Hardy made ‘modest use’ of layered voices, and used
stereo placement to enhance the aural experience, with two speakers
describing the same incident, a near-fatal accident. This innovative technical
solution would have been more difficult in Parker’s time. An alternative
approach would be to carefully script the salient details of the technical
information and use this as ‘scaffolding’ for the subjects’ more fragmented or
reactive accounts (such as occurs in Mia Lindgren’s exploration of how a
West Australian community was affected by asbestosis: Deadly Dust, ABC
2008).
But MacColl did not have the editorial freedom to choose which
interviewees would ultimately feature in Song of the Road and though the oral
histories and music are bridged and inflected by construction sound effects
(drilling, earth-moving), the program includes turgid descriptions of culverts,
gradients and drainage interspersed with a brass band and song lyrics whose
attempts to enthuse about ‘minimum sightline’ and ‘super elevation’ would not
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be amiss in a Monty Python satire (We are the consulting engineers). The
program (which MacColl considered ‘a complete debacle’) did afford him an
interesting insight into what makes speech lively or dreary. His analysis,
though clearly coloured by his pro-working class ideology, remains of interest
to the oral historian and radio producer. He notes that the white-collar staff
though "educated" and "articulate" were, when played back, often
boring and over-technical. Listening to them, we found that our
concentration would begin to dissipate after two or three minutes…
they scarcely ever varied the tempo of delivery. Almost all of them
made constant use of the impersonal pronoun...
The labourers on the other hand used both similes and metaphors
liberally. They changed tense constantly, often to emphasize a
point or to sharpen an argument. They made use of extended
analogies and emphasized verbs in such a way as to give every
sentence an effort-peak. Almost all of them used the first person
singular and the present historical with equal effect. Their single
speaker would, in the course of an extended passage, sometimes
use presses, thrusts, glides and dabs in much the same way that a
boxer in the ring might use his body.
(MacColl 1981)
The third radio ballad, Singing the Fishing (BBC 1960), an exploration of
British herring fishing communities in East Anglia and Scotland, was a happier
marriage of song and story, with seabirds, storms and shipboard effects
providing an evocative sound matrix. Along with the inherent drama of man
against nature, MacColl’s team ‘hit pay-dirt right away when we met Sam
Larner, an 80-year-old ex-herring fisherman from Norfolk’ (MacColl 1981).
Besides providing a rich store of traditional ballads and navigational
mnemonics, Sam proved an appealing interviewee. His descriptions of a
lifetime of fishing blend matter-of-fact detail (‘I been cook four years before I
got… deckhand’), comment and reflection, with humour, sadness, wonder and
a captivating lust for life. MacColl integrates Sam’s tumble of thoughts and
opinion into a song, You Started Very Young, that traces Sam’s recollections
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of his sometimes harsh early years on board, bottom dog to the crusty old
seafarers:
a rare old bulldog breed they were - they didn’t care for nought,
neither God nor man they didn’t, they didn’t - that’s the truth. They
were wicked old men! Now and again you’d find a kind ‘un…cruel.
You weren’t allowed to speak… they’d look at you, put the rope on
your backside, you’d get into trouble!
(Singing the Fishing 1960)

In the collaborative spirit of oral history, MacColl played the songs
written by him and arranged by Seeger, back to Sam and the other informants
for comment. To his delight, the line between history and art occasionally
became blurred:
Occasionally they would criticise a word or a phrase or question a
point of information, whereupon I would rewrite the offending line or
phrase and go on rewriting it until it met with approval. There were
rare and wonderful occasions when Sam, or one of the other
fishermen, would claim to have known all his life a song I had just
written. When that happened, we knew we had come close to
capturing the spirit of the fishing.
(MacColl 1981)

Besides developing an intimate relationship between spoken word and
song, and creating a more fluid and textured production, the more reflective
interviews in Singing the Fishing allowed the team to appreciate how oral
history could have broad appeal through its linking of life to times:
SINGING THE FISHING had taught us the value of what we called
"depth recording", had taught us to recognise the moments when a
person would use the kind of words that could transform an
individual response into a universal experience.
(MacColl 1981)

MacColl and Parker achieved greater aural impact in linking biography to
history with their fourth program, The Big Hewer (1961), which showcased
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Britain’s coal miners. The genteel, Cambridge-educated Parker was
astonished at the eloquence of these hard-bitten folk:
Tough, forthright, politically aware, this we expected; but to find
men and women so strongly imbued with a sense of history, of a
long struggle shared, and above all who could talk brilliantly and
with an overwhelming sense of their real importance as human
beings – this was a revelation.
(Parker 1967)

As one miner poetically comments on their militant tradition: ‘I was
taught at a very early age that it was like hitting out with the hammer of hate
on the anvil of bitterness’ (The Big Hewer, Topic 2008). The duo recorded
‘between two and three hundred reels’ of rich mining lore:
the conversation of men who can make words ring like hammer
blows on a face of anthracite, who, when they talk, enrich the
bloodstream of the national vocabulary with transfusions of local
pitmatic - the bold, bitter, ribald, beautiful talk of miners.
(MacColl 1981)

Going down the pits into ‘hellish places’ and ‘impossibly narrow
passages’ to record the actuality helped MacColl and Parker to feel the
connection with history:
We stumbled and crawled mile after mile through black, stinking
water to reach the workings – to suddenly see a putter loom up
with his pony and loaded tram. Almost naked he was and black,
and uttering the near animal noises of a man in the grip of extreme
frustration and discomfort… and when you see that, you suddenly
feel a sense of identity, not only with him, but with all time – right
through history; when you read Thucydides and the revolt of the
salt miners… you’re suddenly brought back to the time of the bell
pits… and little kids working… the whole thing builds up inside you
and you feel this is what we’ve got to say!
(Parker/MacColl Topic 2008)

The methodology employed in the Radio Ballads would be emulated by
documentary and feature producers decades later. Even fifty years on, it is
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standard practice to share and record the daily routines and tribulations of a
documentary subject, to record wild sound along with separately staged
interviews, and to add pace and texture by blending sound effect, music and
actuality over voice.
The final radio ballad, The Travelling People (1964), was a powerful
revelation of a reviled community: Britain’s ‘tinkers’ or gypsies. Parker’s
reflections echo the importance of choosing good ‘talent’ for any radio show:
As participants in a radio-ballad these people were naturals; their
command of language packed with vigorous imagery and
passionate utterance and the rich folk life they led made them an
ideal subject.
(Parker 1968)

This time Parker and MacColl included counterpointing views to add dramatic
tension: children chanting taunts, local residents complaining of the travellers’
dirtiness, fecklessness and undesirability. ‘What are we to do with misfits –
some of them, I would say, the maggots of society?’ (My mother said I never
should: Travelling People, BBC1964). Some of MacColl’s songs from this
production (Go Move Shift, Freeborn Man) have become folk classics, along
with those from earlier programs, such as Shoals of Herring, made famous by
the Clancy Brothers.37 This diegetic use of music, in the manner of the
recitativo of an opera, has been emulated by the candidate in the creative
work’s eponymous song, Marrying Out.
But it is the social commentary that has the greatest impact in Travelling
People. The program ends with comments by a town dweller, spoken in a well
enunciated educated voice and delivered in a reasoned, placatory manner:
‘Doesn’t the time arise in one’s mind when one has to say, all right, [loud
intake of breath] one has to exterminate the impossibles?’ The reference, less
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than twenty years after the end of the Second World War, cannot be missed,
but the speaker spells it out. ‘I know all that leads to in one’s mind: Nazism,
who is it next, the gypsies, the tinkers, the Jews, the coloured man. I don’t
accept that really, on these particular people...’ Clearly taken aback, the
interviewer [Parker] interrupts, in tones even more cultured: ‘but I don’t think,
“exterminate”’s a terrible word, you can’t really mean that?’ A brief pause.
Then: ‘why not?’, spoken with seemingly innocent enquiry. To ram home the
point, the program ends there. It is the only time in the entire eight-hour series
when a presenter’s voice intrudes. The [presumably] unexpurgated segment
gives added shock value through its ‘live’ feel, while dispelling any potential
assertions that the ‘exterminate’ remark was manipulated or taken out of
context. This segment is instructive in that it clearly privileges editorial content
over creative form, thus linking the radio ballad more to fact-driven
documentary than aesthetics-driven feature. This is not to suggest that a
‘documentary’ is not artful, nor that a feature cannot convey factual data. The
radio documentary/feature form is a continuum, with protagonists opting for
one label or the other, according to their own preference and/or the traditional
nomenclature of a specific broadcasting/production outlet. In Europe, the
European Broadcasting Union’s Master School on Radio Documentary
informs candidates that their final projects will be presented to ‘the prestigious
international platform, the International Features Conference (IFC)’ (EBU
2002/3). The Prix Europa, ‘Europe’s largest media-competition’ (Prix Europa
2011) does not mention the radio feature form; it has just two radio
categories: radio documentary and radio fiction. The Prix Italia, established in
1948 and the most prestigious prize in radio, also distinguishes only between
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‘radio documentary’ and ‘radio drama’ (original or adapted). Yet productions
that have won the Prix Italia ‘radio documentary’ slot are described elsewhere
by the program-makers and others as a ‘radio feature’. Thus Finnish programmaker Jens Jarisch, whose 53-minute production Kinder von Sodom und
Gomorrha won the 2010 Prix Italia radio documentary category, has the
production available online on the International [Radio] Feature Conference
website, where it is described as a ‘feature’ (IFC 2011). While Aroney notes
that ‘in Australia the terms radio feature and radio documentary are
sometimes used interchangeably’ (Aroney 2005, p388), she nonetheless
distinguishes between the forms. ‘Usually when a radio work is described only
as a documentary it implies a more investigative, journalistic approach to the
material, or that it simply records actual events with little dramatic or creative
interpretation’ (Aroney 2005, p398). Self-described ‘hybrid’ program-maker
(Barrell in Aroney 2005, p400) and 1995 Prix Italia winner, Australian Tony
Barrell, argues that radio ‘documentary ‘ is a subset of the ‘feature’ category,
and that the latter term embraces a broad range:
A feature need not be non-fiction and it can be pure journalism – a
simple audio record of an event – or a testimony; it can be
conversation without mediation or intervention by an announcer,
again, documentary in the strict sense…
It can be a ‘slice of real life’, actuality, or an event that has no
interviews, narration or mediation by chair or presenter, just actual
sound. It can be a carefully written historical, biographical, literary,
philosophical rumination, mediation, exposition, performance,
satire. It can be a fantasy.
A feature can be noise and excitement. It can use the
techniques of drama. It can tap memory and emotions. It can be
poetic. The feature goes beyond the simple, literal presentation of
facts, opinions and explanatory narration. It is an experience that
can be heard and enjoyed more than once.
(Barrell 2006, p.190-1)
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Madsen inverts Barrell’s equation, including the feature as part of ‘the new
radio documentary’ genre, which encompasses ‘acoustic films, features,
montage, filmes sonores/radiophoniqueas an imaginative, expressive and
revelatory field…’ (Madsen 2005, p387). While Marrying Out seeks to harness
aspects of both documentary and feature, it does not stray into Barrell’s
‘fantasy’ territory, not does it seek to be an acoustic film, such as Braun and
Madsen discuss. As with The Travelling People, if pressed to highlight a point
of fact, a ‘straight’ journalistic representation of the interview (as in Aroney’s
depiction ‘records actual events with little dramatic or creative interpretation’
above) would take precedence over the heightened effect that might be
achieved by montage or the complex aural renderings associated with the
feature form as described by Barrell (2006), Madsen (2004, 2005, 2007,
2009) and others.
Much as the interview process in oral history can change the
interviewer’s perspective, the radio ballads had a radicalising effect on
producer Charles Parker. The ex-Naval officer particularly embraced the
outcast tinkers and their rich, unacknowledged tradition:

On 14 September 1963, with Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger, I
sat at the feet of Queen Caroline Hughes, a New Forest gypsy, and
heard her sing songs thought dead these hundred years; and I was
sitting in a tent on Canford Heath, five miles from where I’d been
born. Forty-four years it had taken me to discover the songs I
should have grown up with.
(Parker 1968)

But Parker’s epiphany came too late. The ‘bland bastards’ at the BBC
closed down the radio ballads unit the year that The Travelling People was
broadcast, citing expense and inefficiency (McCormick 2009).38 Charles
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Parker, despite the Prix Italia success of Singing the Fishing, was made
redundant in 1972 and died in 1980. But aspects of the form he co-created
continue to inspire, in particular the use of oral history on radio to provide
little-heard perspectives. In Britain, the most obvious media inheritor of the
oral/public history genre post-Radio Ballad was the marathon The Long March
of Everyman (1971), 26 forty-five-minute programs that aimed to depict the
history of Britain since 1750 with its focus on ‘ordinary’ folk. Series producer
Michael Mason liaised with academic consultants including the renowned
historian Asa Briggs, while a team of fifteen field recorders sought out the
‘everyman’ voices that would “ ‘recapture’ history from the elitists” (Hendy in
Crisell 2009, p231). One recordist, John Turtle, described how they recruited
contemporary working-class voices to ‘replicate’ a historical equivalent:
Hence the Cries of London were performed by the newspaper
seller, whose stand (literally) was at the front of the Langham Hotel,
then a BBC building, opposite Broadcasting House, and his family
and friends. He was eager to help when I approached him… There
were about ten contributors... Most worked in street markets – and
they were brilliant. No professional actor could have achieved
authenticity like that.
(Turtle 2009)
These historical stand-ins could perhaps be considered the antecedents
of the ‘social actors’ who would become the accepted protagonists of
broadcast documentary. Mason saw his series as ‘showcasing “the great
music of audio, in which the voices are the string sound of the orchestra”’
amidst a series that was to be “an adventure in the use of sound” (Hendy in
Crisell 2009, p231). But where the radio ballads had achieved a balance
between form and content, Everyman sacrificed the message to the effect – a
problem encountered at the more experimental end of audio art today. 800 or
so ingeniously gathered Voices of the People (recorded by none other than
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Charles Parker) were interwoven with academic commentary, folksongs,
orchestral music and sound effects to make a series ‘given more advance
publicity by the BBC than had been accorded any other radio programme in
its history’ (Hendy in Crisell 2009, p232). Influential critic John Carey, writing
in The Listener, lambasted its ambitious approach to telling history on radio:

Underdogs who switched on at one of March’s more radiophone
moments may well have suspected some fault in their sets. Others
perhaps concluded they were tuned in to a private carouse in the
sound-effects department. Snatches of folk-song, seagulls, horses’
hooves could be heard, punctuated by strange observations
enunciated with a care which implied that they contained some
occult significance… Scraps of plays, letters, diaries, poems, swept
in by the radiophonic effluent. But who wrote what, why, where –
even whether he intended fact or fiction - were details repeatedly
obliterated… The scholars were diligently prevented from putting
across a cogent exposition of their subject and what they did
manage to say was so hacked about as to impair its meaning….
That the programmes intended thought-provoking ‘collage’ plainly
can’t be urged… the Long March should be seen as a contribution
to the determined modern effort to discredit knowledge and replace
it by pure sensation.
(Carey in Hendy in Crisell 2009, p232)
These issues are still relevant to today’s radio documentary and feature
makers: how to impart information clearly and accurately while making the
most creative and beguiling use of the format. The aim of Marrying Out is to
achieve this balance while incorporating oral history at its core. The long
tradition of airing oral history on radio, from unadorned interview to more
sophisticated audio treatments, is considered next.

5.7.1 Early Oral History on Radio – Studs Terkel
In the US, a contemporary of MacColl was also promulgating the oral history
of the working classes on radio, albeit as a more unvarnished production
focused on the interview itself. Studs Terkel, born in 1912, grew up in
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Depression-era Chicago. After graduating in Law, he began acting in radio
soap operas, worked as a disc jockey and sports commentator and then
became a television host. But after World War Two and ‘a long story involving
blacklisting, McCarthy days’ (Terkel 2001, p3), he departed television to
present a daily radio show on WFMT, an FM music station in Chicago that
appealed to Terkel because it mixed Woody Guthrie folk songs with the opera
of Maria Callas and the jazz of Louis Armstrong – a musical pot-pourri that
reflected Terkel’s broad church of prospective interviewees. Terkel would
broadcast at WFMT daily from 1952 for forty-five years, recording over nine
thousand interviews, which formed the basis of some eighteen books,
including such classics as Hard Times: An Oral History of the Great
Depression, Race: How Blacks and Whites Feel About the American
Obsession and Working: People Talk about What They Do All Day and How
They Feel About It. In the preface to My American Century (1997), an
anthology of Terkel’s oral history work, Robert Coles marvels at the breadth of
topics Terkel covered, the demographical diversity he engaged with, and the
singular compassion and non-judgementalism that informed his work
His has been unflagging resourcefulness put at the service of a
social conscience… a seeker of life’s truths as they have been
discovered in lives and as they are revealed in conversations at
once pointed and relaxed, freewheeling and utterly precise,
concentrated and to the point.
(Terkel 1997, xxi).

Like MacColl, Terkel was more interested in the stories told by the men
and women at the bottom of the pile. He wanted to know not how the
Pharaohs fared, but how the stonemasons who built the pyramids felt. He
quoted approvingly from Brecht:
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“when the Armada sank, we read that King Philip of Spain…
wept… Were there no other tears?” To me, public radio as well as
history should be about those who shed those other tears. And
about those who make the wheels go round.
(Terkel 2001, p5)

Although Terkel won a Pulitzer Prize for his writing, he and others
described what he did best as his ‘superhuman’ listening. (Transom 2001).
Radio was Terkel’s preferred medium, because it allowed for the direct
transmission of the human voice, with all its complexity, nuances and force of
attraction. ‘The voice offered unique access to the self’, notes art historian
Meredith Morse (Morse 2010, p139). ‘The emotional contours of the voice
may foster a sense of trust in the listener; the distinctive qualities of the voice
may induce sensations of pleasure’, observe Madsen and Potts (2010, p44).
Terkel instinctively understood the appeal and revelatory intimacy of the
spoken word long before radio theorists articulated it. ‘Vox humana to me is
what it’s all about’ (Terkel 2001, p4).

5.7.2 Later oral history on radio
At its launch in 1971, NPR listed among its aims that of making enticing radio
out of original oral history. In another indication of the seminal importance of
MacColl’s Radio Ballads, the NPR mission statement, written by its first
program director, Bill Siemering, extolled the series as an example of how to
tap some of the ‘art and technical potential of radio’. It also expressed the
hope that NPR would revitalise ‘the medium of radio so that it may become a
first class citizen in the media community’ (NPR 1971). In reality, NPR would
be creatively moribund for some years, according to one of its early
producers, Thomas Looker.
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When NPR was established in 1971, longer forms of creative radio
– essentially anything lasting more than two minutes – had just
about dried up in America and a whole range of basic radio
techniques – from simple tape editing to complicated mixing – had
to be reinvented as much as learned. Some producers at NPR
turned to Canada and Europe for inspiration…
(Looker 1995, p104)

Leading the field in the sophisticated documentary and feature production
techniques that NPR sought to emulate were Madsen’s ‘cultural radio’
stations: BBC’s Radio 4, ABC Radio National, France Culture on Radio
France, ORF I in Austria and numerous channels on Germany’s ARD.
Whether as plain edited interview, or as more fragmented and creatively
realised narratives in an audio documentary or feature, oral history dovetailed
with the broad liberal aims of such broadcasters. This would lay the
foundations for the ultimate emergence of crossover productions such as the
hybrid Doc-OH Feature.

5.7.3 Oral history on Australian radio
In Australia in 1985, a Social History Unit (SHU) was established at ABC
Radio National (Inglis 2006 p.94) to occupy a position halfway between the
staid Education Department and the more hard-edged current
affairs/investigative Talks Unit (Ford 2010). This small unit, with just five or six
fulltime producers, would develop major documentary series on hitherto
neglected historical themes, using oral history as their mainstay. The SHU
output featured voices rarely heard before on the national airwaves:
Aboriginal people recalling their internment as children, their culture, their
battles for decent wages, land rights and equality; bush pioneers and slum
dwellers; miners, wharfies, foresters, fishermen, proxy brides, early aviators,
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survivors of cyclones, floods and droughts, of a socialist Utopian experiment,
and of war in all its myriad guises: as battle-scarred veterans, as female
entertainers of the troops, as medical workers, as prisoners of war, as
interned aliens in Australia. Although not conceived as such, these programs
can perhaps be seen as nascent versions of the Doc-OH Feature.
A seminal oral history series on ABC Radio National pre-dated and
perhaps helped foment the Social History Unit. Begun in 1979 and completed
in 1981, Taim Blong Masta explored Australia’s colonial role in Papua New
Guinea. It was a collaboration between radio producer Tim Bowden and
Pacific historian Dr Hank Nelson of the Australian National University, inspired
by a BBC series about the British experience in India, called Plain Tales from
the Raj (Ramsey 2008). Bowden recorded 350 hours of oral history, the
content informed by Nelson. ‘He knew a lot about Papua New Guinea. He
gave me the academic rigour I needed, and I did what I do best – capture
voices on tape’ (Ramsey 2008). Those tapes, full of what Nelson described as
‘the confetti of stumbling lips’, were crafted by Bowden into 24 episodes of 45
minutes, broadcast over three seasons in 1981. The duo repeated their
collaboration for a second marathon series of 16 programs, also involving 350
hours of recorded oral history, on the experiences of Australian prisoners-ofwar in Japan. That series, Australia under Nippon (Bowden & Nelson, ABC
1984), revealed the power of oral history to uncover aspects of events that
conventional academic scholarship had failed to document. ‘Hank was
adamant we had to find material not in the literature. And we did,’ Bowden
recalled. ‘Suddenly the lid was off a whole lot of things. Things like, not all the
officer POWs behaved well… Some like [army surgeon Sir Edward] ‘Weary’
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Dunlop were heroes. Some – some! – were what the blokes called White Japs
and collaborated. The series started bringing this sort of stuff out’ (Ramsey
2008). Bowden believes it was the empathetic and informed interview process
so typical of oral history that facilitated the revelation of this new material in
Australians Under Nippon. ‘Because we had an interest and a knowledge,
these blokes started to talk’ (Ramsey 2008). The result was not only
significant national oral history, but powerful radio. The force of these
personal narratives on air, and the then rare experience of hearing these older
men, and ex-soldiers at that, become emotional and sometimes tearful, made
a big impression on listeners, giving Bowden the go-ahead for a follow-up
series, Survival (Bowden, ABC 1987).39 It consists of eight programs, each a
first-person narrative – one person’s ‘simple’ story of survival behind the lines.
It is oral history pared back to its essence, the voice of the interlocutor
removed, with music used sparingly but effectively to temper the mood and
punctuate the unfolding narrative. Survival is plain oral history as riveting radio
documentary. Australia Under Nippon demonstrates a masterful distillation of
exhaustive research into compelling audio programs, their listenability
enhanced by well crafted production – factors that qualify it for classification
as a Doc-OH Feature.
Contemporary programs such as Hindsight on ABC Radio National
provide a unique weekly platform for the blending of oral history and the radio
documentary/feature aesthetic into creatively rendered social history – in
effect, a Doc-OH Feature. In a Hindsight production, ‘the memories of
ordinary Australians are woven into complex, credible and satisfying
documentaries’ (Hindsight 2010). Public radio thus reinforces the
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democratising role of oral history, an outcome which further shapes public
memory: ‘As John Durham Peters has put it, paraphrasing Walter Benjamin:
“The present becomes intelligible as it is aligned with a past moment with
which it has a secret affinity”’ (Peters in Classen 2004, p6). Thus do radio and
oral history further their symbiotic partnership.
To name but a few ABC Radio National broadcasts that showcase oral
history: Australia and East Timor: A Debt to Repay (Browning 1991) on
Australia's historical links with East Timor and the repercussions of the 1975
invasion by Indonesia, placed the testimony of East Timorese at its heart,
thereby altering the perspective. Indigenous issues featuring mainly
Indigenous voices were canvassed by major series such as Being Aboriginal
(Bowden and Bunbury 1987) and It's not the money, it’s the land: Aboriginal
Pastoral Workers of Northern Australia (Bunbury 2000). More recent
programs by Indigenous producer Lorena Allam which have advanced the
field include Nitmiluk - the third jewel (Allam 2009), an exploration of a
significant land rights claim in the Katherine Gorge in Western Australia, and
A question of trust (Allam 2009), a series featuring the stories of Aboriginal
workers who were denied most of their wages under the provisions of a
Queensland ‘Protection Act’. The People’s Forest (Borschmann 2000) was a
wide-ranging exploration of the experiences of ‘stakeholders’ in the Australian
bush, based on oral histories with timber-getters, bushwalkers, botanists, treehuggers and numerous other species of human forest-goers. The Vietnam
War was the topic of diverse programs, including Ashes of Vietnam (Rintoul
1987), based on 200 oral histories of Vietnam veterans, re-voiced by actors;
Minefields and Miniskirts (McHugh 1993) featured the hitherto unexplored
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experiences of Australian women in the war zone; Save Our Sons (Pryor,
2010) related the experiences of women who founded an anti-war movement.
An iconic working-class community in harbourside Sydney was the subject of
Millers Point: watching the big ships come in (ABC 2009), a program crafted
by radio producer Nicole Steinke from an existing oral history archive,
embellished by her own recordings and additions. 40
Oral history features strongly today in public radio around the world, on
programs such as In Living Memory on BBC Radio 4’s national channel in the
UK, Radio Chronicles, a weekly show on the left-wing public radio station
KPFA 94.1 from Berkeley, California, the first community-supported radio
station in the US (founded 1949) and Out in the Bay, a weekly blend of oral
history and journalism on ‘queer’ life and issues, broadcast on KALW 91.7 in
the San Fransisco Bay area. Some contemporary producers use the oral
histories they gather to openly advocate on behalf of an oppressed minority (a
position adopted by Born Meihy, as noted in 2.3.) Maria Martin, who heads
the GraciasVida Center for Media in Texas and Guatemala, has spent over
three decades illuminating on public radio the issues faced by LatinoAmericans, a cultural heritage she shares. ‘Because of my parents, my
background, I’ve always felt deeply the need to build bridges of cultural
understanding…’ (Martin in Biewen & Dilworth 2010, pp158-9). But while
political and propagandist radio of whatever persuasion is common around
the world, Martin belongs to a sub-group of broadcasters who combine highlevel documentary crafting with their program’s political content – another
example, weighted more at the documentary than feature end, of the
combination of oral history and radio aesthetic.
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If making radio that touches people’s hearts and minds has been
one of my guiding production values over the last three decades,
the other is “hook them in”! I make every attempt to win over
listeners with compelling sound, inspired pacing, vivid writing and
informed editing.
(Martin 2010, p160)

In America, popular programs such as This American Life and Hearing
Voices are standard bearers for oral-history-on-radio, while StoryCorps, as
noted in 2.2, has created probably the biggest oral history archive in the
world. StoryCorps’s signature style, the deeply personal connection between
interviewer and interviewee, is a deliberate policy, aimed at nurturing
community and personal understanding:

By helping people to connect, and to talk about the questions that
matter, the StoryCorps experience is powerful and sometimes even
life-changing… Just as powerful is the experience of listening.
Whenever people listen to these stories, they hear the courage,
humor, trials and triumphs of an incredible range of voices.
(StoryCorps 2010).

A conversation between a lesbian in her sixties and her twelve-year-old
step-granddaughter is intimate, charming and moving as it charts the
woman’s revelation that her relationship with the girl’s grandmother is the first
one where anyone ‘was proud to love her’ and probes, gently, whether her
lesbianism is an issue for the girl. (Storycorps: Alperin 2009). The exchange is
neither corny nor maudlin, the girl’s tearful affection both moving and joyful.
Another conversation, between a retired professor and his former student,
focuses on the professor’s childhood memory of how his brother defended
him against an adult’s reprisal whipping (Storycorps #145). Other stories deal
with immigrant experiences, worklife, social and cultural rituals. The
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Storycorps interviews take oral history’s deliberations around subjectivity [see
2.3] to a new level of realisation. As Bournemouth poet and radio studies
academic Sean Street observed, in a paper exploring the links between radio
and oral history, ‘there’s a point where everyday language becomes poetry.’
Street’s paper was delivered at a conference in honour of Charles Parker,
held annually at Parker’s birthplace in Bournemouth since 2004. It drew
together the common impetus behind the work of pioneers like Parker, Terkel
and David Isay, mastermind and founder of StoryCorps.

Projects like StoryCorps… demonstrate how vital, in both senses of
the word, spoken language can be… Which all goes to prove just
how crucial it is to do the interview, to make the program, partly
because it makes wonderful radio but probably more importantly
because these things, these people, everything, is so fragile and
there’s a time limit to all things mortal. We should do it because we
can. It’s the lesson of the archivist. It’s a responsibility. Charles
Parker, I think, would agree.
(Street 2008)

The candidate proposes that this broadcast canon, which places well
researched oral history at the heart of creative storytelling on radio, has not
been given sufficient recognition as a genre in its own right. Naming it will
give legitimacy to a genre that tends to get lost within the too-broad
description of ‘radio journalism’ or ‘oral history’, when in fact it occupies its
own clear place in the oral history/crafted-radio continuum. This genre is not
like the ‘disposable’ radio of the live magazine show, where a host may
interview the rent-a-celebrity of the day or week, someone who has written a
book or climbed a mountain or won the lottery, and is therefore allocated their
Warholian fifteen minutes of fame. Often such interviewees do multiple
interviews on multiple radio channels, covering much the same ground. Their
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transient appeal for the listener lies in their novelty and/or timeliness. But
because of the gravitas of its research and the aesthetic appeal of its
presentation, the oral history/crafted-radio genre makes an enduring
contribution, which can sustain more than one listening. Thus, while 1.7
million people listen to This American Life each week, a further half a million
sign up for its podcasts, in order to be able to retain the program and listen to
it at will and perhaps more than once. In order to position oral-history-ascrafted-radio as an identifiable genre on the oral history/radio continuum, the
candidate proposes the adoption of the term ‘Doc-OH Feature’ to describe
this hybrid radio form, offspring of both the radio documentary and feature.
The name, though not particularly graceful, emphasises the primary oral
history research that underpins the work and is grounded in a blend of
journalistic and oral history principles as outlined in 2.2 and 2.3. This solid
core of oral history allows the radio program to fill a gap in public knowledge
and extend the public record. There are many oral history archives, but what
makes the Doc-OH Feature distinctive is that instead of languishing on a
public library database, undiscovered or impenetrably unwieldy in length and
form, its oral history is made more accessible via its radio treatment. It is
distilled and creatively shaped, using the embellishments and techniques of
the doc/feature producer: music, archival elements, sound effects, ‘wild’
sound and dramatisations, as well as production techniques such as
montage, multi-tracking and sound manipulation (e.g.application of reverb,
contrapuntal voice and other dramatising effects). It benefits from artful
interview editing, including ‘filleting’ of the interview so as to bring forth the
salient points and punchiest or most effectively articulated segments, and
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sequencing of those interview excerpts in such a way that the narrative theme
of the program unfolds in a measured, fiction-like trajectory that may involve
‘chapters’ or ‘scenes’. All these program elements are collated, shaped and
‘written’ with a distinctive authorial voice, evident in the aural production and
the argument behind the content, as well as in the optional inclusion of
narration.
This American Life (TAL), produced by Chicago Public Radio, is another
example of the Doc-OH Feature genre. It takes itself less seriously than
Hindsight (ABC Radio National), describing itself as ‘a documentary show for
people who hate documentaries’. But it also applies artistic production
techniques, from layered soundtrack to use of actuality. Since its premiere in
1995 on WBEZ public radio in Chicago, TAL has provided moving, off-beat
and intimate portraits of ordinary American lives: stories about mundaneseeming topics like babysitting, sissies or summer camps, or transformative
events like being a transplant recipient, or the subject of a police chase, show
the scope and range of the Doc-OH-Feature, which can canvass
contemporary themes as well as historical events. The stories on TAL
collectively showcase the character, concerns and foibles of the nation, just
as Terkel’s massive tomes highlighted his era’s preoccupations with race,
work and class, but with the enhanced accessibility on TAL of hearing the
speakers directly, rather than reading edited transcript. The one-hour show
will often link several stories around the same theme, sometimes finding
international connections to domestic contexts, which extends the
democratising capability associated with oral history, and illustrates the
journalistic range and artistic capacity of the Doc-OH-Feature. ‘The Bridge’
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(TAL 2010, 407) begins in Chicago, with host Ira Glass interviewing a
homeless man who established a cosy living space inside a Chicago bridge
until police intervened (‘Prologue’). It moves to China, for a shocking fifteenminute package about a man whose personal mission is to try to stop the
numerous people who jump to their deaths from a four-mile bridge in Nanjing
(Act One.Troubled Bridge over Water). After a linked musical interlude – an
example of the creative element characteristic of a Doc-OH-Feature – Act
Two (Bridge and Tunnel) moves to the Middle East and a journalistic
exploration of how illegal tunnels between Egypt and the Gaza strip act as a
bridge to bypass the Israeli blockade of the strip. The final Act, Throw The
Book At Them, returns to the US and the acoustically evocative story of a
community of sex offenders who camp on a Miami causeway, after being
barred from most of the city. The drama-like structure of theme-based TALs
conveys the program’s conception of itself as journalism which ‘tends to use a
lot of the techniques of fiction: scenes and characters and narrative threads’
(This American Life 2010). Occasional one-hour ‘specials’ are devoted to
more obviously journalistic themes linked to current affairs, economic or
political topics, but these are also lent the artistic sound treatment of the DocOH Feature. NUMMI (TAL 2010) is a penetrating account of the failure of
General Motors in its joint venture with Toyota, under the New United Motor
Manufacturing Inc., aka NUMMI, opened in 1984. Much of NUMMI’s impact
derives from the range and quality of the 16 oral history interviews it features,
in which former GM workers frankly discuss drinking on the job, absenteeism
and a general culture of disaffection, and how these attitudes collided with the
much more efficient practices at Toyota. In a strong example of Doc-OH
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Feature technique, the oral history is enlivened and illuminated by the use of
actuality – notably speeches and sound effects from the auto assembly line.
TAL’s programs are usually strongly narrator-driven, but they often use
actuality, music and especially a solid and well crafted interview core to
achieve narrative force. The TAL website describes its approach in a chatty
but discerning manner – much the same style as that conveyed by the
programs themselves.

We're not a news show or a talk show or a call-in show. We're not
really formatted like other radio shows at all. Instead, we do these
stories that are like movies for radio. There are people in dramatic
situations. Things happen to them. There are funny moments and
emotional moments and—hopefully—moments where the people in
the story say interesting, surprising things about it all. It has to be
surprising. It has to be fun… What we like are stories that are both
funny and sad. Personal and sort of epic at the same time.
(This American Life 2010)

TAL’s concerns with the personal/epic mirror Portelli’s credo that oral
history is transformative, linking life to times. Whether it is TAL’s ‘movies for
radio’ approach or the Hindsight dictum that ‘the memories of ordinary
Australians are woven into complex, credible and satisfying documentaries’,
both these radio formats evince the blend of art, journalism and history (recent
or otherwise) that is at the heart of the particular form of radio I have labelled
the Doc-OH Feature. Its aim, in sum, is to harness the listenability of crafted
radio and showcase the content that oral history can provide; together this
can reveal aspects of personal lives hitherto undisclosed to the public. The
format uses the feature maker’s art, while keeping faith with the
documentarist’s concern with fairness and authenticity. Radio has the ability
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to harness what Braun (2007) calls ‘the fidgety energy of life’ and to advance
an understanding of our common humanity – and if we’re lucky, along the
way, we may detect Terkel’s ‘precious metal’ in the people we encounter and
seek to understand. This then is the candidate’s purpose in making Marrying
Out: to move, to inform and to delight and in so doing, to connect past and
present lives.
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PART 4: MARRYING OUT – Case Study

6.1 Aim and methodology
The project aim was to recruit a broad spectrum of personal experiences
pertaining to mixed marriage between Catholics and Protestants in Australia
and its impact on family relations to the 1970, within a logistical limit of around
50 interviewees. Of secondary interest were experiences relating to CatholicProtestant identity and sectarian conflict between the two communities. I
believe oral history offered an ideal methodology with which to explore this
topic, which is familiar to most people over the age of 50 born in Australia, but
little known to younger people and in danger of being forgotten or
misrepresented. As Frisch observes: ‘what happens to experience on the
way to becoming memory? What happens to experience on the way to
becoming history? As an era of intense collective experience recedes into the
past, what is the relationship of memory to historical generalisation. These…
are the sort of questions that oral history is peculiarly, perhaps uniquely, able
to penetrate.’ (Frisch 1979, p70)

FORMAT
The interviews would be conducted for a dual purpose: as the basis for a
radio program, to be made in the Doc-OH Feature format, and as an oral
history archive, to be deposited in a public institution.

OUTCOME
50 interviews were recorded. The longest interview, with a mixed marriage
couple (Rogers), was 2 hours 50 minutes. The shortest, with Meg Clancy on
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Irish/Catholic/Australian culture and an aunt’s mixed marriage, was 15
minutes. The total broadcast-quality interview audio came to 35 hours. This
wealth of oral history, which according to the Curator of Oral History at the
National Library of Australia, collectively addressed a gap in the archives,41
allowed me to negotiate not one but two Hindsight slots on ABC Radio
National, giving Marrying Out (MO) a program duration of 2 x 55’. The
National Library of Australia has acquired the oral history archive, supplied
with timed digital tape logs and interview releases, which specify access
conditions. Transcripts of most of the interviews have also been provided. The
archive is embargoed for use pending the submission of this Doctor of
Creative Arts.

6.2 Research stage
As is mandatory for any higher degree which includes interviews of a personal
nature, the project had to comply with guidelines set by the Human Research
Ethics Committee (HREC) at the University of Wollongong. This proved a
lengthy process. I provided the required information: a Participant Information
Form, which outlined the project and explained its possible negative impacts
on interviewees, a Consent Form which specified how the interview would be
used and allowed for a range of access conditions, a sample letter I intended
to send to newspapers and other sources to recruit informants, and sample
interview questions. I also completed the lengthy HREC application (some
sections of which were more directed at invasive medical research). I was
required to rewrite the ‘advertisements’ seeking informants, and to supply
multiple versions for email, phone and letter. It took almost a year from the
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date of my enrolment (February 2006) to obtaining HREC approval (Jan
2007). The HREC application and sample forms are appended. Pending
approval, I read widely on the topic of sectarianism, mixed marriage, religion
in Australia and Irish-Australian history, as background research to inform the
interviews.

RECRUITMENT OF INTERVIEWEES
I wrote to the following outlets, asking interested parties to contact me:
Newspapers/media:
Sydney Morning Herald
The Age
The Illawarra Mercury
The Newcastle Herald
The Irish Echo (newspaper of the Irish-Australian community)
Tain (Irish-Australian magazine)
Eureka Street (a Catholic online magazine)
The Catholic Weekly
The Catholic Voice (Canberra/Goulburn publication)
Aurora (Catholic publication Maitland-Newcastle)
Crosslight (Uniting Church publication, Victoria and Tasmania)
Southern Cross (Sydney Anglican Media)
Melbourne Anglican
Anglican News (western New South Wales)
Eugene O’Rourke, Irish community radio presenter, Melbourne
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Cultural/religious Institutions/Organisations
Aisling Society (Irish-Australian cultural group)
Celtic Club, Melbourne
Women’s Web, Melbourne (Catholic group)
Irish-Australian Studies Association (academic studies group)
Irish Studies e-list, University of Melbourne
Irish Studies e-list, University of NSW
Irish Studies Centre, Murdoch University, WA
Australian Christian Lobby
St James Ethics Centre, Sydney
St Vincent de Paul association, Canberra

The Age and the Illawarra Mercury declined to publish my letter (the former
wanted me to take a paid advertisement). In March/April 2007, I obtained
dozens of email and ‘snail mail’ responses arising from several of the other
media outlets, notably the Sydney Morning Herald, which published my
request in its prominent RSVP spot on 24.3.2007 [Fig 6.1]. The responses
came mostly from Sydney, Newcastle, Canberra and rural New South Wales
and Victoria, as well as from Tasmania and Queensland. The dearth of
responses from Melbourne reflected the absence of any letter in the
mainstream media there. Although I knew Melbourne would probably have
some particularly interesting stories due to the sectarian tensions ignited by
the provocative Irish archbishop Daniel Mannix (1917 - 63) and the split along
religious lines of the Australian Labor Party in the 1950s, I did not have the
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funding to do significant field recording interstate, so I did not pursue
recruitment further in Melbourne.

Fig 6.1 The advertisement published in the Sydney Morning Herald on
24.3.2007, seeking informants for Marrying Out.
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It was anticipated that informants would mainly comprise spouses in and
offspring of a mixed marriage. Clergy who had performed or been associated
with mixed marriage were also sought. ‘Ordinary’ or everyman voices were
actively sought, rather than public figures or seasoned interviewees, in
keeping with the avowed democratic purpose of both oral history and public
radio.
I responded to the emails and letters, seeking more information, and
then phoned those whose stories seemed the most interesting, to do a preinterview ‘vetting’ – common journalistic practice, to check how the
interviewee can communicate, and useful for oral history, in that it allows the
interviewer to clarify any confusing details and cross-check the informant’s
accuracy around dates and objective facts. Here are some examples of
emails (reproduced verbatim with permission) I followed up:

1. Reynolds via email
Hi, My name is Ian Reynolds and I am 80 yr old. I am the child of a mixed
marriage. My mother was a Catholic Irish lady and my father was a
English High Church of England man. My father’s father was very
opposed to the marriage and was very anti-Catholic. This marriage
affected my views on life very greatly so that I vowed I would never marry
a non-Catholic. In the end I did not get married.
If I fit into your project I am only to happy to talk to you with your
interesting project.
Ian Reynolds (address)

Ian sounded interesting for lots of reasons: he had been greatly affected
by his parents’ mixed marriage, which influenced his own views on marriage;
his parents dovetailed with the Irish/English cultural and political identity
embedded in the Catholic/Protestant labels; there had been family conflict;
and he was born in 1927, a decade when sectarian tensions peaked in
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Australia, following divisive issues around the First World War and the War of
Independence in Ireland (1919-21). It was also unusual for a person of 80 to
use email: I surmised that he was educated and/or a man of initiative.
All these factors augured well, but when I phoned him, I met with an
unexpected factor: he was deaf. He could conduct a phone conversation,
using a hearing device, but his speech was hard to understand and his voice
was unharmonious, due to his deafness. It would have been possible to
include his voice in a plain radio news package, where what he said could be
set up by a narrator to facilitate understanding, but in the kind of free-floating
production that was conceived for MO, Ian was not as strong as other
candidates and consequently was not used. Nonetheless, I decided to
interview him for the record, as his story was significant, and could perhaps
be addressed through my narration.
I found that Ian was a retired scientist, who had visited Antarctica and
had a passion for steam trains. He described what he knew of the antagonism
around his parents’ marriage, which centred on the stipulation that any
children would be raised Catholic, which Ian was. The most touching part was
that after his father died, when Ian was still in primary school, his Anglican
grandfather stepped in and paid the fees for Ian to continue his Catholic
education. This was a story I would hear many times: family members (usually
Protestant) honouring a pledge, even when it meant raising a child in a
religion they did not share, or as in this case, one they detested. I would also
hear of the opposite: spouses changing their mind about the agreed religion
for the children, and the bitterness and conflict that caused. I included both
these situations in the MO script.
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I was curious as to why Ian never married. He was a devout Catholic,
who had tried to become a priest, but was not accepted due to his disability.
He could not find a Catholic woman who shared his religious devotion and
wanted to marry him, so opted to remain single and be active as a lay-deacon
in the Catholic Church.

2. Judy Wells via email
Dear Siobhan,
Your call for participants caught my eye. In Australia in 1962, as a
convent educated catholic girl of 18, I married a young man whose
grandmother immigrated from Northern Ireland. This marriage lasted 16
years. I’ve subsequently had two other marriages – both to protestants.
While I haven’t been a practising catholic for a long time, I’m interested in
how this early influence has affected relationships and life choices. If any
of this might be useful to your research I’d be happy to participate.
Judy Wells.

Judy sounded interesting because of the Northern Ireland connection,
her serial marriage to Protestants, her detached religious attitude but interest
in reflecting on the social and personal aspects of the topic. Her email
signature revealed she was an academic, which suggested she might provide
a blend of personal story and intellectual analysis. This is exactly what
eventuated. She used colourful phrases – her first husband’s grandmother
was ‘Orange to the last chromosome’ – and also took a broad overview:
‘Catholics were Other in all the ways one could be Other.’ She was lively, with
a good voice, more youthful than her 63 years. She was, in short, excellent
radio talent and rich oral history material. And yet, due to program time
constraints and the need to maintain a coherent narrative without too many
detours, Judy Wells is included in MO only as one 30-second ‘grab’, in the
opening montage of Part 1. Her story was too tangential, intersecting with the
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topic mainly through the first husband; the second was a Finnish Lutheran she
married in Canada, and the third a nominal Anglican, well after the time frame
of MO. Her Irish Catholic background was fascinating, but perversely, too
idiosyncratic to be included as one of Tolan’s ‘representative’ voices [Tolan in
Biewen & Dilworth 2010, p73]. Judy’s story would make an excellent
autonomous program, but was too far outside the MO parameters to blend
more with other contributors. Yet the recording is far from wasted: the
unexpurgated interview can be mined by researchers with an interest in the
social issues she discusses, and though short, her excerpt adds a critical
element to the radio montage, in introducing the Them and Us concept that
would become a central theme of MO.

3. Haynes via email
Dear Siobhan,
My wife and I were married in 1962 in a Catholic/Protestant conflict era.
We are prepared to share our experience should you wish to contact us
on ------Regards,
John Haynes.

This minimalist email would turn out to yield one of the richest stories of
MO. And yet how easily it might have been overlooked, compared to the
emails that supplied graphic details of haunted childhoods and family
estrangement.
My methodology was to send a brief personalised response to every
email, thanking them for getting them in touch and asking for a phone
number. In John Haynes’ case, I merely added, ‘I’d love to hear more about
your story – you’re the first couple to contact me from that period’. John
supplied the phone number on 30.3.2007, but I got side-tracked with a
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Newcastle field trip in April and various other developments, and did not get
back to him. He emailed again in June to say he and his wife were going
overseas shortly and had not heard from me. Guiltily, I rang, reaching Helen
Haynes, his wife.
I quickly realised that the Haynes were significant: (i) because they were
a couple, and encapsulated the opposing situations (Many respondents,
especially older women, were widowed, while others were divorced) (ii) they
represented the Irish Catholic/English Protestant motif (iii) their story
exemplified the bigotry and bitterness of the sectarian divide, played out on
the family stage, most notably through John, an Anglican, being cut out of
three family wills for marrying Helen, a Catholic (iv) they were articulate and
had a pleasing dynamic (v) they were willing to reflect on and analyse their
experiences.
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Fig 6.2 John and Helen Haynes on their wedding day, Dubbo, New South
Wales, 1962

My timing was fortuitous. John’s mother had died a couple of years
before, so he finally felt able to speak out about the issues that had dogged
him for 45 years. It was he, not Helen, who acted on the advertisement in the
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Sydney Morning Herald. They were both happy to allow full public access to
their interview and photographs – John especially felt a sort of public duty to
place on record that this bigotry had occurred, with devastating personal
effects. In person, he was a reserved type, not one to talk easily about his
feelings. But he considered any question thoughtfully and sought to be
honest. The interview process is discussed below.

6.3 Selection of interviewees
I selected 32 interviewees from my public recruitment. After a lengthy phone
conversation with one potential interviewee, during which she emotionally
described an isolated childhood in a mixed marriage, one declined to proceed,
fearing it would upset her siblings. To these 31 interviewees were added
about 15 others obtained by word of mouth. The remaining four were
serendipitous inclusions – for example, I stopped in a small country town
(Marulan, NSW) to take a photo of a church where one of my informants was
married. I asked directions in a café/craft shop, whose elderly manager had a
fund of family stories about mixed marriage conflict. Since I was returning
from a field trip, I luckily had a digital recorder and release form/ethics kit with
me. I interviewed her on the spot; though she did not make it into the radio
series, her story of the boys in her family being raised Protestant and the girls
Catholic, and of religious conflict thereby extending to siblings, amplified the
range of experiences on record.
I obtained a similarly opportunistic interview in Newcastle, NSW. One
set of informants told me about a friend’s elderly Catholic mother, who at 89,
was still known to complain about having been forced to marry her Protestant
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husband in the drab surrounds of the presbytery, rather than in the splendour
of the church, some 65 years before. I obtained her contact details from her
son, who said she’d be pleased to hear from me. I had only a spare hour or so
on the trip, but luckily, Nora Dunne agreed to meet me straight away.
Although the recording is only 20 minutes, it contains some rich detail from an
earlier era. Nora’s chagrin at not being allowed to marry on the main altar
turned out to be a common irritant, and such a key indicator of inter-faith
tensions at the time, that I called Part 1 Not in Front of the Altar. Nora’s
version of the story had a humorous twist to it, which, along with her status as
the oldest informant, made for great radio:
______________________________________________________
30. 57 Excerpt Part 1, MO:
MUSIC: Catholic Hymn: Holy God We praise Thy Name
Under narration
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Now it was the Protestant's turn to feel like a second-class citizen. Even
armed with the Five Instructions, no Protestant could be admitted onto
the main altar of a Catholic Church. The exuberant splendour of a Nuptial
Mass was for Catholic couples only. Mixed couples got a no-frills affair,
with the exchange of vows relegated to a cheerless setting out of sight of
friends and family.
NORA DUNNE
Yes, in the presbytery. It was a dirty old presbytery too.
SMH
Did you feel hurt by that?
NORA DUNNE:
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Not at the time I didn't. I was married in 1942. You know, you obey what
you can do and what you can't do. But as the years went by I did,
because there were two other people married at the same time and both
those girls were married in the church, but they were both pregnant, and I
wasn't.

_________________________________________________

6.4. Collection of 50 interviews:
I collected 50 interviews over two years, in Sydney, Melbourne, Newcastle,
Canberra and their rural surrounds. Twenty-seven informants were Catholic or
lapsed Catholic, 16 were Protestant (Anglican, Presbyterian and Methodist)
and seven had converted (five from Protestant to Catholic, two the other way).
The group included 36 spouses in a mixed marriage (17 Protestant, 19
Catholic, including converts), 18 children who grew up in a mixed marriage
(16 raised Catholic and two Protestant), two Catholic priests and three
Protestant ministers. Some informants had a dual role – raised in a mixed
marriage and a spouse in one. All three Protestant ministers were also
spouses in a mixed marriage.
Of the 50, I selected 35 broadcast-quality interviews to be digitally
archived with the National Library of Australia, as below. The remaining 15
were omitted mainly due to poor sound quality (some were interviewed by
phone as I could not arrange a face-to-face interview due to availability or
distance).
TAPE/SOURCE
MM McHugh
001

NAME
Fr William
CRAHAN

BACKGROUND

DUR

Retired Catholic priest, based
2:01:50
in rural NSW area 1950s-1990s
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MM McHugh
002

MM McHugh
003

MMMcHugh
004

MMMcHugh
005

MM McHugh
006

MM McHugh
007

MM McHugh
008
MM McHugh
009

MM McHugh
010

MM McHugh
011
MM McHugh
012
MM McHugh
013

Gwen
CASSIDY
NB To be
known as
‘Gwen’ on radio
Warren and
Christine
SHEPPARD

Methodist, married Catholic,
1947. Husband rejected
Catholic Church due to bullying
priest

00:53:09

Warren a Catholic lay-deacon,
Christine a Uniting Church
Minister, married 1974,
ecumenical activists.
Bernadette and Bernadette, Catholic, married
Bob
Bob, lapsed Anglican, 1976,
ALEXANDER
children raised Catholic, no
conflict.
Nora DUNNE
Nora, Catholic, 89 years old, in
1942 married Tom,
Presbyterian, in Catholic
Presbytery - rankles.
Tony and Elaine Tony, Catholic, married Elaine,
DAVIS
Anglican, in Catholic church,
1961. His family boycotted
wedding. Tony later became
Anglican and a Mason.
Judy WELLS
Catholic, married 3 Protestants,
1962 to 1994: Presbyterian,
Lutheran and Anglican
backgrounds.
Bev and Kevin
Bev, Catholic, married Kevin,
HINCKS
Anglican, 1959, in a Catholic
church. Inter-church activists.
“LOUISE”
Child of conflicted mixed
marriage c. 1940, she brought
up Catholic like mother, brother
brought up Protestant.
Margaret and
Margaret, Catholic, and
Jonathan WICK Jonathan, Methodist m. 1979
St Mary’s Cathedral, Sydney,
concelebrated by Uniting
Church Minister. His mother
hostile.
Gay WILSON
Child of mixed marriage, raised
Catholic, married Presbyterian
1960, conflict with in-laws
John and Helen John, Anglican, disinherited for
HAYNES
marrying Helen, Catholic, 1962.
Sectarian work environment
“ Anna”
Raised a closet Catholic 1960s
till her Catholic mother died,
when Protestant father
imposed Presbyterianism.

01:05:38

00:30:37

00:19:39

00:44:50

00:40:50

01:16:14

00:38:22

00:48:10

00:31:22

01:25:16

01:02:54
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MM McHugh
014

“Mary”

MM McHugh
015

Aidan and
Frances
MOORE

MM McHugh
016

Heather
SHEPHERD

MM McHugh
017

Jean McLEAN

MM McHugh
018

Michael FLYNN

MM McHugh
019

Pamela
CUNNINGHAM

MM McHugh
020

Meg CLANCY

MM McHugh
021

Cordelia HULL

MM McHugh
022
& 022A

Val ROGERS

MM McHugh
023

Jo ROGERS

Catholic, married Protestant
1948 in C of E Church and in
1964 married him again in
Catholic Church ceremony. No
parents present on either
occasion.
Irish-born son of Irish
Protestant British Army Captain
and Catholic IRA activist
(c.1920), raised Catholic,
marries SA Protestant,
daughter of Mason, who later
becomes a Catholic.
Methodist, disinherited for
marrying Catholic, Marulan
NSW, 1961. Nuts on wheel of
their honeymoon ute sabotaged
in malicious act.
Methodist, married Catholic,
vestry St Patrick’s Cathedral
Melbourne 1949, children
raised Anglican/non-religious
Catholic father married
Anglican mother Catholic
church Bathurst NSW – priest
switched main altar round to
subvert Church ruling
Catholic father, Jewish mother,
raised Catholic, married
Protestant. Third generation
mixed marriage.
Catholic Aunt Judy forbidden to
marry Protestant, pined always.
Aunt Eunice, Uncle Eugene Pope or Queen on wall.
Sectarianism and C/P identity,
Melbourne, 1950s/60s.
Daughter of Anglican vicar
converts to Catholicism as
pregnant teenager to marry a
Catholic, rural Victoria 1965
Irish-born Catholic priest turned
Anglican minister after
marriage to former Catholic
nun, Jo Rogers
Former Catholic nun from
Lismore, NSW marries former
Catholic priest, now Anglican
minister

00:27.10

01:13:10

00:23:07

01:07:01

01:02:19

01:08:48

00:15:00

00:55:20

01:13:02
00:51:23

00:46:50
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MM McHugh
024

Kaye
AMBROSE

MM McHugh
025

Debbie
MILLARDSHIP

MM McHugh
026
HD
MM McHugh
027

Susan
TIMMINS

MM McHugh
028
MM McHugh
029
MM McHugh
030

MM McHugh
031

MM McHugh
032

MM McHugh
033
MM McHugh
034
MM McHugh
035

Methodist married Catholic in
00:56:10
Methodist Church, Melbourne,
1966, his family hostile
Catholic married Protestant C
00:45:00
of E Melbourne 1983, his family
hostile. Couple converted to
Uniting Church.
Catholic mother eloped with
00:52:53
Anglican father, Maitland, NSW

Bruce ROGERS Presbyterian, Melbourne,
aborted marriage to Catholic
‘60s. Bachelor.
Elaine
Catholic, married Protestant
WEARNE
/Mason, Melbourne 1940s, no
conflict
Dr Robin BOYD Presbyterian minister, b. N
Ireland, now Uniting Church
minister, Melbourne
Fr John
Irish-born Catholic priest, in
MCSWEENEY
Australia since 1940s, presided
over mixed marriages NSW.
Parish priest defied side altar
ruling.
Alma
Father a Catholic, mother
DOUGLAS
Anglican, grandmother Orange
Lodge /Presbyterian, raised
Catholic
Harry
Celebrated broadcaster, father
GRIFFITHS
a Protestant/Mason, mother a
Catholic. Harry raised
Protestant, sister raised
Catholic , humorous stories.
KIMBERLY
Mother Anglican, father
OSULLIVAN
Catholic, raised Catholic
STEWARD
Colin
b. 1929. Catholic tribal identity
CHANDLER
of 1940s on. Job discrimination

01:13:00

John BOND aka b. 1936, father Protestant C of
‘James”
E, mother Irish Catholic, raised
Catholic. NSW Policeman
1955-1996 – discrimination in
police force, rigging of crime
statistics

01:02:27

01:21:00

01:48:15

00:24:00

00:56:40

01:11:00

00:35:31

00:01:17

The predominance of Catholic respondents may be partly due to their
affinity with my clearly Gaelic (and therefore culturally Irish Catholic) first
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name, Siobhan. It may mean that Catholics felt more strongly about the issue
and saw it as a chance to articulate a sense of grievance. It may reflect the
fact that my request was circulated in more overtly Irish Catholic outlets than
Protestant ones, which were harder to locate – although that bias should be
compensated for to a degree by exposure in neutral mass media like the
Sydney Morning Herald. The selection was never intended to be statistically
representative. As prominent American oral historian Ronald Grele notes:
‘Interviewees are selected, not because they present some abstract statistical
norm, but because they typify historical processes… The real issues are
historiographical, not statistical’ (Grele 1996, p 3). Perks and Thomson remind
us also of the constantly evolving nature of memory, in response to current
events: ‘…oral historians now agree that their memory sources are not only
about the past but can also be used to examine the nature of historical
memory and the meanings of the past in the present for individuals and
society’ (Perks & Thomson 2006, p211).
I recorded some informants even when they turned out to be at a
tangent to my topic, purely because their story was in itself fascinating. This
is a variant of what Portelli refers to as the truth vs beauty conundrum – do
you select the informant with meticulous factual recall or the one who spins a
great yarn? Portelli gives ‘two bases for legitimation in telling a life story:
either the life is meaningful or the story is well told (the ideal of course is to
combine both)’ (Portelli 1997, p19). In the case of Aidan Moore, I had both.
Born in Ireland in the 1940s, his father was descended from Oliver Cromwell,
the 17th Century English military commander who was, Moore said, ‘the
English Hitler as far as the Irish were concerned’. Moore’s father was an Irish
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Protestant who served in the British Army at Gallipoli and returned to Ireland
as the Irish War of Independence was under way in 1919. Moore’s mother
was an IRA activist in that war. His parents met when his mother had been
arrested on suspicion of torching a police station. She was facing summary
justice from the corrupt Black and Tans, an auxiliary British police force in
Ireland, when Moore’s father, still a British officer, intervened. They waited
until after Ireland signed a Treaty with England in 1921 to marry, but Moore’s
father was still disinherited. He converted to Catholicism to marry Moore’s
mother and moved to Kerry, an Irish Republican stronghold, where Aidan
Moore was raised a Catholic. The family had unresolved tensions. Moore’s
sister was christened Georgina, to honour her father’s respect for the English
monarch, but was known to the rest of her anti-monarchy family as Patricia.
Moore emigrated to Australia in the 1960s and married Frances, the
Protestant daughter of an anti-Catholic Mason. Later, Frances became a
Catholic but by then Moore had renounced his own faith.
Moore’s story of itself is an engrossing tale and he is a superb raconteur,
informed and opinionated. But to date it has not been published, as it fell
outside the parameters of my series. Likewise, I had to omit the engaging and
articulate couple, Val and Jo Rogers. Val was an Irish Catholic priest, Jo a
Catholic nun and daughter of a mixed marriage, when they met in Lismore,
northern NSW, in the 1980s. After a long and platonic relationship, they
decided to marry. Val however, wished to continue his priestly work, and
presented himself to his archbishop with a petition for ‘a new parish with a
double bed’. Catholic Church teaching did not however permit such an
arrangement, so after Jo (who had left the convent) and Val (still technically a
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Catholic priest) were married in the Catholic Church (by a priest friend who
was later penalised for his actions), Val became an Anglican minister. Jo now
describes herself as a ‘Universalist’, but still culturally Catholic.
Some of the other oral histories which were too multi-faceted to relate in
a radio narrative, I was able to include in a multi-media article in an academic
journal, History Australia (McHugh 2009). Aspects such as intra-Protestant
differences, Jewish-Catholic-Protestant marriage and the subversion of the
‘Not in Front of the Altar’ rule could be more adequately covered in print, as
could an analysis of the data. But even choosing the factors that worked best
on radio – engaging speakers, self-standing stories, and first-hand
experiences rather than factual analysis – it was clear that with some 30
hours of interview having to be contained within two hours of radio, culling
would have to be ruthless and rigorous. The interviewing process also played
some part in determining which interviews would ultimately be used in the
series, so it is worth considering first.

6.5 Interview Process
The interviews were conducted using a mixture of the journalistic and oral
history theories discussed in Chapter 2. I tried not to intrude my beliefs or
opinions, but did elaborate if asked. I became conscious of my own
subconscious stereotyping: I was surprised when one informant described a
teetotal Catholic father who had ten teetotal Catholic siblings, and a
Protestant mother who smoked and drank (and did yoga!), which subverted
the image of the hard-drinking Irish and the wowser/ascetic Protestant. Such
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stereotypes were constantly undermined: I discovered large, poor Protestant
families, wealthy Catholic ones, a hilarious Methodist, a dour Catholic.
I have no way of knowing if Protestant informants refrained from telling
me things because of their conscious or unconscious sense of ‘difference’, or
whether Catholics were more open because of a perceived alignment. I
suspect the latter, at least, is true. I was also conscious of my own ignorance,
around Protestant denominational differences, and of buried prejudice – when
Tony Davis revealed that he was a Mason, I had to quell an urge to bolt. To
‘us’ (Irish Catholics), Masons were the feared enemy, a milder version of the
Ku Klux Klan. Tony Davis was a particularly unusual case, in that he was
raised Catholic, only converting to Anglicanism after his family opposed his
marriage to Elaine, an Anglican. Yet the first words he utters are ‘My Dad was
a Roman Catholic’. Australian-Irish Catholics do not call Catholics ‘Roman
Catholic’; that term carries a pejorative sub-text, used by some Protestants to
imply that Catholics are Papists (another pejorative term), ruled by Rome, and
therefore, in an Australian context, disloyal. I was taken aback when Davis
used the term, and when he got to speaking about his decision to become a
Mason, I avoided asking him what I really wanted to know – how he could
have ‘sold out’ and joined the ‘enemy’. We covered the issue to some degree,
but not in the depth required. Hence it only appeared as a very small section
of MO (Part 1, at 28.17). Davis was a very warm and pleasant person, who
went out of his way to show me the local sights afterwards. I ascribe my poor
interview questioning to my feeling (unwarrantedly) intimidated, for cultural
and historical reasons – something I did not anticipate.
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Fig 6.3 Tony and Elaine Davis on their honeymoon, Surfers Paradise,
1961.

It’s always easy with hindsight to spot gaps in an interview. I should
have asked Kevin Hincks how an Anglican/Baptist like him had a first name
that is usually identified as ‘Catholic’. I regret not asking Susan Timmins how
her long-estranged uncle responded when she attacked his family for having
abandoned herself and her brother to an orphanage after their mother died.
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The radio series did not suffer from the omission – her account is one of its
most emotional moments (Part 2, 47.30) - but it would have furnished a more
complete oral history had I pursued it. I believe I did not ask it at the time
because Susan briefly became distraught, but after she had composed
herself, I could have followed it up.
Two other interviewees became emotional: ‘Anna’ became teary when
recalling how her Aunty Eileen secretly came to the schoolyard to see her
after her mother died. Kaye Ambrose cried when reading the letter she wrote
to her future mother-in-law, asserting her love for her (recently deceased)
husband. All three informants wanted to resume the interview and did not ask
for any part to be cut out.
For radio editing purposes, as well as for richer and more connected oral
history, I wish I had systematically asked every informant certain core
questions, such as what each Catholic’s perception of a ‘Protestant’ was, or
what each Protestant’s perception of a ‘Catholic’ was. I could also have
established base line questions about each informant’s view of how their
religion tied in to their political or cultural identity, and what their views on the
monarchy/Empire/Australian nationalism were. These issues were covered
very well in some interviews, but it would have been revealing to get a
consistent response. Such collective answers are also technically useful for
radio, as they facilitate collation as a sort of self-standing vox pop.

INTERVIEWING COUPLES:
I generally prefer to interview each member of a couple alone, so as not to
have one, consciously or not, interfere with the other’s story, or dominate. For
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MO, since the topic pertained to coupledom, I interviewed couples together.
This created an interesting situation with John and Helen Haynes. Besides the
ongoing interpretation of memory which, as we have seen [Ch 2] happens in
any oral history interview, John and Helen, prompted by my questions,
influenced each other in how they reshaped their individual versions of
events. John’s father had worked for a government body called the Egg
Marketing Board. Here is an edited interview transcript:

Excerpt interview - Haynes, Narrabeen, NSW, 9 July 2007
SMH: Do you think that the Egg Marketing Board was a Protestant
enclave?
John Haynes. Yes I do. Snippets of conversation from time to time would
lead you to believe that the senior positions there would almost invariably
be filled with respective merit by Protestant people, not by Catholics. If
you were a Catholic you could get up to a certain level but not beyond…
SMH: Could there have been an economic reason there that your father
might have feared that his prospects at the Egg Marketing Board were
compromised if his son married a Catholic?
John Haynes: I never felt that but I think you [to Helen] raised that issue
the other day. [Helen raised it after my phone discussion pre-interview].
Helen Haynes: Yes, I was always under the impression that one of the
big reasons is that he didn’t want people at work to know that you were
marrying a Catholic. He probably had risen as far as he could go then; it
wouldn’t necessarily be for promotion but I think it was probably the
shame of it – it was a stigma at work to have a Catholic in the family.
John Haynes: That’s putting it pretty strongly, but I guess this explains
why I was so surprised. I could not think of any rationale. It wasn’t as if
my parents had ever gone to Church to the best of my knowledge except
for weddings and funerals…

Through the interview process, John Haynes comes to accept Helen’s view
that it was a stigma to have a Catholic in the family. Several other couples
demonstrated this spontaneous challenging and debating of their own beliefs
– notably the Wicks, Hincks and Sheppards.
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Fig 6.4 John and Helen Haynes in 2007

6. 6 Post-interview methodology
Despite my reservations about printed transcripts [Ch 4], they are a useful
adjunct to the editing/publishing process. I had most of the 50 interviews
transcribed, and proofed them carefully. I also made timed summaries (logs)
of the recordings, to National Library of Australia specifications. Finally, I
made a brief (one-page) summary of interview highlights/triggers. Below is an
example of abridged working notes.

Kimberly - rueful humour, good Cath childhood stuff. First inkling of ‘apartheid’
issue – did not meet a Prot till 21.
Gwen – m.1947. Methodist. Great raconteur – vignettes. Priest with big black
hat.
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Sheppards – too theological.
Hincks – great example of harmonious couple
Louise – bit diffident, good story
Wicks - expansive, great voices
Gay – great expressiveness, passion. School shoes, sympathy card stories
Helen – closet Catholic, worried re anonymity
Mary – dry – story re father – ‘waste of a suit ‘ when wedding called off
Heather – honeymoon ute sabotaged
Jean – hilarious re walking down the aisle
Elaine – no conflict – control story – no good for radio
Alma – childlike view, tho 70
Harry – great stories, C of E did the best picnics
John – police rigged crime stats re Caths

Checking research:
Having absorbed the interviews, I cross-checked the research. I mined Hans
Mol, a Danish sociologist who had done a major investigation, Religion in
Australia 1966, for statistics and context. I tested assertions of blatant job
discrimination and found online Australian newspaper advertisements from
last century saying Catholics Need Not Apply. I did not have access to online
newspapers from the 1950s and ’60s and due to time pressures, could not
pore through hard copy. Several of my informants mentioned that David
Jones, a major Sydney department store, did not employ Catholics. After this
went to air, a Catholic Labor identity and former union rep, whom I had been
unable to interview due to his illness, told me that in fact David Jones (DJs)
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had a Catholic running a special section of the store which provided nuns’
habits.
What this shows is that oral history allows for multiple truths. My
informants believed that DJs did not employ Catholics; in their experience,
they faced a perceived discrimination. More than one person mentioned that
DJs did not stock Catholic school uniforms; you bought them at the ‘Catholic’
store, Mark Foy. But evidently at other times and for other people, DJs
welcomed Catholics. Other companies, like Wunderlich Tiles, were open
about not employing Catholics – hence my use of their name in the
dramatised advertisement in MO.
Although I had a fund of anecdotes about sectarian division in the public
service, I only found two academic articles to support it: Spann and
Curnow (eds.1972) and Edwards (2007). One of the most controversial
assertions was by John Bond, a Catholic, raised in a mixed marriage,
who served in the NSW police force from 1955-1996. He recounted
workplace discrimination against Catholics: his superior railed at him for
investigating vandalism at a Catholic school (“you don’t waste your time
with these [nuns]”) and he believed Catholic applicants were
disproportionately denied jobs in the force. Most interestingly, he said he
witnessed police records being tampered with, in order to escalate the
number of criminals of Catholic origin. Although he signed a release
form allowing his interview to be archived, he asked to be known only as
‘James’ in the radio series, for fear of vilification from former colleagues.
This is how I presented his assertion in the series:
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EXCERPT MO Part 2, 37.10
SIOBHAN MCHUGH (narrator)
This Catholic former police officer, call him 'James', witnessed systemic
bias against Catholics in the New South Wales police force from the
fifties to the nineties. A colleague, who was a Mason, told him how the
recruitment system was rigged against Catholics and when he processed
miscreants and criminals, James saw how even they were used to further
religious bigotry.
‘JAMES’
I observed, on many occasions, when some of my prisoners were
processed, that despite the fact that they gave title to other religious
denominations, they were suddenly re-categorised as Catholics. I made it
clear that I was not happy with this practice because Catholics would
appear to be amongst the greatest offenders of the prisoners charged.
That stance by me did not endear me to my superiors and as a result I
found myself doing menial tasks.

If, as Bond claims, the records were being rigged to demonise Catholics,
this provides an important example of how oral history can contest official
history – not just by providing alternative and overlooked experiences and
perspectives, as is the commonly advanced purpose, but also to directly
challenge the so-called superiority of documented sources. Documents, as we
have seen [Ch 2] can be as selective and subjective as oral history. They can
also be false – as is alleged here. Yet the public tends to trust them, believing
them to be authentic records. By coincidence, within even the small oral
histories I gathered for MO, one informant actually referred to statistics about
the large number of Catholic prisoners as being the reason her father put
Catholics down. The comment, below, could not be included in the series. The
era is not specified, but it was most likely to have been in the 1940s or ’50s.
______________________________________
Excerpt interview Gwen Cassidy, at 34.30:
SMH.
You were talking earlier about the attitudes of Catholics and Protestants
and the calling of names and being in different worlds, have you any
understanding of why that situation was the way it was?
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Gwen Cassidy.
I wish I did. Why we were all so different was never explained to us as
children. It didn’t start in my home. I do remember my father saying
something about ‘oh, the jails are full of Catholics’. I thought that was
awfully biased but he said it wasn’t biased. He said, ‘the figures that I've
read show that they are’.

Similarly, Catholic Church records suggest that mixed marriages did not take
place on the main altar of a Catholic Church until 1966, when Pope Paul VI
rescinded the rule forbidding them. But Fr John McSweeney’s oral history
openly declares that this rule was ignored, by him and fellow curates, in at
least one Sydney parish in the 1950s.

6.7 Radio series
How to distil this vast cacophony of sometimes conflicting data into a
representative, cohesive and compelling sound narrative? First I made a list of
themes that recurred in the interviews. I then combed through all the
recordings and located key phrases under each theme, rating each phrase for
its expressiveness/succinctness and noting its location and duration. A good
and editable phrase might get one star; a punchier one two stars; one that
clearly grabbed attention for both content and delivery got three. Consistent
themes, in order of incidence were:

Catholic/Protestant Divide
Identity: Catholic, Protestant, Irishness, Englishness
Wedding Ceremony
Family Hostility
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Boy Meets Girl – how the couples met
Church – arrogance, bullying, politics, theology
Offspring – raising children, attitude, change
Negotiating two faiths in mixed marriage
English-Irish divide
Marriage on Side Altar
Generational mixed marriage
Ecumenism
Religious belief

Fig 6.5 Working notes from theme, ‘family hostility’, showing timed
interview excerpts with ratings.
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Once interview grabs were allocated under these themes, the material
was considerably more manageable and program structures began to suggest
themselves. Discussions with ABC Hindsight’s Executive Producer had led to
a decision that the material fell naturally into two parts: one on spouses, one
on children’s experiences of mixed marriage.
Before assembling the programs further, I set about finding or creating
the additional audio elements I would need for aesthetic purposes – to
advance or enhance the narrative. From combing and re-combing the
interviews to collate them under themes, I had become very familiar with the
content, which in turn had triggered ideas for supplementary archival and
dramatic material, as well as actuality and music.

6.8 Additional audio elements:
6.8.1. Composed Music
For radio documentary/feature, instrumental music is generally preferable to
song, which competes with the spoken word content. I also wanted emotional
music, that would pick up and reveal the different moods of the oral histories:
sad, poignant, reflective, grief-stricken, lighthearted. Musician and musical
scholar Theo van Leeuwen comments that ‘the violin and the cello continued
to be… key instruments for the expression of emotion’ (van Leeuwen 2010,
p8).
With a modest fee from University of Wollongong, I commissioned Dr
Thomas Fitzgerald, composer, violin player and pianist, to create a musical
score. Fitzgerald is a celebrated musician, composer and academic, steeped
in genres from folk to classical, and an accomplished composer for radio
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(http://wingsofmusic.net/). He is also culturally of Irish-Australian background,
and had extensive personal acquaintance with the series themes. I wrote
‘snapshots’ of some of the interviewees, encapsulating experiences that might
trigger a musical response for him. I provided interview excerpts so that he
could hear the emotion he was writing to. He responded magnificently. He
composed three CDs of diverse music – aching phrases on violin and viola,
meditative piano, jangled tinklings suggestive of discord, measured rhythms,
folk/Irish motifs. The instrumental masterpiece is Fitzgerald’s Wedding Waltz,
a piece with Irish traditional overtones in the manner of the Ashokan Farewell
theme from Ken Burns’ television series, The Civil War. It builds from a gentle
start to a tender, enveloping sadness. I use it to end both programs, and only
there – it is too powerful to use anywhere else, but gives a wonderful sense of
resolution, as well as highlighting the poignancy and reflective nature of the
concluding spoken word excerpts.
To my surprise and delight, Fitzgerald also wrote a song, Marrying Out,
based largely on the experiences of Susan Timmins’ parents, Errol White and
Julia O’Brien. Although the lyrics are simple, the song has considerable force.
The singer is Kavisha Mazzella, a Melbourne folksinger. I asked Fitzgerald to
record the music in multiple versions, so that I could use a fragment here, a
reprise there. He also recorded Mazzella singing Marrying Out various ways,
which I weave in and out of the series.
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Fig 6.6 Julia O’Brien and Errol White in the 1920s. The tragic story of
their elopement and Julia’s subsequent estrangement was the basis for
Tom Fitzgerald’s song, Marrying Out.

6.8.2. Musical Motifs
Besides his own compositions, I asked Fitzgerald to record musical themes
and airs redolent of the era, and of religious and cultural identity. Throughout
the series I use Fitzgerald’s instrumental variations on Faith of our Fathers,
performed on violin, viola and piano. A pizzicato version, plucked on violin
strings, becomes a useful ‘sting’, at the same time signifying Catholic – used
for discussion of the sectarian divide by Meg Clancy and John Haynes, MO
Part 1. A deliberately discordant piano version is used under the
dramatisation of the parents’ fight in MO Part 2. I use the hymn Hail Glorious
Saint Patrick to signal Irishness.
Similarly, God Save the Queen is used to symbolise Englishness and
Empire. This picks up on the archival clip from the Queen’s 1954 tour of
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Australia, used in Part 1 to illuminate Hayne’s observation that ‘I think in those
days there was a very strongly held view that all the best things came out of
England’. I also use Land of Hope and Glory to signify Empire – although this
is perhaps a dubious choice, as I found out later that Elgar, its composer, was
Catholic!
Fitzgerald performed Irish dance tunes and folksongs like Little Brown
Jug to add mood to Nora Dunne’s story of meeting her husband Tom at a
bush dance during the war (MO Part 1). He also recorded, at my request,
multiple versions of Here Comes the Bride, including one done at recordbreaking speed on the violin, to add a humorous musical punchline to Harry
Griffith’s story of how his father ‘gave the priest £5 and said “make it quick”…
it was the fastest wedding you ever saw!” (MO Part 2)

6.8.3 Church era music:
I also use hymns which evoke the era: Hail Queen of Heaven, a favourite
Catholic hymn, is performed a capella by Mazzella to give it a more ethereal,
spiritual quality than a religious meaning. The Bells of the Angelus, which
opens Part 1, has a full orchestra and choir, offset by a solo boy soprano,
representing the power and pomp of the Catholic Church. Tantum Ergo, the
Latin chant, is placed under the recording of Pope Benedict XV1 saying Mass
in Sydney at World Youth Day 2008 (Part 1), to signify how far back the
historic divisions between Catholics and Protestants go. In Protestant terms, I
am on less secure ground. Guided by my informants, I used staples like How
Great Thou Art, Jehovah, Forth in thy Name Oh Lord We Go and Abide with
Me.
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6.8.4 DRAMATISATIONS
I used dramatisations for two main purposes: to recreate or imagine a
historical moment, or to distil the meaning of an incident related in the oral
history. Re the former, for instance, I wrote a scene based on an incident
related to me by descendants of a man who had fired his rosary beads down
the main street of a country town in the 1860s, after an argument with the
Catholic Church about his mixed marriage. I checked the details with the
resident historian at Braidwood Museum, then wrote dialogue for the troubled
couple and the bullying priest. The oral histories recorded plenty of details
about overbearing, authoritarian Irish priests, and the scene was a useful way
of enlivening the necessary historical exposition in Part 1, which threatened to
bog down the program. Also, the image of the outraged lover firing his rosary
beads out of a gun – Gary Cooper meets Rhett Butler – was just too good to
waste!
I had actors re-enact the sectarian taunts so common at the time. I had
Tracy Mann whisper some of them, to suggest an echoing put-down that
followed Catholics around, even in their sub-conscious. I also got my son and
his teenage friends to record them, using their laughter and rehearsed malice
to suggest the dual innocence and venom of the schoolchild practice.
I wrote other scenes that summarised episodes in the interviews: Susan
Timmins’ parents as star-crossed lovers in the 1920s, Gwen recalling the
intimidating visit from the priest after her husband had married ‘out’, parents
fighting over conflicting family loyalties and others. I discuss the use of these
scenes further under Artistic Choices [6.10].
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I also recorded numerous other segments, from readings of historical
texts to a nun addressing her students. Most of the scenes were recorded at
the ABC studios in Sydney. Numerous re-enactments and dramatisations did
not make it into the series, due to time constraints.
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Fig 6.7 A convalidation document, used to ‘regularise’ a Catholic who
had married outside the Catholic Church. The judgemental language on
the form was incorporated into a dramatised scene in Part 2.
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6.8.5. Archive
I retrieved many hours of recordings from ABC archives, pertaining to issues
of Catholic and Protestant identity and to Irish-Australian history. In the end, I
used very little archive: the Queen’s visit in 1954, news reports of the
Northern Ireland conflict in the ’70s and the Cronulla riots in Sydney in 2005.

6.8.6. Actuality
I did not record as much routine actuality with individual interviewees as I
would have for a show that featured, say, three or four people. I felt that,
pleasant as they are, I would not have time to include bridging scenes of
people cooking dinner or going for walks. I probably should have recorded
them anyway, in order to give myself more choice. As it was, I had very little
material besides the raw interview, conducted in a neutral setting. In one
interview, Harry Griffiths can be heard clinking a cup of tea and eating a
biscuit as he talks (Part 2), which adds to his charm. I did record actuality for
narrative purposes, like the school playground effect which provides a general
matrix of childhood atmosphere.
I was also lucky enough to be provided with a sound recording of Kaye
Ambrose’s 1964 wedding service in Melbourne – not just a valuable historical
record, but featuring a well modulated Methodist Minister from central casting,
who enunciated the service with passion and conviction. I used this recording
to introduce Kaye in the opening montage (Part 1) and as a generic
Protestant service at other times.
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6.9 Radio production:
6.9.1: Draft rough cut on paper
Having gathered all my additional audio elements and ‘triaged’ my interview
material under distinct themes, I drew ‘mud maps’ showing various ways in
which the material might be linked for each program. I could start with a
Belfast riot scene, to graphically symbolise the colonial origins of the religious
divide. I could begin with a wedding, to signal the mixed marriage focus. The
opening montage would be easy enough – an artfully constructed series of
speech grabs, dramatisations and effects designed to draw the listener in.
The maintenance of attention over the ensuing 45 minutes or so was more
problematic – how to counter exposition with lively story, how to include a
diverse range of interviewees without confusing the listener, how to cover all
the issues behind this complex topic in a fair and balanced way.
From my themes with triaged clips, I selected my cast of interviewees –
21 voices for Part 1, an ambitious range. Some only featured in montage, and
were never identified – what they said was self-explanatory. For example,
Debbie Millardship, opening montage, Part 1: ‘It was ’65 or ’66 when I went to
school. I'd often get spat on as I came home and that 'Catholic dog, Catholic
dog' thing.’ That six seconds is the only contribution she makes to the series.
Others, like John and Helen Haynes, occupy some ten minutes. Part 2
featured 13 voices, but focused on six main ‘characters’. Some speakers
appeared in both programs: the overall number of speakers was 25.
Choosing the main speakers was difficult: 10 of my 35 broadcast-quality
voices never appear at all. As Studs Terkel comments in relation to who he
included in his books: ‘The most painful choice to make always is not who
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you’re going to have in the book, but who you’re going to cut out. Sometimes
it feels like casting a play – you’ve got four equally good people for one
character...’ (Terkel 2006, p128). One couple, Warren and Christine
Sheppard, were excellent communicators, but their story was a little too
recent (1970s) and they were unusually concerned with theological rather
than cultural issues. ‘Mary’ had a great story about how, when she and her
boyfriend cancelled their wedding due to family antagonisms, her mother
wailed but her father merely lamented having purchased a new suit for
nothing. Unfortunately she did not tell it with much feeling, and the humour did
not come off, so I reluctantly omitted it.
Broadcasting to a national audience, I knew younger people and
Australia’s large immigrant population would have little inkling that the
tensions behind mixed marriage went back to the Reformation and even the
twelfth century, when the Anglo-Norman occupation of Ireland began. Early
drafts of Part I became bogged down in history lessons, as I attempted to
sketch in this complex back story. Finding the right balance between narration
and an engaging sound texture was a major challenge. The breakthrough
came when I personalised the opening narration: ‘I came to Australia as a
refugee from the Catholic Church in Ireland. I had NO idea I was coming to a
place where ancient Irish grievances, from English colonial oppression to the
Reformation, still resonated loudly.’ I then interpolated a sound grab from
Harry Griffiths, about how his father always said Catholic churches were built
on a hill to be converted into strategic positions when war broke out between
Catholics and Protestants. This method, seguing from short personalised
narration to interview clips that made a strong point in a chatty way, allowed
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me to build up context while maintaining pace and texture. It got difficult at
times – for instance dealing with the politics around the First World War – but I
was able to break up my narration with an actor’s voiceover (‘Australia First –
the Empire second’ – a dictum of Archbishop Mannix) and through simple but
effective use of music: I borrowed my teenage son’s trumpet solo of The Last
Post, performed for a school ceremony, to set the mood under my narration
about mythology around the numbers of Catholics in the armed forces.
The second half of Part 1 features three fairly linear sequences: the
personal stories of Kaye Ambrose, Heather Shepherd and the Haynes. Each
is strong in its own way and supplies different insights into the bigotry and
conflict caused by mixed marriage. I framed these ‘chapters’ using a Catholic
liturgical motif, the ‘mysteries’ of the Holy Rosary. I knew this would have
resonance for some Catholic listeners, but even for those who did not get the
association, it had a quasi-literary feel.
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Fig 6.8 Heather and Cliff Shepherd, who married in Marulan NSW, 1961.
Their honeymoon vehicle was sabotaged, causing an accident. Theirs is
one of three stories told in detail in Part 1

On paper, the rough draft of Part 1 looked like this:
Opening MONTAGE: grabs re discrimination, romance
Opening NARRATION
Extended Opening Montage – Haynes Irish/English tensions
Timmins – dramatised scene, Julia and Errol
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Chapter 1 – Historical Context: Catholic Underclass

Chapter 2 – Opposite Camps: Eunice and Eugene

Chapter 3 – Braidwood rosary/gun, 19th century Catholic Church

Chapter 4 – Mixed marriage Protestant Church: Gwen

Chapter 5 – Irish/Catholic vs Anglo/Protestant identity and conflict

Chapter 6 – Romance – Boy meets Girl

Chapter 7 – Not in front of the altar: liturgy and mixed marriage

Chapter 8 – Irish Catholics – disloyalty and empire

Chapter 9 – First Sorrowful Mystery: Kaye Ambrose

Chapter 10 – Second Sorrowful Mystery – Heather Shepherd

Chapter 11 – Third Sorrowful Mystery – Haynes

Wedding Waltz to End
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Each section would be enlivened and allowed to ‘breathe’ through the
interpolation of bridging music, archive, actuality and dramatisations. The next
stage was cutting and crafting the whole to fit the program duration, while
maintaining cohesion and an optimum balance of story and sound elements. I
followed a similar pattern for Part 2.

6.9.2. CRAFTING: STUDIO PRODUCTION
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Fig 6.9. First 30 minutes of Marrying Out Part 2, showing Pro-Tools
configuration of overlapping elements. Each of the seven tracks shown
contains a different type of audio – interview speech, narration, music,
effect, etcetera. Each section has to be carefully positioned and sound
levels adjusted so as to cohere and blend.

6.9.3 EDITING/FILLETING:
Editing can involve resequencing, to heighten narrative effect, and cutting
away of extraneous material: distilling to observe time restrictions, but also to
sharpen the point. In the example below, the text in italic was deleted, but the
rest of the speech appears, in the original sequence, in the broadcast.
_________________________________________________
Excerpt from Transcript – John and Helen Haynes interview
(Narrabeen, NSW, 9 July 2007):
SMH. (Siobhan McHugh) Your father died suddenly. Were you actually
really reconciled with him before he died?
John Haynes.
No, not to the extent that we felt comfortable with one another. We’d
never really had a satisfactory debate about my attitude versus his
attitude. I think we both felt that it was a pretty hopeless topic to get into,
and in the absence of any resolution through that, we were never again
comfortable with one another.
SMH. Do you feel angry with him for what he did?
John Haynes.
No. I think there’s been times when I've supposed to be angry, but I
couldn’t bring myself to be angry. I just thought – well he’s got it wrong
and his attitude is different to mine, but offsetting that, and in all other
respects he was a good, caring, loving father. I gave more weight to that
than to this attitudinal difference that we had and the problems
associated with it.
I had sadness because I felt that the family which had been previously a
very strong unit had suffered a serious disruption and that there were
pleasures that we could have shared, particularly with our children that
we never subsequently fully shared. But what was done was done and I
had no regrets and I never heard my father express regret either for his
attitude, even though I was told in later years he had mellowed to the
extent that I said before - he wasn’t prepared to battle the changing world
to the extent he previously was. No, we were never comfortable after I
was married.

______________________________________
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The final paragraph above illustrates one of the dilemmas of editing.
Often a speaker will add qualifiers to a statement, or vacillate. In this case,
John notes that his father later mellowed somewhat. To the social scientist,
this is interesting information. In radio, it is a side road down which the listener
cannot go, or he will lose sight of the main highway. Is it misrepresenting the
truth to cut out such information? Or does the filleting allow better access to
the more significant truth, namely that John and his father never felt close
again after he married Helen? I made the editorial and artistic choice to
highlight what I saw as this core truth. I further underlined it by taking a
segment of interview from earlier in the tape, and appending it after the above
section. It amplifies the estrangement factor by noting that he was
disinherited. It also provides narrative closure, resolving this statement by
John in the opening section, some 44 minutes earlier:

07.25 Part 1 Marrying Out
SMH
But how did your father make his views known to you personally?
John Haynes:
If I married Helen, I would be disinherited.

I had deliberately left that ‘hanging’, to maintain listener interest. In fact it
becomes the climax of Part 1, that John’s father goes to his grave
unreconciled with his son. The pathos is tinged with humour by Helen’s
intervention, as she teases her husband about how ‘hard done by’ he is for
having been cut out of no fewer than three wills. John picks up on the humour
and wrily discloses how his uncle also disinherited him. The program ends
with a poignant and reflective comment by John (‘It was all for the same
reason - this business of religious bigotry’), which though made about his own
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situation, serves as a general reflection on the overall theme, and gives a
satisfying sense of conclusion: the story we’ve been listening to for almost an
hour is ending. This building climax is greatly enhanced by the emotive music.
________________________________________
51.23 ENDING: PART 1 MARRYING OUT
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
And did he disinherit you?
JOHN HAYNES:
Yes.
HELEN HAYNES:
Both their wills were changed because I remember after your father died,
one of the first things your mother said to you when she got over the
shock and the grief was, 'I want to change my will.'
JOHN HAYNES:
She wanted to right what I think she felt privately for a long time was a
wrong, and she didn't change her will. Funnily enough (small laugh) my
uncle, when he died a few years later, he had one of these distorted wills
as well and I was cut out of that.
HELEN HAYNES:
So John feels quite a bit of pride that he was cut out of three wills! He
figures that not many people would have been cut out of three wills.
JOHN HAYNES:
It was all for the same reason - this business of religious bigotry.
MUSIC: PIANO: composed theme Marrying Out – to end.
THE END

__________________________________________________

6.10 Artistic considerations
In Part I, I had two versions of Kaye Ambrose reading a letter to her future
mother-in-law about her love for John: Kaye herself, and the actor, Tracy
Mann. Although Mann is a leading radio actor and her performance was of a
high standard, it could not match the genuine emotion Kaye showed. Kaye
almost broke down at certain points, because her husband had recently died
after 42 years of marriage, and recalling their love was overwhelming for her.
This is a powerful example of an affective resonance [Ch 4].
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Fig 6.10 Kaye Ambrose with her father on her wedding day in 1964

I used the sectarian chants in multiple ways. In Part 1, they have a
shock value, coming in ‘hard’ after the tender historical scene between Julia
O’Brien and Errol White, followed by a fragment of the Marrying Out song.
(09.18, Part 1). They also allow a change of direction. This schoolchildren
version of the chants is merged with actuality of me recording them,
orchestrating the children – this provides an imaginative exposition of
contemporary young people’s attitudes to mixed marriage and sectarianism,
much livelier than simple studio narration. At other times, the chants are
whispered by actors, as though embedded in memory.
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Some of the dramatisations segue in and out of oral history around the
same topic: for instance in Part 2, below. Gwen’s recounting was vivid, but her
story went for too long and became monotonous. Switching to the dramatised
scene energised the scene, while also giving me an opportunity to introduce
resonant phrases like ‘living in sin’,
______________________________________________________
Excerpt Part 2 Marrying Out 22.34
‘GWEN’
One Saturday morning there was a knock at the door and Phil went to
the door and I heard him speaking to somebody. And he introduced me
to Father O'Donovan and he could have seen at that stage that I was
about eight months pregnant. And the priest walked straight across, still
had his great big black hat on; it was like a round crown with a bit black
brim; and Phil said to him, 'Do you intend to stay, father?' And he said,
'Yes, I do.' And he said, 'Well take off your bloody hat.' 'Cause in those
days it was a very rude thing not to take your hat off when you met a
woman. So he did take off his hat and he sat down, but then he
proceeded to give us a sort of a lecture.
__________________________
DRAMATISED SCENE
PRIEST
I've come to see about you getting married in the parish.
WOMAN
But father, we are married.
PRIEST
Not in the eyes of the church, you aren't. In the eyes of the church,
you're living in sin.
[Woman gasps.]
PRIEST
Do you want the child to be a bastard?
[Woman gasps again.]
MAN
That's enough!

_________________________________________
Music: The Redeemer (fiddle)
GWEN
That didn't go down very well with me. I was a bit upset.

_____________________________________________
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Fig 6.11 Phil and Gwen Cassidy, 1987

Another technique used was the cross-fade, to signify a shift of time and
place. In Part 2, this was combined with the use of archival clips. This is used
to link the discrimination faced by Catholics in Australia to the 1960s with the
sectarian conflict in Belfast in the 1970s [See Fig 6.13 and transcript below]:
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Fig 6.12 Production detail Part 2, Marrying Out
Excerpt Marrying Out Part 2: 39.02
ALMA DOUGLAS
It was quite predominant then, you'd see it in ads, you know, 'Catholics
need not apply', this would be in the 'Jobs', you know, vacancies and
various things like that. I never saw it in print that Protestants need not
apply.
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
I also remember coming home when I was young, so this is kind of early
sixties, and having rocks thrown at me by these awful boys, and going
'Catholic, Catholic,' or something.
Chanting: 'Catholic dogs, sit like frogs, in and out of the water logs.'
MUSIC – Faith of our Fathers (piano – discordant)
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
And I remember holding up my suitcase and the stones kind of hitting my
suitcase, and coming home being really upset. And my mother saying,
'Oh they're just stupid boys,' and my father saying, 'No this is what we go
through, this is the oppressive thing that you go through being a Catholic.'
ABC RADIO ARCHIVES (13.7.1977)
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Loud beating of Lambeg drums
News reporter: The noise of the Lambeg drums, an unmistakable sound
to the people of Northern Ireland as 100,000 Orangemen celebrate the
victory back in 1690 by the Protestant forces of King William of Orange
over the Catholic King James at the Battle of the Boyne.
DRUMS
Crossfade
Kids chanting: 'Catholic dogs, sitting on logs, eating maggots out of
a frog.' 'State, state, lick the plate’…
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Underneath the childish jibes lay the remnants of age-old prejudice. Irish
Catholics had bitter memories of colonial oppression by the English and
neither time nor distance had obliterated their sense of injustice...
…. Susan Timmins clip

____________________________________________________
Archival news clips were also used to link the historic demonisation of
Irish Catholics in Australia with pejorative attitudes to Muslims in Australia
today – a link alluded to by interviewee Susan Timmins in Part 1 and now
picked up by her again for the closing grabs of Part 2. Using the clip of the
2005 Cronulla riots (where Lebanese-Australian Muslim youths were beaten
by ‘Anglo’ Australians) allowed a welcome change in sound texture during a
long closing narration.
________________________________________
Excerpt Part 2, Marrying Out, 50.27
SMH
To today's underdogs, the very notion of an Irish Catholic underclass
might seem absurd. By the 1990s, Irish-Australians Catholics occupied
the highest positions in the land: Paul Keating as Prime Minister, William
Dean as governor-general and Gerard Brennan as chief justice of the
High Court. But if Irish Catholics are respectable at last, a new ‘Other’ will
always be copping the flak.
ABC RADIO ARCHIVES 2005
Actuality of riots against Lebanese Muslims at Cronulla, a beach in
southern Sydney, 2005.
SUSAN TIMMINS
I see it so often now. When you hear people ranting and raving about
other religions, mostly Muslims, and I liken it to what my family went
through.
COMPOSED MUSIC – piano and fiddle – closing theme, Marrying
Out

____________________________________________________
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I originally ended Part 1 with a clip from Kaye Ambrose’s wedding
service used after the program credits, as a postscript – a common cinematic
device. The clip had the Minister utter the immortal words, that the couple be
together ‘till death you do part’. I was very attached to this ending, partly
because of the classical phrase and partly because the Minister was so
wonderfully histrionic. But coming at 54.30, when Kaye’s story had ended
twelve minutes before, it became apparent that it did not gel for the listener,
whose focus was still with the last speakers, the Haynes. I reluctantly cut it –
known in the radio trade as ‘killing off your darlings’. I am glad now I did, as I
think the Haynes story needs to stand alone at the end.
Through these and many more artistic and editorial decisions, I sought
to illuminate the ‘higher truth’ behind these oral histories of a painful and
divisive era – to make listeners understand with heart as well as mind what it
was like to marry across the sectarian divide.

6. 11 Publication and feedback
Marrying Out was first broadcast on ABC Radio National, on the Hindsight
slot, on 11 and 18 October 2009 – over two and a half years after the first oral
history was recorded, in March 2007. It received good advance publicity: I
was interviewed as part of a one-hour talkback on mixed marriage on Life
Matters, on ABC Radio National, 16 October 2009, and on the popular
Sydney ABC radio drive-time show, The Richard Glover Show, on 9 October
2009. Talkback callers to both shows were abundant and mostly corroborated
the issues that would be aired.
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PUBLIC FEEDBACK
The series elicited a relatively large and overwhelmingly positive response
from listeners, mostly via email to the Hindsight ‘guestbook’ and to other ABC
sites. Numerous listeners instanced their own experiences of mixed marriage
and affirmed the series’ representation. A selection is included below. I have
not added ‘sic’ for typing errors, as it is the nature of online commentary to be
informal and sometimes use text language style – the comments are
reproduced verbatim. I have only used sic where a misleading error appears:

HINDSIGHT GUESTBOOK COMMENTS at 19.10.2009
Name Nadyat El Gawley
Subject
Marrying Out
Postcode 2204
Visit Time
18/10/2009 3:09 PM
Remark
Thank you for a thoughtful and absorbing exploration of the conflicts between
protestant and catholic in australia. I will listen again and again because of course,
there was a lot in it i wasn't aware of. It had me in tears in places and I thought the
storytellers brave in showing us the pain they went through. So thank you for a
sensitively produced documentary and for the ending. it's a sad fact that there will
always be 'others.'

Name: Anne Cunningham
Visit Time: 12/10/2009 12:40 PM
Remark
A wonderfully rich program emphasising the illogicality of religious prejudice. With a
mother from Belfast, the outlook was all too familiar. Thank goodness for young
people who 'refuse to have wise heads on young shoulders'. Their optimism breaks
through such corrosive attitudes. Unlike the mess of Northern Ireland, Australia was
perhaps wealthy and large enough to provide a good standard of living (in time) for
both communities. However, thank goodness for multiculturalism. It really shines a
spotlight on the waste, hurt and absurdity of such attitudes. People's pride can be
nothing more than a cloak for obstinacy. Parents can be so vindictive in their
demands on their offspring. Puts a bit of a question mark on the concept of
unconditional love? It was wonderful to hear these couples speak out. Looking
forward to the next episode.

Name: Rose Pickard
Postcode: 2041
Visit Time: 11/10/2009 3:50 PM
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Remark
I really enjoyed Siobhan McHugh's program today.....excellent listening.
Congratulations Siobhan. Great to sing along to those old hymns.
It was of particular interest to me as when I was a deeply religious little girl of twelve
attending a Convent school (although my mother was a lapsed catholic and my
father an atheist) my sister became engaged and was to marry "outside the church"
because his family would not hear of a behind-the-altar wedding. I went to the
wedding (well actually I fled in tears halfway through) and as a consequence spent
the next few days in terror until I could go to confession. Sin, sin, sin.... (if I died I'd go
to hell, my sister would go to hell too along with all the family....dad was bound for
hell anyway for being an atheist). Eventually I went to confession. And I never
became a nun after all... Nine years later, having decided it was all a lot of nonsense,
I was married in a Baptist church to please my husband's family (we would have
preferred the Registry Office ourselves).
__________________
FEEDBACK TO ABC DIRECT:
-----Original Message----From: ABC Web-Mail Form [mailto:bevegmez@yahoo.com.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 20 October 2009 7:49 PM
To: Radio National Hindsight
Subject: Catholics vs Protestants
--------------------------------------------------------------------------name: Bev
comments: Hearing your program prompted me to write about my experience.
In the late 1960s when my mother was telling a neighbour that the man I was about
to marry was a Moslem, the response she received from this devout member of the
Church of Christ was: "Never mind - it's better than marrying a Catholic"!!

-----Original Message----From: ABC Web-Mail Form [mailto:ashley@media21.com.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 20 October 2009 3:16 PM
To: Radio National Hindsight
Subject: Hindsight Marrying Out
--------------------------------------------------------------------------name: Ashley Gray
comments: I thought the Hindsight "Marrying Out" programs were excellent. Fantastic
interviews and stories. Well done. But I do think that the Protestant worldview was
never put in the same mostly sympathetic way the Catholic worldview was put. It was
as if Protestantism was a dark, sinister presence on the Australian political and social
landscape, as if its sole purpose was to make people grim and dour. Whereas
Catholicism is portrayed as fun, full of life. Quite obviously this was never the case.
Protestantism has a proud and wonderful history, too, a history in many cases of
standing up to Catholic authoritarianism. Perhaps the program's title could have told
listeners it was coming from a Catholic standpoint, which it so obviously was, as the
Irish narrator's views were never concealed. As I said, this is not a criticism of the
program but of its title, which implied a certain impartiality, but ultimately did not
deliver that.
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From: Radio National Enquiries
Sent: Monday, 19 October 2009 3:04 PM
To: DG-Radio National All Staff
Subject: Email of the week FW: Marrying Out
-----Original Message----From: Marie-Therese Allen [mailto:the_maar@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2009 8:19 AM
To: Radio National Enquiries
Subject: Marrying Out
SC_summary:Marrying Out
SC_description:
My sincere congratulations to the ABC on one of the very best radio documentaries I
have ever heard on Radio National. It was
informative and emotionall, at times funny, at other times
heartbreaking as one listened to those whose lives had been affected
by the religious divide and bigotry in Australian society where there
was, at that time, only one main sociological division, on religious
grounds, i.e. between Catholic and Protestant. I look forward with
enthusiasm to hearing the second part on Sunday next.|| Thank you to
the ABC, to Siobhan McHugh and to all involved in the making of this
program. It was/is truly inspirational.

LINKAGE OF Marrying Out TO SOCIAL MEDIA:
An interesting online linkage of Marrying Out to an anti-racism site occurred in
January 2010, in the lead-up to Australia Day celebrations. Jan 26, Australia
Day, has in recent years been used by young jingoistic white Australians to
declare an aggressive pride in being Australian. Many wear clothes depicting
the Australian flag or flaunt Southern Cross tattoos. The first Australia Day
following the December 2005 Cronulla riots saw young people at a rock
concert asking other young folk, in an intimidating manner, to kiss the
Australian flag. The clear implication was that if you weren’t one of ‘us,’ you
were one of ‘them’ – the Lebanese-Australian Muslims who had been AngloAustralians’ antagonists at Cronulla. (Interestingly, ‘verbatim’ playwright
Roslyn Oades [Ch 4] has identified a case of Portelli’s ‘faulty narrative’ around
the Cronulla riots – many of the informants she interviewed had transposed
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the day in their memory to Jan 26, Australia Day.) In the lead-up to Australia
Day 2010, a racist group set up a Facebook site, ‘Mate speak English, you’re
in Australia now’, which soon had thousands of followers. An anti-racism
group countered by setting up a spoof alternative site, with the same name
but an anti-racism symbol. On 27.1.2010 it had 374 members – and its cofounder, one Robert Chapman, had posted a link to ABC Hindsight for
Marrying Out with the ironic comment: ‘Back when we were all one happy
race’. He advised members to listen to the series in order to understand that
‘Australia was never an ethnically homogenous society.’ I was gratified to see
that my assertion that Marrying Out provided us with a way of better
understanding contemporary prejudice and bigotry in Australia had been
independently adopted.

CONTRIBUTOR FEEDBACK
Portelli notes the oral historian’s difficulties in ‘making restitution’ to oral
history informants, who sometimes hear nothing further about the interview
they have recorded (Portelli 1997, p70). Radio broadcast allows a fairly
immediate ‘restitution’, but in a very public way. If the informant does not like
the way in which his/her interview has been used, it’s too late to do much
about it. I awaited the contributors’ response with some trepidation and was
gratified to receive generous praise. The three most prominent contributors,
Ambrose, Haynes and Timmins, were very pleased with how their stories
were treated and presented. Their responses are reproduced below:
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1. KAYE AMBROSE – via email 11 October 2009
Hi Siobhan
I have just listened to the first program of the Marrying Out series.
Congratulations on the way you have put it together - which must have
been a mammoth task.
It was really interesting to hear the story in context of this important part
of Australia's history. I learned a lot from it, particularly that Catholics in
the early days were treated as such second class citizens and that such
bigotry availed [sic] for so many years.
I had had no idea I would feature as much as I did in the program and it
was gratifying to know that what I went through was not nearly as harsh
as what some other people endured.
Once again well done on all your hard work from which you must now be
starting to gain some satisfaction and recognition, not that the workload is
over yet.
Regards Kaye

2. JOHN AND HELEN HAYNES – via email, 30 March 2010
Dear Siobhan,
We found the broadcasts both revealing and very moving and we loved
the music. The feedback we got from those who listened was very
positive and none of us realised how widespread and intense this issue
was at the time. You have done a wonderful job. Thank you for telling our
story in such a sensitive and insightful way.
Best wishes
Helen and John

3(a) SUSAN TIMMINS via email, 14 October 2009:
Siobhan,
Just adding my voice to the many I’m sure you’ve heard this week telling
you how outstanding your show was (is). I thought the whole production
was wonderful but I was especially reminded of your broadcasting
experience with your beautiful voice, gently probing questions opening up
wider memories for participants, and your perfect timing. The music was
so perfect also.
I am most appreciative that you gave me the opportunity to pass on my
memories to the rest of my family and help contribute to the overall
picture of this time in our history.
I’m so glad our paths crossed, its been such a pleasure. Susan

3 (b) SUSAN TIMMINS via email, 22 December 2009
Siobhan,
A line to wish you fun during the festive season and another great year
ahead in 2010. Hope all the feed back was wonderful. You started an
avalanche of conversation among people my age, everyone remembers
the “don’t mix with Catholics/Protestants” times or has a story in their own
family to tell.
Susan
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Interestingly, some felt that hearing their own experiences recounted in
the context of other situations had altered their perspective on their own
situation – a variant on oral history’s assertion that individual memory is in
turn shaped by public memory. ‘Anna’ for instance, who at times had
considered withdrawing from the project in case of breaching family
sensitivities, found the series ‘confronting’ to listen to, but liked the treatment
of her own story and was pleased to have been part of telling what she felt
was a vital national narrative. Tony Davis, the ex-Catholic Mason, was very
happy with his portrayal, which included mention of how he hid his Masonic
Lodge membership from his dying father:
4. TONY DAVIS via email 11 October 2009
Dear Siobhan, Just heard your programme. It was very entertaining,thought
provoking, and made us realise how lucky we were that everything turned out so
well for us over time. How well produced this was!! Congratulations! Looking
forward to the next one. Regards, Tony and Elaine Davis

I received no negative feedback at all from contributors.

6.12 Reviews/awards/overseas publication:
The Sydney Morning Herald (9.10.2009) selected Marrying Out as its Radio
Choice for the weekend. Its reviewer noted that ‘this fascinating
documentary… reminds us of the anguish endured by couples who crossed
the divide.’ Eureka Street, an online Catholic weekly magazine
(eurekastreet.com.au), called the series ‘an intriguing historical document of
intolerance in Australian society’ although the reviewer, a ‘born Protestant…
who grew up after the sectarian divide had healed’, felt it would resonate more
with older generations. He noted that “McHugh brings a quiet sense of
outrage to her narration’, while the series ‘reflects on the hereditary nature of
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prejudice.’ In a forthcoming review in the journal of the Oral History
Association of Australia, radio producer and academic Bill Bunbury writes:
My first reaction as a listener was to find the feature grimly
entertaining. As initial examples of bigotry and ignorance emerged
I could only laugh, but perhaps more with incredulity than
amusement… But as these stories evolved they told tales of
rejection by family, disinheritance and severance of relationships
between parents and adult offspring, stories that are deeply
moving…
The texture of the broadcasts makes compelling listening. Subtly
reinforcing the intimate and revealing interviews, readings,
including religious ritual and a sensitive use of music enrich this
picture of a now thankfully rejected era.
At the same time there is a contemporary resonance. Siobhan
McHugh evokes the Cronulla riots between Lebanese and now
‘Anglo-Celtic” Australians as a recent manifestation of ethnic if not
religious intolerance. Today when Muslims are still the focus of
much distrust and dislike, old antagonisms between different
religions are still alive and shouting. ‘Marrying Out’ tells the history
of just one religion with seemingly irreconcilable faces and scarring
personal consequences.
(Bunbury 2010)
AWARDS and OVERSEAS BROADCAST:
Marrying Out was shortlisted for a United Nations Media Peace Award
(Australia Branch), October 2010.
As a result of Marrying Out being in competition in the 2010 International
Radio Festival of Iran, I was invited to be a keynote speaker at the Third
International Radio Forum in Iran, 23-28 May 2010. My address was on using
oral history to tell grand national narratives.
Marrying Out was broadcast on Irish national radio, RTE, in April 2010. It has
been contracted for broadcast on New Zealand radio in 2011.

New York Radio Festival: Marrying Out won gold in the Religion Category of
the New York Radio Festival and bronze in the History Category. The
Festival, established in 1957, is judged by an international panel.
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POSTSCRIPT
Making Marrying Out as part of this Doctorate of Creative Arts has greatly
informed my understanding of both oral history and radio studies, and how the
two disciplines can benefit each other. At a personal level, I feel pleased to
have made a contribution to reclaiming a part of Australian history that was
being lost, or worse, rewritten inaccurately as an ‘Anglo-Celtic’ era. I hope
that the Irish Catholic underclass experience, though now over, can inform
and provide solace to current marginalised or oppressed groups in Australia.
Recording these oral histories and immersing myself in the topic has
helped me understand that this ‘third way’, the hybrid Catholic/Protestant or
Anglo/Scottish/Irish blend represented by mixed marriage, is more prevalent
and more important than I had realised. Before embarking on this research, I
was still in the Irish camp in Australia, seeing myself in opposition to the
English Other. Now I realise there is huge value in the blending itself, which
represents a form of reconciliation between ancient enemies. Without that mix
there would be no John Lennon or Paul McCartney, no evolution from the
entrenched poles of Irishness and Englishness. And even they are not as
purist as they appear: Bobby Sands, that icon of Irish Republicanism, grew up
in Belfast of mixed Protestant-Catholic parentage; Patrick Pearse, martyred
leader of the 1916 Rebellion that launched Irish independence, had an
English father; William of Orange, still the ultimate Protestant hero to the
Unionist marchers of Belfast 300 years after his death, was also the product
of a mixed marriage – his father was a Dutch Calvinist, his mother an English
Catholic. In England today, religious discrimination against Catholics persists:
it is still not permissible for an heir to the English throne to marry a Catholic.
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Marrying a Hindu, a Muslim or a Jew is not outlawed: only a Catholic. Hence
the conversion to Anglicanism of the Canadian former Catholic, Autumn Kelly,
who married Peter Phillips, the Queen’s eldest grandchild, at Windsor Castle
in 2008. Judging by the Kelly surname, that marriage represents yet another
blend of English and Irish. And that surely augurs well – for as George
Bernard Shaw observed, ‘Without us [the Irish], the English would simply die
of respectability.’
Australia has learned better than Ireland to accommodate its people’s
differentness. Making Marrying Out has brought me more acceptance, and
more hope.

Siobhan McHugh
Sydney,
8 December 2010
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MARRYING OUT
PART ONE – NOT IN FRONT OF THE ALTAR
_______________________________________
A RADIO DOCUMENTARY FOR ‘HINDSIGHT’
BROADCAST on ABC RADIO NATIONAL, 11 OCTOBER 2009
TRANSCRIPT
Music, archives, actuality and effects in bold and italics
__________________________________________________________________
ANNOUNCER - Michelle Rayner:
Today, the first of a two-part series, Marrying Out. It’s about the passion and the prejudice aroused
when couples married across the Catholic-Protestant divide in pre-multicultural Australia. It’s written
and presented by Siobhan McHugh.
___________________________________________________
MUSIC: CATHOLIC HYMN: THE BELLS OF THE ANGELUS
GAY WILSON
My mother came from a strict Methodist family and they were absolutely horrified to think that she
was marrying a Catholic, because of people's perception of Catholicism in those days.
“JAMES”
We were second-class citizens. One line in the employment columns was printed in heavier black print
than the remainder of the article and it read 'Catholics need not apply'.
ACTOR
Bog Irish. Lazy, drunken, dirty Irish.
DEBBIE MILLARDSHIP
It was '65 or '66 when I went to school. I'd often get spat on as I came home and that 'Catholic dog,
Catholic dog' thing.
ACTOR
Catholic dog, sitting on a log, eating maggots out of a frog.
GAY WILSON:
When my mother died, her brother sent me a sympathy card and all he wrote on it was 'Dear Gay,
there's one thing I remember about your mother, she married a Catholic.' And I thought, I'll never speak
to you again, I ripped up the card. I thought, how dare he say that to me in my grief.
MUSIC: (Piano) HERE COMES THE BRIDE
KAYE AMBROSE WEDDING SERVICE 1966 (METHODIST MINISTER):
Dearly beloved, we are gathered here together in the sight of God to join together this man and this
woman…
KAYE AMBROSE
I would never have expected him to give up his Catholicism and come to my religion, nor would he
have expected me to do the same for him. So that was why we felt it was really just hitting our heads
against a brick wall and that's why we kept breaking up.

METHODIST MINISTER:
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Therefore, if any man can show any just cause why they may not be lawfully joined together, let him
now speak or else hereafter forever hold his peace.
JUDY WELLS
My husband's grandmother had very strong views about Catholics. It didn't really matter to her that I
was a very lapsed Catholic or I wasn't a seriously practising Catholic, it was that I represented
something that she really found hard to cope with. Catholics were 'other' in all of the ways you could
be 'other'.
MUSIC (Viola - Catholic Hymn -Faith of our Fathers) fades under
SIOBHAN MCHUGH (NARRATOR):
I came to Australia in 1985 as a refugee from the Catholic Church in Ireland. I had no idea I was
coming to a place where ancient Irish grievances, from English colonial oppression to the Reformation,
still resonated loudly.
HARRY GRIFFITHS
My father said, 'Catholic churches, you just have a look at them. All beautiful stone work, but they're
always on the top of the hill - because they're going to be fortresses one day when the big battle begins.'
Because he always thought there was going to be this war between the Protestants and the Catholics.
Music continues
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
There were other elements; the Masons, a secret Protestant organisation, that to us Catholics was like a
pallid version of the Ku Klux Klan. The politics were different; here it was the Labor Party and trade
unions versus squatters and conservatives, while at home almost everyone was conservative, and only
your shade of nationalism counted. But I recognised the same Us and Them world.
ABC ARCHIVES
REPORTER: Here this morning in front of me there are about 40,000 excited children and they're
part of a total of 120,000 who are going to see the Queen today.
JOHN HAYNES
I think in those days there was a very strongly held view that all the best things came out of England.
ARCHIVES: Queen Elizabeth II:
I thank you all for the wonderful and moving welcome you have given to my husband and to myself.
MUSIC: BAND - GOD SAVE OUR QUEEN
JOHN HAYNES
And that if England's formal national religion was Church of England, then that had to be the high
point.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Samuel Beckett, that master of minimalism, put it elegantly. ‘Vous êtes Anglais?’ he was asked. ‘Are
you English?’ ‘Au contraire’, he answered. ‘On the contrary’. At home, Irishness was the opposite of
Englishness. But in Australia, it got complicated.
MEG CLANCY:
Being Irish, of Irish background, and Catholic, was part and parcel of the some thing…the school I
went to was a Brigidine convent so it was very Irish, Irish nuns.
MUSIC: hymn: HAIL GLORIOUS SAINT PATRICK
I certainly went along to those St Patrick's Day marches, and you felt very tribal, very proud. You
know, you'd have your green ribbon on and your school uniform and you'd march. Yes, it was stirring!
MUSIC fades under
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SIOBHAN MCHUGH
In Australia, I discovered, religion was really code for identity. Although some 20% of Irish were
Protestants, in the popular mind in Australia, Catholic meant Irish, and to an English Protestant
establishment, that meant trouble.
MUSICAL STING: Rule Brittannia
ACTORS (whisper)
Micks, tykes, stupid.
Superstitious, seditious.
Fenians, papists.
HELEN HAYNES
Some of the distrust that Protestants had for Irish…you know, the Irish were not loyal to the British
empire, uppity people, different to control. The English have never been able to control Ireland, so
therefore you couldn’t trust them, they either wouldn't work or you couldn't rely on them.
MUSIC: Land of Hope and Glory (piano)
ACTOR (whispers)
Paddies. Inferior. Rockchoppers. Disorderly.
HELEN HAYNES
So I just felt that there was some sort of a backlash perhaps from The Troubles in Ireland.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Helen Haynes, a Catholic, felt the full force of that backlash when she married John Haynes, a
Protestant, in 1961.
WEDDING BELLS
JOHN HAYNES
Neither of my parents attended. None of my family attended the wedding: not my brothers, my sisters,
my parents, uncles, aunts, grandfather. And the way I think it was portrayed to me was, it didn't so
much matter if I'd fallen off the rails, but it was a matter of making a commitment to bring any children
up as Catholics rather than as Protestants.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
But how did your father make his views known to you personally?
John Haynes: If I married Helen, I would be disinherited.
SONG: MARRYING OUT (composed for series)
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Marrying across the Protestant-Catholic divide in pre-multicultural Australia was nothing short of
consorting with the enemy for many families. And the bigotry was rife on both sides, as Julia O’Brien
found, in Maitland in the 1920s. Julia came from a large and unusually well-off Irish Catholic family.
Errol White, her beloved, was a Protestant. Their daughter, Susan Timmins, unravels the story.
SUSAN TIMMINS
He was interested in mechanics and there was only two or three cars in Maitland, and he was working
on one of the cars and became the family chauffeur. He then became interested in my mother and fell
in love with her.
________________________________________
DRAMATISED SCENE
Bush fx
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Errol White:
Why don't we just tell them? Your father seems well disposed to me. Why else would he have hired me?
Julia O'Brien:
He hired you because you're the only one in this town who's seen the inside of a motor vehicle. I tell
you, he won't have me marry a Protestant. 'We left Ireland to get out from under them,' he's always
telling us. 'The English drove us off the land, left us to starve in the famine, lorded it over us long
enough.' He's still so bitter.
Errol White: But I'm not English. I was born in Maitland!
Julia O'Brien: You're a Protestant - same thing in our family. You're not one of us.

MUSIC: reprise Marrying Out theme vocals
CHILDREN CHANTING (DRAMATISED)
Catholics, Catholics make me sick, ring the doctor quick, quick, quick. If the doctor doesn’t come,
kick the Catholics up the bum! (LAUGHTER)
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
When I got my son and his 13-year-old friends to re-enact the sectarian taunts of the '50s and '60s, they
found it hilarious. Though they attend a mixture of Catholic, Protestant and secular state schools in
Sydney, they mingle freely. Religion is simply not on the radar.
In today’s multicultural Australia, a ‘mixed marriage’ means a Greek wedding an Italian, or a Muslim
marrying a Christian. But until the mass immigration that followed World War II, non-Indigenous
Australia basically consisted of Catholics and Protestants, with Protestants in a 3:1 majority.
MUSIC – composed air
700 years of troubled colonial history simmered in the Australian subconscious. The labels shifted,
from ‘English’ to ‘Protestant’, and ‘Irish’ to ‘Catholic’, but the sub-text remained the same: Oppressor,
the English Protestant Establishment, and Oppressed, the Irish Catholic Underclass.
MUSIC - air
ACTOR (READING)
“The term 'Irish Catholic' was a label designed to separate and distance those of that tradition from
the mainstream of Australian life, to imply that they were foreign and apart, inferior of course, not
truly of the real Australia. It was a label which carried with it an historical load of old divisions and
prejudices, too old or too silly to be openly reactivated, but there as shadows on the mind.
- Patrick O'Farrell, historian.”
“GWEN”
I don't know why to this day but that was something that you might have added in your conversation:
'Oh yes, but she's a Catholic.' I went to a school at Burwood and we had a Catholic school directly
opposite, Holy Innocents, and I can remember some of the girls used to call out across the road to each
other, because they used to ring a bell over there so often at this Holy Innocents school that we all
wondered what was going on over there. We wondered if they ever had any lessons because every time
the bell rang somebody said they had to go to prayers. (laughs)
SCHOOL BELL
MUSIC: TANTUM ERGO ( Catholic hymn)
SUSAN TIMMINS
It was not even the religion, although that gave them something to pin it on. It's a bit like Muslims and
you can pin it on their dress: 'Look at them, they're different, their dress.' Well, I guess in the 19th
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century it was, 'Look at them, they're different, they're dumb and they practice this weird papist
religion.'
Tantum Ergo continues
ARCHIVES: PAPAL MASS, WORLD YOUTH DAY, SYDNEY 2008:
Pope celebrating, mass bell rings
SUSAN TIMMINS
A lot of it was about religious practice but a lot of it was having the ascendancy and it gave them an
instant class to look down on. I still come across it with some of the English, 'Oh the Irish this and the
Irish that.' And it's that hangover from a few hundred years of superiority.
Music - Tantum Ergo ends
Music – piano instrumental (composed)
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
So what happened when a boy and a girl from these opposite camps met, and married?
MEG CLANCY
My great uncle Eugene married Eunice, and she was a Protestant, and that caused terrible ructions in
my staunchly Catholic family. They argued constantly, over everything: matters of faith, politics,
where to educate their only child. Both of them were really stubborn and just would not concede
defeat. And as a very small child in Melbourne in the early '50s I was puzzled by the two portraits that
hung on their lounge room walls. You see, sometimes the Queen's picture would be facing out but the
Pope's would be turned to the wall. And when I asked my mother about this, she sheepishly explained
that, well, it depended on who was winning that day's argument. If Eugene felt he was right then he
made sure the Pope faced outwards and turned the Queen's picture the other way, but if on the other
hand Eunice thought she had the upper hand, then the Queen faced out and the poor Pope faced the
wall!
MUSIC – viola – Faith of our Fathers
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
In early Australian history, when Catholic priests were hard to find, the Catholic Church took a liberal
view of mixed marriages. The alternative, after all, was worse.
ACTOR (Priest):
In the eyes of the Church you're living in sin!
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
But by the mid-1860s, the Catholic Church was well-established and its clergy increasingly were Irishborn. Priests put a stop to many a romance between a Catholic and someone who ‘dug with the other
foot’, as we used to say. Take the case of Richard Higgins, a Catholic, who fell in love with Elizabeth
Stoyles, an Anglican, in Braidwood, New South Wales, in 1864. The local priest was not impressed.
MUSIC – fades out
___________________________
Dramatised scene:
Priest:
Love? Do you think that's all marriage is about? Think of the children. Will she take instructions and
convert to the one true Church?
Richard Higgins: No, Father, she could not hurt her parents by abandoning her faith.
Priest: Well, she's a lost cause then. But there's no point in having your children go the same way. I
will not marry you unless she agrees to have them raised in the Catholic faith.
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Richard Higgins: I think she'll agree to that. So we can be wed in the Catholic Church then?
Priest: Not in front of the altar you can't. You don't want to insult God by putting a Protestant in his
very face. I'll do you behind the altar, as I do all who suffer from the impediment of mixed marriages.
________________________________
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
In response to the overbearing priest, Richard Higgins repudiated his Catholic faith - in rather
spectacular fashion.
FX: gun loaded and shot
He fired his Rosary beads out of a rifle down the main street of Braidwood.
MUSIC: piano instrumental
Brought up in an Ireland that was 95% Catholic, where people still kowtowed to the Catholic Church
hierarchy, I liked the stories of Australian Catholics standing up to bullying priests!
Take Phil, a former altar boy, who wanted to marry Gwen, a Methodist, in 1947.
GWEN:
He just said to me, 'Well, I was told that yes, they were quite happy to marry us in the Catholic
Church, the only stipulation was that I couldn't be married in front of the altar, it had to be behind the
altar.’ And he said, 'That doesn't go down well with me. I said to them ”if she's not good enough to be
married in front of the altar, then forget it”.’
MUSIC: METHODIST HYMN
So then we decided to go and see my minister, Mr Gibbons, and Phil introduced himself and said,
'Gwen and I are getting married. I'd like you to know that I'm a Catholic.' And Mr Gibbons just looked
at him, smiled, and said, 'So what?'
His elder brother said that he would come to the reception; he wasn't allowed to come into the church.
ACTUALITY: Methodist wedding ceremony, 1966
And then his cousin, same thing, that he would come to the wedding, but he wouldn't come into the
church because his wife had said that there'd be trouble at home if he did.
They walked up the steps and there was a window as you got to the top of the steps, there was a
window on the left looking into the church, and that's where they both stood.
ACTUALITY: Methodist wedding ceremony, 1966

SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Like many Catholics of my generation, I’ve never been to a Protestant service. The Catholic Church
forbade it in my youth - not that that would have stopped me, as I rebelled against its strictures while
still at school. Not a good idea in a country where Church and State were intertwined.
MUSIC – instrumental piano
Yet for all my abhorrence of the hypocrisy and arrogance of the Catholic Church hierarchy, Catholic
rituals and beliefs nurtured my sense of spirituality. And while some clergy would be revealed as
paedophiles and sadists, others championed the disadvantaged and battled for social justice. Like it or
loathe it, the Catholic Church provided what the Irish writer John McGahern called the ‘sacred
weather’ of my childhood.
FEMALE VOCALIST: CATHOLIC HYMN: HAIL QUEEN OF HEAVEN
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
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In Australia, I had to rewrite ‘Catholic’ to incorporate ‘Irish’. But then where did these often fifth and
sixth-generation ‘Irish Catholics’ fit with being Australian? For Meg Clancy, growing up in a pub in
inner Melbourne in the '50s, Irishness and Australianness both derived from being ‘The Other', not
English.
MUSIC: Irish Traditional dance tune - fiddle
MEG CLANCY:
There were always lots of anti-English jokes in the family and the Irishman got the upper hand and the
Englishman was proved to be foolish, and everyone used to love those and slapped their thighs and
wiped away the tears and had another drink, so it was great1 (laughs)
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
And how much did a sense of Irishness bleed into a sense of Australian kind of nationalism?
MEG CLANCY
You aligned yourself with an Australian sensibility. Certainly in my grandfather's time they always
voted Labor and in that sense you would never vote Liberal. And Bob Menzies was certainly an
anathema to most of the people in my parents' generation because of his arse-licking, if you like, of the
Queen. They did turn their backs on the Establishment but, on the other hand, I asked my mother about
this one time and she said, 'Yes, but I have to admit that I do like living under the Westminster system
of government.' So there was kind of a contradiction.
MUSIC: piano – God Save Our King
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
John Haynes, estranged from his family for marrying a Catholic in 1961, was brought up an Anglican
in Sydney’s eastern suburbs. In his world, Englishness and its flag bearer, Anglicanism, were
paramount. Fealty, not faith, was the issue.
Music ends
JOHN HAYNES:
It wasn't as if my parents had ever gone to church, except for weddings and funerals, it was just that
my father was very much an empire man, and I think in those days Robert Menzies was the epitome of
an empire man, and everything that came out of Great Britain, including I presume the Church of
England, was to be admired. And you were somehow letting the family lineage down and history down
if you changed that through bringing up children as Catholics.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
At times the two communities maintained a virtual social apartheid. In Rockhampton in the 1930s, for
instance, anyone wary of transacting business with a Catholic could equip themselves with a handy
brochure, ‘The Protestant’s Guide to Shopping in Rockhampton’.
MUSICAL STING: Faith of our Fathers
DRAMATISATION:
“A leading hosiery supplier seeks reliable and experienced representative. Roman Catholics need
not apply.”
MEG CLANCY
You always did business with other Catholics. Like if Mum had to renew the insurance she made sure
it was through the Hibernian Society. So where possible you'd always go to the shops that were owned
by Catholics, you didn't really give any support…you gave as little as possible to any Protestant
businesses. So it was a ghetto, in a way. But when you're in it, you don't know you're in a ghetto, you
know?
MUSIC: Land of Hope and Glory
DRAMATISATION
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Wunderlich tiles: fitters, machinists wanted. Roman Catholics need not apply.

JOHN HAYNES
You were more likely in Australian society to prosper as a Protestant than as a Catholic. The Catholic
represented an underclass at many levels. They did ask in your interviews what religion you were in
those days.
SUSAN TIMMINS
Absolutely. My father tells the story of my mother trying to get a job, I think it was at David Jones,
because she applied for a job there and they asked, 'Would you state religion?' And she said that she
put down Catholic and they turned her away, said, 'Don't bother', they wouldn’t even interview her.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
The opposing camps in Australia were very clear. The question for me was whether or not there was a
middle ground. Was it possible to meld Irish larrikinism and English orderliness? To reconcile Irish
roguishness and English respectability? To overcome bigotry and bile? Mixed marriage seemed to
point towards a third way.

MUSIC: ANGLICAN HYMN: ABIDE WITH ME (instrumental)
KEVIN HINCKS
We were brought up as Anglicans, Church of England in those days.
BEV HINCKS
I was brought up very Catholic. I was on holidays with a friend coming back from the Gold Coast and
we crashed the car, and Kevin was coming home from doing relief in a pharmacy, and he was the first
car to arrive on the scene. So I was a pick-up!
KEVIN HINCKS
I just thought, silly so-and-so, fancy running up the wall!
BEV HINCKS
But I can remember him telling me that…he must have been starting to like me and fall in love with
me, if I can put it that way…I remember him telling me, 'Buster, religion will never be a problem if we
get together,' because he knew that I'd had problems before. And I think they were some of the
loveliest words I ever heard.
KEVIN HINCKS
I knew that if we got married…I knew the children would have to be brought up as Catholics etcetera,
it didn't particularly worry me.
BEV HINCKS
We were married in 1959, just as John XXIII was calling Vatican II, which I think has been the story of
our lives because we've lived it. As the churches have grown, we've grown. Well, I've grown, Kevin
didn't have to grow as much as me.
KEVIN HINCKS
Out of the four [children] it turned out one married a Catholic, one's married to an Anglican, one's
married to a Uniting Church and one's married to a Jew, so it's a really ecumenical family.

Music ends.

SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Bev and Kevin Hincks from Newcastle are among the one in five Australian couples who 'married out'
between the 1890s and the 1960s. I've been gathering stories of these marriages and they’ve upset a lot
of my cultural stereotypes. I met a hilarious Methodist and a friendly Mason. I found a large poor
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Protestant family and eleven teetotal Catholic siblings. I met one Catholic who married three
Protestants, and another whose forebears serially married Anglicans called Gladys.
But does passion overcome prejudice? Does faith help or hinder a hybrid marriage?
Let’s start at the very beginning, what we might call The First Joyful Mystery - when boy meets girl.
MUSIC: FIDDLE: Little Brown Jug
NORA DUNNE
Well, I think it was really a fairytale meeting, because they were running dances in the city hall in
Newcastle for the war effort and that. It was midweek, it was during the barn dance and he saw me and
came in the barn dance, and it was like as if we'd known one another all our lives.
GWEN
They built the Concord AGH, which was the military hospital then, and on the day that they were
opening it in 1941… I had a girlfriend staying with me from work and just for something to do I said to
her, 'Would you like to go over to the hospital and see the opening ceremony?' So over we trotted. I
think my husband-to-be was the first air force patient in there.
GAY WILSON
I met him at the local technical college and I thought he was the most handsome thing on two legs. And
religion never entered the equation for us.

MUSIC: OPERA - MARRIAGE OF FIGARO (MOZART)

KAYE AMBROSE
In 1963, had my parents' friend not caught her finger in the car door, we would never have met. But my
parents had a friend who was playing the piano as a rehearsal pianist for the Williamstown Light Opera
Company, so she asked my parents would my brother take over as rehearsal pianist, and I just tagged
along. His mother had actually been one of their star lead performers prior to the war, so he'd joined,
and that's how we met.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Once a couple decided to marry, the big question was; which Church?
TONY DAVIS:
We decided that we'd get married…because Elaine's parents were both Anglicans, that we'd get
married in the Anglican church. The next step was to go and see the Davis family who lived on The
Hill in Newcastle. They were a fairly influential family and a very strong Catholic family. So when I
went to see them and told them that I was going to marry Elaine, my auntie said to Elaine, 'Come out
on the veranda and look at the ships and while we're doing that, I'll talk to you about how easy it is to
become a Catholic.' And my wife-to-be said, 'I don't think you will, because I'm not going to be a
Catholic.' So from that moment on they told me that they would not come to the wedding and they
didn't really care if they never spoke to me again.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Tony Davis ended up converting to Anglicanism and, a radical shift, becoming a Mason, something he
could not bring himself to tell even his liberal-minded Catholic father.
TONY DAVIS:
Because my dad believed that Catholics and Masons should keep as far as they can away from each
other. But when I did go and see my father one day when he was quite ill, he said to me, 'I want you to
really promise me something and that is that from this moment on in your life you will never join the
Masonic Lodge and become a Mason.' And I said, 'I will never do that, from this moment on.' I think
I'd been a member for ten years. But there was no point in me telling him because he would have got
very upset.
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SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Catholics who married in a Protestant church were automatically excommunicated, a fate that befell
Prime Minister Ben Chifley. After his marriage to a Presbyterian, he always stayed at the back during
Sunday Mass, unable to receive Communion. The Catholic Church was, however, quick to claim him
for the glory of a prime ministerial burial.
MUSIC: CATHOLIC HYMN: HOLY GOD WE PRAISE THY NAME
Protestants who chose a Catholic ceremony were required to familiarise themselves with basic Catholic
principles. Father William Crahan, from Navan in Ireland, handled numerous mixed marriages during
more than 50 years of ministry in rural New South Wales and the ACT.
FR WILLIAM CRAHAN:
What I'd generally say to them, 'You're both Christians and you've got an awful lot in common.' See,
the first instruction is on the existence of God and the next one is on Jesus Christ, and then the third is
on the Pope, the infallibility, and then the commandments of the Church and the sacraments. And then
the fifth one of course was on marriage.
Five nights they'd have to come and see me. I'd go through it in about half an hour. Some of them
would fall asleep and some of them would ask questions and say they didn't believe in it and why, but
generally it was quite a nice meeting.
JONATHAN WICK
Margaret's priest, Father O'Donovan, had been with her family for many, many years. He initially gave
me a bit of a hard time and wanted me to prove to him that I knew my Bible and wanted me to go to
him and have lessons and whatever. I didn't like that but Margaret said, 'I think you should know
something about my religion,' which I accepted.
MARGARET WICK
But you didn't do five, you did two.
JONATHAN WICK
No, I didn't do five, I wasn't happy about it. But I knew my Bible, I didn't have to prove anything to
him, and if he didn't like it, well, bad luck!
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Now it was the Protestant's turn to feel like a second-class citizen. Even armed with the Five
Instructions, no Protestant could be admitted onto the main altar of a Catholic Church. The exuberant
splendour of a Nuptial Mass was for Catholic couples only. Mixed couples got a no-frills affair, with
the exchange of vows relegated to a cheerless setting out of sight of friends and family.
NORA DUNNE
Yes, in the presbytery. It was a dirty old presbytery too.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Did you feel hurt by that?
NORA DUNNE:
Not at the time I didn't. I was married in 1942. You know, you obey what you can do and what you
can't do. But as the years went by I did, because there were two other people married at the same time
and both those girls were married in the church, but they were both pregnant, and I wasn't.
MUSIC: ORGAN - HERE COMES THE BRIDE
JEAN MCLEAN:
You know how it's always so beautifully performed, the whole marriage, with the bows on the pews
and the people sitting down in their appropriate seats, his side one side, your side the other side, all this
nonsense. And all I can remember is arriving on the steps of St Patrick's Cathedral, all my family and
friends etcetera all standing at the top of the this church, and they're not Catholic, they're Protestants,
waiting for me to come on the arm of my uncle. And then they're all scattering down the aisle ahead of
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me! (laughs) Then turning the corner at the bottom near the altar and going around the back to the
vestry. So instead of being the bride in all her finery coming down the aisle, everybody turning,
looking at her and gasping, instead she sees the backs of all her family scattering down in front
(laughs).
MUSIC ends
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Ken and Jean McLean married in 1949. Pope Paul VI rescinded the inflammatory 'not in front of the
altar' rule in 1966, but before that there were always priests who didn't toe the line, as Father John
McSweeney discovered in the 1950s.

FR JOHN MCSWEENEY:
In our church in Dulwich Hill, the parish priest decided that that wasn't a good rule, we needn't obey it,
so he didn't obey it himself and we, the curates, we didn't obey it either, and so we conducted all
marriages the same way, they were all in front of the altar and they all had the same ceremony and we
didn't discriminate in any way between mixed marriages and Catholic marriages.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
And did you ever get into trouble for that?
Fr John McSweeney: No, never had any trouble. Probably the Bishop knew about it but he was wise
enough not to do anything about it.
MUSIC: IRISH FIDDLE AIR – ASH GROVE
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
The Bishop was indeed wise not to take on that particular priest, one Dr Patrick Tuomey. The Irish
priest was fined 30 pounds for sedition in 1918 for ‘having by word of mouth encouraged disloyalty to
the British Empire’. He’d spoken out against British rule in Ireland, in the wake of the 1916 rebellion
in Dublin.
Sectarianism in Australia peaked in the 1920s, fuelled by mutterings of Catholics not doing their bit to
support the war.
MUSIC – TRUMPET - THE LAST POST
This perception was bolstered by the very public anti-conscription stance taken by Archbishop Daniel
Mannix of Melbourne, another outspoken Irish cleric.
ACTOR: [Daniel Mannix]: “Australia first, the Empire second.”
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Mannix lambasted conscription as ‘the undignified process of spurring the willing steed’. And indeed,
the records show that Catholics enlisted in World War I in the same proportions as other Australians,
but the myth of Catholic disloyalty persisted, entrenching the sectarian divide.
MUSICAL STING: RULE BRITANNIA
ACTOR: ‘This is a Protestant country and it is our pride that we have absolute liberty under the
Union Jack.’ EK Bowden, Australian Minister for Defence, 1922.

SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Such Protestant triumphalism made Catholics more determined than ever not to give ground. Mixed
marriage became the battlefield. Despite hostile clergy and family fatwas, many couples were
determined to bridge the gap.
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MUSIC: COMPOSED theme MARRYING OUT - FIDDLE
The First Sorrowful Mystery: Kaye, a Methodist, marries John, raised Catholic,1966.
KAYE AMBROSE (letter noise)
This was written on the 5th of September in 1965. So she says:
'Dear Kaye. When John told me he was taking you out again I asked him not to get himself involved
as it would only bring unhappiness to everybody. I also mentioned I would not like him to marry
outside his church. He assured me I would never have to worry about that. But you were not satisfied
to take him as he was, you had to mould him to your ideas. We knew John decided to go your way just
after Christmas. You must feel very proud and honoured at what he'd doing for you, but is he proud of
himself for what he's doing to his family? You are taking our only son, his father's name and his and
our pride without even consulting us. You will probably say it is your life and your decision. We agree
with you there. But John owed a good mother and father more consideration that that. I have only my
prayers left to hope for a happy solution for us all. Mrs D Ambrose.'
But I did respond to that letter. A lot of this I had forgotten over the years and it was only when I
looked at it again that some of it came back to me.
'Dear Mr and Mrs Ambrose. As you know, John and I have been going out together for almost two
years now. It didn't take us long to realise we loved each other, but the fact foremost in our minds…'
And I'm going to cry now, only because he's died recently. (sobs)
'…was our different religions. Having both taken an active part in our own respective churches we
knew that a marriage without a religious unity has no foundation, and although we worshipped the
same God, it was pointless going on together and it would be better for us to be apart than together and
of separate faiths, and so we broke off. Not because we wanted to, but feeling it would be better for all
concerned. This didn't happen once but five times and each time we were aware that our love and need
for each other was growing stronger and bringing us together again. Believe me, we tried hard enough.'
(sobs)
MUSIC – composed - fiddle
KAYE AMBROSE
We were like chalk and cheese in our religions. There were a lot of differences that I found quite
unusual, hmm.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
And were you dismayed to find he was Catholic?
KAYE AMBROSE:
No, I don't think I was. I don't think I had any prejudices. In fact I'd been out with a guy who was an
Aboriginal and I'd found a lot of people weren't too happy about that and my parents were a bit wary.
But unbeknownst to me one night he announced that there were certain things about the Catholic
religion he didn't like and he just…I don't know, saw something in me that he felt I had more out of
mine than he did out of his.
MUSIC – METHODIST HYMN
So it was in October of that year when my father, my mother, John and I were at my work's ball, the
band struck up and the MC announced our engagement and he produced the ring that he'd been
hanging onto for ten months. Not even my parents knew. And then I sat there thinking, oh boy, have I
made the right decision? Oh it's too late now! (laughs)
His father refused to come, would not come at all. His mother said she would come as long as we did
not have communion. So I said to John, 'Well, you might need to decide whether you're marrying me or
your mother.'
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ACTUALITY: MARRIAGE of JOHN AND KAYE AMBROSE, 1966: VOWS
At the end when…in those days the bride and groom got in the middle with the family around them
and then all the guests usually stood around in another big circle and you kissed goodbye to everybody,
and…I know we've got a photo, you can see the look on his mother's face, the tears welling up in her
eyes.
MUSIC: MALE VOCALIST: HYMN: Jehovah
KAYE AMBROSE
He had a lovely singing voice, a tenor voice, and he would sing in the choir, and we'd made that
decision that if we had children they'd be brought up in the Methodist Church, and everything settled
down quite well. But his father didn't speak to us for four years, and he wouldn't come into the same
room as us, he wouldn't eat at the same table as us.
I've seen John go to shake hands with him and his father would turn his head, put his hand out and turn
his head, wouldn't look at him. And I would always walk in and kiss him hello and goodbye whether he
liked it or not, because I used to think, you old so-and-so, I don't care what you think, I'm going to kiss
you hello and good bye.
And it wasn't until we'd been married for four years that I lost our first baby. She was born full time,
she was a week late, inhaled a lot of fluid, got pneumonia and died when she was two days old, and
that was on the 6th of November of 1969. And when we went down to his parents' place that Christmas
Day, and I can still see it like it was yesterday, his father was sitting in the chair in the lounge where he
always sat because he wouldn't go into the dining room with us, and I just walked in and kissed him on
the top of the head and he just muttered, 'Sorry about the baby.' And I burst into tears.
And his mother came running out from the kitchen defending me saying, 'Did he upset you?' But he
didn't, I was crying from happiness that he'd finally spoken to us. That was in '69. And then in 1970 I
had my daughter Robyn, and he died of cancer when she was six months old. So we didn't have that
relationship for very long. He'd wasted a lot of years.
MUSIC: FIDDLE - composed
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
The Second Sorrowful Mystery: Heather, a Presbyterian, marries Cliff, a Catholic, 1961.

HEATHER SHEPHERD
Well, my father was a Presbyterian and he came out from Scotland when he was 16, and my mother
comes from an English background, and I was brought up on the farm. We met in the Agriculture
Bureau, we were both members and we went out on outings together.
MUSIC: Fiddle – Little Brown Jug
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
But how did you feel, then, when you found out he was a Catholic?

HEATHER SHEPHERD
I was quite happy about it because he has a wonderful family, but of course my family weren't. When
we told them we were going to be married…well, they were upset, we were upset, it was quite an
upsetting time really. My father didn't say much but my mother told me she wished I was dead, that she
didn't want me to marry Cliff. My dad never gave me away when we were married. Well, he was a
Mason and it sort of didn't go too well!
We got married on the 22nd of April 1961, it was in the Catholic church in Marulan. And it was quite a
good occasion, but there was one thing that happened after the wedding which, somebody took the nuts
off one of the wheels on the ute that we were going on our honeymoon in and the wheel came off. Cliff
just gently guided it until it stopped. We weren't hurt. We still don't know who that was.
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SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Tell me then about your mother after you got married. Did she soften her attitude?
HEATHER SHEPHERD
No, never. And when we had children she used to tell me what ugly children they were. She'd sit there
at the table and say, 'That's the ugliest child I've ever seen.'
MUSIC: Composed theme song: MARRYING OUT
I still had a good relationship with Dad but when he died he left the place to my brother, just because I
married a Catholic, yes. I knew, he told me before we were married, he told me that he'd disinherited
me. It didn't particularly worry me, but later on when he was very sick he wanted to change his will
and I wouldn’t let him. I said no because I thought he's not in his right mind now, so we didn't change
it. ___________________________
MUSIC: Composed piano: MARRYING OUT
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
The Third Sorrowful Mystery: John, raised Anglican, marries Helen, raised Catholic, 1961.
JOHN HAYNES:
We were brought up as Protestants, Church of England. This was the children because my parents
never seemed to participate in any of these activities themselves. So as far as I was concerned my
parents were as close as you could imagine to good citizens with religious moral attitudes but didn't
practise or attend anything that was religious as far as I was aware of. And my uncle was a member of
the Masonic Order and took his membership very seriously.
HELEN HAYNES:
Yes, they were dour Calvinist sort of…not fun-loving and in fact if you were having a really good time
that would not be something that they would approve of. Even your mother liked to have a cigarette
and liked to play cards, and was it brandy she drank? She liked to party, she liked a good time, and
your father didn't drink, your father didn't smoke.
JOHN HAYNES:
He was very interested in sport but not one of the boys, not one to go down to the pub and have a drink.
I never heard him tell a joke.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
And what was your father's occupation?
JOHN HAYNES:
He was a manager of a NSW authority called the Egg Marketing Board.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Do you think that the Egg Marketing Board was a Protestant enclave?
JOHN HAYNES:
Yes, I do. The senior positions there would almost invariably be filled, irrespective of merit, by
Protestant people.
HELEN HAYNES:
Yes, I always was under the impression that one of the big reasons is that he didn't want people at work
to know that you were marrying a Catholic. He probably had risen as far as he could go then, it
wouldn't necessarily be for promotion but I think it was probably the shame of it. It was a stigma to
have a Catholic in the family.
JOHN HAYNES:
That's putting it pretty strongly but I guess this explains why I was so surprised. I could not think of
any rationale.
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MUSIC: PIANO (composed)
HELEN HAYNES:
My parents were very supportive. They just loved John, so he could have been any religion, they
wouldn’t have cared.
JOHN HAYNES:
They were welcoming, they were terrific.
HELEN HAYNES:
They never said anything ever critical about your family, and yet I know that my father was absolutely
furious that his daughter would be treated like that.
JOHN HAYNES:
Helen was never welcome, even ten years later, Helen was never made to feel welcome in our house.
MUSIC: PIANO (composed)
HELEN HAYNES:
We went overseas and lived in Canada for three years, just to get right away from families. And it was
when we came back, Philip was older than a baby, he was a toddler, he was walking, that you then
decided that you would do something about it.
JOHN HAYNES:
I think my attitude may have been, how could you resist this little toddler, such a cute little kid (of
course we're all biased), it's got to be an icebreaker in this whole thing, and it turned out only very
partially to be an ice breaker because my father had really made up his mind. In fact he died in 1973,
our kids were born in '68 and '70, so he never really got to know them. And I think he harboured the
suspicion that they were being brought up Catholic, but they weren't being brought up anything at all.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
But how ironic in the end that the children weren't brought up Catholic.
HELEN HAYNES:
No, no.
JOHN HAYNES:
He really had nothing to fear but he didn't know it.
MUSIC: PIANO (composed)
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Your father died suddenly, I believe. Were you actually really reconciled with him before he died?
JOHN HAYNES:
No, we'd never really had a satisfactory debate.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Do you feel angry with him for what he did?
JOHN HAYNES:
No. I think there have been times when I was supposed to be angry but I couldn’t bring myself to be
angry. I just thought, well, he's got it wrong and his attitude is different to mine. In all other respects he
was a good, caring, loving father. I had sadness, because I felt that the family, which had been a very
strong unit previously, had suffered a serious disruption, but what was done was done and I had no
regrets and I never heard my father express regret either for his attitude. No, we were never
comfortable after I was married.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
And did he disinherit you?
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JOHN HAYNES:
Yes.
HELEN HAYNES:
Both their wills were changed because I remember after your father died, one of the first things your
mother said to you when she got over the shock and the grief was, 'I want to change my will.'
JOHN HAYNES:
She wanted to right what I think she felt privately for a long time was a wrong, and she didn't change
her will. Funnily enough (small laugh) my uncle, when he died a few years later, he had one of these
distorted wills as well and I was cut out of that.
HELEN HAYNES:
So John feels quite a bit of pride that he was cut out of three wills! He figures that not many people
would have been cut out of three wills.
JOHN HAYNES:
It was all for the same reason - this business of religious bigotry.
MUSIC: PIANO: composed theme Marrying Out – to end.
THE END
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MARRYING OUT
PART TWO – BETWEEN TWO WORLDS
_______________________________________
A RADIO DOCUMENTARY FOR ‘HINDSIGHT’
BROADCAST on ABC RADIO NATIONAL, 18 OCTOBER 2009
TRANSCRIPT
Music, archives, actuality and effects in bold and italics
_________________________________________________________________
CONTINUITY ANNOUNCER:
Today, the final in the two-part series, Marrying Out, which explores the experience of marriage
across the Catholic-Protestant divide in pre-multicultural Australia. In Part Two, ‘Between Two
Worlds’, we hear from the children who grew up in a mixed marriage. It’s presented by Siobhan
McHugh.
_________________________________
[Voices in sequence, reciting the Hail Mary]
MUSIC - HYMN: Faith of our Fathers…

‘ANNA’
They were very Presbyterian, very conservative and they hated Catholics, and so we weren't accepted
by my grandmother, particularly; she was more vocal about it.
As soon as you walked in, on the piano there were photos of all the family and their weddings and
there was a photo of our parents' wedding, but out mother was cut out of it, just sort of shredded out of
it, and that set the tone for us. We sort of didn't feel very welcome.
Music fades out
JONATHAN WICK
I do believe my mother is anti-Catholic, for reasons I don't know. When I told her I was marrying
Margaret she was I think initially a little distressed.
MARGARET WICK
And indeed when you told her that we were expecting a baby;do you remember that? And she said, 'Oh
no,' and burst into tears!
ACTUALITY – school playground
GAY WILSON
In those days, you were either public or a Catholic and in those days the Catholic kids wore brown
shoes to school and the publics wore black. And she asked my son, who was just five, 'Has mummy
bought your school shoes yet?' and I knew what she meant: 'Did mummy buy you black shoes or
brown shoes?' not say, 'What school are you going to?' I thought that was horrific to ask a young child,
a five-year-old, that.
ACTUALITY - School bells/playground
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ALMA DOUGLAS
The nuns used to tell us if you weren't a Catholic, you wouldn't go to heaven when you died. I piped
up;I think I was only in first class; and I said, 'But my mother's not a Catholic,' and she said, 'Well,
she'll go to hell when she dies.' I must have really got very cranky, because I was put outside the door,
and I said, 'My mother will go to heaven, because I'm going to see her there,' because everyone
promised me that (laugh). And she said, 'No, she won't.' And I went home and I told Mum. She said,
'God decides that.' And I went back the next day and I told Sister Celine, 'God decides.'
MUSIC: Catholic air - fiddle
Actor [Nun]
Your mother will burn in hell. For all eternity.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Growing up in Australia in the ambiguous half-world of a mixed marriage required a delicate balancing
act. It was the experience of one in five families until the 1970s, a pre-multicultural age when the
country was polarised between just two groups: Catholics and Protestants. Children struggled to
reconcile opposing beliefs and cultures. One girl felt like a spiritual half-breed.
ANNA
Oh we were slapped into a state school and he would say that we had been brainwashed, the Catholics
had brainwashed us and he was, he didn't say he was going to knock that out of us, but that's basically
what he was trying to do. And in those days you didn't eat meat on a Friday and so he tried to get us to
eat meat on a Friday and we wouldn't and that got him quite angry.
MUSIC - HYMN: ST MARY’S CATHEDRAL BOYS’ CHOIR
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
We went to church every Sunday; this was the sixties, where you still wore your mantilla; and I
remember being embarrassed that you'd get to the church, which was St Michael's at Hurstville, and
that we'd go there and there'd be my sister and I and Dad, and that you'd see all the other people from
school and it was the mother, the father and the children. And sometimes kids that didn't know would
go, 'Where's your mother?' Sometimes when we got home [that] she had coffee and she was reading the
Sunday paper seemed kind of really sinful and bad, like that that compounded the fact that she wasn't
there [laughs].
MUSIC…hymn
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Irish Catholics were Australia's first ethnic minority, battling discrimination and opprobrium from the
Protestant establishment. To a beleaguered Catholic Church, mixed marriage threatened to undermine
the faith, as priests like Father William Crahan were well aware.

FATHER WILLIAM CRAHAN
Of course, you put milk into the water, or water into the milk and it gradually dilutes the faith; or
there's a danger of dilution; and that's perhaps one of the reasons why the church is against mixed
marriages, you could say.
MUSIC… hymn
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
But no church could stop people falling in love. Who cared about religious differences, tribal loyalties
to Ireland or England, centuries or colonial oppression, or even hostile families?
COMPOSED MUSIC – piano
‘LOUISE’
Well, my father came from Sydney, a Protestant family who lived in Drummoyne; I think they were
Anglican. He was an industrial chemist and he moved to Melbourne and was working in Melbourne,
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and that's where he met my mother, because they were both living in the same boarding house. But my
mother came from Ballarat, from a sort of pub-owning family; her mother owned a hotel, her father
died when she was very young. So that was a very Catholic family. My aunt says they were very much
in love when they were first married. But I think they must have both been quite lonely, in a boarding
house, both away from their families.
MUSIC (piano)
ALMA DOUGLAS
My father was a Catholic and a strong Catholic. My mother came from a staunch Presbyterian family
and also her mother was in the Orange Lodge and very, very strongly anti-Catholic. Any other religion
they could tolerate, but not Catholics. So, they eloped.
MUSIC: Here Comes The Bride (piano)
ANNA
I know my mother was Irish Catholic. Her mother was Anglican, her father was an Irish immigrant, I
think. They were orchardists and she grew up on an orchard down in Victoria. My father came from a
very Presbyterian family. He was one of I think it was ten children, and they were farmers. And in
those days, people went to dances and my Mum clapped eyes on my Dad and she never looked at
another man after that apparently. She thought he was just divine. He was a very good-looking man
and she was apparently very, very beautiful too. And they were married in wartime, about 1939 or
something like that. They were both 23.

HARRY GRIFFITHS
My mother's name was Florence Eileen Duffy. And the old man, he was born here in Australia, but his
father came from Shropshire in England. His family were not very happy about him marrying a
Catholic. Old man Duffy didn't seem to mind, as long as they got married in a Catholic church, but the
first surprise came when my mother told him that because he was a Protestant, they couldn't be married
in front of the altar, they had to be married around the side of the altar. So before the church ceremony,
my father went round and saw the priest, gave him five quid and said, 'Make this as fast as possible.
Get it over and done with quick!' So that's what he did. He said it was the fastest wedding they'd ever
seen! [laughs].
Music: Here Comes The Bride: fiddle (played FAST)
MUSIC - HYMN: ST MARY’S CATHEDRAL BOYS’ CHOIR
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Contrary to Protestant paranoia, the Catholic Church did not seek to convert those who courted
Catholics. The odd proselytising priest may have had a go, but not very successfully. A 1966 survey
showed that only about four per cent of spouses in a mixed marriage switched faith and of these, more
became Protestant. That's not to say that the Catholic Church wasn't out to save souls; the real
battlefield was over the children.
MUSIC – Hymn (under)
ACTOR: 'We, the undersigned, hereby solemnly promise and engage that all the children of both
sexes who may be born of our marriage shall be baptised in the Catholic Church and shall be
carefully brought up in the knowledge and practice of the Catholic religion.'

FATHER WILLIAM CRAHAN
When I started back in the fifties, both the Catholic and non-Catholic would have to sign that, to say
that they were going to bring the children up as Catholics; they'd both have to make the promise.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
When you think about the people that you actually met and married in these mixed marriage situations,
what was their frame of mind? Were they realistic about the issues?
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FATHER WILLIAM CRAHAN
Well, two people in love, the last thing they're thinking about is the future, the children, the problems
that they might have, or anything. They're in love and they want to get married. That's it.
Music – fades
JEAN MCLEAN
The only time I recall a form was after the marriage ceremony itself, in the vestry at the back of St
Patrick's Cathedral in Melbourne where we were married. I had said to Ken I would marry him in the
Catholic Church, despite my upbringing, because he said his mother would never speak to him again if
he didn't marry in the Catholic Church. So I agreed, but only if any children we had would be
Protestants, because I would not know how to bring up a child in the Catholic Church. But I signed,
because, I mean we'd gone through the whole performance and I probably didn't think it had too much
meaning for me, because I was a Methodist in my own mind and to be signing a bit of paper in a
Catholic Church - wouldn't have made any difference if it had been Calathumpian!
ACTUALITY/FX - CHURCH BELLS
GAY WILSON
Well, we were married in a Catholic Church. My husband was most agreeable to that: he loved me and
he didn't want to lose me, I guess. But the horrifying thing to me - my husband had to sign a document
to say he would bring any children that we had up as Catholics. I thought that was such an imposition
to ask someone to do that.
Fortunately my husband and I both agreed that children did need some religion and some guidelines
and he thought the mother is the one who has the most time with the children and has the most
influence over them during those formative years, and he was more than happy for them to be
christened Catholics and to be brought up as Catholics.
MUSIC - HYMN: HAIL QUEEN OF HEAVEN (a capella female vocals)
ALMA DOUGLAS
They got married here in Sydney, here at St Francis in Albion Street, Surry Hills, and it was a Catholic
Church. And when I look back on it, I would say my father demanded that and I doubt whether he
would have married Mum if she hadn't’ve agreed to get married in a Catholic Church and bring the
children up as Catholic. And I suppose this was a falling out then with her mother over that, because
she was dead against it. And as a result of that, my father and grandmother never spoke. And every
time we'd go from Bronte to Paddington to see my grandmother, my mother would say in the tram,
'Now, we won't talk about church or what you did at church this week, all right?' They would sort of rib
us about Jesus Christ and the Cross and all this sort of thing, so on the way home in the tram my
mother would say, 'Now, don't say anything to your father about what happens in Paddington. What
happens in Paddington, stays in Paddington.' 'Yeah, Mum, yes, yes.'
Music: Faith of Our Fathers (piano)
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
They married at St Joseph's at Newtown. She talked about them discussing should there be a problem
at a birth of a child and a choice had to be made between saving the mother's life and the child, and that
she had to agree, and that my father had to agree, that the child's life would be saved over hers. And
she said she had a very big problem with that, she wouldn't agree to it. They left; my father said
something like, 'You just agree with the priest. You just go "yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah." You just
agree with what they say and then you go and just do what you need to do.' You know, 'Don't you
know that?' But she was taking it all very literally and seriously. So she said that was typical of an
Irish-Australian attitude to the church: you go in and you doff your hat and you say 'yes, yes, yes, yes,
yes,' and then you go out and you just go on with what you were going to do anyway.
COMPOSED MUSIC - PIANO
__________________________
DRAMATISED SCENE:
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MAN
I will not have the pope telling me how to run my life!
WOMAN
But we promised Father Harrigan we'd bring up the children Catholic.
MAN
Bloody priests!
WOMAN
You sound more like your mother every day. First it's dirty, drunken Irish, then it's pig-ignorant
papists.

MAN
Look I know my family don't treat you right, but if we bring them up Catholic, my mother will never
want to see her grandchildren.
WOMAN
And what about my family if we go your way??
___________________________________________________
COMPOSED MUSIC - PIANO
LOUISE
Well, my brother went to the local public school and I went to the local Catholic primary school. My
father wouldn't let him be raised as a Catholic.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
But then why would he have let you?
LOUISE
Well I guess because I was a girl. You know what they were like then, you know, it doesn't matter
about the girls really.
MUSIC - PIANO
HARRY GRIFFITHS
I said to my father, 'What church are you?' He said 'Church of Christ.' I said, 'That's a very small
church. How did you come to pick that?' 'Well,' he said, 'when I was a kid they had the best picnics.'
MUSIC - Hymn: Praise\ my soul the King of Heaven
HARRY GRIFFITHS
'But,' he said, 'when I joined the army, I was Church of England, because,' he said, 'it's better in the
army to be Church of England, because that's what most of them are. There's nothing strict about it,
you know. Don't tell 'em you're Methodist or Presbyterian or that quirky stuff, just Church of
England;straight in, straight out.' 'Cos he was advising me, because the arrangement my mother and
father came to was that all the girls would be brought up Catholics and my father would decide what
we were going to be. So I became Church of England, because most of the kids at school were Church
of England, and my sister became Catholic.
ACTUALITY - playground
LOUISE
It was weird me being there, and then over the road was my brother, in the public school. Yes, so we
were not very close. We hardly spoke to each other really. My father would never come to my school.
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He would never take me there or pick me up or come to any speech days or anything like that. He just
wouldn't have anything to do with it because it was a Catholic school.
ACTUALITY – playground
I think I found it more puzzling than hurtful. Yeah. There'd be this dark kind of cloud over the house of
my mother and I going off to Mass and coming back. So there was a definite kind of great disapproval
happening.

ACTUALITY - playground
Actor:
Remember, girls, no meat on Friday.
HARRY GRIFFITHS
When my sister went to the convent, after the first week, she comes home for dinner on Friday night,
and she says, 'I can't eat meat on Friday.' 'Oh,' said my Mum. So my mother gets out a tin of salmon
and opens it up and my sister can have salmon. Well my father said to me, 'this'll put her to the test,' he
said, 'because we're having grilled chops and she's going to be eating salmon. We'll see how long this
lasts!' [Laughs.]
MUSIC: Art Tatum, jazz piano: ‘I’ve got my love to keep me warm’.

SIOBHAN MCHUGH
The chops reportedly soon overcame religious devotion. Harry Griffiths' father was a dance band
musician and a nominal Protestant, but after seeing the carnage of World War I, he became a religious
pragmatist.
MUSIC
HARRY GRIFFITHS
Now my father, during the Great Depression, joined the Masons. I said, 'Why'd you do that?' 'Well,' he
said, 'I found out that Masons get preference when you go for work.' You can see he was a practical
man. And he said to me, 'that's the best religion of all. Good living people and they do the right thing.
Of course,' he said, 'you have to understand that Catholics don't like them. So there we are,' he said,
'I'm a Mason, your mother's a Catholic, and we get on just fine.'
MUSIC
My mother used to say to my father, 'Give me the Masonic grip.' She'd put her hand out, you see. She
said, 'I didn't feel anything.' He said, 'But you're not supposed to. You're a Catholic, you wouldn't know
what to look for.' She said, 'Well, tell me.' And he said, 'I'm not going to tell you. No. It's a Masonic
secret.' So every time my mother asked, 'Give me the grip,' and she'd try and work out what it was. She
died still not knowing, because I don't think he ever gave it to her! [Laughs.]
MUSIC to end.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Some mixed marriages were harmonious, with religion a minor consideration. But for others, religious
differences were symptomatic of a wider cultural and political chasm. In the white heat of first love,
these issues could be glossed over, but once children arrived, broken promises and divided loyalties
tore families apart. Anna grew up in rural Victoria in the fifties.
ANNA
My recollections are of a very tense family, living in a little rented house and I don't recall my parents
ever sharing a room. And he was very antagonistic towards Catholics and Catholicism; we weren't
allowed to talk to Catholic children. But in those days there was a huge dividing line between Catholics
and Protestants. You know, you'd be walking off to the swimming pool in a school group or something
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and you'd go past the Catholic school, or you'd pass Catholic kids, and all the Protestant kids used to
taunt them with those songs, you know, like 'Catholic dog, sitting on a log,' I think it was, 'eating
maggots out of a frog.' There was always that sort of thing, and I'd feel really… 'Oh, this is really
awful,' but you wouldn't say anything 'cos you didn't want it to happen to you as well.

Actor (whispered)
Catholic dog sitting on a log eating maggots out of a frog.

ANNA
So, yeah, it was very hard for Mum. She didn't participate that much in our schooling or anything like
that.
Actor:
We're up to the Sorrowful Mysteries. Margaret, on your knees! In the name of the Father and the
Son and of the Holy Ghost. Amen.
ANNA
Mum taught us the rosary. She taught us prayers etcetera when Dad wasn't home, probably between the
time the kids came home from school and Dad came home.

SIOBHAN MCHUGH
So she was actually bringing you up as Catholics but not to his knowledge?
ANNA
Not to his knowledge, although he was intensely suspicious and probably paranoid by this stage about
it. Every summer we would go back to the farm, to her mum, and it was the happiest I can remember
seeing her. And so I believe that every time a new baby went home, Mum would just off and have us
baptised [laughs]. And my aunty, the younger one, she was always their godmother. And she was just
such a wonderful influence in our lives, although she didn't impose or anything, but she used
to…[emotional]
MUSIC - CATHOLIC HYMN: Oh Sacrament Most Holy
After Mum died, because by then my parents were separated, and she'd come and see us in the school
ground.
MUSIC - HYMN: Oh Sacrament Most Holy
ANNA
And suddenly we were catapulted from spending three years with Mum to being back with Dad. And if
he was angry with us 'cos we wouldn't eat the meat on Friday, we'd be woken up and we'd have to go
over the road to the Presbyterian Church, which I absolutely hated because it wasn't uplifting in any
way, it was always dark and the people were always very sort of Presbyterian, you know, [laughs]
MUSIC – PROTESTANT HYMN: How Great Thou Art
very severe, very righteous in some ways. And they're singing 'How great Thou art' in this, you know,
like a scratchy record.
MUSIC - HYMN: How Great Thou Art
It seemed to dominate his life - trying to knock the Catholicism out of us. It was a dreadful sort of
paranoia actually.
MUSIC - How Great Thou Art… fades out
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SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Anna wasn't the only closet Catholic around. I've heard of one boy whose father only discovered he
was being raised a Catholic when he wore the blazer of his Catholic school to his grandmother's
funeral. His Protestant father, out all day at work, thought he was attending the adjacent state school.
Louise, raised Catholic alongside her supposedly Protestant brother, only later discovered how far her
mother had gone to defend the Catholic faith.

LOUISE
My aunt on my father's side, she said that my mother had taken my brother and gone away secretly and
had him baptised. And then my father found out and was just incandescent with rage. And I think that
was the beginning of the end of their marriage. I think they were very, very happy up to then.
Music: The Redeemer (fiddle)
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Priests could be openly interventionist, even if the couple had married outside the Catholic Church, as
Gwen discovered after she married Phil, a Catholic, in her Methodist church in 1949.
Music: The Redeemer (fiddle) fades under…
‘GWEN’
One Saturday morning there was a knock at the door and Phil went to the door and I heard him
speaking to somebody. And he introduced me to Father O'Donovan and he could have seen at that
stage that I was about eight months pregnant. And the priest walked straight across, still had his great
big black hat on;I t was like a round crown with a bit black brim; and Phil said to him, 'Do you intend
to stay, father?' And he said, 'Yes, I do.' And he said, 'Well take off your bloody hat.' 'Cause in those
days it was a very rude thing not to take your hat off when you met a woman. So he did take off his hat
and he sat down, but then he proceeded to give us a sort of a lecture.
__________________________
DRAMATISED SCENE
PRIEST
I've come to see about you getting married in the parish.
WOMAN
But father, we are married.
PRIEST
Not in the eyes of the church, you aren't. In the eyes of the church, you're living in sin.
[Woman gasps.]
PRIEST
Do you want the child to be a bastard?
[Woman gasps again.]

MAN
That's enough!
_________________________________________
Music: The Redeemer (fiddle)
GWEN
That didn't go down very well with me. I was a bit upset.
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SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Gwen and Phil raised their children as Protestants, a less usual outcome for a mixed marriage. Many
Protestant parents assiduously nurtured their children's Catholic faith, even in some cases after the
death of the Catholic party. Alma Douglas' mother, a fervent Anglican, took an active part in her
children's Catholic upbringing.
MUSIC - CATHOLIC HYMN: QUEEN OF THE MAY
ALMA DOUGLAS
We used to have big fetes in those days, and my mother was forever sewing and crocheting and
knitting for the nuns, for the school, for the fete, and she made sure my brothers and I attended church.
MUSIC - QUEEN OF THE MAY
When we'd go to any ceremony - I was a flower-strewer in those days, you know, you'd put the rose
petals out - she'd make sure your basket was always painted white and she got me fresh rose petals, in
fact I've seen her carry me up the street on her back when it was raining, so my white shoes wouldn't
get mucked up.
MUSIC - QUEEN of the MAY
LOUISE
Well, you know, I'm very attracted to tinsel and fairy lights and things like that. So I mean of course
the Catholic Church gives you that in spades really.
MUSIC - HYMN: QUEEN OF THE MAY
SUSAN TIMMINS
It was the trappings: the incense, they prayed, you know, to this papist person. The theatre of it just
absolutely got right up their nose [laughs].

KIMBERLY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
I loved it as a kid, loved the ritual, really believed everything. The bad stuff was, there was a terrible lot
of physical discipline that I think was really shocking now when I think about it, like caning; I
remember going home with welts on the back of my leg in infant school and you think now people
would call the police! That was really out by the time I got to high school, but certainly early school.
ACTUALITY/EFFECTS - School bell
Actor: (nun)
'Now, girls, turn to page 17 of ‘A Short History’… Don't use your left hand, child, that's the work
of the devil!'

KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
The good stuff I see out of it was a real sense of a social conscience. I remember really interesting
discussion and debates around apartheid; that whole thing about mission money that was really big,
saving the black babies from communism and paganism, so you went home, you brought in your silver
bottle tops and then we'd sew them all together into some bizarre kind of necklace thing, I don't know,
this somehow… it was just a miracle this was saving black babies [laughs]. Of course I remember
going home asking my mother to make chocolate crackles and toffees and I remember kind of sarcastic
comments about, 'Oh God, the black babies better be bloody happy. I wanted to go out tonight, not
making chocolate crackles to sell for them.' [Laughs.]
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
But your mother wasn't an active Protestant, was she?
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
Not at all. She never went to church. And that was another thing about Protestants, that they had these
churches, but they just don't go. They only go when people are getting married and dying, they don't
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really have a faith. They kind of just went there when things were on and went home, but they didn't
really connect with their religion in the way that Catholics did.
MUSIC (a capella): Firmly I believe and truly…
DRAMATISATION: Rosary recitation
ALMA DOUGLAS
For a start, none of us would miss Mass in those days. We would say the Rosary together; not every
night, but I'd say twice a week we'd say it as a family. And my mother would be doing something else,
but Dad would get myself and the boys together and we would say the rosary.
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
I didn't know anyone who wasn't Catholic until, probably, I left school.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
So it must have been weird for you knowing that your mother was a Protestant?
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
Yeah, it was. And I remember coming back from the shops once and the nuns had told us that
Protestants worshipped the Queen and that Protestants thought that the Queen was God.
MUSIC: God Save the Queen fades in…
And this somehow got mixed into the fact that my father was a real fervent Irish republican, so the
British royal family was bad and English people were bad and the Protestants worshipped the queen,
they thought the queen was God and we were all like 'oh!'
And I remember coming back from the shops and sneaking my head in; I was terrified, I remember my
heart was racing. I would have been about ten - sneaking up the steps and looking inside the Baptist
church at the end of my street and looking in - and there was a big picture of the queen on the wall, so
I knew it was true!
MUSIC: God Save the Queen to end
ALMA DOUGLAS
I just felt quite peculiar walking into a Church of England. And you'd see over the pulpit this big eagle
there, and I'd think, 'Oh!' I got a bit frightened there. And then when the minister, Reverend PattersonClark it was at the time, came out once and I was dusting the seats and he knew I was going to make
my first Holy Communion; Mum must have been telling him; so I would have been seven, and he said,
'Have you tasted a host yet, Alma?' And I said, 'Oh no, not till the day.' 'Well, come in then,' he said, I'll
let you taste one’; because they gave Communion, the High Church of England; and he gave me this
host - and I thought I was going to die, because I'd already tasted the host, and I went and told the nuns
the next day. Well, they went off their head.
MUSIC - HYMN: SOUL of my SAVIOUR
LOUISE
Well they used to go around and say, 'Who says the family rosary?' And then they'd come to me and
this look would come on their faces, you know, and I'd just say 'No!' And then they'd go, 'Tsk, oh,' you
know, that sort of nunny thing, 'Mm, oh, tsk, just talk to your father, Louise, talk to him about God.'

MUSIC - HYMN: SOUL of my SAVIOUR
ACTOR (Nun)
If we don't save his soul, he’ll burn in hell.
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LOUISE
He died when I was 11. It was very upsetting because I really thought he was in hell. So, I didn't have
nightmares, but it was just very upsetting to think that he was burning away in hell.

MUSIC - HYMN: SOUL of my SAVIOUR
ACTOR (nun):
Your daddy will burn in hell. For all eternity.

MUSIC - HYMN: SOUL of my SAVIOUR
ALMA DOUGLAS
I mean for someone to say, when you look back on it, to a young child, 'Your mother's going to go to
hell, because she's not a Catholic,' that's a terrible thing! Oh, the Catholic Church was terribly rigid and
I accepted that because that was my faith.
MUSIC - HYMN: SOUL of my SAVIOUR fade under…
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
As downtrodden Irish Catholics it was some consolation to us to know that Protestants had been sold a
bum steer. The Catholic Church, after all, was the 'one true church' and all else was heresy. Or so we
thought until Vatican II introduced ecumenism in the sixties. Till then mixed marriage couples who
married in a Protestant church were encouraged to rectify this sad state of affairs by conducting a
second, real marriage in a Catholic church, a process known as convalidation.
MUSIC - HYMN: SOUL of my SAVIOUR
________________________
DRAMATISED SCENE
PRIEST
Ah - the convalidation application. Sit down Mrs Gordon.
MRS GORDON
Thank you, father.
PRIEST
Now, date of the attempted marriage?
MRS GORDON
Tenth of October, 1948.
PRIEST
If before a heretical minister, name and location of the church and affiliation of the sect?
MRS GORDON
Reverend Saunders, St Philip's Anglican Church, Sydney.
PRIEST
Reasons given by the Catholic party to explain the marriage outside the church?
MRS GORDON
Well, John's family were Anglican…
PRIEST
No, no, it's on the form. Was it because of ignorance or malice?
MRS GORDON
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We just didn't want to hurt his family's feelings.
PRIEST
Ignorance! Good. Nearly done.
____________________________________________________________
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Curiously, different religious beliefs did not seem to adversely affect a couple's relationship in a mixed
marriage, in their children's eyes at least. Somehow the parents negotiated the pointy ends of Catholic
and Protestant dogma.
ALMA DOUGLAS
I think after I was born, I don't think they slept together. I look back on it now, I slept with my mother
every night of my life till the night before I got married. And I think that was their way of
contraception.
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
My mother made it really clear that she was having two children, that was all. My father, he just went,
'Oh that's a woman's business, I don't want to know.' And I remember her saying, 'Well, how could he
not know, 'cause we're now going to have sex.' She'd get up and she 'd go and she'd get the diaphragm
out of the cupboard and have to go to the bathroom and put it in. And that was his way out of it, 'I
know nothing and I'm not doing anything.'
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
At first sight, Kimberly O'Sullivan Steward's father ticked all the Irish Catholic boxes. One of 11
children, he played footy, voted Labor, was active in the union, and hated the monarchy. Kimberly's
Protestant mother had little time for such attitudes.
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
She saw herself and her side of the family as very Protestant and upright and hardworking and secular
in their thinking. Whereas my father's side, they were just always more interesting, you know, here'd
come mad aunts who'd sort of break into quotes from movies and things, and everything was always
kind of chaotic, and there were kids and dogs. So anything that was problematic with me or we we'd
clash was all because of, 'Oh, that's the Irish Catholic craziness,' or 'the Irish Catholic blood.'
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
And yet, as you say, your mother doesn't quite fit the stereotype of the… certainly not of the wowser
sort of Protestant.
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
No! Not at all, not at all. She used to go out with girlfriends, she'd go to the movies, she'd go shopping
with girlfriends into the city. She used to go off and do kind of courses. She did yoga&#8212;that was
considered kind of very bizarre at the time in the sixties. She quite openly smoked and drank.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Maybe she'd been ‘corrupted’, in quotes, by her Catholic genes? [Laughter.]
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
For everything was not as it seemed in Kimberly's family. Her father and his ten siblings departed from
the Catholic stereotype in that all 11 were teetotal. And when Kimberly, a librarian, researched the
maternal family history, she found that her mother's treasured Protestant identity was only skin deep.
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
Her father was from a mixed English-Irish family and he was a Catholic. He goes to war, he's a World
War I veteran, signs up and all his stuff: religion Roman Catholic. Comes back, marries shortly after
the war, on their marriage certificate it says that he's of no religion and he later goes on to become a
Mason. So he really renounces Catholicism. Now, that was kept quiet; my mother was really shocked
to see that. I said, 'Did you know Pa used to be a Catholic?' And she's gone, 'Oh, no, he was very
Protestant and he was in the Masons,' and everything. And my mother used to have a photo of my
grandfather up in the house, because I remember the outfit, and he had the little Mason apron on.
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SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Such labels - Protestant, Catholic and Freemason - might seem unimportant these days, except to
family members. But until the 1960s, they could determine your job, your prospects and other key
aspects of your life.
ALMA DOUGLAS
Oh, yes, being Catholic in the fire brigade in those years, a chance of promotion wouldn't have been
great and even going through, my father retired in 1960; started in 1925, retired in 1960; he got up to
be deputy chief, but he was blackballed quite a few times. People used to vote on various things,
particularly in the Masonic Lodge. You'd apparently be given a black and a white ball in your hands;
no one would ever know what ball you put in, your black or white ball, and that's how it used to be a
saying in the fire brigade, 'Oh he's been blackballed,' you know, meaning 'He won't go forward for
promotion.'
MUSIC – Faith of our Fathers (piano) fade under
“JAMES”
I served in the New South Wales police force for 41 years. Very early in my service, I was given the
task of inspecting schools throughout the area in which I worked and I was requested by two different
orders of nuns to inspect their complexes as they were experiencing difficulties with hooligans coming
in and doing damage. I had a book in which I recorded the date, time and result. I came to work one
day and on arrival, the station sergeant said to me, 'The inspector wants to see you.' He then
commenced the conversation by saying, 'You don't waste your time with these.' And he had the book
open at one of the Catholic schools that I had visited. He got a red pen and drew a line across the page
with such ferocity that he actually ripped the paper!
MUSIC – Faith of our Fathers (piano) fade under

SIOBHAN MCHUGH
This Catholic former police officer, call him 'James', witnessed systemic bias against Catholics in the
New South Wales police force from the fifties to the nineties. A colleague, who was a Mason, told him
how the recruitment system was rigged against Catholics and when he processed miscreants and
criminals, James saw how even they were used to further religious bigotry.
‘JAMES’
I observed, on many occasions, when some of my prisoners were processed, that despite the fact that
they gave title to other religious denominations, they were suddenly re-categorised as Catholics. I made
it clear that I was not happy with this practice because Catholics would appear to be amongst the
greatest offenders of the prisoners charged. That stance by me did not endear me to my superiors and
as a result I found myself doing menial tasks.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
It's common mythology that the head of the New South Wales police force alternated between a
Mason and a Catholic in an attempt to keep both sides happy. Other government departments were
unequivocal. In New South Wales, the Water Board was a Masonic stronghold, as was the public
trustee. Catholics triumphed in Taxation and railways, while housing was known colloquially as 'the
Vatican'. Until the 1970s, an unusually high percentage of Catholics lived in the ACT because so many
flocked there to jobs in the public service. Why? Because they were barred from employment in much
of the private sector, including big companies like the Colonial Sugar Refinery, Wunderlich Tiles, and
certain department stores.
ALMA DOUGLAS
David Jones wouldn't employ a Catholic; that would have been in the fifties. It was just accepted, sort
of thing, and no one thought about it as discrimination, you just didn't go there.
MUSIC – Faith of our Fathers (piano – discordant)
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ALMA DOUGLAS
It was quite predominant then, you'd see it in ads, you know, 'Catholics need not apply', this would be
in the 'Jobs', you know, vacancies and various things like that. I never saw it in print that Protestants
need not apply.

KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
I also remember coming home when I was young, so this is kind of early sixties, and having rocks
thrown at me by these awful boys, and going 'Catholic, Catholic,' or something.
Chanting: 'Catholic dogs, sit like frogs, in and out of the water logs.'
MUSIC – Faith of our Fathers (piano – discordant)
KIMBERLEY O’SULLIVAN STEWARD
And I remember holding up my suitcase and the stones kind of hitting my suitcase, and coming home
being really upset. And my mother saying, 'Oh they're just stupid boys,' and my father saying, 'No this
is what we go through, this is the oppressive thing that you go through being a Catholic.'
ABC RADIO ARCHIVES (13.7.1977)
Loud beating of Lambeg drums
News reporter: The noise of the Lambeg drums, an unmistakable sound to the people of Northern
Ireland as 100,000 Orangemen celebrate the victory back in 1690 by the Protestant forces of King
William of Orange over the Catholic King James at the Battle of the Boyne.
DRUMS
Crossfade
Kids chanting: 'Catholic dogs, sitting on logs, eating maggots out of a frog.' 'State, state, lick the
plate’…
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Underneath the childish jibes lay the remnants of age-old prejudice. Irish Catholics had bitter memories
of colonial oppression by the English and neither time nor distance had obliterated their sense of
injustice.
SUSAN TIMMINS
They knew - they'd just come through the famine, they knew that they'd been dudded, well and truly, in
a very, very major way, and came here and found much the same sort of bigotry. You found the
Anglicans treating them as very definitely second-class citizens.
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
Susan Timmins' ancestors, the O'Briens, left Ireland in the 1850s to escape the infamous potato famine.
COMPOSED MUSIC – FIDDLE
The great famine, as we call it, left an indelible scar on the Irish psyche. Like every schoolchild, I
learned how the Irish ate grass and died on the roadside as the English colonial government continue to
export food from the country. A million Irish starved, one-eighth of the population. The famine also
triggered the biggest national emigration of nineteenth-century Europe. The overall effect was to halve
Ireland's population. This grim statistic is etched into the collective soul of the Irish, at home and
abroad.
Susan's relatives, the O'Briens, were among the lucky ones. They did well in Australia, and by the
1920s the family ran a store in Maitland, New South Wales. Julia O'Brien, Susan's mother, was the
eldest of a large family and the future looked bright - until Julia fell in love with Errol White, a
Protestant.
SUSAN TIMMINS
My mother's family were adamant that she should have nothing whatsoever to do with him. So what
they ended up doing was, they eloped.
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COMPOSED MUSIC – FIDDLE and PIANO
She was the eldest of 12 and the other children were forbidden to speak of her. Her father never wanted
to see her or speak to her or even hear her name again. So she did try various forms of reconciliation
and they didn't actually marry until he died.
COMPOSED MUSIC – FIDDLE and PIANO
_________________________________________________
DRAMATISED SCENE
JULIA
Hello mother.
MOTHER
I didn't expect to see YOU again.
JULIA
I heard father is very ill.
MOTHER
He's had the last rites, God have mercy on him.
JULIA
Has he asked for me?
MOTHER
He has not. You ceased to be part of this family the day you abandoned your faith. You broke your
father's heart - and mine too.
COMPOSED MUSIC – FIDDLE and PIANO
__________________________________________________________

SUSAN TIMMINS
Well I know that when my grandfather was ill, my mother went to Maitland from Sydney, went to
Maitland and tried to see him. Her mother said, 'Your father does not want to see you, he does not want
you in the house.' And she had to get off the veranda. From the time she left till she died, she never
entered that house again.
They married in Mosman in Sydney, a registry office marriage. My father had become so anti-religion
and my mother died giving birth to my brother.
ACTUALITY/FX: FUNERAL BELLS
We were in an orphanage, he came to visit us each weekend, but when I was seven or eight I went to
live with an aunt, his elderly sister. Now she was in fact also quite bigoted and so was her husband, and
they were bigoted from the other side, they thought Catholics were 'bog Irish,' is what she called…
whenever I did something wrong, it was the 'bog Irish' coming out in me.
So when I was seven or eight, my father found somebody and was going to remarry and to her shock
and horror, another Catholic. So what she did was, she convinced my father that these two little
unbaptised children that she had on her hands needed to be baptised and baptised pretty quickly. So just
before my father remarried, lest I become a papist child, I was welcomed into the Church of England
Church.
Composed music - piano
My second mother was really almost as anti-religious as my father was. She certainly got married in a
Catholic church and she even had her, I had another three brothers and sisters, and they were baptised
in the same St Canice's Church in Elizabeth Bay, but that was about as much as she ever did as far as
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religion went. I can remember a priest coming around when we were children and she hid and told us
all to be quiet.
And she herself was one of those that brought to my attention the need in this world to stamp out
bigotry and ignorance wherever you can, and overcome these things. She was a very welcoming to
everyone person. She hated the fact that these divisions had been set up.
Composed music - piano
My second mother taught me to believe that there was good and there was bad and to do good was
what it was, it was very little to do with religion. They didn't have the market cornered on goodness.
Composed music - piano

SIOBHAN MCHUGH
To her father's dismay, Susan went on to fall in love with a Catholic. When they married in 1969, she
opted for a Catholic church to please her husband's family, and even converted to Catholicism. But a
few years in war-torn Vietnam altered the couple's attitude to religion.
SUSAN TIMMINS
I'd been married a couple of years and I thought, 'Well, I don't really believe in all of this religion
anyway.' So I thought, 'What am I doing with it? To hell with it.' So we dropped everything. We had
two children, neither of them were baptised. They have remained very good people: one's a social
worker and one's a specialist nurse working with AIDS and works for MSF, Médecins Sans Frontières,
so they've grown up I think with very decent values, all without, all to do with no God and no religion.
Composed music - piano
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
The story wasn't quite over. Four decades after her mother's banishment from the family home in
Maitland, a brother made contact with Susan's father.
SUSAN TIMMINS
And my father arranged that we all went out to dinner together, wouldn't this be a lovely bonding
thing? Well, you can't take somebody who's had no contact with their mother's family for 30 or 40
years, and then take you all out to dinner and expect that we would all be hunky-dory. I was hunkydory enough and a polite situation until I'd had a few drinks and I suppose I then had to ask the
question, just 'Why?' I said, 'You'll have to forgive me but I'm antagonistic towards my mother's
family. I don't remember any of you, I don't remember… It's all right for you to swan in from overseas
and say "hi" to my father, but did you ever care about what happened to us children? Did you ever care
what happened to us as kids? Did you ever care that my father was in such a dire situation that he had
to put his children into an orphanage?' He described that [sobbing]…
God, this is ridiculous, I'm 65… but he always described that as being the most terrible, terrible time of
his life. He said it was bad enough when his wife died, but to have to put his two children in an
orphanage because he couldn't support them. It was after the war and widows were getting war widows'
pensions and things, but he got nothing.
COMPOSED SONG: Marrying Out
My mother cried, my father too,
My brothers hate the very sight of you
Your sister says they’ll banish you
They’ll cut you out for what we do…
SUSAN TIMMINS
You know, I spat it out then well and truly, it was like a therapy session at the dinner table, which was
not real good, I'll tell you, in a restaurant [laughing]. And my father was as shocked as anybody, so
was my husband. I had a child myself at this stage and I couldn't then believe that anyone would just
wipe children so easily. But they did.
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Composed music – fiddle
SIOBHAN MCHUGH
By the time I came here, in the eighties, Australia was multicultural and there were laws against racial
and religious discrimination. I worked and mingled with people of over 60 ethnic backgrounds and
revelled in the diversity; it was like travelling while staying in one place. With some shock I realised
that to a Vietnamese or an Indian-Australian I was classified under ‘Anglo’.
Now ‘Anglo-Celtic’ has become shorthand to describe non-Indigenous Australia before the 1950s. The
implication is that this English-speaking stock represents the Establishment, a polite way of saying
'White Australia'.
But to blithely conflate English and Irish, Scottish and Welsh, as if we were one big cosy community
all along, is far from the truth, as these stories of mixed marriage show. And I believe that if we want a
more equitable Australia, we need to acknowledge past prejudice.
To today's underdogs, the very notion of an Irish Catholic underclass might seem absurd. By the 1990s,
Irish-Australians Catholics occupied the highest positions in the land: Paul Keating as Prime Minister,
William Dean as governor-general and Gerard Brennan as chief justice of the high court. But if Irish
Catholics are respectable at last, a new ‘Other’ will always be copping the flak.
ABC RADIO ARCHIVES 2005
Actuality of riots against Lebanese Muslims at Cronulla, a beach in southern Sydney, 2005.
SUSAN TIMMINS
I see it so often now. When you hear people ranting and raving about other religions, mostly Muslims,
and I liken it to what my family went through.
COMPOSED MUSIC – piano and fiddle – closing theme, Marrying Out
ALMA DOUGLAS
I think religion played a big part in our history, but I think it made our nation strong, because people
had to fight for things and their beliefs. It happened within our family, even with all the conflict. It did
make you question, and you accepted that we're all people.
COMPOSED MUSIC – piano and fiddle – closing theme
LOUISE
I left the Catholic Church very easily, with no guilt, but I do have to emphasise that my mother's mixed
marriage did make me very unhappy, 'cause it obviously ruined their marriage and although they sort
of gave this semblance of being a happy couple I think, you know, behind it all they were both very
unhappy.
COMPOSED MUSIC – piano and fiddle – closing theme
SUSAN TIMMINS
I've been back to his grave. I've talked to him there, the old grandfather. I weeded his grave, and as I
was weeding his grave, I was telling him what a rotten old bastard I thought he was. But, you know,
you've got to forgive him; it was the times.
COMPOSED MUSIC – piano and fiddle – closing theme to end.

THE END
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
FOR: Doctorate of Creative Arts Research Project, ‘Marrying Out’
Researcher: Siobhan McHugh, Faculty of Creative Arts
Address: 8 Stephen St, Balmain NSW 2041
Phone: 02 95558002
Mobile: 0404817165
Email: siobhan@mchugh.org
Supervisor: Dr Shady Cosgrove
Address: Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong, NSW 2025
Phone: 02 42214827
Email: shady@uow.edu.au
Project title:
MARRYING OUT: Irish Catholic-Protestant Unions in Australia, 1930s-1970s
Project Description:
My project will explore ‘mixed marriages’ (marriages between Catholics and nonCatholics) at a time when Australian society was polarised along Protestant-.
Catholic lines. Until post-war migration brought diverse ethnicities, most
Australian Catholics were of Irish background, and mixed marriages formed an
uncharted ‘third way’ in the long-running dynamic between the Irish/ Catholic/
minority and Anglo/ Protestant/ majority.
I will record oral histories (taped interviews) with those who experienced mixed
marriage first-hand, incorporating the interviews into a non-fiction book and audio
piece.
Aims of Research:
1) to collect important stories that would otherwise be lost to history
2) to present emotional truth as well as information: i.e let people say how they
feel about what happened, as well as describe the facts
3) to interpret the oral histories so as to provide insights into past aspects of
Australian society and community and see how things have changed and how
the past links to contemporary issues.

Selection of Participants:
Anyone with first-hand experience of a ‘mixed marriage’ is eligible to participate:
this includes individuals whose spouse was of an opposite Protestant/Catholic
persuasion, or the child of a ‘mixed marriage’, or the relative or close friend of
someone in a mixed marriage. The project will also cover individuals who chose
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not to continue a mixed-religion relationship due to family or societal pressure.
Potential participants will be located through media publicity, correspondence
with Irish-Australian and other appropriate networks and word-of-mouth. Once
contact is established, the researcher ( Siobhan McHugh) will select 25-50
people whose collective stories cover the broadest range in terms of family role,
chronology, urban/rural location etc. For logistical reasons the study will be
centred on Sydney, Melbourne and environs. This group will be invited to partake
in an oral history interview conducted by Siobhan McHugh.
Interview Procedure
The interview will be conducted at a time and place amenable to the interviewee –
usually in the interviewee’s home, for comfort and convenience. Audio taping
involves minimal technical disruption, just a quiet location, two comfortable chairs
and maybe a table. Siobhan will record the interview on professional-quality digital
audio tape (DAT). The duration will generally be 1-2 hours.
The questions will focus on the individual’s personal experience of mixed marriage –
how it came about, how it was regarded in the family and community, what
emotional/social/cultural impact it had on him/her, its positive and negative aspects,
and how things might have changed since then. The participant can add any other
comments he/she might feel are relevant. The participant may decline to answer any
question, and may halt the interview at any time, for any reason.
Siobhan is an experienced and empathic interviewer who will conduct the interviews
in a professional and ethical way. However, participants should be aware that the
topic may be emotive and upsetting, as it may involve recalling family animosities,
religious discrimination and unhappy times. Siobhan will provide details of free local
counselling services such as Lifeline, who can assist should the participant need to
debrief afterwards.
After the interview, the tape will be transcribed. When all interviews are complete,
Siobhan will assemble edited excerpts for a book and audio piece. Participants will
receive a CD of their unexpurgated interview for personal use, and details of the
excerpts to be used. It is assumed that most participants will be happy to have their
name used, but participants can remain anonymous if they wish (names will be
changed on the tape and transcript). On completion of the project, it is anticipated
that the tapes and transcripts will be archived at some suitable institution ( e.g the
Mitchell Library) and made available to the public for further research, subject to any
conditions of access the participants may nominate.
Risks and Benefits Associated with Participation
The negatives involved in participating in this project are:
• intrusion on time and space – up to 2.5 hours for completion of interview
• potential distress from revisiting painful memories
• potential intrusion on privacy through publication of interview excerpts
• potential misrepresentation of views through improper editing
The following is intended to mitigate the above potentially adverse effects:
• the interview will be conducted professionally and ethically
• sensitivity will be shown towards any emotional distress
• the interviewee may halt the interview at any time
• the interviewer will listen carefully and attentively and give the interviewee her
full attention for 1-2 hours – usually a satisfying experience
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•
•
•
•

the interviewee is being given the opportunity to have his/her story recorded
for posterity, and for family history purposes
the interviewer will supervise access to the recording and transcript
afterwards, so that they can not be used in any way not approved in writing
by the participant
the interviewer will give the participant a CD recording of the full
unexpurgated interview, for a) personal/family use and b) to ensure he/she
has the full context by which to judge any edited excerpts to be used.
the participant may at any time withdraw consent to use his/her interview, or
request anonymity in any publication of it. There will be no adverse
consequences for the participant in so doing, in terms of his/her relationship
with the interviewer or the university.

COUNSELLING: Participants who suffer emotional distress from the interviews may
wish to ring the 24 Hour telephone counselling service provided by LIFELINE on
131114 ( local call charge only)
Freedom to Refuse Participation
Participation is entirely voluntary and those approached are free to decline to be
involved, or to withdraw their consent at any time.
Complaints
If a participant has any complaints about how the research is/was conducted, he/she
can contact the University of Wollongong Ethics Officer on (02) 42214457
Queries
Please feel free to contact Siobhan McHugh on sam993@uow.edu.au or write to me
c/o Postgraduate Students, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong, NSW
2025 to discuss any aspects of your participation, or of the research topic or
procedure.
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CONSENT FORM
Doctorate of Creative Arts Research Project, ‘Marrying Out’
Project title:
MARRYING OUT: Irish Catholic-Protestant Unions in Australia, 1930s-1970s
Researcher: Siobhan McHugh
I have been given the Participant Information Sheet about the Doctorate of Creative
Arts Research Project, ‘Marrying Out’: Irish Catholic-Protestant Unions in
Australia, 1930s-1970s and discussed the research project with Siobhan McHugh,
who is conducting this research as part of a Doctorate in Creative Arts supervised by
Dr Shady Cosgrove in the Department of Creative Writing, Faculty of Creative Arts,
at the University of Wollongong.
I have been advised of the potential risks and burdens associated with this
research, which include the potential for distress at recalling painful personal
memories and intrusion on privacy by the publication of personal experiences.
I have had an opportunity to ask Siobhan McHugh any questions I may have
about the research and my participation.
I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary, I am free to
refuse to participate and I am free to withdraw from the research at any time.
My refusal to participate or withdrawal of consent will not affect my treatment
in any way by the University of Wollongong
If I have any enquiries about the research, I can contact Siobhan McHugh on
02 95558002 or 0404817165 or Dr Shady Cosgrove on 42214827 or if I have
any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research is or has been
conducted, I can contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics
Committee, Office of Research, University of Wollongong on 4221 4457.
___________________________________________________________
PART A: USE OF INTERVIEW TAPE AND TRANSCRIPT:
By signing below I am indicating my consent to:
participate in an oral history interview on the topic of mixed marriage
I understand that the recording made from my participation will be transcribed
and used primarily for a creative non-fiction book and audio piece to be
submitted as part of a doctorate in creative arts and I consent for it to be used
in that manner. I will be given a CD copy of the unexpurgated interview for
reference and personal use.
I also grant permission for the tape or parts of the tape to be broadcast, or for
a transcript, or parts of a transcript of the interview, to be published in print or
electronically and/or performed, subject to any special conditions listed below.
I understand that I will be notified of any such use.
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I also consent for the tapes and transcripts to be placed in a public archive on
completion of the project. I understand that I may nominate below any special
conditions regarding access.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS ( Tick as appropriate)

_____ Full public access, for research and reproduction

_____ Full public access for research only. My written consent required for
reproduction.

_____ Access restricted for ______ years

Other Conditions, if any ______________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Signed

Date

.......................................................................

......./....../......

Name (please print) _______________________________________

PART B: USE OF PHOTOGRAPHS (circle yes or no)
I consent to having my photo taken for the project.

Yes / No

If YES, I consent for my photo to be:
a) published in Siobhan McHugh’s book on mixed marriages Yes/No
b) published online on a website illustrating the project

Yes/No

c) displayed to accompany an audio piece on mixed marriages Yes/No
d) archived with my recorded interview and transcript

Signed

Yes/No

Date

.......................................................................
......./....../......
Name (please print)
__________________________________________________________
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Doctorate in Creative Arts Research Project - Title:
MARRYING OUT: Irish Catholic-Protestant Unions in Australia, 1930s-1970s
Student’s Name: Siobhan McHugh Contact: sam993@uow.edu.au
Supervisor: Dr Shady Cosgrove, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong
__________________________________________________
Sample Interview Questions
GENERAL
Can you describe your family background, especially in terms of cultural and
religious aspects?\
- parents’ ethnic and/or religious background
- brothers and sisters
- contact with extended family
- home: type of house, rural/urban
Can you take me through a typical week in your family when you were a child…
- meals, what you ate, with whom
- school routine
- play – what you did, with whom
- weekends
What sort of a community did you grow up in?
- describe the recreational/social activities
- highlights and/or difficulties
What role did religion play in your life when you were growing up?
How different was it from what your parents experienced?
How much did you identify as a Catholic/Protestant
- in your youth
- as an adult
How much did you interact with people of other religious backgrounds?
- in your youth
- as an adult
How would you describe the social and political attitudes in Australia in your youth?
Did you ever experience discrimination on racial or religious grounds?
How different is Australian society now?
A. MIXED MARRIAGE
Describe the circumstances regarding your own experience of mixed marrriage
[ Questions will vary here according to the situation: here are some examples}
How did you meet your spouse?
What was his/her background?
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How different did it seem from your own?
Was it an issue, that he/she was of another religion
a) for you b) for him/her c) for your parents and extended family
How did you both deal with that issue?
When you decided to get married, how did your respective families and friends
react?
How did you/you spouse feel about that?
How did the clergy react?
What conditions, if any, did the clergy impose before agreeing to conduct the
marriage?
How did you/your spouse feel about those conditions?
Can you describe the wedding day: the ceremony, the locale, the guests
As you settled into married life, how did the factor of different religions impinge on
you as a couple, if at all?
How did it affect your relationship with your respective families?
What sort of religious practices/beliefs did you pass onto your children?
What sort of schools did they attend?
How much did they identify with the religion you advocated?
Did you ever discuss your ‘mixed marriage’ with them?
What sort of impact do you think it had on them, emotionally, culturally, socially?
Can you recall the impact outside events may have had on your religious beliefs or
practices, or on your marriage
- e.g Vatican 11, Humanae Vitae encyclical re contraception, World War 11,
1954/5 Labor Party split and The Movement, death of Archbishop Mannix, the
Vietnam War
How do you think attitudes in Australia have changed now towards people of different
religious backgrounds getting married?
In retrospect, what do you think were the positives and negatives about having grown
up in a ‘mixed marriage’?
How has your own attitude to religion and cultural identity shifted over the years?
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B. Person who had a mixed-religion serious relationship but rejected marriage.
How did you meet your boyfriend/girlfriend?
What was his/her background?
How different did it seem from your own?
What sort of an issue was it that he/she was of another religion
a) for you b) for him/her c) for your parents and extended family
What were the circumstances of the relationship ending?
How do you feel now about what happened?
How do you think attitudes in Australia have changed now towards people of different
religious backgrounds getting married?
How has your own attitude to religion and cultural identity shifted over the years?
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C. Child of a mixed marriage
Describe what you know of how your parents met and decided to get married.
Describe what you know of how their marriage was viewed by their respective
families and friends, the clergy, and the broader community.
How important was their religion to each of your parents?
What aspects of religion did they pass on to you?
Did you identify particularly with the religion of one parent?
If brought up in one parent’s religion, did you feel as much part of that community as
the children who had both parents in it?
In retrospect, what do you think were the positives and negatives about having grown
up in a ‘mixed marriage’?
How do you think attitudes in Australia have changed now towards people of different
religious backgrounds getting married?
How has your own attitude to religion and cultural identity shifted over the years?
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D. Relative/friend of someone in a mixed marriage
What is your relationship to the couple?
Describe what you know of how the couple met and decided to marry.
How important was religion in your relative/friend’s family?
How did you view the marriage?
Describe what you know of how the marriage was viewed by their respective families
and friends, the clergy, and the broader community.
How did these views change over time, if at all?
If there were children, what role if any did religion play in their life?
In retrospect, what do you think were the positives and negatives about ‘mixed
marriage’?
How do you think attitudes in Australia have changed now towards people of different
religious backgrounds getting married?
How has your own attitude to religion and cultural identity shifted over the years?
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Sample letter to newspapers seeking participants for oral history component of a
Doctorate in Creative Arts, whose Research Project is on the topic ‘MARRYING
OUT: Irish Catholic-Protestant Unions in Australia, 1930s-1970s’
Researcher; Siobhan McHugh
Supervisor: Dr Shady Cosgrove, Dept Creative Writing, Faculty of Creative Arts
Letters To The Editor
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am researching what used to be called ‘mixed marriage’ – marriages between
Catholics and Protestants in Australia. Until post-war immigration brought ethnic
diversity and Vatican 11 brought ecumenical change, Catholic and Protestant
communities were distinct and sometimes hostile, and such marriages were often
controversial. Some suffered long-running family rifts for marrying ‘out’; others
abandoned the relationship rather than be cut off. The children of ‘mixed marriages’
occupied a cultural limbo – one described herself as a ‘spiritual half-breed’.
I am seeking individuals who would share their experiences of mixed marriage with
me. This would form part of my research for a Doctorate in Creative Arts at the
University of Wollongong on the topic MARRYING OUT: Irish Catholic-Protestant
Unions in Australia, 1930s-1970s.
I would be very grateful to hear from anyone willing to participate. I am an
experienced oral historian who intends to collate the interviews I gather into a book
and audio piece which I hope will enlighten us about a painful and revealing aspect
of our recent past, and perhaps provide insights for our society today.
Please contact me on sam993@uow.edu.au or write to me c/o Postgraduate
Students, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong, NSW 2025. I will be
happy to furnish further information or answer any queries.

Yours sincerely,
Siobhan McHugh
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ENDNOTES
1

A term commonly used until the 1960s to describe a marriage between a Catholic and a
Protestant and so used in this exegesis.
2
Historian Jeff Kildea, whose PhD thesis became the basis for ‘Tearing the Fabric:
Sectarianism in Australia 1910-25’, Sydney, Citadel. 2002, commented thus following the
broadcast of Marrying Out: ‘the show captured poignantly the human tragedy of sectarianism,
which is missing from my writings, which concentrate on the political and cultural issues. I
thought those aspects were bad enough but some of the stories in the show I found quite
disturbing, even more so when they were related by the persons themselves or members of
their families who had suffered… our work should be directed to a better understanding of the
human condition and what you have done is to illustrate a dimension of sectarianism that is
absent from my work, which I in no way dengrate [sic] or resile from, but which I think is
limited by its format. In other words, I think our work is complementary and not competing.’
Emails J Kildea to SMcHugh, 29.10.2009 and 30.10.2009
3
‘Protestant’, unless otherwise specified, collectively refers to the three main Protestant
denominations in Australia to the 1970s: Anglican, Presbyterian and Methodist. Each
denomination had distinctive social and cultural associations, too complex to be revealed
here. Presybterians, Methodists and Congregationalists formed the Uniting Church in 1977.
4
‘The Irish, on arriving in Australia, were treated as a special class. As bearers of Jacobian
contagion, as ideologically and physically dangerous traitors, they were oppressed with
special vigilance and unusually hard punishments. They formed Australia’s first minority.
From the outset, the Irish in Australia saw themselves as a doubly colonised people.’ Robert
Hughes, The Fatal Shore, Collins Harvill, London 1987, p. 183. See also Hogan, Michael
‘Whatever Happened to Sectarianism’, Journal of Religious History, Volume 13, 1984, pp 8391
5
‘Hostility to Catholicism was built into the structures and assumptions of colonial society.
The accepted image of the Irish Catholic was that of an obnoxious dangerous inferior, an
image that normally provoked hostility and suspicion among those so depicted.’ Patrick
O’Farrell, The Catholic Church and Community in Australia, Nelson, Melbourne 1977, p. 54.
Russel Ward, The Australian Legend, OUP Melbourne 1958, p47
Kildea, Jeff, Exclusive and excluded: Irish Catholics in Australia, a paper given to the Aisling
Society Conference, University of New South Wales, 12 November 2005
6
Oliver MacDonagh contends that ‘the Irish were distributed more evenly in Australia than in
any other region of the world’, in a constant ratio of 15-33% of the population: ‘Emigration
from Ireland to Australia’, in Australia and Ireland: Bicentenary Essays, ed Colm Kiernan, Gill
and Macmillan, Dublin 1986, pp128-130
7
Patrick O’Farrell, in his classic history, The Irish in Australia, (NSW University Press, Sydney
1987) calls the Irish ‘the dynamic factor in Australian history: the galvanising force at the
centre of the evolution of our national character’ (p10). O’Farrell’s reputation in the field was
summarised in an obituary by John Gascoigne, Head of the School of History at the
University of New South Wales, where O’Farrell held a position for over three decades:
“The latter part of his career was dominated by the quest for an understanding and evaluation
of the Irish contribution to Australian life. The result was a series of works which captured the
experience of Irish-Australians: among them, The Irish in Australia (1993), which won the
NSW Premier’s literary award for non-fiction.
Patrick’s contributions to the fields of Irish and Australian history were acknowledged by
UNSW with his promotion to a personal chair at the early age of 39 and subsequently to the
first Scientia professorship to be held in the faculty of arts. His standing within Australian
university life also received recognition through his election to the Australian Academy of the
Humanities in 1976.’. From “Patrick O’Farrell, 1933-200” in Uniken, retrieved 12 April 2011
from http://www.unsw.edu.au/news/pad/uniken/uniken0304/page15.html
8

Rev Samuel Marsden, the chief Anglican clergyman in New South Wales from the 1790s
and a magistrate at Parramatta, fulminated at length on the inferiority and depravity of Irish
Catholic convicts: ‘the most wild, ignorant and savage Race … men that have been familiar
with… every horrid Crime from their infancy. Their minds being destitute of every principle of
Religion and Mortality render them capable of perpetrating the most nefarious Acts in cool
Blood. …always alive to Rebellion and Mischief, they are very dangerous members of
Society. No Confidence whatever can be placed in them… They are extremely superstitious,
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artful and treacherous…’ Samuel Marsden, A Few Observations on the Toleration of the
Catholic Religion in New South Wales, MS 18, Marsden Papers, Mitchell Library, Sydney.
Russel Ward notes that Australian songs about bushrangers like Jack Donahue show that
‘Irishmen in Australia are continuing, ‘more successfully and joyously, the battle against
British authority, and they already feel that the new land truly belongs to them, that they are at
home in it while their rulers are still ‘strangers’. The Australian Legend, p.54
‘Is this colony to be the “cynosure” of a large British element, or is it to be surrendered to the
Keltic and Roman Catholic Irishman?’ leader, The Age, 22 August 1862
9
A point made by Professor John Warhurst at the Freilich Foundation Conference on Religion
and Bigotry, Humanities Research Centre, Australian National University, 21 January 2009.
Malcolm Turnbull, Brendan Nelson, Christopher Pyne and Andrew Robb were Catholic; only
Julie Bishop was not.
10
Published as a book, The Snowy – The People Behind the Power (Heinemann 1989) and
eponymous radio series, ABC 1987.
11
Published as a book, Minefields and Miniskirts (Doubleday 1993) and eponymous radio
series, ABC 1993
12
Details of these and my other books, documentaries and oral history collections are in
Appendix
13
Palm Island - a Punishment Place. 2 x 30’ series, ABC Radio National 1991
14
This was shortlisted for the 2003 New South Wales Audio-Visual History awards, the
judges commenting favourably on this aspect:
‘The work operates at several levels of historical investigation, both into the facts of the
miners' battle at Eureka and the interpretation and representation of that information over
time... McHugh links the colonial experience with the memories and concerns of relatives who
remained in Ireland, including the Lalor descendants. She effectively integrates their
memories with their current understanding of the Irish cultural sensibility. The influence of the
past upon the current perceptions and beliefs is a graphic demonstration of the power of
history to inform the present.’
15

These family histories are on display at the Irish Orphan Girls exhibition at the Hyde Park
Barracks, Sydney, until 2010.
16

My radio documentary featuring descendants of the Irish orphan girls, Out of Their Feeling,
was broadcast on ABC Radio National and RTE (Irish national radio) in 2001.
17
Reconciliation – from Broome to Belfast (ABC 2001)
18

Other key oral history texts include: the anthology ‘The Oral History Reader’, Perks, R. and
Thomson, A. (eds.) (2006), Portelli’s ‘The Death of Luigi Trastulli and Other Stories: Form and
Meaning in Oral History’ (1991), ‘The battle of Valle Giulia: oral history and the art of dialogue’
(1997) and ‘The order has been carried out: history, memory, and meaning of a Nazi
massacre in Rome’ (2003), Michael Frisch’s ‘A Shared Authority: Essays on the Craft and
meaning of Oral History’ (1990), Luisa Passerini’s articles ‘‘Work ideology and consensus
under Italian fascism’ (1979) and ‘Women’s personal narratives: Myths, experiences and
emotions’ (1989) and Ronald Grele’s Envelopes of Sound: The Art of Oral History (1991).
For texts that use oral history in practice (rather than theoretical texts), see the vast Studs
Terkel archive, in print and audio, Sharon Gluck’s ‘Rosie the Riveter revisited: Women, the
War and Social Change’ (1987) and Claude Lanzmann’s Shoah: An Oral History of the
Holocaust (1985).

19

Professor Peter Read of the University of Sydney Department of History was a founding
member in 1980 of Link-up, an organization which sought to reunite Indigenous families
fractured by the forced removal of Indigenous children. Read coined the phrase ‘Stolen
Generations’, in his landmark 1981 paper, The Stolen Generations: The Removal of
Aboriginal children in New South Wales 1883 to 1969, Department of Aboriginal Affairs (New
South Wales government), pdf. ISBN 0-646-46221-0.
20
This candidate was one - author of The Carers’ section.
21
For insight into oral history interviewing techniques, see the following: Donald A. Ritchie’s
‘Doing Oral History. A Practical Guide’ (2003), and my own article, ‘The Aerobic Art of
Interviewing’ (2007), available online at http://ro.uow.edu.au/apme/vol1/iss18/13/. A University
of Indiana downloadable handbook contains much useful advice, although I disagree with the
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suggestion that you provide your interviewees with a list of questions in advance – this would
inhibit the spontaneous response that is an inherent part of an oral history dialogue. The
handbook is available at http://www.indiana.edu/~cshm/techniques.html Gubrium, Jaber F.
and Holstein, James A., eds. (2002), offer a comprehensive overview of a range of
interdisciplinary interviewing techniques, from oral history to journalistic to ‘therapy
interviewing’: Handbook of interview research: context & method. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
22

The candidate was asked to evaluate one collection of c.400 hours of interviews with coal
miners from Cessnock, New South Wales, carried out by a retired miner, who sought to
deposit the collection with a state institution, the NSW Writers’ Centre, in the ‘90s. The
interviews were recorded on cassette tape on a ‘ghetto-blaster’ – a very poor all-purpose
built-in microphone. Television and other voices intruded in the background and the
interviews, which were barely audible, mostly consisted of rambling conversations rather than
a focused dialogue around coal mining. What could have been an immeasurably important
archive was worthless, due to poor methodology.
2323
See Christopher Hitchen’s eulogy to Fallaci in Vanity Fair, 2006, where he revisits her
famous interviews with Ayatollah Khomeini, Colonel Qadaffi and Henry Kissinger
http://www.vanityfair.com/politics/features/2006/12/hitchens200612?currentPage=
24
‘Great Interviews of the Twentieth Century’ The Guardian 2000
http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/series/greatinterviews
25
Terkel refers to that incident on at least three published occasions – in the Parker interview,
conducted in the mid-nineties; in the foreword to Working, from 1972, and in a 2001 interview,
with Sydney Lewis from Transom.org, when he was 89. In the latter interview, he is hazy on
some of the details, but the salient point remains – the act of being recorded and hearing her
voice back gave her views credibility to herself.
‘I can’t remember if she was white or black. She was pretty, skinny and had about four little
kids running around… and she’d never been interviewed before. The kids were hollering, ‘I
want to hear Mama”. So I say, ‘just a minute’. And I play it back. She hears her voice. She
puts her hand to her mouth and says, ”oh my god”. I say, “well, what is it?” And she says, “I
never knew I felt that way before.” Bingo! It was fantastic. To her as well as to me.’
26
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Crow_laws
27
But the case was very damaging for Malcolm, who was ‘ridiculed by colleagues for her
claims that journalists should compress, rearrange and smooth over quotes to remain faithful
to the meaning, rather than the actuality, of speech.’ SMH Oct 6-7 2007, p.35
28
See Oral History Association of Australia Guidelines at
http://www.ohaa.net.au/guidelines.php
http://www.presscouncil.org.au/pcsite/fop/auspres.html#protect
accessed 28 July 2010
see also The News Manual
http://www.thenewsmanual.net/Resources/medialaw_in_australia_03.html
accessed 28 July 2010
29

Pers. communication via email from Claire Wright to S.McHugh, 22 October 2009.
“Michelle’ refers to Michelle Rayner, Executive Producer, Hindsight, ABC Radio National.
30
Digital radio, with its ability to replay live radio, will mitigate but not eliminate this issue.
Clarity is still a paramount concern.
31
Crisell is credited with inventing this widely used term. See his ‘theater of the invisible’, in
“Better Than Magritte: How drama on the radio became radio drama”, Journal of Radio
Studies 7 (2) (2000), pp464-473.
32
Some ‘documentaries’ deliberately blur this line – for example the film Exit Through the Gift
Shop (2010) by the British artist, Banksy. This exegesis does not have the scope to survey
this genre.
33
The book is McHugh, S: Shelter from the Storm: Bryan Brown, Samoan Cheiftains and the
little matter of a roof over our head, Allen and Unwin Sydney 1999. The magazine feature is
‘Samoan Symphony’, The Australian magazine, DATE June 1999. Both are by the candidate,
who also produced the radio feature Estate of Mind for Radio Eye.
34
Oral history as spoken word content featured on BBC Manchester in the late 1930s,
recorded by pioneering left-wing producer Olive Shapley. Shapley’s programs, featuring men
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working in the steel, coal and wool industries, were an innovation, according to British radio
historian Paddy Scannell (Cardiff and Scannell 1991, p345). Shapley presaged MacColl and
Parker in her use of oral history, but MacColl, Parker and Seeger transformed the core oral
history through musical composition and complex sound crafting.
35
Braun qualified his comments later in the interview, revealing perhaps a slight envy at the
poorer resources accorded the feature producer: ‘Compared with radio drama which always
lived nicely dressed on the fancy first floor of the radio building the feature is at home in the
cellar of cold and hard facts. It wears overalls, drags factual material, which it transports by
lorry to its audience. The feature is a forwarding business to dispatch information. This is the
‘what’, but the real point is the ‘how’. The feature can sing, can dance, it even can strip the
information’. (PL Braun 2007)
36
Including the NSW Premier’s History Award (1997), the New York Radio Festival Gold
Medal (1996) and the United Nations Media Peace Prize Award.
37
MacColl reported with some glee that only six months after The Travelling People was
broadcast, a collector recorded one of MacColl’s original songs from a group of Irish tinkers,
who insisted it was the work of a Donegal man, the same composer who had given them the
‘Shores of Erin’ – a bastardisation of Shoals of Herring. ‘The song had already been
subjected to the folk process’, MacColl noted. ‘The tune had been Irished and two verses
added.’ (MacColl, Topic 2008).
38
But the BBC was progressive in broadcasting the Radio Ballads; in 1968-70, when Portelli
tried to get airplay for his ‘Sound Archives’ production about slums and homelessness in
Rome, featuring social activists and protest music, he could not find a market: ‘the Archivi
Sonori were excluded from the state radio, where all controversial material was censored.
Later, when the state monopoly came to an end, the radical stations were too involved with
immediate political agendas and neglected long-term discourse on history and culture, while
the commercial stations that came to dominate the airwaves were just not interested.’ (Portelli
1999, p9)
39
The candidate was a freelance producer working at the Social History Unit at the time and
was party to listener calls and correspondence.
40
50 interviews were commissioned by the New South Wales Department of Housing with
public housing tenants in the Millers Point. They were conducted between 2005-7 by two
professional oral historians, project manager Frank Heimans and the candidate, Siobhan
McHugh, as well as by local volunteer interviewers. Steinke embellished the oral history for
the radio program by recording sound-rich actuality around the locality (pub atmospheres,
boats, children playing) and adding music and effects.
41
Personal commentary to S.McHugh by Kevin Bradley, Curator of Oral History, National
Library of Australia (NLA), at NLA, 6 Sept 2007, during reception for participants (including S
McHugh) of Using Lives postgraduate workshop in biography, run by Research School of
Social Sciences, Australian National University, 2-7 September 2007.
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